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This thesis studies a unique development in modemkt painting in the 

United States of America during the 1950s; the shift away from abstract 

expressionism, most vividly dislilled in the work of Morris Louis and Kenneth 

Noland. In the context of the early Cold War, the appearance of Louis' first Veil 

series and Noland's Circle Paintings is no coincidence. They mark the onset of a 

new mood taking hold of the country in the years foliowing Wmld War II. Yet, if 

these colorful and deeply sensuous images seem to speak to a new optimism, to 

possibilities opened up, and to freedoms renewed, we would be missing the point. 

In fact, they are founded on a theory of expression that is not only critical of the 

surrounding culture, but stakes out the most pessimistic of positions possible in that 

culture. This thesis is an attempt to develop a series of henneneutic frames for 

reading modemist abstraction in this negative light. 

In order to unpack these images 1 take recourse in the art critiusm of Clement 

Greenberg; specifically his notion of the decorative, a kïnd of unity and immecliacy 

of surface, which 1 implicate in a number of wide-ranging dialogues emerging 

around the modem subject. It is especially toward structuralist trends in American 

psychiatry and social psychology, that 1 turn my attention. For in effect, my 

interpretative operation hinges on a dismantling of the decorative as a metaphor of 

the tramformative or constitutive moment of the subject. ' n a t  is, 1 break down the 

seamlessness of the decorative into a set of semantic components or fragments 

sigruficant in the individual biography, yet silenced by the totalizing, intra-textual 

imperative of expressivity. What one finds in these paintings is that despite a l l  

attempts at expurgating intention in order to distill the aesthe tic, an inten tional 

structure can be found lying just under the surface, bound to the individual life 

lived, and Functioning on a metonyrnic or associative level. 

It is toward the sobering question of materialiçm that 1 continually return. 

For if Greenberg's interest in Sullivanian Interpersonal Psychiatry provides an 



initial fmnework for addressing the problems of painting f i e r  abstract 

expressionism, it also provides an entrance to more specific questions about the 

transfomative which Pollock entertained in t e m ~  of Jungian therapy and Gestalt 

psydiology, which Louis' fascination with Rorschach Psychodiagnostics summoned, 

and that Noland's stake in Reichian therapy amounted to. Undoubtedly the point 

is, h t  the aesthetic, if an image of ple~hide, if a bearer of the utopian impulse, is 

always paradoxicdy inscribeci by the trace of a material history that precedes it, that 

renders it utterly contingent. 
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Mind you, 1 probably owe more to my own father, Hans Steiner, and his identical twin, Pe Steiner. 
Then there is my dog, Tuzo, who should have been calleci Shep, but was named after a mountain, and 
whom I killed only a few months More this thesis was completed. And of course there is the thanks 1 
owe to Dorothy Steiner who scrupulously prwf read Mis entire thesis; always found its arguments 
baffüng, but who nevertheiess helped fund a couple of sutfing trips and as many dimbing trips in order 
to insure the bafflingness only continue and intenstfy. This thesis and the other surfing and dimbing 
trips that no one else would fund, were generously hnded by a fellowship from the Social Sâences and 
Research Cound of Canada, and a Universiljr Graduate Fellowship h m  the University of British 
Columbia. 



Mouming is the state of mind in which feeling revives the empty wodd in the form of a mask, and 
derives an enigrnatic satisfaction in contemplating it. Every f eehg  is bound to an a prion object, 
and the representation of this object is its phenomenology. Accordingly the theory of m o d n g  
which emerged UIUnistakably as a pendant to the theory of tragedy, can only be developed in the 
description of that world which is revealed under the gaze of the melandioly man. For feelings, 
however vague they may seem when perceived by the self, respond Like a motorial reaction to a 
concretely stcuchued world. If the laws that govern the Trnuerspiel are to be tound, partly 
expiicit, partly implicit, at the heart of mouming, the representation of these laws does not 
concern itself with the emotional condition of the p e t  or his public, but with a feeling which is 
released from any empirical subjed and is intimately bound to the fullness of an object. This is a 
motorial attitude which has its appointeci place in the hierarchy of intentions and is only called 
a feeling because it does not occupy the highest place. It is determined by an astounding tenaaty 
of intention, which, among the feelings is matched perhaps only by love - and that not 
playhilly. For whereas in the realm of the emotions it is not unusual for the relation between an 
intention and its objed to altemate behveen attraction and cepulsion, mourning is capable of a 
spedal intensification, a progressive deepening of its intention. Pensiveness is characteristic 
above all of the rnownfd. On the road to the &je& - no: within the object itself - this intention 
progresses as slowly and solemnly as the processions of the mlers advance. The passionate 
interest in the pomp of the Kazrpt- und Staatsaktionen, in part an escape from the restrictions of 
pious domestidty, was also a respowe to the natural afhi ty  of pewiveness for gravity. In the 
latter it recognUes its own rhythm. The relationship between mourning and ostentationf which is 
so brilüantly displayed in the language of the Baroque, has one of its sources here; so to the self- 
absorption, to which these great constellations of the wordly duonide seem but a gamet which 
may, it is tme, be worthy of attention for the meaning which o n  be reliably deaiphered from it, 
but whose never-ending repetition secures the bleak rule of a melancholic distaste for Me. 

Walter Benjamin, The Ongin of G m n  Tragic Dra~nn, 
tans. J. Osborne, (New York Verso, 1977), pp. 139-140. 



Preface 

T '  of thk dissertation as a study on a number of levels. The b t ,  and 

perhaps most important, a series of re£iections on the body ... my body ... a body on 

the brink of its historical ruin. Secondy, and in as much, a succession of not 

unrelated investigations into modernist painting in the United States during the 

late 1940s and 1950s. 1 like to think of the latter as a contingency felt in t e m  of a 

painful, direct, and naive correlation with the former; a kind of inverse relation, 

where injuries sustained in an active Me climbing, have necessitated periods of 

convalescence and/or sustained immobility. In this sense, 1 like to think of the 

injuries accrued and accumulated during the course of writing - forcing its writing, 

shaping its writing, but also failing that writing, insofar as never surfacing as the 

objed, but rather as a deferred or displaced sign of that writing - as a sort of minera1 

inscription left by a writing on the body, a hypogram that determines through the 

necessity, anteriority, and wholeness it describes- Think of this dissertation as a fall, 

and think of each chapter as the re-staging of a fall, i.e., an attempt to grasp the 

image of a succession of historical reflections on a darnaged life. The role of a preface 

should be nothing other than setting such a stage-work in motion. 

In 1512 Durer inscribed on a self-portrait: "Where the yellow spot is, to which 

I point with my finger, there it hurts." If it was to the spleen - the source of the 

melancholy disease - which Durer pointed, 1 offer my own brief catalogue of 

d a t i o n ,  chronologicaüy listing significant injuries sustained whiie climblng. 

Two exampies should suffice: Whereas, 1 like to think of the first draft of the b t  

chapter, entitled a "'Fabulous Invalid': 'Arnerican Capitalism' at Mid-Century (Not 

a Great moment At AU)", in terms of a reductive reading that circumscribes it to a 

bowstring tweak of the middle and index finger tendons of my left hand in early 

June of 1989, the summer prior to beginning this project, 1 would circumscribe the 

fint draft of Chapter Three, fonnerly entitled "In a Forceful Attempt to fix the Eye 

on the Sun. Greenberg Reading Pollock Reading Greenberg", to a long-term 



muscular irnbalance contributhg to a degenerative condition in the lower 

vertebrae, which left me supine for five months of 1995 in the Boreas. That a 

second draf3 of Chapter Three was contingent on a tom rneniscsus in the right knee 

in November and December of the sarne year, that a third draft was preapitated by a 

reflaming on the biceps tendon in the lefi shoulder in August of 1996, or that a 

fourth draft was contingent on a separation of the ACT, joint in the right shoulder, 

in the autumn (Le., the fall) of the present year in no way alters this hatnework of 

I List Lhose injuries that have lefi permanent scar tissue and have led to some 

kind of arthritic condition or weakening; those injuries that required institutiod 

attention and / or extended health care, including hospital stays and extensive 

physiotherapy; and finally those injuries that required dosages of anti- 

inflanmatories and/or pain killers larger than normally prescribed. 1 take the 

liberty of also listing those injuries sustained prior to the period of writing whose 

genealogy can be tracked as ontologically significant in repetitive instances of injury 

ocrrurring during the period of writing: 

Tom medial cartilage, right knee, surgery ( Mar. 1976). 
Dislocations both left and right knee (1976-1996). 
Broken heel plate, right foot (Aug. 1979). 
Dislocation left shoulder (Sept. 1986). 

Shattered M t  and forearm, right hand (Apr. 1987). 
Dislocation and floating bone chip rniddle joint, rniddle finger ( May 1988). 
Bowstring tweak of both middle and Little finger tendons, lei? hand (Jun. 1989). 
Nerve damage index and first finger, left hand, renervation surgery aul. 1990). 
Cr3.ck and splinter of wrist joint and rapsule, right hand (Jun. 1992). 
Bowshing tweak  middle and index finger tendons, right hand (Mar, 1993). 
Lower vertebral damage at L4 -L5 (Feb. 1994). 
Upper vertebral damage at C5 - C6 (Aug. 1995). 
Tom meniscus right knee, 40% surgidy removed (Nov. 1995). 
Flamed biceps tendon connecter, le£t shoulder (Apr. 1995). 
ACL separation, right shoulder (Aug. 1997). 



Introduction 

The immediate. One might weil recruit the narrow window on the world it 

provides for a defense of moderniçt painting and criticism in the United States 

during the late 1940s and 1950s. This dissertation is in large part an exercise in 

courting just this kind of temptation, but also, and importantly, it is an attempt to 

out-manoeuver and unravel the immediate as well. It is a historical rereading of 

the shift toward abstraction in the paintings of Jackson Pollock, Morris Louis, and 

Kenne th Noland; a cuiturdy oriented reinterpretation which does not diminish 

the centrality of formal questions the immediate describes. Moreover, it is a 

historical rereading of Clement Greenberg's understanding of the aesthetic; a 

reappraisai of a cool, bland, Apollonian detachment, what Greenberg considered the 

only defensible position in the context of post-war American culture. In sum, this 

dissertation unpacks the image of totality the immediate provides in t e m  of an 

essential contradiction; that the utopian impulse is itself paradoxically bound up in 

the material history of the surround'ig d t u r e .  

1 argue that the immediate, iE central to the circumscribing of a symbolic 

moment, is simultaneously complicit in a redefinition of the modern subject king 

forged in the surrounding culture as a whole. The great irony of the loose grouping 

of positions under consideration - the prinaple reason why Greenberg would have 

galvanized these painters into a loose sort of grouping in the first place - is that each 

reluctantly accepted precisely this paradox as the defining feature of the modern 

American moment. By resituating the grouping in the context of the wider field of 

discourses which made the post-war period one of the high moments in American 

history, 1 am able to recover the subtleties of this despairing politics. For the most 

part this melancholic posturing has been obscured by the extant literature on the 

subject which has traditionaiiy been polarized in twr, camps: that of an intrinsic 

dt iasm focusing on purely formal conceits, and that of an extrinsic criticism 

concentrating on soaal, historical, and political concerns. In order to understand 



fully the complexities of the position, 1 employ a methodological fkamework that is 

inclusive of both tendenaes. For the essential fact remains, that forma1 

problematics becarne an issue for painting in the k t  place precisely because of a 

long history of highly charged political negotiations. The instantarieous or 

immediate aspect of surface, what Greenberg calls the decorative, was intitnately 

comected with the social. A recourse to the immediate is bound up in a supremely 

pessimistic account of the individual under the conditions of modemity; one which 

acknowledges the self as only a fidion. If it appears to find some meager repast in 

the notion of bildung, it is worth noting now that it rests Linally, only, on the "veils 

of illusion" which the impoverished notion of the seif provides. It is, 1 think, an 

account of the modem predicament which deserves special attention. Especially 

today during a moment in history when the illusion of the centered and stable 

subject remains as km a shibboleth as the tenets of a therapeutic culture in the 

Academy . 
My research focuses on linking up the grouping to a constellation of 

discourses in American psychiatry and social psychology, all acutely aware of the 

odds stacked against the individual, all highly cognizant of the threat posed by 

"totalitarianism", all founded in the prinaples of stniduralism, and h d y ,  a 

general milieu increasingly defined by dynamic psychiatry. That the immediate had 

become the concem of a number of trends in American psychiatry and social 

psychology should be of no surprise. In the context of broader historical processes 

contributing to the deradicalization of the American Left, the imrnediate as a 

dynamic and transfomative moment had been narrowed down and isolated out as 

all that remained of the revolutionary project itself. If a moment rich with 

possibility however, the imrnediate was also the cruaal mechanism for both 

revolutionary and therapeutic fadure. It is not unimportant that the detached and 

contemplative feel of high modernist painting was bom of this active and engaged 

history. The cult of action will haunt it. Guilt drives this painting to continually 



transform the imaginative into a i l  manner of individual acts of nobbility. in fa&, if 

one were to describe Greenberg's project in terais of an aesthetic education of 

mankind at mid-century, it would have to be conceived of ironidy as an education 

in the physical: A kind of phys. ed. degree with a specialization in Schiller- 

Invariably, ail this leads to the central problernatic addressed by this 

dissertation, the question of rnaterialism -- Greenberg's rnaterialism, and the kind of 

materiahm one confronts in the speciflc cases of Pollock, Louis, and Noland. Most 

simply put the immediate is a metaphor of the transfomative moment; a nothing; 

an impossible moment when matter is in the process of becoming meaning. It is 

what Sullivanian Interpersonai Psychiatry - the most signiiïcant trend in dy&c 

psychiatry - had isolated as the "relatively h e d  pattern of energy transformations"l 

that determined the character, personality, and consciousness of the subject. For a 

materialist iike Greenberg, the immediaq or instantaneous potential of the 

medium's surface andogically corresponded to the physical and material processes 

precipitating consciousness, but blinded to consciousness because constitutive. The 

immediate operates as a metaphor of an unknowable totality or unity otherwise 

biinded to the subject, yet crystallized out as a function of the decorative or formal 

possibility of surface. The immediate stands in for a physical or material content 

Mthin the aesthetic. The immediate as surface-matter is a metaphor of feeling or 

emotion, what Greenberg cails "sensations, the irreducible elements of experienceM.2 

It is, of course, easy to dismiss the temptation of the immediate outright. (An 

extrinsic aitiasm has done this for long enough and to no avail). It is my attempt 

here to yield to its temptation, expurgating the soaal in the process, and only after 

the fact, seek recompense by reconfiguring the social within and through the narrow 

wuidow on the world the immediacy of surface provides. For upon carefd analysis, 

IHarry Stack Sullivan, 'The Meaning of Anxiety in Psychiatry and in Life", (Psychiatry, v. 11, n. 1, 
Feb. 1948), p. 5. 
2~lement Greenberg, 'Towards a Newer Laocoon", Partisan Reviao Uuly-Aug. 19401, in CIement 
Greenbrrg. ï h e  Collected Esurys and Criticism, Vol. 2:  Perceptions and \irdgeme~tts, 29394944, ed, John 
OBrian (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19ô6), p. 30. 
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what one £inds, is that the necessity and totalking nature of metaphor, as the crucial 

trope in high modernist painting is itself complementary to another kind of 

signiS.ing system. Focused in the autobiographical it is a system founded on a 

repetitious and consistent process of metonymic association and contingency. In 

fact, as Paul de Man writes, 'The relationship between the iiteral and figura1 senses 

of a metaphor is always metonymic, though motivated by a constitutive tendency to 

pretend the opposi teM.3 

Thiç insight offers the single most important entrance into high modemist 

painting and critiasm. Undoubtedly the original motivations behind this thesis can 

be traced back to what 1 dimly perceiveci of then as a gap in the iiterature spanning 

precisely this point. For if an intrinsic criticism has been unwilling to broach the 

question of the social, an extrinsiz criücisrn has suffered as great a las from its 

wholesale dismissal of Greenberg's insight into a theory of expression in painting. It 

is more than as a bromide 1 submit this thesis. One has only to survey the Iiterahire 

on Morris Louis and Kenneth Noland to realize, that unlike what my tiîle suggests, 

it stands as more than simply a generous obeisance to the genre of the coffee table 

book - by far the most familiar and numerous fonn that studies on Louis and 

Noland assume. Rather, 1 conceive this dissertation as a fundamental corrective to 

that Merahire, because 1 believe it to be a fresh and originai contribution to the social 

history of Arnericsui art. 

Why? PrincipaUy because not one of the individuals under consideration - 
Clement Greenberg, Jackson Pollock, Morris Louis, Kenneth Noland - cm be 

grasped M y  or in any cornplexity without a sustained consideration of the 

interreIations and tensions exiçting between al l  four. For example, any attempts to 

corne to ternis with Greenberg alone, in isolation £rom these other orbits - which is 

by far the most common tactic taken in the extant literature -- will ultimately fail to 

understand the complex of problems and multiple perspectives required in grasping 

3~aul de Man, "Reading(Proust)" in Allegories of Reading: Figliral Latrgirage in Rosseau, Nietzsche, 
Rilke, and Prorrsf, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), p. 71. 
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the depth and breadth of his own account- Secondly, h m  its inception, my account 

was less concerned with partisan politics (say for instance understanding the 

paintings of Pollock, Louis, and Noland simply against the background of American 

culture, or the ideological debates and pitfalls surrounding Greenberg's modernist 

critiasm), than with using Greenberg for a historical entrance into the former's 

painting. And conversely using those paintings as an espeaally privileged 

accounting of Greenberg's negotiations with the surrounding dture.  

And too, because the tension between metaphor and metonymy sheds a 

particularly penetrating light on the often ironic, far-reachïng, and light-hearted 

associations upon which one forrn of a serious, high-minded, and rnelancholic 

materialism at mid-century was based. Ultimately, because, the tension between an 

intra-textual and extra-textual reading permits the re-establishment of the primacy 

of intention w i t h  the interpretive process. Intentionality is the cardinal sin of 

high modemist painting and criticism. The immediate as metaphor is always a 

function of an unintentional working with surface-matter. That is, the metaphor of 

totality, symbolic unit., or wholeness is operative only insofar as intentionality is 

exduded from those processes constitutive of making surface. Even as part of a 

wide-ranging critique of consciousness, character structure, and instrumental 

reason, this paradigm is a deluded one. 

What one needs to remember is that a metonymic chah of associations is 

not only complementary to metaphoricity, but that it is constitutive of it. The fact is 

that achievement in high modernist painting rests entirely on the repetitious, 

prosaic, and banal way one builds a surface out of a very partidar, concrete, and 

self-consaous technique. These repetitive and mechanical technical procedures, 

which constitute any one particular stylistics, makes up a kind of veiled personal 

history: a web or structure of intention founded entirely upon concomitance, 

contingent association, and chance encounter or proximity. It is this extra-textual 

movement which carries the burden of an otherwise occluded subject-matter. 



In tenns of a practice Iüce Pollock's black and white paintings, Louis' first 

Veil series, or Noland's Target series, whkh for a.U intents and purposes expurgate 

intention, it seems that an intentional structure can be found lying just under the 

surface, bound to the individual life lived, and functioning on the level of 

association. A serious shidy of high modemist painting must necessarily begin with 

a bow to the unity and seamlessness that makes surface, only to proceed by what 

Walter Benjamin desaibed as a "mortification of the work.4 The task of the 

interpreter is not to synthesize the work into a whole (as is Greenberg's case), but 

break it down into kagments, ntined pieces, mechanical parts - a subject-matter that 

in the end is degorical, concomitant, contiguous, thick with the association of ideas 

and things and ads and faalties. 

The kind of work that is involved in uncovering an undervalued history 

such as this, such as the chah of association that links the body to a surface, to 

depth, on to the physics of the htantaneous, Jungian complementarity, Quantum 

theory, the atomicity of light, entropy, dissipation, sobriety, the necessity of a black 

and white palette, in Pollock's work hom 1951 is not your run of the miU kind of 

critiasm exuding decorum or academic restra.int On the contrary, it is al l  over the 

map. And rightly so! For it accesses what Greenberg valued most in Kafka's fiction, 

"a wide open inside a cloçed and s ü h g  worldW.s An in-between. What Hegel 

cded  the "noonday of life" when reason "drowns in its own abyssW.6 A thickly 

wooded grove of imagination, association, and fantastic movement, apart from the 

strictures and constraints of one's own predîcament, because finally a reflection on 

one's own predicament. 

-- -- 

4 ~ a i t e r  Benjamin, The Origirz of Gmnan Trngic Drame tram. J. Osborne, (New York Verso, 1977), 
111. 

bernent Greenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz K a k  Sotne Sources of his Particular Vision", in 
Clmen t Greenberg, The Collected Essays and Criticism, Vol 3: Afimt iuns and Refiisals, 1950-1956, 
ed. John O'Brian, (Chicago: The U~versity of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 208. 
~ e ~ e l ,  Diffmnce: The Difference Beîween Fichte 's and Schelling 's  System of Philosopliy, trans., ed. 
W. Cerf and H. S. Karris, (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1977), pp. 102-103. 



It is in keeping with the ironies, oppositions, paradoxes, and often absurd 

inversions of materialism, that a strict concentration on the medium of painting 

would ha l ly  involve a denigration of vision and the sublimation of sound. 

Because we are dealing with a kind of practice which prideges a prinaple of 

articulation between component parts or disrrrete rnaterial entities, the aesthetic is 

formulated as a kind of wooded hinterland beyond the horizon of representation or 

discursivity. The gutgling trickling sound of a stream in one of Louis' Veils, the 

vibration of particles at the atomic level in a Pollock, or the cool sounds of jazz, the 

exchange of blows in the ring, and the hushed and murmuring sounds of making 

love in one of Noland's Circle paintings, al1 exist as a kind of phonic potentiality 

that is a metaphor of the symbolic plenitude that is experience. As a figure of 

complementarity the literal appearance of a surface made up of factual and 

venfiable quiddities is constantly in tension with and absorbed by this totalizing 

figura1 possibility . 

Even color sounds. For if one takes this most essentiai feature of the mature 

painting of Louis and Noland, reducing it down to the essential frequenaes which it 

emits, out of the white light that absorbs each distinct hue into the unity that is the 

surface, one h e m  a gentle rustling music that is ail sound. Adorno's admiration for 

a line from the poet Rudolph Borchardt seerns especidy resonant here: "Ich habe 

nichts als Rauschen" ("1 have nothing but munnuring").7 It is a restatement of that 

metaphoric equivalence stnick between the sensuous aspect of language and its 

acoustic potential. It is an echo of Greenberg's favorite word in the whole wide 

world: "dissipate". It is a reminder of a certain pensive mood that surrounds 

materialism, one always accompanying the intoxication of the aesthetic state. Little 

wonder that the immediate "which starteci out more or less as 'Tm tskyism", tumed 

into art for art's sake, and thereby cleared the way, heroically, for what was to 

?~heodore W. Adorno, "Skoteinos, or How to Read Hegel': tram. S. W. Nicolsen, Hegel: Tftree Stiidies, 
(Cambridge: h4ïï Press, 1994), p. 89. 
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corneu.& Little wonder that the immediate still remaiRS today the only hopeftd and 

tempting vision for that theoreticdy soady oriented few, of a melancholic 

disposition! 

Before 1 begin to sketch out the more specific arguments in each chapter, it 

is worth mentioning that the development of this project over time rnirrors a shift 

traceable in Greenberg's criticism, as weii as one impliat to the processes of 

formalization in the work of Pollock, Louis, and Noland. For if th& project began as 

a conventiondly conceived work of social art history it ended up, because of the 

problems encountered on the level of local interpretation, indeed because of 

interpretation, as an attempt to problematize the tension between experience and its 

representation that Greenberg, Pollock, Louis, and Noland all had continudy to 

conftont. Greenberg's position is a highly complex and deep1y philosophical 

account of the conditions of huma.  consaousness. The student of Romantiasm 

should, i think, recognize it, first and foremost, as a critique of the constitutive 

nature of consciousness or metaphoricity. In the chapters which follow, 1 attempt to 

unravel this complex problem; b t ,  in terms of a general cultural context that 

would precipitate such a concern; secondly, in terms of Greenberg's own entrance to 

such issues through the work of Nietzsche and Kafka; thirdly, as a hc t ion  of more 

specificaliy art historical problems which faced Pollock, Louis, and Noland in terms 

of a mutual antagonism toward abstract expressionism; and lastly, via contemporary 

debates in Amencan psychiatry and soaal psychology, ail focuçed on the illusion of 

the individual, Le., the contingent or fictional nature of the self. Underlying these 

concerns, the methodological schema, and the readings proposed, lies a continua1 

recouse to the work of Paul de Man; and specificaily, an entrance to that wxk (the 

questions surrounding the disunity of the self, the tension between experience and 

Bacment Greenberg, 'The Late Thitties in New York", Art and Gdttire, (New York, The Beacon Press, 
2%1), p. 230. 
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representation, the symbolic and the allegorical) g&ed through the perspective of 

T. J. Clark. 

The point is, that as a result of this prolonged intellectual development, the 

weaknesses and faults impliat to my own process of methodological adjustment, 

readjushnent, reading, misreading, and rereading, are, unfortunately, retained in 

the skeletal layout of the ensuing five chapterç. As a whole they move rather 

awkwardly fcom the political and dhtral circumstances of the period to the more 

isolated and speafic forma1 concems one confronts in the individual artist and the 

particular painting. Lt is important to realize, however, that if the cultural and 

political history of the early Cold War was initidy to provide a background for 

readings of Greenberg, Pollock, Louis, and Noland, thiç simplistic gestalt relation is 

entirely cornplexified in the pertinent chapters through what 1 consider a kind of 

thematic centering of the dissertation as a whole. 

Thus, for instance, in the chapter on Noland's Circle paintings the argument 

hinges on the relatively banal, though suggestive opposition existing between the 

fonnal qualities of "squareness" and "cirdarity". A similar strategy should be 

noted in my reading of Louis' Veil paintings which hinges on the simple polarity 

between "falleness" and "uprightness". That the issue of middle-class conformity -- 

"squareness" or "uprightness" - shodd emerge in these chapters and the chapters 

preceding as the privileged theme and recurrent trope of the dissertation as a whole 

is no coincidence. What I have attempted to do is reconstruct a series of very 

personal perspectives on the modem American moment, wholly fomded on 

stylistics; something which emerges as an entirely prosaic, repetitious, and 

mechanically consistent set of syntactical strategies for representation. My aim is to 

isolate what Maurice Blanchot points to as the "writers solitude": 'The obsession 

which ties him to a privileged theme, 

... whidi obliges him to say over again what he has already said - sometimes with the 
strength of an enriched talent, but sometimes with the prolixity of an extraordinarüy 
irnpoverishing repetitiveness, with ever Less force, more monotony -- illustrates the 



necessity, which apparently determines his efforts, that he aiways corne badc to the same 
point, pass again over the same paths, persevere in starting over what for him never starts, 
and that he belong to the shadow of events, not the reality, to the image, not the object, to 
what dows words themselves to become images, appearances - not signs, values, the power 
of tnithP 

For Blanchot the "writers solitude" is a blind spot It is that which separates 

experience from representation, the 'T' of becoming £rom an "1" of desire. It is a 

middle, around which the rest of the text orients itself. "A center which attracts". 

Floating, dislocated, and always deferred by the pressures of representation, "it is 

also a fixed center which, if it is genuine, displaces itseLf, while remaining the same 

and becoming always more central, more hidden, more uncertain, and more 

imperious".l0 A center. The chiasm. A aossing. The immediate. A demarcation 

or interface between the aesthetic and moral realm, where the aesthetic reconstitutes 

and chemically blends to form the ideologicai. An unbridgeable gap between 

opposing realms. An inexplicable, ins tantaneous, electro-magne ticdy charged field, 

whose wiMg or circuitry I formulate in terms of an unseemly leap of intention. 

If Chapters Two through Five attempt to map such a b h d  spot and thus 

relocate "a center which attracts" in terms of very speolic approaches to and 

understandings of mehphoriaty, Chapter One, entitled "'A Fabulous Invalid': 

'American Capitalism' at Mid-Century (Not a Great Moment at AU)" lays a kind of 

initial groundwork. It provides a general introduction to America in the late 1940s 

and 1950s by broaching the central questions driving political and cultural dialogue. 

My intention here is fitst to give a sense of the kind of dialogues cirdating in the 

culture which high modemist painting and critiasm will pi& up on, and secondly, 

to place Greenberg within a number of progressively rehed and distinct contexts or 

hames. 1 focus on the ail-inclusive parameters of what has been calleci the Cold 

War consensus, and secondly, a constellation of discourses which most ably describe 

9~aaurice Blanchot, The S p  of Literatcwe, trans. Ann Srnock, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
1982), p. 24, 
l0~lanchot, The Space of Litmattire, prefratory note, ibid. 



the landmpe in spite of the hegemonic nature of the former: the "new liberalism". 

Surveying the superimposition of its varied discourses in political economy, 

cultural theory, anthropology, and psychiatry, 1 outline what is a 1- project for 

the grouping as a whole: the notion of "the vital center". A system of checks and 

balances which was assuting a non-aligned non-ideologid politics, by pinpointing 

freedom in between the extremes of Left and Right. 

Using both published and unpublished archival material 1 argue that while 

Greenberg is needfully positioned in this general orbit, certain key distinctions 

emerge which isolate him £rom its political solutions: distinctions from Greenberg's 

perspective which amount to the fact that any and all intrusions into the mord 

realm were ideological ones. Even if the threat of "totalithanism" abroad provided 

the tenns for a kind of loose association of interests, the threat of consumerism and 

the rise of a middle class on the domestic front was approached in distinct manners. 

This is most clealy fiustrated by the "new liberalism's" consistent defense of 

individuaiism on the one hand and Greenberg's paradoxical embrace of conformity 

on the other. Equally revealing is the "new Iiberalism's" various attempts to 

sustain freedom through a defense of anxiety and the copra te  sphere. 

What wiii become a recurrent theme in the dissertation as a whole is first 

introduced here as Greenberg's paradoxical clairn that in the context of post-war 

"American capitalism" only conformity can sustain a critical practice. What proves 

especiaUy revealing in this regard are the insights provided by SuIlivanian 

Interpersonai Psychiatry. Greenberg's close and Me-long association with members 

of the Washington School of Psychiatry is important here. For the irony of 

Sullivan's social psychological mapping of the subject is that anxiety was itself at the 

root of conformity. In sum, introducing a number of the key perspectives on the 

problem of middle clam conformity under the conditions of poshnrar capitalism is at 

the c m  of this chapter, while defining the role assigned to anxiety and 



distinguishing between various notions and degrees of Lreedom is the key to the 

operation. 

Chapter Two (the title of which is tm long to list here in an introduction as 

brief and concise as this one), uses Greenberg's rich reading of Kafka as an entrance 

into a brooding, mid-century version of the symbolic. Kafka's pst-exilic vision of 

the bureauaatic state is a powerful one. Ws attempts to found a literature on a state 

of becoming, despite the monstrous inversions that truth, language, or 

consciousness perpetuate, serve Greenberg as a decisive literary example of how to 

negotiate separation, isolation, and alienation, i.e., the problem facing the 

individual in terms of the "schizophrenia (that) is part of the discomfort of our 

civilization".ll 1 key in upn Kalka's notion of "expulsion from paradise'',iz an 

event which is "final" and "unavoidable", yet because eternal is a repetitious m d  

prosaic action which is in the main delirious and ïntoxicating. Evidently, for both 

Greenberg and Kafka, accessing this symbolic mode of becoming was achievable only 

through an allegorizing of the immediate. In other words, what 1 Eoas on, is a 

conception of the constitutive moment of the seif, a materiaikt version of the 

transfomative which wil l  provide the essential framework For a discussion of the 

immediate in painting. 

In an important sense this chapter rose out of what 1 consider the mistaken 

assumption that Greenberg's politics in the 1950s were aligned with the directives of 

the Pax Americana. On the contrary, I argue that Greenberg's attempts to isolate the 

metaphoric moment of coming into being is the most astute attempt at avoiding 

cooptation, in the culture. It is a conception of consciousness as a post-exïiic event, 

an attempt to broach the question of the immediate as an "expected", predicted and 

always-already commodified form of experience. in relation to liberal dhiral 

models, which hinge on a defense of choice, Greenberg's is a kind of despairing and 

- .. . 

llclernent Greenberg, "Religion and the Intellectuais: A Symposium", (Partisan Rmiao, May-/une 
1950), in C.G. 3, p. 40. 
l2~ranz  Kafka, Demesf Father: Stories and Other Writings, (New York: Schocken Books, 1954), p. 41. 



Romantic politics that concedes the ody pciçsibiiity left for an oppositional critique 

is a self-reflexive mirroring of that necessity which predestines and predetermînes 

life in the present. In a world in the wake of the collapse of the avant-garde 

paradigm, it is a position which marks out the slimmest of possibilities. 

Paradoxically, it is the "middie-class orderliness, routine, prudence, sedentary 

stability" of Kafka's "world all middle", which stands as the ody stop-gap ta these 

corruption's of history and the d e s h g  subject.13 It is undoubtedly on this point, 

that the expectations of the critic or student of Greenberg will be confounded. For in 

essence Greenberg's c d  - long considerd the most "tasteful'I of critics on the 

American scene - is a call to embrace the pessimal limits of a culture, and therein 

the pessimal limits of one's own taste. It is, it seems, the only viable alternative to 

counter-act the incessant colonization of the r e a h  of everyday iife by capitalism. 

Such are the indispensable Uttie ùivestigatiom of an (Amencan) Dog. 

Chapter Three is divided in two. On the one hand it is a reading of 

Greenberg's conception of the decorative; on the other hand a focus on the f o d  

devdoprnent of Pollock's painting from his abstractions of 1947-1950 to his black 

and white paintings from 1951. If the close relation beîween artist and critic 

provides a motor for the analysis, it aiso skews the reading in order to plumb what 

is a fertile common ground. Entitled "Towards a Physics of Reading Greenberg 

Reading Pollock Relaxing: Entropy as Dissipation in Sobe r- Type Painting", Chapter 

Three is an attempi: to trace the slippery terrain between Greenberg's phiIosophidy 

grounded materialism, and a "modem" atomistic conception of the tramformative, 

as articulated within Sullivanian interpersonal psychiatry. But also it is an at-tempt 

to use Greenberg's vision of the aesthetic as an especially priviieged entrance into 

the subtleties of PoUuck's world: his constantly developing grasp of the unconscious; 

his notions of the expressive problematic; the role of the body; and his generd sense 

of s e d t y  and anxiety at a moment in history known as the atomic age. 

13clement Greenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz Kafka: Some Sources of Es ParticuIar Vision", 
(Commentary, April, 1955), in CC. 3, p. 205. 



To do so, 1 focus speci€ically on Greenberg's characterizaiion of the shîB in 

Pollock's working with surface from "a tautness of feeling" or anxiety, toward "a 

kind of relaxation" or "sobriety".l4 Over top of this trajectory 1 trace Pollock's own 

progressively complexdying understanding of the unconscious: a movement away 

hom an exclusive interest in the Jungian archetype toward an interest in gestalt 

psychology and "~ynchronidty'~ (a Jungian conception of the transformative), and 

kal ly  a cornplexifkation of this in terms of a physical and atomistic mode1 of 

complementarity which founds Sullivanian psychotherapy. I argue that the 

expressive potential of Pollock's surfaces are in fact sustained by a web of 

associations which this shifting set of physical and psychological models carry. 

Physics - as a kind of veiled background to the psychologid insights provided by 

Jungian theory, gestalt psychology, and Sullivanian psychotherapy - quite simply, 

was operating as a kind of LOCUS for Pollock's investigations into the immediate. 

What is important to recognize in all of this, is that Jurig's dynamic theory of 

the psyche, Gestalt psychology's insight into the constitutive nature of 

consciousness, and Sullivan's account of the physical exchanges of energy at the 

atomic level, othenvise bhded to the subject by the anxiety preapitated by the field 

relation, are aU based in the complementarity phenornenon of Atomic physics. 

More simply, the visual was an imdiïcient account of wholeness or totality in the 

individual and universe. In this respect, the perceptual insights of Gestalt 

psychology are most important to my argument. As a surface psychoiogy which 

provided the foundation for any respectable depth psychology, because it zeroed in 

on the constitutive moment of subjectivity as a perceptual process, Gestalt theory 

focused on the complementary relation between the universal and the partidar, 

between experience and its representation. Which is to say, that a decorative and 

Apollonian surface giving off light or emitting electrons (Le., vibration, frequency, 

%ee espeaaiiy Clement Greenberg, "Feeling is All ", (Partisan Rmiew? Jan-Feb. 1952), in Clement 
Greenberg: The Selected Essays and Criticisnr, Vol. 3, Afirntntions and Refimrls, 1950-1956, ed. John 
O'Brian, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), pp. 102,205. 
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or sound of movement on the atomic level) was an entropic dissipatory pmcess that 

possessed a phonic potentiality . 
Chapter Four, entitled "Hangdoggin' in Suburbia, or Plane Drunk in the 

Time of the Great Flood", traces the practice of Morris Louis from 1947-1954; a period 

leading up to and including his first Veil series. 1 argue that at the crux of huis '  

shift to abstraction is a negotiation of the structural constraints placed upon 

consciousness. Using unpublished archival material, 1 investigate Louis' early 

interest in the perceptual theories of Hermann Rorschach and his associations with 

Sullivanian psychiatry. E s p d y  revealing are his graphite studies that constitute 

what 1 term as early attempts at localiang kinesthetic movement. As a key protocol 

of Sullivanian oriented projective technique, disclosing a capacity for "inner 

aeation", "phantasy", "imaginative" and "associative" potentialities, a revealing 

entrance into Louis' mature work is gainedis In relation to the k s t  Veil series, the 

drawings serve as a apher for the threat posed by abstract expressionism, the threat 

posed by what Louis cailed the "muscular painters", for whom movement was a 

function of the allegorical gesture or act For Louis, the motionless painter, physical 

activity, any and a l l  activity, was antithetical to the symbolic topos of the dream of 

movement which surface metaphorically animated. 

l£ this empiricizùig and psychologizing framework does permit an entrance, 

or the brief illusion of insight into the fragile, temporal, and privative nature of 

Louisf vision, it a l l  collapses, 1 hop, in the end. With Louis one needs to be 

espeaaily wary of packaging and conclusiveness, the breaks and separations that 

befit beginnings and enduigs, the predigested and expected. Indeed, impatience with 

the slow and languorous transitions and movements of his painting was preâsely 

the imperative against which Louis was forever on vigil. How else might one 

capture the sensuousness of a moment when rneaning is stilI running: tacky, 

flowing wet, and sticking to the matter from which it is formed? Like Kafka, whose 

15~ermann Rorschach, Psychodiagzoçtics: A Dingnostic Test Based on Percpetion, (kdin: Verlag Hans 
Huber, 1951), p. 64. 
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vision stands as an important precedent, the post-exilic condition of the present, 

succors an imposing series of biblicai illusions. 1 attempt to thematize oniy a few of 

these in terms of a henneneutic frame for understanding Louis' practice as a fall, a 

flash of light, and by way of the tirne of the great flood. 

The questions provoked by Louis' rnatcialism offer an especiaily rich 

framework in this regard. For the acquisitive nature of a consumption oriented 

society founds the inquisitive imperative of Louis' search for the obscurity which is 

the lost plenitude and substance of a life lived under the conditions of late- 

twentieth-cenhiry capitalism. Louis' practice is heavy with irony. It is built upon 

the way little, intentionai, controlled stains and particular pours - and here 1 mean 

the successive waves which in sulferance build the whole - are constitutive of a 

surface which is a utopian promise, the divine cleansing of the great flood. As a 

function of the immediate, a mechanical and repetitious faU from grace is ennobled 

by a paradise regained. Weightlessness, elation, complete intoxication, is constituted 

through the melancholic and hangdog movements of gravity - the shameful Pace 

of species, elements, and things cast down at a velocity which is the natural state, the 

meta-temporal state, of all matter in motion. 

If the previous chapter is melancholy, 1 offer an upbeat and jazzy conclusion. 

Chapter Five, entitled "Love American Style: Or How to Drive a [Çquare] Cat Wild, 

(By Kenneth Noland)", is a bawdy and raucous account of the anal, monumental, 

and stale Circle paintings of Kenneth Noland. Do not think for a moment, 

however, that 1 am dismissive of the high-minded project so often attributed to the 

repetitive works Noland painted between 1957-1961. Nor, that Noland's paintings 

are any less satumine than Pollock's or Louis'. On the contrary, these paintings by 

Noland represent a moment of reckoning. Situated at the end of the era under 

study, they are perhaps indicative of a new mood, at the very least pointing to an 

undercurrent of sexual liberation on the horizon. Showcasing the paradoxical 

cheerfulness of Greenberg's despair at its most ribald, they turn something like 



Louis' simple and strange vision of the twiIight of civilization into a series of 

obscene pum. They are about the new cool, a new post-war American sound for a 

generation of swingers. 

The crucial histoncal work here, focuses on imbricatuig Noland's practice in 

the character-analytic technique of Wilhelm Reich - a subject which has remained 

tangential to all serious studies on the artht. With the aid of Reich's bleak version 

of the therapeutic process - not unreIated to the structuralist approach of 

Sullivanianism - 1 am able to galvanize a number of apparently unrelated, though 

remment themes in Noland's practice into a consistent project. Repetition, banality, 

anality, jazz, sex, the phonicity of expression, the corruption of discursivity, and the 

repressive character type, all become adjuncts to the figure of prosopopeia, the key 

trope of autobiography. 

In sum, 1 argue that the metaphoric problematic of Noland's Cïrcle paintings 

cm be broken d o m  into a network of connections and associations which stem 

form the fact of [squarelness. From this altogether prosaic description of the pictorial 

frame and surface, tuberous signifyhg chahs of contiguity and concomitance extend 

in all directions, making for the oddest Illikages and the most far-fetched of 

encounters. The [square], which is most obviously related through opposition to the 

ârcular nature of the whole, becomes, in the lingo of the Jazznick (whidi Noland 

was), a [square]ness that is not cool, a [squarelness that is middle-class and about 

confonnity. Yet because this is quite literally painting about not king [square], 

painting about discourse as a corruption and expression as a structure of occlusion, it 

is about music like the cool sounds of jazz, rather than painting concemed with 

keeping up the good appearances of an anal and repressed middle-class. Circularity, 

which is most obviously related through opposition to the [square] nature of the 

whole becomes, in the lingo of the Reichian (which Noland was), a apher of 

therapeutic failure, the trace of the unalterable transfomative moment crystaked 

in the transference phenomenon, a concentric structure of deceit upon which the 



degorical form of a character structure depends. It becornes a body within Reich's 

patented Orgone Box, a box containhg a concentric structure of rings that will again 

give access to a more essential wholenes and totality. Bodg as a therapy against 

the [squareJness or repression of conformity. Painting as a kind of boxing about 

swinghg hard. A painting that packs such a punch that it knoclcs your lights out. 

But in so doing opens your eyes to the infinite pleasures of love. After ail, it is about 

music. Or more precisely, the self-regulating mechaniSm of the sex-economy: the 

simultaneous expansion and contraction, exploding and imploding, cIimaxing and 

relaxing movement of the orgasm. Surface as a metaphor neîther of action, of 

physics, or of the physical, but simply a rude, b e a u w ,  materialist metaphor of the 

physical act of making love American style. 



Chapter 1 
"A Fabulous InvalidtS "Anierican Capitalismq' at Mid-Centuryl 

(Not A Great Moment At AII) 

The Good Life, its two swimming pools in every backyard, and a jet weekend to Bali. Or is it? 
Opinions M e r .  D i f f e ~ g  opinions make good hotse races and good materiai for Life, week by 
week. And when a situation affects practidy al1 our readers, a speciai year end double issue is 
calied for. Ço this years subject is our new found good life, growing out of our new found Ieisure. 

On one account there is no reai a r p e n t .  The new leisure is here. For the Eirst time a 
civilization has reached a point where most people are no longer preoccupied exclusively wi th 
providing food and shelter. The shrinking work week now gives us about 75 ikee, waking hou= as 
compared with a bare 55 two generations ago. Almost every employee in the iand gets a two-day 
weekend and a vacation. Furthemore, people have the cash to enjoy their time off.2 

('Special Double Issue on the Good Me", Life, Dec 28,1959) 

Clement Greenberg's aesthetic critiasm is founded on a theory of the good 

life. It is not the "Good Life'' desrnid by Life magazine. It is a version of what 

Theodore Adorno has descriied as "the melancholy science ... a region that from 

t h e  inunemorial was regarded as the true field of philosophy ... the teaching of the 

good life"3 Greenberg's theory of the good life was developed in opposition to the 

picture of the nation and world which Life magazine's "Special double Issue on the 

Good Life" describes (Figure 1). Indeed, it was founded upon an emphatic opposition 

to the dominant representation of life in the United States of America in the late 

1940s and 1950s. For if it had taken Life until December of 1959 to officially 

announce i t  the "Good Life" had arrived much earlier. In its racy and optimiçtic 

mix of gIobe-trotting imperialism, Life presents a nation supremely confident of its 

place in the world, an Arnerica at the height of middle class prosperity and 

economic growth. Despite issuing from the close of the period we are interested in, 

the world it reveals iç one born in the late 1940s and 1950s. In a sense, this 

I"A Fabulous invalid": coined by one of the editors of Commentary with regard to Daniel BeU1s book 
review of J.K. Galbraith's book Arnerican Cnpitalisrn, ''The Prospects of Amencan Capitaiism: 
Today's Economists Somewhat Rosier Picture",(Commerztan/, Dec. 1952, v. 14, n. 6), p. 603. 
Z~ ife, (vol. 47, n. 26, Dec 28,1959), pp. 2-3. 
3~heodore ~ d o r n o ,  Minima Moralia, ReJlectiorrs of a Darwged Life, trans. E. F. N. Jephcott, (London: 
Verso, 19741, p. 15. 



dissertation, like Greenberg's theory of the g d  life, is a look backward into the 

kïnd of undervalued and forgotten history constitutive of su& a moment. 

One need only defer to Greenberg's cal1 for "a substantiai art", the almost 

certain "development of a large, bland, Apoiionian art" bound up in a tension with 

the Dionysian. 

The art of no country c m  iive and perpetuate itseif exclusively on spasmodic feeling, high spirits 
and the infinite subdivision of sensibility. A substantial art requires balance and enough thought 
to put it in accord with the most advanced view of the world obtaining at the üme. Modem man 
has in fheonj solved the great pubiic and pnvate questions, and the fact that he has not solved 
them in practice and that actualiiy has becorne more probtematical than ever in our day ought 
not to prevent, in this country, the development of a bland, large, baianced, Apollonian art in 
which passion does not fiil in the gaps leh by the faulty or omitted application of theory but 
takes off from where the most advanced theory stops, and in which an intense detachment 
informs aii. Only such an art, resthg on rationality but without permitting itself to be 
rationalized, can adequately answer contemporary Me, found our sensibilities, and, by contsiining 
and vicariously relieving hem, remunerate us for those parîicular and neceççasr frustrations th a t 
ensue frorn living at the present moment in the history of western civiüzation. 

What did Nietzsche say? He knew in spite of his profession of the Dionysian: "Zttkttnftiges.- 
Gegen die Romantik der grossers 'Passim. '-Zrr begreifeii, rit  jedem 'klassicherz' Gesclimack ein 
Qrrattt rm Kalte, Licziditai, Hm te hinzrrgehorfr Logic mr allwn, Gluck iri der Geistigkeit, 'drei 
Einheiten,' Konzentratioir, Hass gegeiz Gefiilrl, GemriC, espirit , Hass gegen das Veilfuche, 
Unsichere, Schweifende, Aknende so girt als gegen das K u m ,  Spitze, Hribsclie, Gritige. . . ." 
Balance, largeness, precision, enlightenment, contempt for nature in dl itç patticuiarity - that is 
the great and absent art of our age.4 

Published in Horizon, an international journal funded and distributed abroad 

by the United States Information Service (USE), Greenberg's artide "The Present 

Prospects of American Painting" seems a profoundly optimistic vision of the "task 

facing d t u r e  in America". It seems to resonate with the kind of triumphal tone al l  

to appropriate to an inteilectual organ of America's propaganda machine abroad. 

"A bland, large, Apoilonian art" seems befitting for a Great Golden Age alone. After 

ail, if all one has to face are "those partidar and necessary frustrations that ensue 

from living in the present moment in the history of western avilization", why not? 

Ultimately "why nott', because an Apoilonian art, "the great and absent art of our 

age" was only achievable through what Nietzsche knew "in spite of his profession 
- 

4~lernent Greenberg, 'The Present Prospects of American Painting and Sculpture", (Horizon, Oct. 1947), 
in John O'Brian ed. Clement Greenberg: The Collected Es- and Crificism, 0.2, Arrogant Purpose, 
2945-1949. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, lm), p. 168. 



of the Dionysian". The Apollonian was the gravest of tradeoffs. 'Those partidar 

and necessary hstrations" were founded upon a fundamental separation, isolation, 

and alienation. The ApoUonian crystallized a fundamental disunity within the self. 

In other words the Apollonian was centrai to Greenberg's melancholic theory of the 

good life. Rather than positioning him in compliaty with the rigid structures of 

Cold War manicheism, the Apollonian - what Nietzsche knew "in spite of his 

profession of the Dionysian" - resonated with the aims of Adorno's "melancholy 

science", or Benjamin's " theory of mourning". 

Although it will take the full five chapters of this thesis to provide an even 

assessrnent of the questions surrounding Greenberg's theory of the good Me, as a 

sort of highly provisional beginning, we c m  Say that Greenberg's hopes for a "biand, 

large, Apollonian art" were recognized by him as somehow inseparable from the 

kind of aims and objectives that a cultural version of the Marshall Plan, like the 

journal Hor izo n, was meant to fdfill. In what foUows, 1 argue that "pensiveness"-- 

what Benjamin characterized as " above all of the moumhl" - is above all 

characteristic of Greenberg's writing, and as such is constitutive of a wriüng 

intended less for the imperid hïumphs of the Pax Ammicana, than as a series of 

Panegyrics for what was to be. 

The kind of "pensiveness" that drives Greenberg's theory of the good life is 

not an easy one to isolate or define. What we can Say however, is that Greenberg's 

theory of the good Me was entirely wrapped up in a chronic anxiety about what uses 

and abuses both modem art and his aestheüc critiasm would be put. The point 

being, that "pensiveness", in Greenberg's writing, is an anxiousness about 

becoming. It is a concern with a military photograph of the atomic strike at 

Hiroshima becoming simply no more or no less than a supplement, to other, more 

mundane snapshots of the happy life of the Amencan dizen (Figure 1). It is a 

concem for a predicament that could mobilize something like the bitter pessimism 

of W. H. Auden's 1948 Pulitzer Prize winning The Age of Anxiefy: A Baroque 



Eclogue, into a ddense of l i r a 1  demoaacy and the importance of a first sttike 

nuclear potential. The signiscance of "pençiveness" in Greenberg's theory of the 

good life, was that it provided what was perhaps the only tactic for negotiaüng a 

dominant representation of the United States that swdowed up ail dissent and 

criticism whole. 

The predicament facing Greenberg in 1947 is describeci dl too weli in Serge 

Guilbaut's book, How New York Stole the ldea of Modem Art. What faced an entire 

generation of American artists and intellectuals in the pst-war period was a 

situation of massive contradictions and "impossible alternatives" .s 'The atomic 

age", Guilbaut writes, "revealed the powerlessness of the individual; the new 

situation implied that responsibdity and irresponsibdity could not be 

disentangledn.6 It wa a paradox neatly summed up by Dwight Macdonald: 'The 

Bomb is the natural product of the kind of society we have created. It is as easy, 

normal and unforced an expression of the American Way of Life as electric ice- 

boxes, banana splits, and hydromatic-drive automobiles".7 

That Guilbaut ends up defending a traditional notion of critique (as in the 

politics of the journal Dissent) as in any way suffiaent for such a predicament, 

remains a mystery. What Nietzsche 'lcnew in spite of his profession of the 

Dionysian" was that living in the present condemned all representation to the 

cormpted plane of the ideological. It meant that the hvth of experience could only 

emerge through its oppression, as a structure of occlusion, Le., through the 

Apo1lonia.n aspect of a mask. This chapter addresses the general aspects of a social, 

political, and cultural context that would necessitate such a position. 

- 

=~uilbaut quotes Dwight Macdonald here. Serge Gdbaut  Hoa> New York Stole the I d a  of Modeni 
Art: Abstract Expressionsim, Freedom, and the Cold Wnr, tram. A. Goldhammer. (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1983), p. 107. 

Serge Guilbaut, How New Ymk Stole the ldea of Modm Art: Abstract Elpressionsini, Freedom, and 
the Cold War, p. 107. 

Guilbaut quotes Dwight Macdonald here. Guilbaut, How New York Stole the ldea of Modem Art: 
Abstract Expressioasi~n, Freedom, and the Cold War? p. 108. 



The tension which Greenberg's aesthetic criticism attempted to mine, was 

essential if painting, sculpture, and writing, was to embody the experience of life 

lived in the United States at mid-century. Not merely in terms of a rarefieci 

perspective either, but one that would embody the kind of experience of life lived in 

aLl its variation, thickness and complexity. In other words, Greenberg's approach 

intentionally mined a communality in the experience of the modern, that was 

wholly unlike that dominant representation of the "Good Ue" in the pages of Life 

Magazine. Greenberg's communality of experience actively courted the differences, 

the variations, and all the many modes of Life that existed within the modem arena. 

His perspective on the period is in this sense unique. In fact, at a moment such as 

ours now, understanding the complexities of his aesthetic theory becomes a 

question of expediency. For the problems Greenberg addresses between 1947-1961, 

are serious ones, still confronting us today. 

As a sort of entrance into the period, as well as to provide a framework for 

understanding the context of Greenberg's theory of the good life, 1 propose a select 

inventory of the modem moment, representations of the American experience 

which 1 feel underpin the editorial with which we began. Take Vance Packard's 

national bestseller, The Status Seekers (1957), from a few years earlier. Here again we 

are presented with a vision of Arnerica's culture of abundance, but spedicaliy we 

are introduced to the changing nature of the work force, one breeding a new middle 

class citizen. 

In the past, the high school diploma was a ticket to admission to a white collar job. Now many 
millions of American youngsters have the ticket, so there is less prestige to putting on a white 
collar. Adually, the color of the collar is losing much of iîs significance as a label. Many steel 
workers don't Wear blue collars any more on the job, they Wear sports shirts. And so do 
supposedly white-coliared missile engineers. 

Packard,The Statiis Seekers , (New York: David McKay, 1959), p. 34. 



What a country. Sports shirts for everybody. Even "white-collared missile 

engineers" (Figure 2). In 1957, for Packard and others, &ss strife was becoming a 

thhg of the past. The revolutionary impetus of the sociaily disenfranchised was 

apparenüy being diffused by a totally new systemic framework which encouraged, 

rather than denied, social mobility. It was a system which provided al1 the basic 

necessities of life and more, for everyone. A vast and expancüng middle class was 

evidence to support America's triunphal accession to world power and leader of 

the free world. Even in face of the successes of the Soviet Space Agency with 

Sputntk, all indications pointed to American missile enguieers keeping their shirts. 

The mode1 of historical obsolescence Packard's pulp soaology is founded upon, goes 

far in desmihg a general optunistic appraisal of the American condition. 

Take David Riesman's rnuch more respectable account of the sport-shirt- 

wearing-s teelworker in Gary, Indiana. 

One reason why the steelworkers have few problem with their leisure iç that their work today 
is often quite leisucely and gregarious. It was not like that even thirty years ago when, as we 
know, they worked tens hours on day shift, fourteen on night shift, and twenîy-four hours every 
other Sunday, and when the work was so hot and heavy that many men, on retuming home, lay 
exhausted on Che kitchen floor before they could get the energy to eat and hunble into bed. Now a t 
the big sheet and hibe mil1 in Cary the men often take naps on mattresses they have brought in, 
and cook meals on furnaces attached to the fiery himaces; if a new foreman doesn't Iike the 
pracîice, production is slowed down until he does Like it. Even the schools train the young people 
in this kind of comradely slow-down against the teachers and against the system generally, so 
that t sometimes think oé school teachers as foremen who conspire with their pupils, the 
workers, to conceai the true state of affairs from top management, the p~cipals ,  and from the 
parents who are the absentee stockholders and grouse now and again about their dividends. At 
any rate, since work has now become so relatively lacking in strain - though it is not nearly so 
routinized in feeling as it may seem to be to observers of factory Me - the worker leaves the 
plant with a good deal of energy l e 4  which cames hirn readily through his leisure h o ~ r s . ~  

Family capitalism and private property, those two pillars of bourgeois society 

once sustainhg class structure, were considered a i i  but eclipsed by the new 

economic and social conditions which "American capitalism" and its egalitarian 

direction were fostering.10 It was believed that both the upper and Iower ends of the 
-- - -- 

9 ~ a v i d  Riesaan, ' 3 m e  Changes Ur Leisure Attitudes", (Perspectives, n.5, Au- 1953,) p. 101. 
I%s type of vision of American capitalism built upon historical obsolescence, is typical of Iiberalism 
in the 1950s- See especiaiiy Daniel Ben 'The Prospects of American Capitalism", in The End of 



soaal stratum were king rendered obsolete; the blue collar sector, as well as old 

money were merging with the new middle class. Life magazinets photo essay on 

the 'End of (an) Elegant Rivate Play Yard" was proof of the pudding. 

When the weaithy Whitney family sold the Cornelius Vanderbilt, Whitney Estate in Old 
Westbury, L.I. recently, a are, flourïshing example of the opdena  that surrounded ladies and 
gentlemen of the gay old days came to an end. The 530 acre estate is one of the last large 
strongholds of elegance on Long Island's fading Gold Coast. There the very rich and very few 
frolicked in a glass-roofed tennis house, swam In pools, played squash and were entertained in 
the 22 room manor house. Harry Payne Whitney, a son of the estate's builder, William C. 
Whitney, trained some of America's most famous thoroughbreds at the 68 s t d  stables and nearby 
taring track. His polo tearn train& in his pnvate g y a  
The new proprietor, a real estate investor named Norman Blankman, paid $2 million for the 

property. He does not plan to mbdivide i t  instead he hopes to preserve the spirit of the private 
pleasure garden and turn it into a swank resort dub for the new leisure dass.11 

For Life magazine, the direction suggested by the democratization of the sport 

shirt was the promise of a great future and America's future lay in the hands of the 

rniddle class suburba~te.  With the work week s b e d  down to an wiheard of 40 

hours, the middle class, and by association the vast majoriv of Americans, were 

seen as members of a new and emerging suburban leisure class soaety. In 1955, A. 

C. Spedorsky had already identified the subspeaes, "a new group, a new class, which 

no sociologist, economist, anthropologist of the past foresaw, and only a few 

contemporary social anthropologists have even recognized ... The name of the 

subspeaes, Exurbanite; its habitat the Exurbs" (Figure 3 ) Y  

The Exurbanite is well-tedo. So, again, are many Americans; but the exurbanite differs in that 
he is well-to-do no matter what his temporary economic status. Thus, he may be spectacularly 
unemployed, rnay be stealthily slipping around corners to pi& up his unemployment insuance 
check, but he is stilI upper-bradcet, still living at the absolute rock-bottom minimum standard of 
$12,000 a year. Unemployed, hee lance, employed, or owner of hk own business, he is always welC 
heeled. 
The exurbanite , at his most typical , is an idea man - as we have called him, a symbol 

manipulator, that is, he writes, edits, or publishes books, magazines, or newspapers; writes, 
directs, designs, coshimes, or appears in radio, television, motion picture, or Broadway 

- - - -- - -- 

Ideology: On the Exhustion of Political ldeus in the Fifies, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1988), pp. 75-94. Wiliiarn H. Whyte nie Organiuition Man. (New York Simon and Muster, 1956). 
And David Riesman, lndividualism Reconsidered: And Other Essq-s, (Glencoe: the Free Press of 
Glencoe, 1954). " L if e, (vol. 47, n. 26, Dec 28,1959), p. 64. 
~ Z A . C  Spectorsky, The Exurbanites, (New York J.B. Lippincott, 1955), p. 4. 



entertainment's; o r  he is an artist, Uustrator, photographer; or he composes popular songs, or 
commercial jingles; or he conceives, writes, lays outs, or otherwise perpetrates the advetising 
progams which in tum support the magazines, newspapers, radio, and television media; or he sells 
the time or space for such advertising. He is, then, a singularly commerad merchant of dreams for 
the rest of the nation. And in recent years he has even penetrated to America's symbolic heart: the 
Madison Avenue Approach has invaded the White House, for the purpose of making poiitics 
palatable ... 
These people, God save us au, set the styles, mold the fashions, and populate the dreams of the 

rest of the country. What they do, wiü be done, a few weekç or months later, by their counterpattç 
... What they decree, via such esoteric channels as the "What People are Talkùig About" columnin 
Vogue, will ail too often be picked up and actuaüy talked about ... What they telt us to buy, by Cod, 
we buy. How they teU us to act (even they themselves would never dream of acting so) is a 
blueprint for our behavior ... They are our nation's movers and shakers for ideas and opinions, for 
what is fashionable, and what is h.U 

Thiç gin and martini sipping crowd were al1 the rage. With a two car garage, 

one for the Buick and one for the Volkswagon, this "Rockport" native, dong with 

his sport shirt, the coilege graduate next door, and the man in the gray flanne1 suit 

one seat over in the cornmuter train speeding into New York, Chicago, or Detroit 

were al l  recognized as somehow emblematic of the arriva1 of a new Augustan age of 

plenty. What Henry Luce, the editor and publisher of Time,  Life, and Fort une, 

would cal1 "the Amencan century", had apparently materialized. The question was 

whether the signs of prosperity were a i l  just an illusion. Remember Tom Rath, 

Gregory Peck's charader in The Man in the Gray Flamel Suif? His dilemma was 

common. It was the old problem of balancing out the necessity of the "rat race" with 

the possibility of the "Good Life", and therein, king bue to oneself (Figure 4). 

"Why do you want to work for the United Broadcasting Corporation?" Walker asked abruptIy. 
"It's a good Company ..." Tom began hesitantly, and was suddeniy impatient at the need for 
hypocrisy. The sole reason he wanted to work for United Broadcasting was that he thought he 
might be able to make a lot of money there fast, but he felt he couldn't Say that. It was sometimes 
considered fashionable for the employees of toundations to Say that they were in it for the money, 
but people were supposeci to work at advertising agenaes and broadcasting companies for spiritual 
reasons. 
"1 believe," Tom said, "that television is developing into the greatest medium for mass education 
and entertainment. It has always fascinated me, and 1 wouid like to work with it."14 

13~.C. Spedorsky, The Exurbanites , (New York BerkeIey Publiçhing, 1955), pp. 10 -11. 
14?310an Wilson, The Man in the Gray jhnnel Suit, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1959, p.11. 
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Now that's insight- If nothing else, Sloan W h n ' s  character is entirely 

consaous of his own motivations; enüreIy aware of the divergent, possibly even 

schizophrenic existence that Me under modernity presented. Needless to Say, the 

wealîh, happiness, and wide dispersion of the "new leisure ciass" was by no means a 

complete or in any way truthfill representation of the United States in the first 

decade after WorId War II. There is a hint of its suspect nature seeping out in each 

of the accounts above. The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit was, always at least, 

somewhat aware of his predicâment (Figure 5). Even the editorial in Life magazine 

smacks of sarasm. The myth of America as a contented white middle class society 

teetering on the edge of the Space Age, veiled innumerable social, racial, gendered, 

and geographicai inequalities. There were good things about the new form of 

modernity, but there was &O the very troubling, the rudest of disparities. Take 

Ralph Ellison's The Invisible Man from 1955, or the damning wordç from Michael 

Harrhgton's book The Ofher America. 

Harlem, as well as every other Negro ghetto, is a center of poverty, of manual work, of sickness, and 
of every typical disabüity which America's underdeveloped areas suffer. It is on this very reaI and 
material base fhat the ghetto builds its unique dhire.  

There is, on the very surface of Harlem lie, the imminence of the Man. 
The Man is white. He has many guises; as policeman, as judge, as cent coiiector - as authority made 

tangible. He is to be feared and hated, for the law is especidy swift and hard upon the crimes and 
vices that grow within these crowded, iittered streets. Ultimately, he becomes anyone with white 
skin. ("Offay", the old Negro slang tenn for a white, is foe in pig Latin) Because of this, Harlem is a 
place that is suspiaous of al1 outsiders from the world of white Arnerica. It is stunted and sick, and 
the bread of its poverty has the taste of hatred and fear ... fear is basic to the ghetto. It gives Negro 
poverty a quality of psychological depth and torment that is unique among al1 the irnpoverished 
people in the United States ... Harlem, for ail its brashness, for ail the ubiquitous rhythm of rock 'n' 
roll, iç aEraid. And for good reaçon- The white has been the Man, and in many cases he still is ... 
This is the home of America's internai aliens. The people participate in the consumption cult of the 

white world - the Negro is an "exaggerated Amencan" Myrdal said, and Harlem is Hollywood 
camed to its logical conclusion the poet Tnomas Merton wrote - yet the Negroes are poor. They do 
not huddle together around a Language and a common memory from overseas, waiting for a break, 
isolated £rom the lures of easy Me in the magazines and on t e l e v i ç i ~ n . ~ ~  

I5Michael Harrington, The 0 t h  Amerim: Poverfy in the United States, (New York, Macdlan  Co. 
2%2), p. 63-6. It is interesthg to note that the ontology of "the Man" becornes a recurrent trope in 
'blaxploitation' fiiilms Erom the 1%ûs and 1970s. See especially Shaft with Richard Roundtree "giving 
it to the Man" and Isaac Hayes singing the h p e  in the rnovies titie track. 



Harrington's account is, of course, other to the dominant reprmtation of 

the Good Life in the United States of America we are trying to hame. Other and 

entirely alien to the fact that it was not until 1957 that an African American family 

would be dutifuily admitted into the subub of Levittown. m e r  to the obfuscation's 

and illusions of health and happiness which an unconstrained media forwarded. 

Other to the most heinous types of nuclear testing, to the wide-spread popularity of 

McCarthyism and to breaches of human rights, both domesticaily and 

intemationdy . 
All this, is 1 think, what makes Greenberg's theory of the good life a 

noteworthy account. Greenberg's theory of the good life was an important attempt 

to out-maneuver the srnothering of critique that the dominant representation of 

America continually achieved. In a kind of macabre way, it belongs alongside other 

attempts like Harrington's to raise a voice of opposition. For now, though, we are 

after what is a widely held set of beliefs that contributed, some in more ways than 

others, to a kind of dominant representation of the United States during the period. 

To my rnind, this Arnerica, an Arnerica of racial prejudice, sexual inequalities, 

untoward aggressions, isola tionism and xenophobia, locaiisms, and nationaihm of 

every speaes, requires a fuller and more complete account. Its construction, after 

aii, was central to America's identity duting the period in which we are interested. 

Perhaps the only thing to capture the imagination and new mood of the 

moment better than the phenornenon of the new rniddle class was the lifestyle they 

ail led in suburbia. Emerging as the jeweI of post-war capitaliçm, the suburb had 

eclipsed the city and become the new tangible benefactor of a dernocratizing, 

progressive, and efficient industrial society. The affluent and prospering stratum of 

America's new middle class, which populated its manicured streets and modern 

ranch style homes (Figure 6), was considered at the core of a new hontier order and 

hailed as the purveyors and benefactors of the American dream. Against a backdrop 



of unprecedented middle class prosperity, the high-school diplorna, the white collar 

job, leisure tirne and the sport shirt seemed Mthin the reach of every American. 

The suburb was the great leveler. With an equal emphasis on social mobility, 

unIimited opportunity, and peaceful coexistence, the new suburban society 

encapsulateci the -=tainable future and progress attainable under capitalism. It 

strategically combated the frontal ideological critique of class structure under 

capitalism staged by the Communist menace (Figure 7). In William H. Whyte's The  

Organization Man, for instance, the suburban community is pitched on the cutting 

edge of the progressive democratic constellation. The close-knit kinship of the Old 

West frontier settlement, and more revealingly the theoretical elaboration of the 

utopian commUNty, is evoked and considered analogous. Even private property 

itself had seemingly begun to lose its market value amidst the commune-like 

cioseness. 'To hoard possessions is frowned upon: books, silverware, and tea 

services are conçtantly rotated, and the children feel free to use one anothers bikes 

and toys without aslcing''.l6 

To be enürely fair to Whyte, though, he balances th& startling account of 

utopia in the suburbs with the specter of conformity. For Whyte, as much as for 

Daniel Bell, both editors at Fortune magazine, the new strength of the American 

system was built upon a seif-sustaining insecurity and anxiety. All strata of the 

economic community, from business men, to managers, steelworkers, and missile 

engineers, were "captive of ideas which cause them to view the world with 

misgivings and alann."l7 In other words, corporate America combated conformity 

by courting anxiety . We will corne up against this particular tension again and 

again. Especially as we kgin to zero in on Greenkg's theory of modern art, and its 

prideging of "pensiveness". For the time being, however, al1 we need to keep in 

mind is that the tension between anxiety and conformity will eventually resurface 

in a less naive, less repugnant form than it takes here in Whyte's extended editorial- 

l6 Whyte, The Organivztion Man, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1956), p. 210. * 7~ell,  ' l ' l e  Prospects of American Capitaliçm: Todays Economists Çomewhat Rosier View", p. 608. 



like-book-version of Fort une magazine.18 For Whyte, the tension between anxiety 

and conformity iç simply used as a defense of the corporate sphere as the last 

stronghold for &dom agauiçt the threat of "totalitarianism". In other words, it 

operates as a crucial mechanism for separatirtg the men from the boys; the solipsistic 

"yes man" from executive material. This guise is not aU that much of an a n o d y .  

Our csursory glance at popular fiction and the media suggests it as a recurring trope 

in the perîod (Figure 8). 'The hidden terror in big business" was the only way a 

character Like Jackson Poliett (sic) or Tom Rath could stay one step ahead of the 

gante. Mind you, that is why Tom Rath is an "Organization Man, one of the 

"managerial elite", an executive, a "decision maker", an "exurbanite", or "ideas 

man.'', precisely because he is always second gueçsing the system, by managing his 

The man who drives a Buick special and lives in a ranch type house, just U e  thousands of other 
ranch type houses, can assert himself as  effectively and courageously against his particular 
society as the bohemian against his particular society. He usuaily does not, it is true ... but if he 
does, the surface unifomüty's c m  serve quite weU as protective coloration. The organization 
people who are best able to control their environment, rather than be controlled by it, are well 
aware that they are not to easily distinguishabIe €rom the other in the outward obeisance's paid 
to the good opinions of others. And that is one of the reasons they do control. They d i sam 
society. 19 

Here it is again, the "organization man" with the "right stuff' is so clever that 

he can avoid Hegel's old, but apparentiy now out-worn philosophical dictum of self- 

mystification. Luckiiy, at the end of his book, Whyte provides a sampling of the 

typical battery of psychological tests that our boy - ail good organization men were 

ex-G. L's - would be faced with during the job interview. Ço he can practice 

responses, just in case (Figure 9). 

I8~ompare the spectre of conformity whichThe N m  Repu6lic raises in ik editoriai "Conformity vs. 
Freedom" of Mardi 9,2953. Here conformity of a McCarthykt brand "cornes to be equated with 
patriotism and anti-communism". "Editorial: Confonnity Vs. Freedom", (The N m  Republic, v.128, 
n.10, March 91, 1953. 
I9whyte, 27re Organization Man , p.11. 



If the "Organization man" has any future, his wife does not fair neady as 

weli. Doing the work of gendering to the utmost, conforrnity in the case of the 

average woman psycho10gidy debilitates to the edge of neurosis. In other words, 

she is better off doing the shopping. Let the "ideas man" corne up with the products, 

let his wife stupidly consume. The ferninine becornes a type - a suburban Pasiphae 

consumed by her passions and emotions, unabIe to manage them - not very 

different £rom the characier attributes of the gu-nowhere "yes man". Better off if she 

just stays home, does the work around the house, and drinks coffee with her 

neighbors. 

Among suburban housewives, it seerns, the de of confonnity cannot be 

separated from experience and viewed in the third person, as in Tom Rath's interior 

monologue. Thus, neighborly competition goes much deeper than simply a 

friendly and communal striving for the "Good Life". Rather, it often extends to the 

heavy "Jonesing" behveen households to produce a better casserole. Or in Whyte's 

most troubling vision, it pushes the housewife to the brink of paranoia, where the 

anxious homemaker in the new s u h b  is "... so ashamed of the emptiness of her 

living room, that she smear(s) the picture window with Bon-Ami: and not until a 

dinette set arrived did she wash it off."20 Constructions of gender and mental 

health were of course serious, real, and widespread problems. My intent here is not 

to make light of them, so much as to raise them in a manner that they begin to both 

problematize those constructions of the "Good Life" that were so pervasive, and to 

address them in such a way that is as fade and naive as the workings of hegemony 

itself. If this requires a pursuit down into the same impossible depths to which 

hegemony goes to insure its "iron rule", then so be it. 

The point is, that the spectadar ascendancy of the middle class, its ways, its 

means, and its locations, captivated the widest spectmm of social and political 

commentary. Of course these constructions of identity were under contestation, but 

2 0 ~ h y t e ,  The Organiiation hian , p. 313. 



as the paradigrnatic sign for the social body as a whole, suburban middle class 

experience arcumscribed a decisive set of qualities in the context of the Cold War 

that were necessarily devoid of fierarchies. Often, as in the examples above, this 

struggie for representation took the most rididous forms. Rididous, but no less 

revealing. Certauily there were "Other America's", but it was the makeup of this 

Arnerica which was undoubtedly the fulcrum of dtural  politics between 1947-1960. 

The championing of the suburbs and its Wise middle dass was typid of 

Truman's Democratic platform in the 1948 presidential elections. It is equally irue of 

Truman's four year Presidency. A sirnilar, though intensined, culhual politics 

would remain central to the Eisenhower campaign of 1952 and Republican policies 

throughout the two terms of Eisenhower's presidency. The celebration of 

widespread consumerism, affluence, and the suburban mode1 for leisure - all 

focused around the television set and the backyard barbecue (Figure 10) - was 

central to the Republican vision and as well its gdvanizing potential among 

disparate voting publics. Indeed, the middle dass had swung the 1952 election in 

favor of the Republicans. Though a military man leading the nation into the 

second-M of the twentieth century dicin't hurt either. It was a landslide 

Republican victory in the suburbs - 66% in Levittown, Long Island, and over 69% in 

Park Forest, Illinois - khat gave Eisenhower his first term in office.21 WMe the 

Chicago Tribune attributed the large Republican vote in the suburb of Park Forest 

"...to the beneficial influence of fresh air on erstwhile Democrats", Whyte again 

finds conformity luking at the dwr step.22 The suburbs ... 

have become the second great melting pot ... As the newcomers to the rniddle dass enter suburbia, 
they must discard old values, and their sensitivity to those of the Organization man is almost 
statistically demonstrable. Figures ratfier dearly show that people from big, urban Democratic 
wards tend to become Republican and, if anyîhhg more consetvative than those whose outlook 
they are unconsciously adopting ... sornething does happen to Democrats when they get to 
subuhia. 23 

2 1 ~ h y t e ,  The Organization Man , p. 300. 
Z2~hyte,  The Organiration Man , p. 300. 
2 3 ~ h y t e ,  The ûrganization Man , p. 300. 



The particular strategies and appropriation of the suburban middle class by 

the powerful politid machinery of the Republican Party goes far in explaining the 

increasingly hegemonic construction of American identity that this soao-geographic 

entity came to occupy. But again, the United States had not changed, and was not 

chan- as much as certain Cold War representations were suggesting. 

Economically and racialiy disenfranchised communities remained in abundance 

everywhere. In fulfilling a wide range of ideologically contentious issues, this kind 

of suburban pastoral vision, many much more simplistic than Whyte's version, 

f& upon domestic consumerism and prosperity as the sole weapon against 

anti-communism. Under the guise of the affluent soaety the American dream 

under Eisenhower was constructed as fulfïHed, ready for export, and potentially 

damning to communist subversion. The sububan middle class was neatly 

appropriated as the theoretical rationalization and legitirnation of both domestic 

and intemationai Republican policies.24 Suburban consumerism was to render the 

manichean choices of the Third World nations and the communist countries 

themselves incapable of tuming down advanced indus trial capi talism and i ts 

sensationai encapsdation of modernity. As David Howard has convincingly 

argued, the miiitaty industrial complex focused in upon the econornic, social, and 

psychological health of the middle class individual, to offer up the crucial 

coordinates of a national identiq.25 Consumerkm was constructed as mordy 

secure and the Amencan way. 

This benevolent and overly optimistic construction of egalitarian 

developments, during Truman's presidency, or over the two Republican terms, was 

for al1 intents and purposes unchanging and generally reproduced ad infiniturn in 

24~his platfonn would continue throughout the 195ûs, culminating in the famous "Kitchen debate" in 
Moscow, in 1958. 
2 5 ~ e e  Howard's argument on how the Hard Progressive and the Kennedy administration would coopt 
this middIe c i s s  Lineage into the late 1950s and early 1960s. David Howard, Bordering on the N a u  
Frontier: Moderitisrn arrd the Miiitanj Iiidustrial Cornplex in the Uirited States and Canada, 1957 -1965, 
(University of British Columbia: Unpublished PhD.  Dissertation, 1993). 



the popular media. As the most dominant construction of the period, it necessariiy 

provides the decisive h e w o r k  for entering into dialogue with Greenberg. Again, 

I emphasize the importance of Greenberg's account lies in the fact that he was able 

to negotiate - at least in some minor way and perhaps in a way more successful 

than others - this complete clamp down on opposition. W e  are not so much 

dealing with what has been called a Cold War consensus , as a situation in which 

any and all critique was swallowed up whole. Certainly politicai dissidence rnight 

have been at an aU tirne low, but nevertheless dissident perspectives did exist. What 

Greenberg and a number of other hiberal intellectualç that are of any interest, were 

abIe to do, was keep alive the image of the atornic bomb, as one pole of a dialectical 

double beat. The paradox of the sihiation is, 1 think, a l l  but etched into the pages of 

Cornmentary, for instance - a journal boasting an irnpressive editorial staff 

including Ciement Greenberg as associate editor, Robert Warshow, Reuel Demey, 

Irving Kristol, and Elliot Cohen. But the massive contradictions of the age were no 

less kept alive in journals like Partisan Revim, The Nation, or Dissent. 

If we are to gain any perspective on Greenberg's particular brm of opposition 

we need briefly to enter into a few of the dialogues circulating within this vital 

grouping of intellectual journals, They are representative of one of the main trends 

in critique, and had been among the dominant voices of opposition since the late 

1930s. First of ail, we need to remember that the moment we are concerned with was 

the end of a long process of apostîçy.26 It is an apostasy in the intelledual and arts 

community weil documented by Serge Guilbaut. Here is Guilbaut's account of the 

general grouping of intellectuals and artists that would constitute the core of New 

York's scene, the same fundamental grouping with which we are concerned. 

... h m  compromise to compromise, refusal to refusai, adjustment to adjustment, the rebeiiion of 
the artists, born of frustrations within the Left, gradually changed its çignificance until 

2 6 ~ e e  Aian M. Waids excellent anaiysis of these proceses in his book The New Ywk Infellectirals: The 
Decline of the American Anti Stnlinist Lep. (Chape1 Hell: University of North Caroiina Press, 1987). 



dtimately it came to represent the values of the majority, but in a way (continuing the modernist 
tradition) that only a minority was capable of understanding. The ideology of the avant-garde 
was ironically made to coincide with what was becomïng the dominant ideology, that embodied 
in Arthur Miesinger, Jr.'s book TIre Vital Cerrter . . . Avant-Gardé art succeeded because the 
work and the ideology that supporteci it, articuiated in the pitinters' writings as well as 
conveyed in images, coincideci fairly closely with the ideology that came to dominate American 
political hfe after the 2948 presidential elections. This was the "new Liberaiism" set forth by 
Schlesinger in The Vital Certter, an ideology that, unlike the ideologies of the consemative right 
and the Couununist le& not only made room for avant-garde dissidence but accorded to such - 
dissidence a position of paramount importancez7 

In what follows we wiu both build upon Guihutls daims and problernatize 

them in partidar ways. What is great about Guilbaut's book is precisely the fact 

that it spectacdarkes the gritty politid maneuverings of its art world players. Thus, 

much of the criticisni leveled at the study misses the point. What is at issue for 

Guiibaut is the aestheticization of the political. The position and the verve with 

which he argues his point, that the politics of the "new liberalism" had 'hot oniy 

made room for avant-garde dissidence, but accorded to such dissidence a politia of 

paramount importance", has to be retained. This is the force of his account. It is 

what drives the argument at its fiery pace, toward its inexorable conciusion. We 

can't simply talk about painting in relation to the political any more. They now exist 

as polar oppsites. Of course, painting is just anoher category of the political, one 

more r e a h  colonized by capitalism, one more "idea" stolen by the new Babylon, but 

the implications are that Modern art had realized this, and more. Because, if this is a 

book about an irrecoupable th&, a book where the subject has become invisible, 

where the idea of modern art has becorne part of a "society of spectacle", a culture of 

glistening surfaces; it is also an account of a diametricaUy opposed process wherein 

Modern art flees in the face of its own theft, toward something other than the 

political, social, or mord realm. We need to accept the weight of Guilbaut's 

argument, yet at the same time begin to make some more subtle distinctions within 

the constellation he calls the "new liberalism". In sum, we need to separate out the 

ideologicai tepercussions of the "new iiberalism" from the specific attempts of its 

2 7 ~ e e  GuiIbaut, H m  New York Stole the Idea of Modern Art: Abçtrad Expressionsim, Freedom, and 
the Cold War, tram. A. Goldhammer. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 19831, p. 3. 



key players to remain ideologidy neutral. In sum, we have to make the 

paradoxical clairn that poiitical disengagement was, in fact, the only successful fom 

of political critique. Nothing really that new, but a hard-earned lesson nonetheless. 

It is the paradox of life under liberal democracy and modemity more generdy. 

The loosely dissident perspective of C. Wright Mills offers perhaps the most 

interesting entrance in this regard. Though generally not associated with what has 

been called the "new liiralism", the sociology of Mills stands as a kind of barorneter 

of the processes of de-radicalization and political acquiescence which had devastated 

the American Left by the late 1940s. In his 1951 book, White Collar: The American 

Middle Classes, Mills offers a critique of the American situation relatively untainted 

by the dominant spirit of triumphalism (Figure 10). During a period of mounhg 

anti-communism this was not a position easiiy maintained. In the following 

passage he characterizes and statistically documents the meteoric rise of the 

suburban middle class. 

For them, as for the wage-workers, America has become a nation of employees for whorn 
independent property is out of range. Labor markets, not control of property, determine their 
chances to receive income, exerase power, enjoy prestige, learn and use skills ,.. Of the three 
broad strata composing modem society, only the new middle class has steadily grown in 
proportion to the whole. Eighty years ago, there were three-quarters of a miilion middle clasç 
employees; by 1940, there were over twelve and a hatf-million. In that penod the oid middle 
class increased 135% ; wage-workers, 225%; and the new middle clas, 1600%.z8 

In Mills' reading, the new middie class was distinct from its forebears, in that 

th% burgeoning and broad strata was, by and large, salaried white collar employees 

from the corporate or bureaumatic sector. Though the democratic leveling implicit 

to MiUs' mapping of the new middle cIass is greeted optimisticaily, it is not 

conceived of as constituting a single, horizontal, and monolithic stratum, but rather 

an ascending pyramidal formation of increasing and surreptitious hierarchy.29 Like 

2 8 ~ .  Wright Miiis, White Colhc The American Middle Classes, (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 
1951), pp. 63-64. 
29Mills writes: 'The great bulk of the new middle dass are the lower middle income brackets, but 
regardless of how social stature is measured, types of white cotiar men and women range Erom almost 
the top to almost the bottom of modem society". White Collar, p. 64. 



other liberal intellectuals, Mills refused to acknowledge the existence of an 

aitogether leveled social landscape, like that topography posited by Truman and 

Eisenhower. Rather, America's "classless" nature was suspect, and linked to a social 

and institutional order which encouraged and hinged upon social mobility. Unlike 

more traditional social orders, always seeking stability through the maintenance of 

more traditional dass lines, the American model had in Mills opinion a social 

dynamic built in, one veiling its organization of power. Mills attributed the 

evolution and progressive occultation of class lines to the peculiarities of American 

bureaucracy and corporate capitalisrn which had colonized a new axis for 

stratification hinging on occupation. With this new formalization of power in 

muid, Mills viewed the American situation and its encapsdation within the 

suburban and corporate hierarchy as breeding ever more insidious forms of 

domination. While the Arnerican system was providing opportunity, power was 

simultaneously collecting at a dew point - which he would later link to and posit as 

the "power elitem.30 

In general, Mills' critique of the "classless" society as rather a more 

structured and Merentiating one is a common feature of most informed liberal 

criticism during the period. What is also typical is the assumption that ultimately, 

capitalism was the only workable model for continued progress under modernity. 

Which is to say, that the American system was simultaneously debilitating freedom, 

as welî as providing what little opportunity there was for freedom. The irony of this 

formulation is crucial. Indeed, such ambivalence and paradox is at the very heart of 

the "new liberalism". Such was the predicament in Daniel Bell's mind that 

warranted the adoption of John Kenneth Galbraith's term "American capitalism".31 

3%ee C. Wright Mills, The P m  Elife. (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 19%). 
3 2 ~ t  was a stage of capitalism distinct Erom its precursors, that was apparently proving the "secular 
stagnation theory" of Keynesian economics wrong. By 1952 it seemed to most that America's new form of 
capitalism, rather than working "to calcify" çoaety, as it had in the past, actually worked to promote 
change, and that at a dynamic pace, qua1 only to technological innovation in the techniques of 
production. Daniel Beii, 'The Prospects of American Capitalism: Todays Economists Somewhat Rosier 
View", (Comme~rtary, Dec 1952), p. 603. A substantially altered version of this essay appears in The 



The same predicament that would also warrant the knighting of "American 

CapitaIism" as that TabuIous Invalid, by the editors of Co m men fa ry. 

For now, what we can say of the various tendencies of the "new l ikakm" is 

that freedom was inextricably related to repression. Those processes contribuhg to 

uniformity and cultural leveling were the same complex of forces that were 

solidifying elites at the upper echelon of the soaal hierarchy. I£ there is a shared 

theoretical standpoint in the grouping it is founded upon this ironic, double edged 

movement.32 Distinct from the position of the Republicans and h m  Truman's 

Democrats, its spectrum of positions embraced the phenomenon of the suburbs, the 

middle class, and consumerism in only the most highly qualified of manners. 

Dispensing with the wholesale conflation between consumerism and freedom, one 

sees instead a focus upon certain highly circumscribed and positive functions only 

just sustained by consurnerism. Rather than entirely dismïssing the processes of 

social and cultural levelùig, we are faced by an ironic mode1 tensionhg the 

constraints and limits of the new middle class with only the slimmest possibility for 

emergent and aspiring taste groupings to coalesce from within the same dynamic. 

In sum, we are dealing with, a very complex and astute accounting of modernity, 

one certainly warranted and justified by the aporia of Me under "American 

capitalismW.33 

1947 and 1948 were crucial years for estabiishuig a Ioosely unified framework 

within liberal circles. 1948 saw the publication of Arthur Schlesinger Jr.'s The Vital 

Cenfer: The Politics of Freedom, a book that Guilbaut has argued serves as a kind of 

ideological keynote for the consteilation. It delineated the altogether changed post- 
- - - -  - - - - 

End of Ideology: On the Ex\iaitstinn of Political Ideas in the Fifies, (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1988). 
32~urgen Habermas has criticized the constellation on preciçely these grounds. He writes its project 
hinges upon two decisive and interco~eded propositions: "on the one hand, anti communism, 
understood in tenns of the concept of totalitarianism, and on the other, anti populism, based on the 
theory of dermuatic rule by elites." Jurgen Habermas, The New Consemtism: Ctrltural Critickm and 
the Histrmirns Debute. ( Cambridge, M ï ï  Press, 1989), p. 24. 
3 3 ~ h e  gracious and hard criticism of Daniel Beii at an early stage in the writing of this and the next 
chapter provided me with endless proof of this complex and astute accounting. 



war climate and attempted to secrure the center of the American political landscape. 

With the lines of the CoId War being drawn in Eastern Europe, the prospect of a 

Truman presidency, the mhing defeat of Wdace and the con1l1111IÙÇts, the 

constant reminder of the Republican right, Schiesinger's "Vital Center" crystallized 

a number of diverging positions at an opportune moment (Figure 11). Balance was 

central to The Vital Center's politicai econorny. It pinpointed freedom equidistant 

from the extremes of communism and fascbm. The only alternative to the "radical 

evil" and fanatical grip on the individual that these forms of "totalitarianism" 

poseci was a criticai and d i s t a n d  perspective, one advocating a sort of parentheticai 

isolation, analogou to a party position in the epicenter of the political fray.34 

The key was an economic system that was both self-regulating and self- 

adjusting. For Schlesinger, a free market in a mixed economy provided the most 

constructive parame ters for freedom. A sys tem incorporating checks and balances, 

as such, could stem the "totalitarian" impetus leaciing toward the eventuality of 

single class oppression. in the American situation, for instance, it would potentiaily 

block any alliance forged behveen govemment and industry.35 For çdùesinger and 

others, if capitalism was to operate fairly, it needed initial and indirect ground rules 

to run productively and smoothly.36 In other words, freedom was thought 

sustainable only when the economic base was separate from the political power of 

the state. Schlesinger writes: 

In every system, as history has finaiiy taught us, the tendency of the niüng class toward oppression 
can be checked only by the capacity of the other classes for resistance. And resistance requires 
essentially an independent base from which to operate. I t  requires pnvaq,  funds, time, newsprint, 
gasoline, keedom of speech, freedom of assembly, €reedom from fear; it requires resources to which its 
own access is secure and which remain relatively inaccessible to the ruling class. Resistance is 
possible, in short, only when the base is dearly separate €rom the state. Under a system of total sta te 

--- . 

34~annah Arendt uses the term "radical evil" to describe "tutalitarianism" in her book Hannah 
Arendt The Origins uf Totalitminnisrn, (New York: Meridian Fress, 1958). 
3 5 ~  model tending toward a completety free market Mth the autonorny of the corparate sector assured, 
as backed by some Repubtican ideologues, was equally inadequate. 
36 This suggested a system of rough guidelines subject to and diowing federal intervention for social 
and welfare legislaiion. The state apparatus was to "aim at establiçhing conditions for economic 
decisions, not at making ai i  the decisions. It should create an economic environment favorable to 
business policies which increase production and then let the free market carry the bal1 as far as it can." 
Schiesinger, The Vital Ceizfer, (Cambridge: The Riverside Press, 1949), p. 182. 



ownership, the sinews of tesistance are doled out to the opposition only by the charity of the &g 
ciass.37 

Apparently in Schlesinger's program for the "Vital Center", the pluraiisrn of 

social interests could be assured only through the balancing of tensions intemal to 

the system. The problem, and Schlesinger knew it, was the meteoic rise of a middle 

class. In the few short years since the war the growth of the middle class was 

undermining the nature of resistance and freedom. Since the middle class had in 

effect acceded to economic power, its other disparate forms of influence had to be 

stripped. The implications of this theorization are clear: middle class conçumeriSm 

and popular culture are equated with a populist and totalitarian impetus. With the 

middle class' accession to a position of economic importance as weil as poLiticai 

influence, the mechanisms of power were tunUng toward a corrupting 

"totalitarian" course. In generai, the politics of the "new liberalism" wodd be 

directed at conservatizing attempts to stem the inaeasingly pervasive power of this 

new middle ciass. For the "new liberalism", the analogy behveen the dynamics of 

Stalinist Russia and the processes guiding the post war United States were d too 

clear. The cultural leveling and mounting populism of a consumption-oriented 

middle class and the ascendancy of that class, both politically and economicdy, was 

clearing the way for ruling class oppression: a middle class, rulhng class oppression. 

The same year as Schlesinger's book appeared, David Riesman, Nathan 

Glazer, and Reuel Denney published The Lonely Crowd: A Shdy of the Changin8 

American Character. In many ways it was a book dealing with the çame questions 

that Schlesinger was attempting to articulate in the political sphere, the ciifference 

lying in Riesman's social and psychological orientation. The Lonely Crowd was a 

study concerned with the failure of ciassical liberalism's own project for the 

individual, and given the general parameters delineated above, whether this project 

-~ - - -- - - 

37~chlesinger , The Vital Center, p. 150-151. 



was itçelf salvageable any longer. No surprise then, that in The Lonely Crowd 

Riesman delineates a social-psychological reading of American soaety focusing 

specifidy on the tension between amiety and conformity in the new middle class 

individual. Riesman treats conformity as the fundamental building block of aii 

soaeties. His assumption: "that character is soaaüy conditioned ... that there is 

some observable relation between a partidar society and the kind of soaal 

character it proàuces ... Since the social function of character is to permit conformity, 

it appears that the various types of soaal character can be defined most appropriately 

in terms of the modes of conformity that are developed in them."38 

Expurgated of all class analysis, the universal constant affecting al1 human 

relationships is the "vague disquietude of lonely individuals."39 In each of three 

stages of societal development which Riesman breaks the historical development of 

capitalism into,* this "vague disquietude" manifests itseU in a different form of 

conformity or social bond. In the inner-directed society, a character structure given 

over to inner-direction governs social relationships: "the source of direction for the 

individual is "inner", in the sense that it is implanted early in life by the elders and 

directed toward generalized, but nonetheles inescapably destineci goals"P1 In 

distinction to the character type of "inner-direction", shaped by the structures of an 

earlier stage of entcepreneurial or mercantile capitalism, "American capitalism" was 

producing an "O ther-directed" character type. This "O ther-directed" character, typical 

of the new middle class, did not possess the same inhentance of pre set goals, i.e., 

goals "implanted early in Me by the elders". It could not. Life was moving too fast 

in the p s t  war economy. Whether it was the result of the corporate transfer, 

consumer obsolescence, or simply the information overload, stable and long-term 
- - 

38~av id  Riesman, with Reuel Denney, and Nathan Glazer The Lonely Crowd: A Study of the 
Clianging American Chmacter , (New Haven: Yale University Press), 1950, p.6. 
39~iesrnan, The Lonely Crorad, p. 13. 

Linked up with demographia, Ries- identifies 3 modes of conformity: the soiciety of high growth 
potential, or tradition-directed society; the soaety of transitional population growth, or irmer- 
directed soaety; and lady the society of incipient population decline, or other-directeci soaety. 
Riesman, ï l t e  Lonely Crmd,  p. 9. 
41~iesman, nie Lonely Crmd,  p. 15. 



relations or connections between people were seerningfy disintegrating. The only 

way bonds of confodty could be established in this predicament was vicariously 

through the peer group. 

What is common to other-directedts is that their contemporaries aie the source of direction for 
the individual - either those known to him or those with whom he is indirectly acquainted, 
through triends and the mass me& This source is of course intemalized in the sense that 
dependence on it for guidance in Me is implanted early. The goals toward which the other- 
directed person strives s W  with that guidance: it is only the pmcess of striving itself and the 
process of paying dose attention to the signals from others that remain unaltered throughout 
life.42 

"Other-direction'bvas the prinaple characterological response to America's 

new economy of abundance. The psychological mechanism dominating the "other- 

directed" character was an internalized "radar sensing device". In T i m e magazine's 

cover story on Riesman, the merence between "inner-directed striving" and 

"other-directed stnving" - where "only the process of striving itself and the pmcess 

of paying close attention to the signals £rom others" - is perfectiy Uustrated 

(Figure 12). Without the guidance of the "inner-directed" character's "gyroscope", 

con for mi^ and belongingness were in a continual state of renegotiation. Social 

bonding (now) depended on a kind of high-tech guidance system. What ever 

vicarious and simulated bonding occurred, was (now) determined in a manner 

similar to the blips on a radar screen. "Other-direction" acknowledged the 

progressive functionalism irnplicit to modemkation; it registered the intensified 

constraints of consumerïsm, the work place, and the heightened effects of the mass 

media.43 Riesman notes: 

With the growth of monopolistic cornpetition, the way to get ahead is not so much to make 
a better mouse trap but rather to package an old mousetrap in a new way, and then to seii it by 
selhg oneself €kt. People tee1 they must be able to adapt themselves to other people, both to 
manipdate them and be manipdated by them. This requires the ability to manipulate oneself, to 

42~iesman, The Lonely Craod, p. 22. 
43~aniel Bell's notion of an intemaiized panopticon is similar. Both grappte with the individual's 
mechanism of intemaikation - the relations of the corporate and industrialized environment become 
the sbuctural parameters for personality formation. See Bell's "The Prospects of American 
Capi talism". 



becorne a "good package'', to use a phrase curent among persorutel men These pressures are, of 
course, not confined to business, but operate aiso in the professions, in govanment, and in academic 
li€e.* 

Riesman's "radar sensitive types", such as the corporate manager, gained 

value and direction in life £rom the ever-changing w h s  of the peer group, 

continuaily responding through approbation and acquiescence to the psych010gid 

forces that surrounded him. With no fïxed set of internalized parameters to live by, 

Riesman's account was a reformulation of Freud's original conception of the super 

ego. In fact, Riesman thought that "American capitalism" had rendered the latter 

account obsolete; the super-ego having been replaceci by a rather more diffuse, 

obscure and tempord form of socialization.45 This presented an absolutely deciçive 

shift For if the super ego had at one time k e n  the encapsdation of authority 

which the ego wodd rebel against, as well as develop and mature in response to, 

resistance and individuai autonomy were (now) being undermineci. Autonomy 

and creativity was king drained from the individual by the very conditions of 

modernity . 

Contemporary society, especidy in America, no longer requires and rewards the old enterprise 
and zeal. This does not rnean the economic system itself is slowing down: total production may 
continue to rise; but it can be achieved by institutionalizing technological and organizational 
advance, lor instance in research departments, management counsel, and corporate planning 
staffs. The invention and adoption of new improvements can be routinized. built into the system, 
so to speak, rather than into men who run the system. Therefore, the energies of management tum 
to industrial and pubüc reIations, io oiling the friction's not of machines but of men 46 

But this is not al1 that Riesman is about. The logic here is not nearly so 

gloomy as 1 have suggested: his was a defense of individualism after dl. In a sense, 

Riesman was focusing on the progressive debilitation of freedom, in hope that some 

new possibility for freedom was king sustained. The crucial assumptions here rest 

- - -  

44~iesman, 'The Saving Remnant: An Examination of Character Structure",(The Yems of fhe Modern, 
1949), in IndinidiraIisrn Reconsidered: And Other Essays, (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1954), p.104. 
45~iesman, The Lonely Crmd, p. 44. 
46~avid Riesman, 'The Saving Remnant: An Examination of Character Structure" (1949). reprinted in 
Individualism Reconsidered, (Giencoe: The Free Press, 1954), p.104. 



on his concern for motivation and goal orientedness. Perhaps the original 

assuniption proceeded dong these lines: if goals and directions are continuédly 

changing, how and why was a motive remaining intact? If "other-direction" was 

rendering the individual susceptible to propaganda, adverliçing, and al l  those other 

insidious forms of persuasion worked on the individual by the m a s  media, the 

corporate world, and capitalism, it seemed plausible that a new mechanism for 

freedom within this structural relation might be isoIated.47 It seems that while 

progressive instrumentalism was the fateful destiny of modernity, the moment was 

equaily propitious. 

Riesman's book was a best seller. It captured perfectly the mood of the late 

1940s and early 1950s. Some read it as hard hitting soaological criticism; others as 

mildly pessimistic; others still, as the ravings of a one t h e  "fellow traveler". %me, 

Iike those authors quoted earlier, would have lapped it up for its mapping out of a 

new genre; and undoubtedly there were those, like that emerging middle dass that 

Riesman was trying to define, who found in it a kind of bedside breviary, the "self- 

help" they had long been waiting for, and a celebration of "themselves" as leaders in 

a new dawning epoch of corporate capitalism. Among liberal intellectuals, 

Riesman's great appeal was that his psycho-social reading of Amerîcan society had 

unearthed a tadic for sustaining a kùid of individualisai and utopian thllikuig in 

contrast to and amidst the pervasive and oppressive conforrnity of the surrounding 

culture. It buttressed the "new liberalisrn's" larger politid project and gave a 

certain cuitural resonance to its terms. It was not identical to The Vital Center's 

plafform for a democratic ruk by elites, but its individualist based ethos was close. 

Whether Riesman saw his salvaging of the individual, in terms of a 

poiitically viable solution identical to Schlesinger is, 1 think, highly unlikely. 

Though what we can Say, is that in Riesman's general method of negotiating the 

47~iesman's work cornes out of various traditions. if the Freudian inheritance of a notion of the 
mutabiliîy of the instincts is important, then one should note the debt to Max Weber's study The 
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capifdism. 



same complex of pmblems that Schlesinger faced, a hkly cohesive set of concems 

emerges which focused on the tension between individual agency and the pressures 

of the surrounding culture. Or more to the point, a tension between a character 

structure which was mutable, and a kind of "motorial reaction" that drove 

character to perform patterns of behavior which were independent of structuring by 

capitalism. We might say that if pssimism was housed by a character structure, 

some hope was pinneci on the transformative moment that inevitably drove 

motivation toward beliefs, decisions, actions and practices. 

The more fleeting and temporal label of this permanent and predictable 

vection from the individuai to the social was the ernotiortai economy. Emotion was 

constitutive of a structural relation between the individual and the surrounding 

dture. For Riesman, it was predicated on a kind of inertial or mechanical trajectory 

from the individual toward the social. It was the structural parameters of the 

emotional economy that defined the specific bonds of conformity in the "other- 

directeci" society. The crucial assumption being, that if the disparate workings of 

capitalism codd re-equip and redefine ones relation to the world, then that 

rechanneling or retooling maintained some meta-histoncal constant that might 

open up the pragmatic possibiiity for a new kind of ïndividualism. 

Toward the task of reviving this possibility Riesman introduces the 

conception of "the nerve of faiiure". Its designation, calling up contemporary fears 

of rationality, offered an avenue for the continuance of the praject of modernity, 

through a problematizing of reasons totalizing imperative. It was a strategy for 

continuing to place one's faith in the makeup of a utopian impulse, while accepting 

the finite iïmits of the Eniightenment project. It was a strategy for the individual to 

sustain the possibility of aeative thhking, in face of the moral authority and 

confonnity of the middle class. Here is Riesman giving the whole probiem a 

suitably graven description. 



The "nerve of failure" is the courage to face aloneness and the possibility of defeat in ones 
personal life or one's work without being moraliy destroyed. It is, in a larger sense, simply the 
nerve to be oneself when that self is not approved of by the dominant social ethic of society ... (It) 
is needed only for reaiiy heretical conduct: when one renounces even the company of misery and 
takes the greater risk of isolation - that is, the risk of never rejoining the company. 48 

The "nerve of fadure" advocated a direct confrontation with the "vague 

disquietude of lonely individuals".49 It purposely tried to acceçç the psychologid 

cornplex of disquietude or anxiety upon which the social order was built, that made 

and forced its individuals to form bonds and relations. Rather than claiming to 

break these bonds, instead, it proposed a method to understand their structural 

terms. The motive force of anxiety was, in a sense, the path followed i£ one was to 

understand conformity. With the choice for anxiety, the conscious decision to 

"leave the company" of others would conceivably lift the pressures to conform off 

one's shoulders. As the principal hedge a g a k t  the threat of progressive 

hctionalism, the "nerve of failure" localized judgment as the anxiety-ridden 

choice for difference. Against a background provided by "totalitarian" man abroad, 

and the evolution of a kind of home grown "totaiitarian" man stateside, true 

freedorn was characterized by continuaily codronting the choice for anxiety. 

Riesman's kind of understanding, wwâs a response to the very real pressures 

shaping the individual in modernity. Whether c o ~ u d e n t d  or not, he had hit 

upon a kind of locus for a great many cultural issues and dialogues. Indeed, the 

tension between anxiety and conformity constituted the poles of what is perhaps the 

most cruaally ceauring axis for defining freedom during the early Cold War period. 

It is a tension that Greenberg was weU aware of and one will ultimately take us to 

the core of the conhadictory nature of Greenberg's aesthetic. If, within the 

consteilation of discourses with whkh we are concerned confonnity functioned as a 

kind of shibboleth for everything threatening in the nature of "totalitarianism", 

everything problematic in the corporate structure, anxiety offered a countervailing 

48~iesman, "A Philosophy for Minority LivingThe Jewish Situation and the "Nerve of Failure". 
(Cornmentary , vol. 6, no. 5, Nov. t948), p. 413. 
49~iesman, The Lonely Crowd, p. 23. 



force. Consider the example of Schlesinger again, now that we know that the fear of 

"totalitarianism" his politics harbors was a cipher for a more general anxiety about 

conformity itself. 

The final triumph of totalitarian man has been the creation of man without anxiety - of 
"totalitanan man". Totalitarianism sets out to iiquidate the tragic insightç which gave man a 
sense of his Iimitations. In their place it has spawned a new man, ruthless, determined, 
extroverted, free Erom doubts or humility, capable of infaliibility. And on the higher echeIons of 
the party, infallible. Against totalitarian certitude, fcee soaety can only offer modem man 
devoured by alienation and fallibility.50 

For Riesman, as weil as Schlesinger, freedom hinged upon the risk and 

mobilization of anxiety i n m e d  through facing individual choices. Rather than an 

abandoning of choice, a relinquishing of that probIematic - an "Escape From 

Freedom", as in Erich Fromm's book title of the same name, to the safety of the 

groupsi - the constellation of discourses making up the "new liberalism" 

advocated an embrace of uncertainty. "Freedom", Wesinger continues, "has 

brought with it frustration rather than fulfillment, isolation rather than integration. 

'Anxiety' writes Kierkegaard, 'is the dizziness of freedom'; and anxiety is the official 

emotion of our the  ... Most men prefer to flee choice, to flee anxiety, to flee 

freedom."52 The Iree man, the historically self-coflscious individual, had 

necessarily to embrace his own uncertitude. In this often quoted passage Schlesinger 

links up the concept of lreedorn precisely to the h e t y  of isolation, to an d i m i t e d  

spectrum of choices presented to the individud when eut off h m  one's company 

and faced with "the risk of never rejoining the company". Though the positions we 

have been discussing operate on a number of different levels, though they differ in 

nuance, emphasis, and subtlety, there is a mcial interconnectedness hinging on this 

one single polarity. The tactic for pursuing freedom Waugh the bracketing of one's 

own personal anxiety is a shared axiom encountered again and again. 

50Arthur Schlesinger Jr., Tize Vitd Cenfec n e  Politics of Freedom. p. 56. 
51~rich Fromm, Escage From Freedom, (New York: Farrar and Reinhardt, 1941). 
52~rthur Schlesinger Jr., The Vifal Center: The Politics of Freedom. p. 52. 



We do not want to give any one person to much axdit in ail of thh remaking 

of liberalism, however. Riesman's study on the American character, like 

SchIesinger's work on the poiitical landscape, was part of a fairly consistent set of 

issues, "compromises", "refusais", and "adjustrnents", that were the result of wide 

spread processes of apostasy. Discourses ranging from politics, sociology, 

anthropology, and the arts, to psychiatry and the physical sciences were ai l  effeded. 

Such is the case with the interdisciplinary perspective of The Washington School of 

Psychiatry. If not the Fundamental perspective on the problem of anxiety and the 

individual the researches of the Washington School certainiy represented the 

richest accounting. Operating rnainly as a teaching facility, it had two institutions 

that bore its name - one in Washington D. C., the other in New York City. Its 

publication, Psychiatry: The Journal for the Operational Statement of lnterpersonal 

Relations, was a joint venture of the two locations, its faculty, and a wide spectnim 

of contributors. On the faculty and editoriai comrnittee were Harry Stack Sullivan, 

Erich Fromm, Frieda Fromm-Reichman, and Ernst Schachtel. Its perspective on 

hurnan nature commanded a great deal of respect during the period. It should be 

noted that Riesman's work was generated from within ils parameters: he was an 

intimate of both Erich Fromm and Harry Stack Sullivan. In addition it should not 

be surprishg to hear that Herbert Marcuse would b t  deliver his book Eros and 

Civitizatiûn as a series of lectures at the Washington School in 1951, for a number 

of its f a d t y  also held prominent positions at the New School for Social Research. 

Ln other words, the Washington SchooI of Psychiatry was both a journal and 

institution of some substance, as weil as a vital intellectuai milieu. 

The general orientation of the School was hieral. It was founded upon 

certain universalist tenets of the Enlightenment, and participated in the general 

modernizing, revamping, and revitalizing of psychiatry and psychology in the 

United States. More than anything, the clinical based psychiatry of Harry Stack 



Sullivan set the tone for research. IL depended heavily cm models borrowed from 

the physical sciences, specificdy research surrounding field theory and Quantum 

m e ~ h a ~ ~ ~ .  Comtering mystical and vitaikt trends, Sfivan's Interpersonal 

Psychiatry would daim that the most essential problems of human nature were 

ultimately solvable in terms of attempts to obj- experience through the 

principles of atomic physics, a world of movement and dynamics, of physical 

systems in which causality was often obscureci by field relations. The theory of 

human nature that Sullivan and the others would sketch out during the course of 

clinid and therapeutic work during the 1930s and 1940s was at the core of 

Riesman's understanding of character. Indeed, it underpins much of the 

psychological insights that the "new liberalism" offered up. W i t h  an institutional 

context its interdisciplinary approach had become more and more inlluential in the 

years leading up to, during, and after World War Il, a period during which its 

presence cari be inaeasingly noted. With its perspectives idorined by 

psychoanalytic, sociological, anthropological, and cultural researches, by the late 

1940s, it was the dominant paradigm for understanding mental illness in the United 

States. Highly cognizant of the threat posed by "totalitarianism" and with a 

penchant for individualism, its liberal tone and its clinically proven methods, the 

interpersonal psychiatry of the Washington School was enjoying a period of 

phenomenal success. 

At the same tirne, Sullivanian methodologies were also becoming one of the 

key tools for understanding cultural differences and tensions. Interpersonal and 

international relations were conceived of as inextricably tied to psychological 

concems relating to the specific lirnits and constraints placed on charader by any one 

cultural drcumstance. For the likes of Sullivan, the Eastern Bloc psyche had a logic 

as firm and substantive as that of any other cultural mode of experiencing the 

world.53 Indeed, from about 1946 on, Sullivan's interests begin to shift more 

53111 other words the Soviet mentality is not viiified or problematized as a political phenornenon, as in 
Schlesinger's reading, as much as it is dealt with on its own terms, in a method akin to the 



exclusively toward questions of cultural ciifference - an orientation that would 

progressively dominate research with the mounting tensions of the Cold War. By 

1948 Sullivan's work was operating under the rubric of UNESCO, more spe"fically 

the "UNESCO Tensions Project", which coorduiated a number of studies on the 

escalation of international tensions. The "Projects" task was a daunîing one: "to 

stimulate and coordinate independently conducted and financd research into social 

tensions, both within and between coutries, and to link such work to the research 

conducted by UNESCV.54 

The non-ideological hperative of Sullivan's research is signifiant. It is one 

more indication, among others, of a genuine concern and beiief in the possibility of 

a non-partisan or non-aligned politics. Though Sullivan's problematization of 

aggression, nationalism, and international tensions represented an extreme 

example, it ably illustrates a pervasive orientation within the "new liberalism" 

more generdy. Of course there were varying ideas on what kind of positionhg 

actually constituted non-alignment. The spectrum ranged fiom sornething Like the 

facile and aggressively anti-communist mapping of the problem by James Burnham 

(Figure B), to perhaps sornething like Greenberg's more carefully conceived 

contemplation on nationai character in his 1956 essay, "American Stereotypes: 

Revim of Cousins and Friends" .55 One need only suvey the spectrum of positions 

represented by the American contingent in the Congress for Cultural Freedom to 

note the diversity on the question of freedom.56 

anthropological work of Margaret Mead in Samoa. Mead was weii versed in the teaehings of 
Sullivanian psychiatry. 
S4~ichard Blum, "Research Projecîs in international Tensions", (Bulletin of the Reserch Exclmnge on 
the Preoention of War, v.13, n.5, May 1950), p. 43. 

5 5 ~ e e  Clement Greenberg, "American Stereutypes: Reuiew of Corrsins and Sfrungers, Comments of 
America by Cornmonwealtlt Frtnd Fellms j?om Britain, 2946-1952. edited by Gorley Putt, in CG, v.3, 
(Cornmen tanj, Oct. 1956), pp. 26-270. 
5 6 ~ e e  Sydney Hooks account in 'The Berlin Congress ohr Cultural Freedom", (Partisan Reuiew, v. 17, n. 
6, Ju1.-Aug. 1950), pp. 714-722. 



Take David Riesman's review of the fùst book pubiished by the 'VNESCO 

Tensions Project", Tensions Tha t Cause War, £rom 1950.57 Riesman alignç himself 

with both Sullivan's contn'bution and that of amther contributor to the project, 

Max Horkheimer. In the same breath, Riesman undermines Horkheimer's moral 

pessirnism by placing faith in the individual; and conversely, snatches interpersonai 

psychiatry from the grips of cultural relativiçm, by accepting the politicai tenets of 

Horkheimer's critique of mass culture. Ln a sense he balances Horkheimer's 

"gloomy" totalking view of the modern social stmcture with Sullivan's own stoic 

faith in the individual. If Riesman's position can in the end be reduced to such a 

balancing act - one in which the possibilities for the individual in the new 

managerial economy, whether in America or the Soviet Union, was still alive - 

Greenberg's more pessimistic position can no t.58 

Still, the general locus of issues and inçights that the likes of Riesman and 

Greenberg potentially found in Sullivanian Psychiatry cannot be dismissed out of 

hand. The fundarnentally pacifist and non-aggressive rnethodology of field îheory, 

something completely antithetical to the jingoisrn of the period, offers important 

insight into Greenberg's particular perspective and that of others. The kind of 

pessimistic retreat into the aesthetic realm that one should argue for in Greenberg's 

case, or conversely Riesman's optimistic research into new areas of culturai practice, 

were both imperatives not wholly exclusive to interpersonal psychiatry. On the 

contrary, the specific interests and concems of each was deepened by the kind of 

insight which interpersonal psychiatry offered up. 

Almost all of the figures we wiU take up in the ensuing chapters had at least 

some form of contact or association with Sullivanian understandings. Clement 

Greenberg had been involved in Sullivanian therapy and Sullivanian intellectual 

circles fiom as early on as 1946. In the early 1950s, Jackson Pollock would also go the 

Sullivanian route for the treatment of alcoholism; and on Greenberg's 

5 7 ~ a v i d  Riesman, "Tensions, Optimisms, and the Soaai Sàentist", (Psychiatry, v. 13, n.4), p. 522. 
5 8 ~  discuss both Riesman's and Greenberg's arguments in more depth in Chapter Two. 



recornrnendation, no les. Morris Louis and his m e ,  Marceila Abner Brenner, were 

also connected with the Washington School. Marcella worked at the Washington 

location for a the ,  and later, during the mid to late 1950s, would receive a Ph. D. in 

Sullivanian oriented educational psychiatry. David Riesman's family were dose 

£riends with Sullivan himself. His mother was one of Sullivan's own patients59 

This kind of interconnectedness between the intektual groupings we are 

trying to reconstruct and that of Sullivanian culture should not be surprising. For 

anyone concerned with the fate of culture under capitalism, no less than the fate of 

the individual in a context of widespread confonnity, interpersonal psychiatry 

offered a kind of haven: some in terms of conceiving high culture as a therapeutic 

to Me under capitalism, and others in terms of considering modernist art and 

literature, the provider of a different order of expenence from that life. SuIlivanian 

therapy was especially popular arnong segments of a literate and artistic dture-  It 

wras indeed, de r i p e r  for the "coming of age" of many East coast intellectuals, 

writers and artists. Typically, it followed upon one's more "frivolous" forays into 

Jungianism, Freudian therapy, or Psychodrama. The question confronthg us now, 

is how this type of understanding, resonating initidy in the more intimate context 

of inteilectuai and therapeutic circles, and then in a succession of expanding 

horizons bounded by the Democratic Party, the nation itself, and lastly the 

international tensions of the Cold War, is functioning more specifically in regard to 

Greenberg's position? 

Perhaps we can begin by saying that Greenberg's interest in SuiLivanian 

theory revolved around its structural mapping of the personality, which was 

partidarly assimilable to his own more philosophical Eramework based in Kant. 

Moreover, Sullivan's was a physicai and dynamic theory of the unconscious which 

accommodated Greenberg's own materialist notions of the symbolic as a 

59~n addition, Riesman was to CO-author a chapter on Sullivan's interpersonal method for a book by 
Erich Fromm. Fromm, k ing  a CO-founder of the School with Sullivan, when it had broken off from the 
more orthodox Amencan Psychoanaiytic Association in the early 1940s. 



transfomative sphere. As in the political and sociological discourses we have 

discussed, anxiety occupies the aucial place. It amounted to the physical evidence of 

a dynamic process that transformed matter into meaning; it was the trace of an 

otherwise veiled emotional economy. 

For Sullivan anxiety is at the c r u  of the individuals relation to the social, 

hctioning as the crucial motor for developmental progression in the infant and 

the central mechaniSm determining character structure or personaüty. ANciety 

founds the instantaneous structural relation through which the subject comes into 

being. The social relatiomhip is above all govemed by aruàety. Ironidy if it is 

findamental to the entrance into the socialf its role in the individual's interaction 

with the social is one of confabulation. It is in this respect that anxiety is important 

to Sullivan's developmental model. For the anxiety relations established with the 

sigruficant other during infancy found what Sullivan describes as a "relatively h e d  

pattern of energy transformations".60 This early channehg of amiety wül becorne a 

phy sical circuitry or wiring that will determine a l l  successive experienchg.61 

[nfants c m  be seen to show much the same interferences with their behavior when the person 
who cares for them is anxious, angry, or othenvise disquieted, as they do when they are 
hightened by painful events. S o m e t h g  which develops without a break into a tension state of 
later life that "feels like" fear, but has some very significant differences from fea r, is thus seen to 
be capable of being it~drrced in the infant by hterperso~lal inflireme which works through some 
obxure linkage between the infant and the mothering one. . . 

The first of al1 learning, the initial discrimination in the previously all-encompassing, 
vague, and undiflerentiated world of the infant, is called out to avoid recurrence of the extremely 
unpleasant tension of anxiety which is, and always continues to be, the very antithesis of 
anything good and desiable. 1 am sure that the fint rudimentary personification that anyone 
achieves is one that may be named the personification of the Bad or Evil Mother, the 
manifestation of whose presence is the undergoing of anxiety. . . 

6 0 ~ a r r y  Stack Sullivan, 'Tensions Interpersonal and International: A Psychiatrists View". Tensions 
TIrnt Cause War, p.93 
G I I n  this sense, the therapeutic process as conceived of by Freud is altogether problematized. Indeed 
the notion of therapy or therapeutic improvement itself cornes under scnitiny. One way of beginning to 
distinguish SulIivanian therapy from Freudian psychoanalysis is that SuIlivanian psychiatry or 
therapy pnorizes the formative role of envi ronment and the total personalities con flictual relations in 
that environment. An environment activated by the interpersonal field and precipitating anxiety, over 
and above those relations dictated by the more traditional conception of the Oedipal triangle. 



The chüd, as it were, l e m  to chart a course by the anxiety gradient. Simple performances 
which would relax the tension of some needs have to be made more complicated in order that one 
may avoid becoming more anxious. k f o r e  he is very many months of age, the chiId will be 
showing fd-fledged sublimation, in the sense of quite unwittingly having adopted çome pattern 
of activiîy in the partial, and somewhat hcomplete, satisfaction of a need which, however, 
avoids anxiety that stands in the way of the simpiest completely satisfadory activity.G2 

"Chart(ing) a course by the anxiety gradient was fundamental to Sullivan's 

mode1.63 The infant's ability to avoid the experience of anxiety and the deep anxiety 

of "anxiety neurosis", will become the relatively enduring "pattern of energy 

transformations", that is constitutive of any one individual character structure or 

personality. Sullivan calls this "pattern of energy transformations" the "self- 

system". As "an extensive organization of experience within personalim"64 the 

"self-system" was the physical and quantifiable trace of the h:ançformative. As an 

enduring pattem of tension "reductions" or "energy transformations" it was 

absolutely revealing of the deeper constitution of the subject. In &ct, the "self- 

system" performed a constructive negotiation of the interpersonal relation only in a 

negative sense. By providing a safey net to prevent the individual £rom plunging 

into the unalterable "anxiety neurosis" or "uncanny" fear p e d a r  to the infant's 

experience of utter unmanageability the processes of sublimation it could offer were, 

as Sullivan notes, only the "illusion of personal individualityW.65 

This tension at the core of Sullivan's theory of personality shodd be duly 

noted. For the "self" is in essence conceived of as a fiction. Though the "self- 

62~ul~ivan,  'Tensions Lnterpersond and International: A Psychiatrists View", pp. 94%. 

63in the prototypical case outlined in the above passage, anxiety in the infant is prompted by an 
emotional disturbance in the significant person, or mothering one. It emerges as a precipitate of sorts 
that hies to successively stem any evolution toward the catastrophe of "uncanny emotion" or anxiety 
neuroses. At this early stage anxiety is debilitating in the sense of the fear felt as Not-Me, but is 
productive in the sense of an adaptive capacity related to Bad-Me. It is this early channelling of 
anxiety which becomes the physical pattern known as the "self-system". See Sullivan's 'The Meaning 
ot Anxiety in Psychiatry and in Life" , Psychinîy, (1948), v. 14, n. 1, pp.1-23; And chapter 1, 'The 
Meaning of the Developmental Approadi", in Tfie Interpersotral Scliool of PsÿcItiafry. (New York: 
W.W . Norton and Co, 1%4). 
6%ullivan, "Tensions Interpersonal and International", p.90. 
%he iilusion of inaeased self-esteern, and the feeling of satisfaction produœd by the machinations 
of the selPsystem, actually rnitigated against inferential analysis - the true pathway to self-esteem 
and satisfaction. See Sullivan's paper of the same name, 'The Nusion of Personal Cndividuality", 
(Psychia tnj, 1950, v. 13), pp. 317-332. 



system" participateci in the building of a nascent conception of self, it codd only 

offer an unconscious reconciliation of anxiety. The individual is always left with 

only the illusion of reconciliation, a valueless "self-esteem". For Sullivan, both 

psychoses and neuroses were anchored to this problematic relation. While the 

dissociative processes of schizophrenia represented one extreme form of a disabled 

"self-system", conformity represented the other pole. Confomity was the result of 

an over-active "self-system". The irony in Suüivan's readhg is clear: During a 

moment when historical forces were structuring desire, only the functioning of an 

increashgly debüitated ego, i.e., an illusory "self-system", codd salvage the vestiges 

of individual autonomy . 

In general, Suilivanian therapy set itself the task of augmenthg a process that 

in the context of the United States had apparently been rendered static. Because the 

Sullivanian approach trieci to stage experience "within personalityW,66 it could only 

aid the patient in understanding or recognizing those scenarios or dramatic 

encounters that potentialiy precipitated the vertiginous fall  from 'Bad-Me" into the 

dissociative depths of "Not-Me". 67 In fact, Sullivnian therapy did not really 

provide a cure; and in so doing, raised and confronteci the problem of therapeutic 

efficacy itself. The best therapy could ever do was to provide or "have" in retrospect, 

as Sullivan suggests, "the experience from which we might profit". After all 

therapeutic practice codd not change the "pattern of energy exchanges" that defined 

the "seH-system". Neither could it replace the dominance of any one partidar 

"self-system" with a more developmentally mature form. Rather, it could only 

G6~ullivan, "The Meaning of Anxiety in Psychiatry and in Life", p. 10. 
G7The ernotion of Bad-Me is felt and assessed in the third pemn h m  an objective position, while the 
emotion associated with "severe anxiety", if not dissociated, i.e., subhated by the "self-system's" 
drarnatic approach, engulfs the individual in a paralyzing fear - "an uncanny emotion, chilly crawling 
sensations, and the like, often meant by the words 'awe', 'dread', 'loathing', and 'horror"'. Sullivan, 
'The Meaning of Anxiety in Psychiatry and in Life", pp. 10-11. 



provide the individual with the experience processeci by the debilitated self in the 

past tense.68 

Therapeutic failure is buiit in to SuUivanian Psychiatry. The patternhg of 

the "seIf-system" is an inunutable and inescapable physical fact. Because the 

tramformative was a contingenq of one's cultural circumstance, it was a 

crystallization of tensions in that culture, and hence sustained the kinds of social 

and aggressive behavior any one single culture was built upon. For Sullivan, the 

study of anxiety offered a glimpse into certain impersond, if highly charged and 

parti& laws, goveming the subject. LE Suilivank work for the UNESCO Tensions 

Project was founded in precisely this kind of investigation into the constitutive 

moment of the subject, Greenberg's theory of the Good Life was as well. For the 

subject of any "melancholy science" worth its weight, is necessarily the illusion of 

freedom and the capacity to a d  the notion of the individual sustains. "He who 

wishes to know the truth about life in its immediacy", Adorno writes, "must 

sczutinize its estranged fonn, the objective powers that determine individual 

existence even in its most hidden recases ... Or perspective of iife has passed into an 

ideology which conceals the fact that there is Me no longer."69 

In October 1950 Clement Greenberg outlines the dilemmas of the ideo10gical 

in terms of his theory of the Good Life. Published in Corn men f a ry, his point of 

departure is the politics of the minority situation. The general orientation of his 

essay, "Self-Hatred and Jewish Chauvinism", places him very much in the general 

orbit of the dialogues we have been describing. After dl, it seems that for Greenberg, 

the constitution of the free individual hinged on a rigid opposition to the "mass 

manifestations" and iUusory loyalties of populism and conformity.70 However, I 

% e e  Sullivan's artides 'The Theory of Anxiety and the Nature of Psychotherapy", Psychiatry, v.12, 
11.1, Feb 1949. 'Towards a Psychiatry of Peoples", Psychiatry, v.ll,n. 1, Feb, 1948. " 
69~domo,~inima Moralia, Reflections From a Damaged Life, p. 25. 
70~n Greenberg's argument both moves toward Zionism or its corollary anti-Zionism takes on the 
threatening poshue of " to talitarianism". 



think it is important to realize at the outset, that while Greenberg's particular 

position is bracketed by the various positions within the "new fikralism", it is 

crucially distinct from them in a number of ways. Most significantly, the way in 

which Greenberg despairingly viewed the plight of the individuai. Lndeed, one 

might fruitEuUy circumscribe his argument to the irreparable aporia existing within 

that slirn and dangerous zone that he fondly Iocaiizes as the "personal and 

spontaneous expression of myself."7l 

Summariiy disrnissing "anti Semitismt', Greenberg broaches the tricky subject 

of a Jewish nationalismV- a plethora of viewpoints spanning firom a "militant, 

aggressive" m g ,  to a simply "Positive Jewishness".72 

Jewish militancy has its enlightened as weil as its obscurantist side, nevertheless, and 1 myself 
am aü for applying a measure of militancy here a s  weil as in Israel. Modem anti-Semitism, k i n g  
what it is, gathers momenhun instead of expending itseiE when it goes unresisted beyond a certain 
point. 1 believe that it is best coped with in this country, once that point is reached, by direct 
personai action on the part of individual Jews, and it would be al1 to the good if our new Jewish 
nationaliçm codd move us €0 take such matters as Joe McWiiiiams into our own hands instead of 
cailing the policeman. I aiso believe that this would contribute importantly to the lessening of 
our self-hatred. 
Then it's a question of dealing with anti-Semites by individual force? It is - and more. It is also a 
question of releasing that pent-up, Erightened, and festering aggressiveness which suppIies the 
fuel for rabid nationalism, and shifting the emphasis of militancy €rom the mass, where it mm 
the danger of becoming chauvinist and irresponsible, to the individuai. Jewishness, insofar as it 
has to be asserted in a predominantly Gentile world, should be a personal rather than mas 
manifestation, and more a matter of individual self-reliance. This does not mean overlooking 
one's fellow responsibiiity to one's feiiow Jews, but it does mean making Jewishnes something 
other than a produd of herd wannth and an occasion for that herd conformity out of which arise 
the u g k t  manifestations of nationaliçm - as w e  saw in the Ce- case.73 

If militancy as a "mass phenornenon", "that pent-up, frightened, and 

festering aggressiveness" was one tide of a more general problem, the other side of 

the problem for Greenberg was as much "the spontaneous expression" of one self, 

focused in "direct personal actionee. How ever we understand the spedic 

coordinates of Greenberg's position in 1950, it was a radicalized one, and in the 

context of the discourses we have k n  discussing a r a d i d y  pessimistic one. The 

71~reenberg, "Self Hatred and Jewish Chauvinism", (Commentmy , v. IO, Ckt. 19501, in CG., v. 3, p. 57 
Ir2creenberg, "Self Haîred and Jewish Chauvinism", p. 52. 
73~reenberg, "Self Haîred and Jewish Chauvinism", pp. 52-53. 



problem was both simple and staggering. 1t was a question of the impsibility of 

ethics under modernity. While Greenberg would advocate an acceptance of what he 

c a b  "a personal and spontaneous expression of myself", he would entirely deny 

that advocacy any validity with its entrance into the moral realm. It seems that the 

dilemma with which Greenberg was ulümately faced, was one in which even "a 

spontaneous expression" of one's self was no better than, was in fad equal to 

militancy as a "mass phenornenon". 

In face of the "new liberalism's" overwhelming critique of the mass 

manifestation, it is important to recognize the consequences of Greenberg's position. 

For he is not rnerely suggesting that one folIow one's emotions - "a personal and 

spontaneous expression of myself'; that kind of irrationaliçt justification that was 

typical of al l  sorts of obscurantist positions in the culture. One needs only recall 

Greenberg's extended dialogue with F. R. Leavis on the moral content of EMka's 

fidion.74 Or think of the tirade Greenberg wages against Phillip Wylie's An Essay 

on Morals . 

This, perhaps, is what the contemporary village atheist reaiiy looks iïke in print - sad dedine 
of the provincial iconoclast, of the Little shoemaker who used to read Schopenhauer and 
Nietzsche! Only in this awful age muld haif-bakedness sink so low, only in t h s  age could such 
half-bakedness reach print in anything but subsidized editions. 
Mr. Wylie daims that man can solve his present difficulties only by freeing his instincts h m  
the domination of the ego. The ego means diurches, institutions, Communism, most public issues, 
etc., etc, dl of which man ought to repudiate in order to realize himseif and the fact that he is, 
to start with, only an ani~nal.~S 

In other words, while a "spontaneous expression of myself' avoided the 

traps of conformity p e d a r  to the "mass manifestation", it was equally a "crabbed 

and "haif-baked" imperative to proceed upon, because ultimately detennined by the 

transformative which was in the last analysis entirely culturally detenrllned. It 

seems that individual actions or beliefs are thernselves always-already possessed of 

'%ee "How Good is Kafka" (Commentary, Jm.-Aug. 1955) in C.G. 3, pp. 212-2161 take up the issue of 
Greenkrg's reading of Kafka in Chapter Two. 
75~reenberg "Pessimism for Masç Consurnption: Review of An Essay On Mords by Philip Wylie, CG, 2, 
pp. 1%-159. 



the threatenùig poshire of a military state apparatus or the "pent-up, fnghtened, and 

festering aggressiveness" of a mass, in fact, the ideology of the "new liberalism", a 

politics reduced down to the level of the individuai, solved nothing.76 

Remember, at the time of his article's publication, Greenberg was an associate 

editor at Commentary. It was one of the most highiy regarded Iiberal publications. 

In ail  quarters of the nation! Take Ti m e magazine's revealing demographic 

breakdown of its readership, £rom only a couple of months after Greenberg's artide 

appeared. Conrnentary has 'begun to be known as one of the best magazines in the 

U. S.. It now b 20,196 circulation and a wide influence. Among its readers in 66 

countries, none scan it more closely than the State Department. Again and again the 

department has picked up artides for distribution around the world, either because 

they have so ably stated the position of the democratic world, or so clearly exposed 

the failacies of totalitarianism."77 Of course, Greenberg knew the State Department 

read his articles, of course he knew that his articles were being distributed around 

the world. What could he do? The predicament facing the individual in America in 

the 1950s was an unsolvable ethicai and moral dilemma. Greenberg recognized this 

all too weU.78 Whether it involved the co-optation of America's kitchens in the 

ideological struggle against CornmuniSm in Moscow; the wholesale flogging of the 

"good life" in the third world; or indeed, the m a s  conscription of every single 

cultural artifact, painting car-care product, article for Co rn m e n ta ry , the limits 

placed on representation under the conditions of modernity were absolute. 

- -- 

76~iesmanis use of the phrase "bue moral insight" is in this sense a world-a-part h m  Greenberg's 
understanding. Riesman's position is closer to Erich Fromm, who accepts the moral implications of 
happiness as productive in some sense. As Fromm notes, this productive orientation, in relation to 
societies' negative incapacitating impact, rests with man's "ability ta take himself. his life and 
happiness senously; on his wiliingness to face his and his society's moral problem. It rests upon his 
courage to be himself and to be for b i f " .  Erich Fromm, Man For Nimselfi An Inquiry 
Into the PsycI~ology of Ethics, (New York: Reinhardt and Company, 1947). 
77~ditor, (Time, Jan. 29,1951). 
78~hough it would never probably really hit home, unal he found out that Commentary was itself 
king funded by secret moneys channeled through the C-LA., via the USE, with the full knowledge of 
Eliot Cohen. 



In John 0'8rian's thoughtfd and bold introduction to Clement Greenberg, 

The Collected Essays and Crificisrn: Affirmations and Re@als, 1950-1 956 ,volurne 3, 

the matter of Greenberg's "acquiescence to the Pax Amerkana " is dear cut.79 What 

we need to argue for is a complexification of this through a dialectical reversal- 

"acquiescentia in se ipso". For O'Brian, Greenberg's acquiescence is part of a shift 

which begins to gain momentum in the late 19&, ody to surface full force with 

Greenberg's 1953 essay, "The Plight of Our Culture". 

The Transfiguration in Greenberg's thinking was an about face, In the space of a couple years, 
pessimism about the culture of modemity had given way to an optimism ... Greenberg's 
aspirations were founded on a reconsideration of the possibilities for cultural progress in 
American d e t y  under advanced industrialism ... Like other contributos to Cornrnentary holding 
to a sanguine view of Amencan culture -- David Riesman and Daniel Ben, for example - 
Greenberg was entfiusiastic about the new managerial elite who had risen to power in the United 
States ... Democracy and capitalism, so they thought, which already were demonstrating what 
might be accomplished in the realrn of middlebrow culture, were the necessary combination to 
defeat totaiitarianism. The tumaround in Cceenbecg's thùikùig, his unsticking of the Trotskyist 
label, was complete. Ln subsequent writings, hiç former emphasis on modem arts' adversarial 
capaciiy for disaffirrning the dominant values of bourgeois society became muted, if not silenced 
altogether. go 

O'Brian has managed to capture the progress of a very subtle, alrnost spectral 

shift in Greenberg's opinion. Certainly it is not one warrantkg the characterization 

of an "about face", from "pessimism about the culture of modemity" to f'optimism"; 

nor is it one that would plausibly have undermineci Greenberg's cornmitment to a 

modernist art founded on refusal; neither is it a shift that wodd ever have made 

Greenberg think "Democracy and Capitalism . .. wbich already were demons tra ting 

what might be accomplished in the realm of middlebrow culture were the necessary 

combination to defeat totalitarianism"; nor one that would make him "enthusiastic 

about the new managerial elite who had risen to power". Firstly, Greenberg's 

pessimism about the surrounding culture had become altogether intensified; 

secondly, modernist art remained the only thing that kept new experiences alive; 

79~ohnO'Brian, "introduction1', Cfemertt Greenberg, The Collecfed E s q s  and Criricism: Afirmtions 
nnd Refiwls, 1950-7956 , (Chicago, 2993), pp. xxix 
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and lastly, "totalitarianism" and rniddlebrow culture were insolubLy linked to the 

çame insidious processes that were constitutive of conformity. Yet there is still the 

trace of a shift that d t s  in Greenberg's writing, iE only the effervescent trace on the 

surface of that writing. The best of Greenberg's writing is always driven by this 

paradoxid relation. While on the surface we might detect a glimrner or hint of 

hope and possibility, it always exists on top of, alongside, or arnidst a forest of the 

deepest and most heartfelt descriptions of an "awful age", an age when oniy %al£- 

bakedness could sink so low".81 This tension is a difücult one to capture. The shift 

which O'Brian detects and which he feels makes the American moment for 

Greenberg so thick with possibility - thick to the extent that it leans in the direction 

of future imperial triumphs - is in fact a realization and acceptance on Greenberg's 

part of an inevitable and solemn movement toward the corruption and faileness of 

the ideological in any encounter with the mord realm. 

I think the evidence for Greenberg's own "theory of the Good Life" hinges on 

his membership in the American Committee for Cdtural Freedom (ACCF), and 

specificaily his letter to Freda Kirchwey of the The Nation. What 1 want to argue for, 

and it should already be clear, is that Greenberg's role on the ACCF and his letter to 

Kirchwey for The Nation, despite their apparent political ramifications, indeed, in 

glaring iight of their politicai and ideological ramifications, were in no sense 

intended as a direct foray into the political or ideological. Rather, they were a foray 

into the cultural sphere in order to preserve a very particular form of non- 

ideologicdy aligned intemention. In a sense, we are trying to position Greenberg as 

part of a kind of cultural wing of the "new liberalism", a sub-grouping of radicalized 

positions, including David Riesman and Dwight MacDonald, who categorically 

rehsed aspects of Wesinger's political engagement in Democratic process. Of 

course Greenberg's letter had political resonance. It started a minor political fire 

stonn. But in Greenberg's mind it was intended solely for the purposes of 

8I~reenberg, "Pessimism for Mas Culture", CG, 2, p.158. 



sustaining some minimal conditions against the pressures of conformity. 

Greenberg's letter begins ... 

1 h d  it shocking that any part of your - and our - magazine should coriçiçtently act as a vehicle 
through which the interests of a particular state power are expressed. It makes no difference 
which state power: the scanda1 lies in the fact of wmmitment, and The Nation should thereby 
betray its daim to be a journal of independent and prinapled opinion. The operaiion of J. Aivarez 
del Vayo's coiumn dong a line which invariably parallels that of Soviet propaganda is 
something that I protest as both a reader and a contributor.82 

A first point to make here is that Greenberg's sentiments are not strictly "anti- 

comrnunist", as much as they attempt to be altogether strictiy "non-partisan" 

(though, of course, they fail). It is not so much "Soviet power" which Greenberg is 

concerned with as it is any form that "State power" assumes or takes on. "It makes 

no difference which State power". Greenberg's concern, in other words, is as much 

that dominant representational strategy conscripteci by state power. In this respect 

Greenberg's specüic charges against The Nation's foreign editor, del Vayo, may &O 

be considered in the context of his activities on the ACCF. Framed witbin these 

parameters, the allegations become fairly consistent with the kind of "non-partisan" 

politics upon which the ACCF were supposedly founded - that type of balancing 

which was typical of the "new liberalism" in general. It was in conjunction with the 

ACCF's mandate that Greenberg had joined as a founding member on December 14, 

1950. In fact, Greenberg's interest in the mandate of the ACCF complemented his 

strategy which we have been trying to unearth: his more specific undersbnding of 

materialism. In this sense, the ACCF's mandate for sustaining freedom by 

maintaining the widest possible cultural spectrum offered a kind of venue to voice 

his particular tactic of "pensiveness". From Greenberg's perspective, the 

consistently pro-Soviet line of del Vayo's editorial policy was curtailing this 

spectnun. Complicit in a "tissue of lies'', del Vayo's views were aiding an already 

82~lement Greenberg, 'To the editor of The Nation ", (The New Leader, 19 Mar. 1951), CG, 3, pp. 7879. 
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leveled cultural landscape.83 His column was no better than a Soviet version of 

Life magazine; it had "become a medium through which arguments remarkably 

like those which the Stalinist regime itseif advances are transmitted in a more 

plausible form to the American public".84 

As an organization, the ACCF were £ïrm in theh general conviction of trying 

to sustain a space for cultural keedom outside of the barriers of ideological and 

political partisanship. Though closely Mt around this central concern, the means to 

achieve freedom was the hot topic. The minutes of the Executive Committee 

sessions are, if nothing else, a testament to thiç. Though ultimately it wodd prove 

the downfall of the Committee, it does provide us with material for distinguishing 

the more subtle positioning's of its members, the disparity of their views, and 

finally, the illusion of non-ideological alignment they were ail under. It is 

uncertain whether Greenberg was in attendance at any of the Executive Committee 

meetings in 1951 and early 1952.85 However, we do know that he was present at the 

founding in 1950; at the Planning Conference of March 1,1952; and at the 

Administrative Cornmittee meeting of March 19,1952.86 Ln addition, we know that 

he was present at the Executive Committee meeting of April16, 1952, by invitation 

of the Committee; and that at the October 27, 1952 meeting he, dong with Daniel 

83~ceenberg's letter was refused publication in The Nntiort and in late Mardi appeared in the LiberaI 
labor New Leader . Greenberg writes: "Since he began wciting in the Natiutz about a decade ago, Mr. del 
Vayo has defended every step in Soviet policy and, just as unfailingly, aiticized or evaded every 
argument and step opposed to that policy ... To be sure, Mr. del Vayo says, Russia is not always 
blameless, yet somehow he always caUç upon the West to take the Litst step - and make the k t  
concession - to assure peace. ... evidence Eumished by his own words show that his column has become a 
medium through which arguments remarlcably üke those which the Stalinist regime itseif advances 
are transmitted in a more piausible fonn to the Amencart public". Greenberg, (The N m  Leader, Feb, 
1951). 
84~reenberg, 'To the editor of nie  Nation ," p. 81. 
85h the Minutes of the Executive Couunittee Meeting for June 6,1951, Listecl as present are. Soi Levitas, 
Sydney Hook, Daniel Bell, George Shuyler, Wiam Phillipç, EUiot Cohen, Norbert Muhlen, Peter 
Klugen, Melvin Lasky, Josef Czapski, Max Yergan, and James Bumham. Minutes of the Executive 
Committee Meeting for June 6,1951, ( ACCF Papes, Col. 23, Box 7, Fold. & Jun. 1951). Tamament Library 
Archives, NYLJ. 
86~ee Minutes December 14,1950, (ACCF Papers, COL 23, Box 7, Fold. 4, Dec 1950); Minutes Planning 
Conference, Mar& 1,1952, (ACCF Papers, Col. 23, Box 7, Fold. 4, Ma.. 1952); Minutes of Administrative 
Committee Meeting, March 19,1952(ACCF Paperç, Col. 23, Box 7, Fold. 4, Mar. 1952). 



Bell and Sydney Hook, were nominated to the Executive Committee.87 Finaliy, we 

know he submitted his resigmtion in absentia to the Executive, at the Meeting of 

April8,1953. 

Within the ACCF's wide spectrum of interests - for it had no consistent line 

- Clement Greenberg and perhaps ûwight Macdonald were the most careful not to 

advocate political intervention.88 Greenberrg's hesitations would, for instance, have 

been in opposition to Elliot Cohen's calls for more direct and engaged activities. 

With regard to the Congress for Cultural Freedom's - the ACCF's parent 

organization - June 1952 convention in Paris, Cohen, the chef editor of 

Corn men ta ry, while conceding that the "primary aim of the Congress (was) not to 

mobilize the works of artists", added that " the main activity of the Congress m u t  

be to make demonstrations, to take principled stands, and to involve European 

intellectuals".89 Perhaps James Bumham and Sol Levitas - politicd convictions 

aside - could also be useMy placed within the Cornmittee's increasingly vocal 

grouping which pursued a more engaged poshiring.90 Greenberg's resignation 

from the Committee in Aprii of 1953 was undoubtedly a function of this increasing 

trend toward political intervention, but was as much a function of the mounting 

anti-communist orientation of the Executive- As we will see, in the majority of 

cases the two trends were linked. 

At the time of Greenberg's nomination to the Executive Committee in March 

of 1952, the tensions between these issues among members was balanced, if only 

through polarization. By early 1953, however, the more activist and anti- 

communist voices had gained suffiaent momentum to warrant Greenberg's 

resignation. It appears that by this t h e  the mandate of the ACCF had shifted 

87 Minutes of the Executive Conunittee Meeting for April16,1952, ( ACCF Papers, Col. 23, Box 7, Fold. 
4, Apr. 1952); Minutes of Membership Meeting of the ACCF, (ACCF Papers, Col. 23, Box. 7, Fotd. 4,- 
1952). 
8$ee Michael Harrington's 'The American Committee for Cultural Freedom", (Dissent, v. 2, ri. 2, Spr. 
1955), pp. 113-121; And Alan M. Wald, The New York Itzfeilectuais: The Rise and Decii~ie of the Anti- 
Stalinisf Le/C fiom the 1930s to the 1980s. 
8 9 ~ ~ ~ ~  Minutes Executive C o d  ttee Meeting, (ACCF Papers), p.1. 
9 0 ~ e e  Sol Levitas statement ACCF Minutes Executive Cornmittee Meeting, June 6,1951, (ACCF Papers). 



sufficiently toward harder forms of political engagement and toward the Right, that 

distinctions between partisanship on the one hand, and anti-communism more 

appropriate to that of McCiVthy on the other hand, had begun to blur. This 

polarizing is all to dear from the Minutes of the Planning Conference of Mar& 1, 

1952. James Farrell, Dwight MacDonald, and Greenberg face off against Karl 

Wittfogel and William Phillips on that most persistent and nagging of issues, 

whether to prioritize the fight against McCarthyism, or continue to fïght against 

Communism. For Greenberg, Farrell, and MacDonald, the threat of Communism 

in the United States was insigruiïcant in cornparison to the threat of conformity 

itself. With a few qualifications 1 will make in a moment, Farrell sums up the 

position. 

The main job in this country is fighting McCarthyisa The effects of McCarthyism on culture may 
soon be aiarming and reai intimidation already easts in colleges and small towns and among 
intellecâuais. The Stdhist menace is largeiy licked in h e n c a ,  aithough not on the world 
plane. But w e  are seeing the development of a group of McCarthyite intellectuals. Over the 
summer the Committee should work out a plan for opposing McCarthyism in culture and for 
senclhg speakers to other parts of the country. The most effective way of influencing European 
inteiiectuais is to show how we are defending cultural Ereedom in our c0untry.9~ 

Greenberg's and MacDonald's support for Farrell's statement is clear. Both 

equaUy saw the problem of Stalinism in America as 'largely licked''. In addition, 

they considered Staliniçm as distinct from Comunism in its obeisance to the rule 

of conformity. Like McCarthyism, S W m  was considered a unique product of 

twentieth century conformity. While both felt that there was no "middle ground 

regarding McCarthyismf', Greenberg made it clear that there were distinctions to be 

made "between Communists and fellow-travelers", Le. fellow-travelers and 

Stalinists were both a result of conformity in the cultural landscape.92 However, 

Greenberg's qualification of Farrell's proposition is the clincher. Always wary of the 

means to achieve objectives he adds: 'It is easy to attack McCarthyism, but the 

91~ames Farrell, Minutes Planning Conference, ACCF, March 1,1952, p. 1. 
92~reenberg, Minutes Planning Conference, ACCF, March 1,1952, p. 5. 



problern is how to qualiEy our attack. fWe must) clarify whether we are an 

educational or a publickt committee."93 

For Greenberg, cornmuniSm was not the crucial threat. The threat was the 

rnake up of the cultural sphere itself. If the problem of the cultural sphere did 

ground his anti-communist sentiment, it was also something which would drive 

him increasingly to an extreme aesthetic position leadhg up to his resignation frorn 

the ACCF in 1953. In this respect, Greenberg's understanding of the problem was in 

subtle distinction to the more agressive forms of anti-communism that would 

begin to dominate the ACCF up to and &ter Greenberg's resignation in 1953. tike 

Riesman, though, who was always Lingering at the margins of the ACCF, Greenberg 

placed a consistent, however shallow faith in the balanced pluralism that American 

capitalism promoted.94 For Riesman, the threat posed by conformity was countered 

by the stmctural diversity of American capitalism, which provided a kind of 

impediment to the growth of the "totalitarian" mentality. It was the formation of 

American capitalism itseif which naturally selected the best possible direction for 

freedom and charader, filtering out those unwanted authoritarian tendencies. 

Riesman writes: 

Any sufficiently large society will throw up a slate of psychological types varied enough to 
suggest possibilities in many different directions; if America is not fascist, for example, it is not 
for want of sadists or authoritarians. There are plenty of these to staff the more benighted jaiis 
and mental hospitals, or to compte for the post of sheriff in many Southem communïties; it is the 
instihttional and judicial forms - and their own Limitations - that make it difficult for these 
men to coaiesce into a political movement. To be sure these protections for liberty would coiiapse 
in the absence of men of appropriate charader to cun them; but our point is that, within wide 
limits, in a large society institutions evoke within individu& the appropriate c h a r a ~ t e r . ~ ~  

93~reenberg, Minutes Planning Conference, ACCF, Marcfi 1,1952, p. 2. 
94 It would seem Greenberg, unlike Wesinger, considers totalitarianism's extremes as subUy 
different. Thus he prefers the ACCF as an educational cornmittee - one that distinguishes between 
McCarthyism and Conununism, seeing the former ünked with conformity as the greater of the two 
threats. "Minutes: Planning Conference. ACCF, Mardi 1,1952". This would position Greenberg closer to 
Riesman. 

95 Riesman, Tlie iunely Ctowd , p. xxii. 



While an institutionai armature provided impediments to the growth or 

mobilization of any particular form of totalitarianism, the burden for freedorn was 

still placed only on the individuaL Greenberg's, Farrell's, and MacDonald's 

prioritizing of McCarthyism as a threat was because it could potentially alter the 

political spectrum enough to marginalize the center, and thus derail the already 

tenuous project for a non-alignment from its delicate balance. Greenbergts attack on 

del Vayo and the media in 2951 should thus be seen in light of his simultaneous 

and concerted attempts to stem the progressively more strident "anti-cummunism" 

of members like Daniel kil and James Buniham on the one hand, and remain at a 

distance from the adivism of Eliot Cohen and Burnham on the other hand. Given 

Greenberg's consistent resistance to the rightward trend toward increased "anti- 

commurtist" adivities and the continued purging of "fellow-travelers" between 

March 1951 and his resignation £rom the Committee on April8,1953, we can Say 

that the threat of b t h  Stalinism and McCarthyism were conceived of Iess in 

political terms than as a hc t ion  of conformity. In such a context all that could be 

done was to protect the spectnim of cultural diversity. As it was the only thing that 

codd determine what a non-aligned center might be constitutive of. At the March 

19, 1952 meeting of the Administrative Committee Greenberg would frarne the 

problem faced by Arüsts Equity in precisely these terms.96 Though the minutes 

from the meeting are laconic, the difficulty of finding a middle ground that was 

exempt from any "offiaal" or "programmatic" art is clear. 

Clem Greenberg: Artists equity controlied by fellow-travelers. Very powerlul. Had auction at 
the Whitney. Thinks it reprehensible that feliow-travelers had such a hand in picking the jury. 

Daniel BeU: It's not our purpose to give a clean bili of health to issues. It would be entry to art 
world to have group of artists of our own who are modern and yet vigorously anti-communist. 

Greenberg: On one hand is Equity with a lot of influence and smelly politically. On the other 
hand is Dondero who uses the latter tact as attack on modern art which is real danger to free 

96h the Executive Committee Minutes April16,1952, Greenberg notes: " Artists Equity is a Stalinist 
organization. Never said anything about it because al1 respectable opinion is against such doings. 
Situation similar in lots of places." Greenbew Executive Committee Minutes April 16, 1952, (ACCF 
Papers), p. 5. 



dhue.  Need for clarification on 57th Street, There question is, 'Should we s p ~ g  to dehnse of 
embattled equity people or not". 

Bell: We shodd have programmatic statement. Attack any kind of official art. Let people in 
Artists' Equity have litmus paper test. Do you subsaibe to statement like this, a statement which 
would point out that its critics are stupid and philistine - don't understand modem art. 
Stalinists who agree with us are the non hook. Might organize Painters Council. Clem secretary. 
Theü statements would go out over signature oE Sidney and C l e a  We would invite artists to join 
who would then be able to take stand on issues Like Dondero attack Clem wüi submit list. We 
should get dedaration of prinaples on Modern art, conditions of Ecee art, nature of officiai art, 
Would have effect both on Dondero and Artists' Equity. Discussion groups might also discuçs 
question of firing, rightç of a guy to a job, Red Charnels, Feinberg Act, the govenunent's position. 
9 7 

Greenberg wodd mdoubtedly have begun sinking into his chair with Beil's 

rephrasing of the problem in tenns of a programmatic statement, becoming 

positively dl-at-ease or paralyzed again with the inevitable return to the question of 

communism and the setting up of "Painters Councils" to stem the flow of "Red- 

Channels". But in eady 1952 this is already what he was up against, at the omet of 

his nomination to the Executive body. As a whole we can assume that in respect to 

"anti-communism" and civil-liberties in general, Greenberg's perspective on the 

orientation of the Committee was especially sensitive. For example, it would not be 

until Mar& 16, 1955, that Arthur Mesinger would lodge any forma1 protest 

against the ACCF for Zosing "track of its objectives".98 

1 fimd mysell increasingly puzzled by the criteria of memberçhip. 1 had assumed that we were 
wrïters, artists, professors, intellectuals - people who have made, or hoped to make, some 
contribution to culture and therefore an especiai stake in its protection. 1 find now that aU sorts of 
people are king invited to membership with no visible cultural qualifications. 1 do not want to 
comment insidiously on individuals; but 1 am baEEled as to why anyone would think that Judge 
Moms Roberts, for example, should be a logical member of the ACCF. Surely, we stand for 
something more than anti-Communism per se; and 1 doubt whether we would feel - even those 
amonguswho have succumbed to what seems to me the absurd theory of the immaculacy of the 
McCarren Cornmittee - that service on that cornmittee automatically gives a man cultural 
stnpes. Names iike Judge Moms, Senator Wiiey, and others, seem to me to have no more business 
to be in the ACCF than you or 1 have to be in the American Society of Sanitary ~n&ineers.~9 

97 'Minutes of Administrative Committee Meeting, Mar. 19,1952. ACCF Papers, Col. 23, Box 7, p. 4. 
g8~rthur Schleslliger to James Burnham, March, 16,1955, (ACCF Papers). 
99~rthur Schlesinger to James Biimham, March, 16,1955, (ACCF Papers). 



Or take Riesmanls communiqué to Sol Stein in February, 1954. 'There is a 

real lack of balance here - an over-preoccupation with Communists at home and 

abroad without any preoccupation with tpanti-c~mmunists" (including some of my 

best friends!) at home and abroad.100 Whatever the precise reason for Greenberg's 

resignation in April 1953, the direction the ACCF was moving toward was clearly 

and acutely antithetical to his own understanding of non-alignment. In the few 

months prior to resigning, this disparity of opinions and priorities is nowhere better 

emphasized than in the distance between hïm and Daniel Bell. ln January of that 

year the perfunctory recognition of a "spinning of wheels", is dl too evident in 

Greenberg's tone. After his suggestion for an Asian edition of the New Leader or 

some other "gmd magazine" that is not an "official hand out" is dismisseci by the 

floor, Greenberg raises a less condiatory option - as much it seems to assert his 

distance £rom the body as to aggravate and forestall any decision by that body. "...if a 

magazine should be published for Asia, it should be edited under the direction of 

the International Secretariat, even if sponsored by it. It should be edited purely by 

Asianç in the way they see fit to do i t  Our Asian friends should be asked to organize 

an ad hoc committee to issue such a rnagazine."l01 The stark contrast with Daniel 

Bell's next proposition for an action against the Voice of Arnerica is stunning. 

The Committee (should) approadi a dozen experts in Russian affairs and psychological warfare, 
proposing that they sign a letter directed to Eisenhower, Ddies, Jackson, et al, stating that in 
their opinion the investigation of the Voice of America was damaging America's strategy in the 
Cold War. It was agreed that this was a feasible suggestion and ha: Mr. Kristol should secure 
the cooperation of the other members of the committee in order to carry it out with all possible 
speed. l02 

The aggressive tone of the Cold Warrior concemed with the nations freedom 

al l  but d r o m  out Greenberg's own version of a kind of non-partisan 

lowavid Riesman to Sol Stein, Feb. 24,1954, (ACCF Papers). 
l0*~reenberg, Executive Cotnmïttee Minutes, January 30,1953, (ACCF Papers), p.1. 
lO2~aniel Bell, Executive Committee Meeting Minutes, Mardi 16,1953, (ACCF Papers), p. 1. 



internationalkm sensitive to colonialism.l03 With the politicai priorities of Bell 

and others having gainai complete dominion, there was littie eise for Greenberg to 

do but resign. Undoubtedly the tenuous line between cultural and politid 

intervention he himself was walking became a concem itself. Maybe an 

understatement. But in the context of the extant literature arguing for Greenberg's 

complicity in the Cold War, 1 think, a necessary corrective. We need to continually 

remind ourselves, that this line was dways recognized by him as a tenuous one. 

After dl, "pensiveness" was built into Greenberg's writing as a prediction and 

foreknowledge of just such a crossing. 

Perhaps the crucial question, then, if Greenberg did resign, is what did he 

resign himseIf to? Certainly it wasn't to that rule he so detests and ascribes to T. S. 

Eliot in his Notes Tourards the Definition of Culhi-e ; "that d e  es tablished in the 

18th century according to which the eminent man of letters begins to feel in middie 

age that literature is not enough, and aspires to some larger power over public 

opinion". l~ No, that complex of moral issues was precisely at the r w t  problem of 

his membership in the ACCF.105 

In Greenberg's opinion the members of the ACCF continually mistwk the 

effeds of capitalism for its causes. For, in a sense, Greenberg's criticism of the 

directives increasingly taking hold of the ACCF were not far removed from his 

critique of Eliot. Both had failed to accommodate the new predicament of American 

capitalism and the uniqueness of its cultural spectrum. They were equally stuck in a 
- - - - - - - - - - 

1% is not my intent to vilMy Bell. 1 use his position only as a barometer through which we can gauge 
Greenberg's own negotiations durùig the period. Let's give Bell the benefit of the doubt, give him the 
last word. In a letter dated January 21,1994, he was kind enough to address the problems inherent in an 
early formulation of the "new liberaîism". "Greenberg's aiticism, David Riesman's soaology and my 
political Mews are a i i  diffecent political trajectories. Riesman and Greenberg never "broke" from the 
ACCF. They were never whoiiy involved. Riesman becarne more detached and Greenberg (as with his 
attack on Freda Kirchway) more political." Needess to Say, this is not quite the same history the 
minutes of the ACCF reveai. Daniel Beil to Shep Steiner, January 21,1994. 
lo4~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our Culture", p. 124. 
lo51n the minutes of the Executive committee Daniel Beii voiced this concem: 'The ACCF s proper 
concerns were the political consequences of cultural events, not the cultural consequences of political 
events." From Greenberg's perspective, however, Bell's overestimation of the Communist k a t  and his 
interventionist moves would have contradicted this statement. Executive Cornmittee minutes, Oct. 19, 
1954, (ACCF Papes). 



model that viewed culture as superstructural, excluding it h m  "poütical, social, 

religious, and economic institutions".l06 As John O'Brian suggests, Greenberg's 

amendment posed culture and base as "inextricably tangled.107 In other words, 

dture was not contingent upon the political or social spectnrm, rather it shared in 

its kind of necessity; it was but one of the operational guises that an iron-de of 

necessity was insuring. In Greenberg's model, cuiture is trançformed into an "inner 

structure", that alonpide "the outer, social, structure". 108 In a sense, we are forced 

to codront the fact of a complete aestheticization of politia, culture, and society. 

All aspects of the moral realrn become funciions of the spectadar logic of a 

"Fabulous Invalid". 

The kind of terrain or area that Greenberg wodd resign himself to is no 

surprise for those knowledgeable of the history of art in the period. In Greenberg's 

case, and as w d  in the case of the editorial &de around Corn men ta ry, this rneant 

refuting the identifiably causal relations upon which a Marxist-derived notion of 

lreedom andJor individuality rested. It meant a complete divorce from the 

contingencies of the political, and instead a self-reflexive engagement with the 

nature of ones own contingency and conformity. The repercussions of this kind of 

positioning were clear to most. It represented a complete seii out, a total and 

unequivocal drift toward the same politics of inciilference and complacency which 

ruled the country. Thus M g  Howe, defending his attack on confclrmity and 

specifidy his cri ticism of Corn mentary, in response to a letter of protest leveled by 

Commen tary 's editor Robert Warshow- 

The letter adequateiy represents, however, the feelings of those intellectuals who in the past 
fifteen years have steadily drifted away from political and cultural radicalisrn, who have 
abandoned the d u e s  of opposition and dissent, and have accepted, more or Iess, the basic drift of 
a society that is shaped by war economy. Thus, in Commentary one can read that America is 
capitalist, but Good; or a mixed economy, but Good; or even soaaliçt, and therefore certainly 
Good;or a sort of great big smaü town, but damned Good. Yet the people who write and sponsor 
suchthings Eeel outraged when told that they are conforming to the social and culhird drift of 

lo6~reenberg, ibid, p. 127. 
lo7~reenberg, ibid, p. xx. 
108~reenbetg, ibid, p. 131. 



American society. They want to do it, aü right: but not to hear about i t  A splinter of the past 
seems to prick their conscience, so that nothhg infuriates them so much as attack from the left ... 
1 used the rather lwse phrase "conformity" instead of a more precise political one sitnply because 
1 wished to emphasize that my cornplaint was not that certain intelleduah had abandoned this 
or the other ideology but that they had abandoned the traditional idea of keeping a critical 
distance from state power any state power ... My comptaint against Commentary, for example, 
was not that it had ceased to be socialist: it never had been that; but rather that it has becornean 
apologist for middle dass values, middldass cuiture, and the soual status quo, and that on the 

issue of civii überties it has squirmed, evaded a played pcissun109 

Howe's assessrnent is, 1 think, a fair one of the kind of problematic tensions 

one has carefuliy to balance with regard to Greenberg. For in a sense "pensiveness" 

was above d, characteristic of an acceptance of conformity. In a sense Commentary 

had allied itself to the rniddle class. Whether it had "abandoned the idea of keeping 

a critical distance from state power, any state power" is another story. For Howe 

does seem to miçrepresent certain tensions and oppositions we have been 

discussing in Greenberg's specific case. For one thing, he concentrates on conformity 

to the exclusion of anxiety. We also know that civil liberties were indeed a priority 

for Commentary,  and certainly for Greenberg. The problem stemmed not so much 

from the "issue of civil liberties", as much as how to establish some barorneter or 

litmus test for their adequate implementation in the moral realm. 

Still, on a certain level, Howe is both right and wrong; the contradictory 

nature of the position we are trying to understand represented both sides of the coin 

For the fact remains that for Greenberg, America was capitalist, "but Good. It was 

"a mixed economy, but Good; or even sociaiist, and therefore certainly Good; or a 

sort of great big small town, but damned Good." The point is, k i t  for Greenberg, 

America was good and bad, that life under modernity was good and bad, that 

"Arnerican capitalism" was very much a "fabulous invalid". The point is, that 

Greenberg's theory of the good life cuts to the core of a set of illusions about the 

individual, about the inevitability with which unes good intentions are always- 

already a contingency, and about the inefficacy of individual action. 

10%ving Howe, "Protest and Rejoinder", Partisan Revieio, v. xxi, n.2, Mar-Apr, 1954, pp. 238-239. 
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Figure 2 Many sports shirts, for the many moods of Pop. Inset C shows Pop 
wearing "snappy M u  M u  ... south Sea print". 'Rcture Pop in McGregor 
Sportswear". L i f ,  v. 34, n. 23, June 8,1954, p. 19. 
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Figure 3 Martini sipping ... gray flannel suit wearing ... upand-comùig symbol 
manipulator. A. C. Spectorsky, The Exurbunites. Drawing by Robert 
Osbom. New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1955, title page. 



Figure 4 "You know ... W e  think very highly of your husband W. Rath." Gregory 
Pedc smiied wirly to hirnself. The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit. MGM, 
1956. 
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Figure 5 A teaser: Morris Louis wearing suit in question. Diane Upright. Morris 
Louis: The Complete Paintings: A Catalogue Raisonne. New York: Harry 
N. Abrams, 1985, p. 59. 



Figure 6 Its a dream corne hue... ranch style. Life, v. 43, n. 17, Oct. 21,1957. 



Figure 7 "World Struggle as seen by James Burnham". Life, v. 22, n. 13, Mar. 31,1947. 
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Figure 8 'The story of Jackson Poilett(sic), the boy wonder of merchandising, whose 
obsession with getting ahead dianged him from a likable young man into 
a tyrant who climbed to power over people he had knocked d o m  Jackson 
put business before a l i  else - friends, marriage, and integrity - untü the 
day when crushing drive wasn't enough to get him what he wanted. J. 
Harvey Howells: The Big Company Look. New York: Doubleday and 
Company, 1958, dust cover. 
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Figure 9 t'The Universal Card" for Personality Testing. Wilüam H. Whyte, Jr. T h e  
Organization Man. London: Jonathan Cape, 1957, p. 177. 



Figure 10 White C o k  Worker. C. Wright Mills. The White Collar: The American 
Middle Classes. New York: Oxford University Press, 1951, dust cover. - 
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Figure 11 "Not Left, Not Right, But a Vital Center. "New York Times Magazine, 
Drawing by Bertrand, Zadig April14,1948. 
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Figure 12 The anxiety senshg "radar sensing device". "What is the American 
Character?". . ."Social çàentis t David Riesman". Tirne magazine. Draw 
by Errol Baker, October 19,19%. 



Chapter 2 
Shedding New Light on the Dog-Day-Afternoonday of Life: 

Or how Clement Greenberg B d t  a F a c e  Against Histo y 
Out of the Suburban Night of Mete Reflection 

Processes of logical thought constitute much of the "action" in Kafka'ç fiction, and the story is 
often the inefncacy of that ihought, and nothing more. No one has ever made thought so vivid as 
an object rather than subject. And no one has succeeded so weil in capturing its processes for the 
ends of imaginative iiterature. 
As it happens, there is a precedent for this kind of vision, but one that lies outside Western 

tradition. The treadmill of routine, permanence, and pattern, with saupulous thought as its 
constituent and enabling p~ciple,  to which Kafka's heroes Iwk for theù safety bears many 
resemblance's to what is envisioned in that au-important department of post-Bibiical Judaism 
called Kalachach. Halachach is the rational derivation - and derivation upon derivation - 
and application of Jewish religious law on the basis of the precepts found in the Pentateudi. 
Law, or Torah, extended or elaborated by means of Halachach, inside and outside the Talmud, 
sanctifies as much as possible of human existence by king it in routines whose observance pleases 
Cod. Life is wnsecrated by king subjected to cepetition... 
Though Gentile history has Bnally brought Kafka emanapation, it still remains Gentile, 

therelore essentially dangerous to the Jew, emancipated or not For the safety done - no longer of 
safety as an increment of salvation - he must stiii seek his refuge in a version of a Halachic order 
and immobility. However. king irreügious now. he c m o t  build his "fence8 against history on 
the original divine ordinances, but only out of the rnost general and self-evident features of the 
traditiondy Jewis h way of Me: middl&s orderüness, routine, prudence, sedentary s ta bi lity , 
application to daüy tasks -- and dironic anxiety about the future that leaves littie room for 
sentiment about the p s t  

(Clement Greenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz Kafka: 
Some Sources of His Partidar Vision, 1955) 

Thus Clement Greenberg, in 1955, Miting on his favorite author and 

framuig his praise of Kafka in what are strange terms. As perplexing as the matter 

of fact telling of fantastic events which transpire in Kafka's fiction. As surprising as 

that eerie conjundion between the uncanny and the everyday continually forced in 

Kafka's fiction. That Greenberg should £rame his appraisal of Kafka's writing in 

terms of the repetitious lifestyle of a middleclass seems a mystery as great and 

impenetrable as the impersonal and oddly mechanized forces which drive the 

officer in 'The Pend Colony" to perform the protocols of a needless execution, 

scrupulously maintain the working order of the apparatus, and fïnally stage his own 

death in good conduct using that apparatus. 

I~reenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz Ka&: Srne Sources of His Partidar Vision", (Comrnenttzry, 
Apnl, 1955), in C. G., v. 3, pp. 204-205. 



Strange terms for an appraisal of Kafka's fiction coming h m  the iikes of 

Greenberg. Strange, because this careful and attentive criticism was coming £rom 

someone acutely aware of the problem of conformity. Strange, because it was being 

artidated by someone who had almost singlehandedly dehed the avant-garde 

project in his groundbreakmg essay "Avant-Garde and Kitsch". Strange, simply 

because Greenberg exalted Kafka's fidion pretisely for its pedestrian air, its 

"repetition", its "middle class orderlines" and its dependence on the "treadmill of 

routine, permanence, and pattern1'. 

Stcange terms indeed for a defense of Kafka's fiction. Yet, it is a strangeness 

which cornes £rom a recasting of the mood of Kafka's fiction. There is a kind of 

Ianguor and slow monotony to Greenberg's text that is forced right up to the surface. 

It is as if only a mirror reflection of Kafka's style can speak to the depths that style 

plumbs. Like a mere reflection of Kafka's style description itself moves the 

narrative. Like a dream Greenberg's essay begins out of nowhere, at mid-sentence 

or mid-thought if you will. Not only is there the sense that the fact of beanning has 

involved some consternation and even a stniggle of abstractùig and conjuring 

meaning, but that this begiMing coincides with a process already well underway. 

The ending is no less revealing. While there is a literal finish, nothhg has been 

resolved. It seems thought can only ever agonize over its inability to grasp ultirnate 

meaning. The last sentence, like the £irst, can only play catch up with a process that 

is always anterior to it. 

Then, too, there is the precedent of Max Brod's biography, which seems an 

important point of departure in itself, a point which Greenberg's text espeady 

privileges. Not surprisUigIy, Brod's contemplation also focusses upon the 

"strangeness" of Kafka. He writes: 

The strangeness of Kafka's person and writing is ody apparent In fact, one should add, 
anyone who Einds Kafka singular and attractive on account of his bizarrerie has not yet 
undetçtood him. Kafka traced to their source the individual and the inobvious with such Love 
and preciseness that things came to Light which one had never before suspected, which seem 
shange indeed and yet are nothing but h e .  Such, too, was his way of looking at a moral duty, 



a fact of life, a joumey, a work of art, a politicai movement - never bizarre, but only very 
exact, k m ,  right, and in consequence different from everyday taik, in consequence, perhaps, 
aiso quite oEîen (though not perhapç always) unsuitable for what one calls "practical lifew.2 

For both Greenberg and Brod, Kafka's "strangeness" is "only apparent". For if 

Brod finds its source in a 'love and preciseness" for the "individual and inobvious", 

for Greenberg it hinges on the fact that "at the same time, the uitimate and 

immediate, the exceptional and the everyday, the crucial and the incidental, 

intersect everywhere and at every moment."3. In Brod's case such insight was 

founded upon an intimate aquaintance with "Kafka's person and wrih'ng". In 

Greenberg's, it iç founded upon a mutudy shared recognition for the irrevocably 

failen state of ccmsciousness. Greenberg, like Kaflca, "traced to theh source the 

individual and inobvious", in order to give some, any, substance to "what one cails 

practical life". The strangeness of Kafka's wriüng, far from being a 'bizarrerie" 

veiled a kind of deep necessity; it forged a link behveen the falleness of a life lived in 

ail its everydayness and another plane of king otherwise suppressed by 

consciousness. If the strangeness of Kaflca's fiction reveded consciousness to be an 

isolated, falien, factual, event, it aiso cast a dark light on an otherwise silenced, 

ultimate, exceptional, and crucial history. 

Thus with Greenberg's text we are presented with a sort of floating fragment 

in which a kind of integrity and factual completeness does battle with a meaning 

and pace that can only lx a funclion of a greater whole or a larger dock work, now 

unfortunately missing. The relation with Brod's text provides only one such 

example. Take Greenberg's passage with which we began. Coming roughly at the 

middle of his meditation on Kafka it epitomizes an equivocation between necessity 

and contingency- The low dnunming insisteme of its halting sentences and its 

Halachic order does not drive the repetition in the text as a whole, nor stand out in 

relief as the motor in itself. Rather, it seems only one brief surfal'ing of a 

2 ~ i i x  Brod, franz Ka*: A Biography, (New York: Schocken Books, 1960), p. 52. 
3~reenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz Kafka", p. 203. 



tautologicd movement, one candid glimpse of a machinery that is part of a larger 

causal universe. If there is any sense of autonomy or self determination in the text, 

it is for the most part undermineci by the sinking feeling that l q e r  more 

incomprehensible forces are at work. 

Undoubtedly the ''action'' of Greenberg's text, which mirrors that of Kafka's 

fiction, is at the crux of the matter. Its slow monotony is I think an effect that 

Greenberg wanted and even troubled himself over. After all, it was an effect that 

warranted the use of a kind of mannered stylistics which was Kafka's signature. It 

was an effect, if we are to believe both Brod's and Greenberg's argument for 

strangeness, that went to the core of Kafka's achievement. The "action" of 

Greenberg's text is at the crux of a complex of issues which go to the core of 

Greenberg's notion of the aesthetic. The "action" of Greenberg's or Kafka's writing 

was to encapsulate more insmtable forces and processes at work, in history and in 

the physical universe. Processes and forces if larger and more insautable than the 

individual and particular, did nevertheless make up the individuai and particular. 

"Action" encapsutated the instantaneous teleological process that precipitated the 

inevitable fall into the everyday. It was that movement upon which consciousness 

was based and which consciousness had to negate or silence because constitutive. 

Betweemess is the m a a l  description to keep in mind here. For the "action" 

Greenberg is interested in is a movement between what he calls the "immediate 

data of a nakedness", which can only be some dUect contact with sensation or 

experience and that "derivation -- and derivation upon derivation", which is 

consciousness or representation.4 In fact the "action" we are interested in, is a kind 

of instantaneous physical or material cirautry that exercises a ndlifying effect on 

that which it normdy precipitates: consciousness. It is the tramformative moment 

of the symbolic. A diachronie movement, between matter and meaning, contained 

4~reenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz Kafka", p. 204. 



within a synchronie event. It is what Hegel called the "noonday of life". The "night 

of mere reflection" when reason drowns "in its own abyss"5 

Much of the strangeness in GreenbergVs text and Kafka's writing more 

generally cornes from the fact that one is deaüng with a situation in which language 

is itself hadequate to the job of conveying what both men are in fad most interested 

in representing. The kind of movement we are interested in lies on the level of 

content rather than form. That is the dreamlike quality of Kafka's style accessed 

something other than mere appearance. It encapsulateci a process which the 

symbolic realm of movement desaibed. For Greenberg, the "action" of thought 

reflecting on its own nature was the key metaphor of a UNty and wholeness 

otherwise lost to those living under the conditions of industrialism. 

Kafka himself was uniquely aware of this dülernma. Take, for instance his 

short parable "Paradise". It was induded in a colIection of works that Greenberg 

helped translate with WiUa and Edwin Muir in 1947.6 I thllik it more Uian ably 

describes the kind of movement Greenberg is interested in. Man is tensioned off in 

a kind of force field between the matter and plenihide of Paradise on one hand and a 

state of blessedness in Heaven on the other hand. He can know or touch neither 

pole, but rather "lives continuously" between poles without any secure purchase on 

t h g s  as they are. 

He is a free and secure atizen of the world for he is fettered to a diain which is long enough to 
give him the freedom of al1 earthly space, and yet only so Long that nothing can drag him past 
the frontien of the world. But simultaneously he is a €ree and secure citizen of Heaven as weii, 
for he is also fettered by a similarly designeci heavenly chah So that if he heads, Say, for the 
earth, his heavenly coiiar throtties him, and if he heads for Heaven, his earthly one does the 
same. And yet aU the possibilities are his, and he feels it; more he actuaiiy refuses to account for 
the deadlock by an error in the original fettering.7 

5~egel ,  Diffcence: The D i f f m c e  Behoeen Fichte 's and Schelling 's System of Philosophy . tram. and 
ed. W. Cerf and H. S. Harris, (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1977), pp. 102-103. 
6 ~ t  is ako r e p ~ t e d  as #66 of "Reflebions" in Franz Kafka, Dearest Father: Stones and Ofher 
Writings, (New York Schocken Books, 1954), p. 41. 
7~afka, ibid, p. 31. 



Man, it seems, is trappeci between matter and meaning, as unable to take hold 

of any real physical substance as he is unable to grasp any absolute meanhg. His 

condition is betwixt and between; it is a condition of pure experiencing, the 

predicarnent of a purely sensual order. Unfortunately, this in-between space "He" 

inhabits is only a symbolic one. For 'l3e1' as a subject constituted through 

consciousness is forever exiled from this condition of plenitude. Comaousness as a 

state of falleness or sin is an hmvocable condition. "Expulsion from paradise is in 

its main significance etemal. That is to say", Kafka continues ... 

although expuision h m  Paradise is hal,  and life in the world unavoidable, the eternal 
nature of the occurrence (or, temporaiiy expressed, the etemal recapitulation of the 
occurrence), nevertheles makes it possible not ody  that we might remain in Paradise 
permanently, but that we rnay in fact be there pennanently, no matter whether we know it or 
flot8 

Man's condition is thus both a "presentness" in the world which he can 

never know, and that which makes this "presentness" something of the past, which 

he can never experience or feel, b e r n e  a coLlSCiousness of the world. What is 

decisive in Kafka's formulation is the temporal expression that this permanence 

exhibits. It is conceived of as an endless series of expulsions. Which is to maintain 

that "man" lives in a succession of instantaneous moments of expulsion whether 

he knows it or not. For Kafka consciousness is not to be conceived of as "the eternal 

recapitulation of the occurrence", but something following upon the occurrence that 

obscures the "action" of an "etemal recapitulation". Consciousness, is the static 

form, or teleogical event precipiîated by a repetitious expulsion from the paradise of 

the symbolic. On the other hand, the "eternal recapihilation of the occurrence", is 

the vection or "transformative" moment when matter is in a state of becorning 

meaning. The time of this "action" is a delirious one, The repetition of this 

"action" is eternal. For Greenberg as much as Kafka consaousness disguises the 

8~raru Kafka, D m s t  Fathec Stones and Other Wn'tings, (New York Schocken Books, 1954), p. 41. 
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truth of a permanent living in Paradise by claiming presenbciess in the world for its 

own. 

What is at stake in Kafka's conceptualization of the "eternal recapitulation of 

the occurrence1* is the nature of c~nsciousness or personhood itself. By breaking 

consciousness down into the product of a repetitiom coming into k ing ,  the seif is 

no longer conceived of as fluid or continuous. Rather it is a discontinuous and 

periodic sucession of static events that veil or hide the fluid and continuous 

"action" of a temporal existence. Man is l e s  possessed of the "divine knowledge" of 

repetition, than full with it or consumeci by it to such an extent that he is blinded to 

its operation. For Greenberg liice Kafka, 'life is consecrated by being subjected to 

repetition". For the monotonous time of the eternal action is a time before and 

other to a mechanical, eleatic, and historical time. This chapter focusses on why a 

fence against history, an enclosure or kenne1 for the symbolic, could only be built 

out of "middleclass orderliness, routine, prudence, sedentary stability", in s u m  

conformity, the very bain of modem existence. 

We can restate the crux of the problem as Greenberg saw it, by saying the 

problem in postwar United States and the problem in modemity as Kalka had so 

ably stated it, was the rnaking of meaning itself. In the post-exilic world - a world 

without the fixecl and stable relays that once governed the religious symbolls 

transforrnative moment between matier and meaning, the particular and the 

general, or the individual and the universal - the making of meaning was itself an 

unframeable problematic.9 Whe ther £ramed by the bureaucratie dep thlessness tha t 

was the Austro-Hungarian Empire of I W s  Prague, or the moral disorder of 

Arnerican culture, tmth was itself no longer a function of the conditions of 

subjective experience. It was now dictated by an extrinsic Law. Kafka's dilemma was 

the American dilemma. For if consaousness was itself an illusion, how was it 

possible to convey truthfuiness. The occurrence or tramformative p ~ c i p l e  was 

9 ~ y  understanding of the rnaterialist problematic here, is deeply inàebted to T. J. Clark's reading of 
Benjamin and de Man. 
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itself so consistent, eteniaUy secure, so totalizing and so complete, that it rendered 

an outside, a birds-eye view, or a third person perspective impossiile. There was 

oniy an inside, thick and heavy with the drumming insistence of repetition" ... a 

wide open inside a closed and stifling world."lo 

From Greenberg's perspective Kafka more than any other writer captured the 

paradox of this "world all middle". H s  fantastic stories were attempts to 

problematize the unframeable nature of hvth by wrapping it in a veil of repetition, 

conformity, and prosaic routine. How does one explain away the predictable 

manner through which a matter of fact teiling can only produce marvelous and 

uncanny phenomenon - phenomenon which inspite of their exceptional character 

are in the end all very normal, ail very fitting for the "claustrophobie" parameters of 

a "world all middle". Only in a world in which the vection of matter into meaning 

is itself an unframeable problematic can the monstrous transformation of Gregor 

Samsa in The Metamorphoses take phce. The fact that it makes any sense at aU is a 

testament to the mundane prosaic form of the t e h g .  In Greenberg's mind, Kaflca's 

own "claustrophobia" was shot through with ail the tensions of Riesman's souety 

of conformity, Bell's view of corporate bureaucratization, and that more general 

intensification of capitalism cornplicit in the colonization of leisure and the "good 

Me". Ka&a offered one resonant example of the struggle against conformity, one 

that neatly embodied Greenberg's pessimal form of individualism. I think we need 

to get a clearer pidure of all this. Certainly it is dif£idt terrain to map out, but it is 

nevertheless a terrain that will prove absolutely central to understanding why 

repetition provided any hedge against conformity. 

If we are to appreaate the full resonance of Greenberg's perspective we will 

need to place it in some kind of context. We need to return to 1953, to a moment 

just two months after Greenberg's resignation £rom the ACCF. More specificaily, to 

lo~reenberg, 'The Jewishness of F m  Kafka", p. 208. 



Greenberg's aiticisrn of T. S. Eliot and the essay from which this criticism cornes: 

'The Plight of Our Culture". It is an exceptional text. A text, 1 think, that if w e are 

attentive to in all its subtlety will give us a springboard to understanding the logic of 

Greenberg's cultural politics; the way in which Kafka's vision of "a world all 

middle" artidated the problematic of conformity in America in the 1950s and 

suggested some slim possibility in the face of it. Probably conceived and written 

during and just in the wake of his resignation in June and July of 1953, a l l  the 

headaches, problems, and critiams of the ACCF Executive are heaped, as it were, on 

to Eliot's "threadbare piece of journalism".ll I don't think the codation between 

the positions of Eliot and liberalism was accidental either. 

Eliot has done as much as anyone in our time to expose the superficialties that have 
accompanied the popularization of the ideas of the Eniightenment, of Utilitariani~m~ and 
"saentism" - but by critiozing a kind of sensibility, not systems of ideas. Nor does his quarrel 
seem in the beginning to have been with the ideas of Liberalism as such or with any set of ideas, 
but with the deadness of sensibüity wherever he fond it, on the right and lefi, in church and out; 
and if he found it more often on the lefi, it was not so much because he wanted, at fïrst, to h d  it 
there. Only Later, when he began to deal pubüdy with non-liteary matters, did he fU< on 
liberalism as the main enemy, and adopt a cowciously "anti-modem" religious and political 
position But it was then, too, that his own sensibiiity showed the fkst symptoms of the same 
ailment he had diagnosed. His cure tumed out to be a variant of that malady, and he, too, 
became an idedogue, remaining hed, with no further understanding, in his original disgust with 
"modemism". And as he has gone on fiogging the same old tVed horse - omitang in his critiasm 
of the Enlightenment to distinguish between the root ideas and their vulgarization - he has 
become Iess and less able to distinguish between insight and banality in the notions he himself 
advances. l 

The shift in Eliot's critickm that Greenberg here traces is a complex one. It 

operates against many orientations, with many themes in mind, and works on as 

full many levels. Eliot really serves only as a casting off point. But Greenberg's 

injunction against what he represents is no less powerful for this. We might Say that 

what Greenberg lays out is a mountirtg insistence that modernity is not a value in 

itself but rather exists hcreasingly in Eliot, as a set of values independent of a 

modemity. A set of values extracted from a golden age - that of Teridean Athens, 

ll~reenberg,'The Plight of Our Culture", (Cornmentary, June and July 1953), in C G .  2, p.126. * 2~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our Culture", p. 123 - 124. 



the medieval West, Elizabethan England, Renaissance North M y ,  seventeenth- 

century France" - is used by Eliot as a standard to gauge the collapse of this one.13 

Eliot's recourse to "the assumption, familiar by now, that o u -  culture is in decline" 

forefronting the essay would seem to attest to this. If in EZiot's opinion the golden 

age of modernity was over, from Greenberg's American perspective this was not at 

a l l  the case. Not because it is over or not over as such, but ulümately because 

modernity for Greenberg was founded upon a set of altogether more intangible and 

meta-historical quality's, not unrelated to the action of Kafka's saupulously 

historical writing. It only confounds Greenberg all the more that in the beginning 

Eliot had some contact with thïs dynamic. His force eady on was as "a great reformer 

of sensibility", his concern was in "criticking a kind of sensibility, not systems of 

ideasn.14 Not "the ideas of liberalism as such, or with any set of ideas, but with the 

deadness of sensibility wherever he found it." 

For Greenberg the notion of one's own present, one's own modemity, was 

inextricably related, to a questioning of ones own sensibilities, or as in his reading of 

Kafka "to resolving the portents given him by his sensibility".lS In tension with 

"systems of ideas", the experience of modernity is defined in terms of a self-reflexive 

act that can only seek an absence in discursivity. Liber- and Eliot, which is to 

Say the entire spectrum of positions representative of hierd democracy, placed to 

much emphasis on the corrupted surface of the present, rather than the absence that 

was depth. However good or bad the American moment was, or was going to get, 

the experience of it was still foundational in defining modernity. The tension here 

is bound up in the same paradoxical structure that Greenberg had recourse to in his 

1948 article 'The Present Prospects of American Painting and Scdpture". What was 

it again that Nietzsche ' h e w  in spite of his profession of the Dionysian?" If the 

experience of modemity was to be captured it inevitably involved a contradictory 

'3~reenberg, *The Plight of Our Culture", p. 129. 
14~reenberg, T h e  Plight of Our Culture", p. 123. 
15~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our Culture", p. 123. 



embrace of that through which absence was manifest16 The irony of thk situation 

is premised on the fact that a .  embrace of the American moment, if a critical one, 

was actually as full and hard a negation of the present moment possible. Or as Paui 

de Man puts it: 'The modemity of a literary period is defined as the mamer in 

which it discovers the impsibiiity of king modern"l7 

The burden of Greenberg's argument hinges upon popular d t u r e  and 

espeaally the expansion of a "rniddlebrow" d t u r e  therein. For Greenberg, "culture 

in decline", as in T. S. Eliot's pessimistic and romantic definition, did not 

suffiaently capture the intricaaes of the modern moment, especidy as 

encapsulated in the American condition.l& Increased prosperity, higher levels of 

education, and aspinng levels of cuitural appreciation among a broad populace had 

to be aclcnowledged as positive progress in any cultural model, despite the apparent 

processes of cultural leveling involved. The question asked was whether American 

capitalism was really promoting the kind of uniforrnity which Eliot feared. At the 

heart of Greenberg's essay is the supposition that it was, but not quite in the form 

Eliot perceived it. What was at issue for Greenberg was not the 'leveled 

unifonnity of culture - this was a contingency - but rather unifonnity of a more 

fundamental nature. Regardless of the occultation of class, the pervasive breaking 

down of hierarchies, the rationalization of corporate and industriai process, 

differentiation and the construction of difference was being promoted. For 

Greenberg, however, this new differentiation was l e s  a sign of resistance than a 

symptom of an intensification of capitalism itself. It was an aestheticization of 

capitalism's older form; a displacing and formaking of the relative positions of an 

inside and outside in that form. The traditional Marxist categories of base and 

superstructure had become one, r e n d e ~ g  everything middle, rendering ail as 

- - - - - . . 

1 6 h y  one position which failed to realize this tension fit within the te- for a whoIesale dismissal; 
being less "reactionary than it is irrelevant, and their own half-suppressed realization of this has the 
effect of driving its adherents to but further extremes of irrelevance". Greenberg, ibid, p. 125. 
1 7 ~ e  Man, "Literary history and Literary Modemity", in Blindness and Insight, p. 143. 
8~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our Culîure", v. 15, p. ? 



though seen through a veil, a depthless Kakaesque tissue of appearances without 

any substantive causality. It seemed that the power of capitalism had increased, 

thereby rendering everything a function of its structural necessiS. It would have 

been spedation dong these lines that led him to rally to the cause for cultural 

diversity in the ACCF at  its inception, and equaily one that would have warranted 

his resignation. 

For Greenberg, the massive expansion of "middlebrow dture" was a perfect 

example of these processes of obfuscation. 'Mddlebrow culture" was an infinite 

category, it was the most graspable form of a "world ail middle" - "a wide open 

inside a closed an stifling world. Evidentiy the distinctions between m a s  culture 

and high culture, as understood in his 1939 article "Avant-Garde and Kitsch", had by 

mid century become altogether diffuse. Greenberg writes: 

The middle, for a variety of reasons, has become the cruciai ievel as far as social power is 
concerned, and deserves special attention ... There is a vast distance between high culture and 
lowbrow - vaster, perhaps, than anything similar in the past - but it is covered without 
apparent break by the infinite shadings and gradings of rniddlebrow culture, which is defined 
roughly by the fact that, though its audience shrinks Erom the trials of highbrow culture, it 
nonetheless refuses to let its culture be sirnply a aatter of entertainment and diversion on the 
lowbrow oder. Middlebrow has to do in one way or another with self-improvement, and iç born 
ahos t  always out of the desire and effort of newly ascended social classes to rise dturai iy as 
we~1.19 

"Middlebrow" culture's utter weight in American culture had, it seems, 

cap@ off a century of gathering momentum. To the extent that through the 

effiaency of American industrialism, the middle classes material position, its 

poiitical power and its optimism, had peaked; its dture - "rniddlebrow culture" - 

had become the crucial d t u r e  as w d ,  "where the fate of the whole is decided.20 

If we are to understand Greenberg's thoughts on "rniddlebrow culture", we 

need to sunrey the general context £rom which his remarks emerge; specifidy 

those positions in the ACCF his own position was formulated against. Generdy 

g~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our culhire", "-15, p. 564. 
20~reenberg, 'The P!ight of Our culture", v.15, p. 564. 



speaking "middlebrow culture" was integral to diversity. It was the essential 

byprodud of the merger between plural democracy and capitalism. The problem of 

diversity as articulated in the essay is in many ways a logical progression from a 

loosely shared set of assumptions Greenberg held in common with other members 

of the AC-. Take Dwight MacDonald's perspective. 

A statisticaily significant part of the population, 1 venture to guess, is duonicaiIy confronted 
with a choice between gohg to the movies or to a concert, between reading Tolstoy or a detective 
story, between lwking at old masters or at a T. V. show; i.e., the pattern of their cultural lives is 
open to the point of being prous. Good art competes with Kitsdi, serious ideas compte with 
commercialized formulae - and the advantage lies al i  on one side. 21 

Or for that matter Daniel Bell's comments for the keynote address of the 

ACCFts 1955 Milan Conference. Again diversity is used as a similar structural  

mechaniSm, however in this context for substantiating the integrity of American 

culture. 

in the United States, more dollars are spent on concerts of dassical music than on baseball. Sales 
of books have doubled in a decade. There are over a thousand syrnphony orchestras, and several 
hundred museums, institutes and colkges are purchasing art in the United States today. Various 
other indexes can be ated to show the growth of a v a t  middlebrow soaety. And in coming years, 
with steadüy inaeasing productivity, the United States will become an even more active 
"consumer" of dture.22 

Of corne there are differences between Greenberg's account and these other 

accounts and certainly more so with regard to Bell's perspective than MacDonald's. 

What Little grasp on the predicament of things and relations middlebrow's diverçity 

offered for Greenberg is used by Bell to dispel criticism of America as a mass society. 

For Bell, the levels of middlebrow culture is put to the task of doing a Ueren t  work 

altogether. By positing American culture as a healthy and open one, rather than 

Kafka's "wide open inside a closed and stifling world'', diversity alone was 

determining the freedoms inherent. As one went higher on up the ladder of 

2 1 ~ g h t  MacDonald, "A Theory of Mass Culture'', (Diogenes , CL 3, Sum. 1953), p. 4. 
22~aniel Bell, "America as a Mass Soaety", deüvered Sept 1955, see 7'he End of ldeology. (New York 
Free Press of Glencoe, 1960). p. 33. 



"infinite shadings and grach&' the hedoms impliat become more wide open, 

only to futfill the traditional tenns of American Liberalism's faith in the individual. 

Beli's ACCF address functions in the European context in terms of a kuid of 

avilizing mission, a type of imperialist and colonial mission based in the defense of 

an emerging corporate order that Greenberg wodd ever be on vigil against But this 

difference aside, in some broad sense "middlebrow culture" furnished the "new 

liberalisml' with a scherna of relations which offered some bite or hold on the world 

that seemed just on the verge of collapse. In the context of the Cold War it provided 

a diversified range of cultural phenomenon, an altogether complex and varied field 

of phenomenon, that offered some minimal distinctions between it and the 

complete cultural leveling under "totaiitarianism". While Bell found some real 

efficacy or mechanism for freedom inherent in this diversity, MacDonald was more 

skeptical and Greenberg more skeptical still. This is not to say everyone involved in 

the ACCF, including Greenberg, was not concerned for the plight of popular culture 

or the individual. They were, and Greenberg was. 

In sum these constructions of diversity were strategic to a hegemonic 

Amencan repreçentation, but functioned in Werent ways for merent positions. 

For Bell, diversity çeems to have provided evidence for the graspable translation of 

differentiating publics. While it might have seemed to be a "mass society" from a 

European perspective, ppular culture offered itself up in a suffiaently infinite 

variety of forrns to suggest some kind of struggle toward heightened selfhood. Bell's 

basic position would loosely define the Democratic platform in the ensuing years 

but it already had a firm hotmg in the ideological ramifications of the more general 

position he represented. It was the same new managerial class that the "new 

liberalisrn" counted on and in part mobilized behind Adlai Stevenson and the 

Democratic party in the 1952 presidential elections. In Lionel Trilling's case for 

example, the pyrrhic victory of the Stevenson campaign was that il had confirmeci 

the existence of a progressive and inaeasingly powerful economic faction moved by 



the power of ideas: "not- content with mass culture as we now have it, because for 

its very existence it requires new ideas, or at least the simuiaaa of new ideasW.23 

For his part, Arthur Schiesinger Jr, saw the inadequacies of this type of 

formulation fairly clearly. From his perspective it was, in fact, precisely the kind of 

polarization that Trilling wanted to see that had precipitated the Stevenson loss to 

Eisenhower in the first place. Rather than a middlebrow election, the candidacy had 

become a race behveen the "high brow" or "inteliectuals" and the "people". What 

the press had affectionately tenned the "egg-head vote" in Connecticut primaries 

with "Ivy League comotations" had transforrned into a voter connoting an "A. B. 

Degree, button down collars, tweeds and flannels, perhaps pipes and crew haircuts, 

with a lively but amateurish interest in the intellectual life, and a capacity to read 

without moving one's l ip~" .2~ And ultimately in the hands of the Republican right 

to "a person of intellectual pretensions, ofien a professor or protégé of a professor ... 
superfiaal in approach to any problem ... femllune ... superdious ... surfeited with 

conceit ... a doctrinaire supporter of middleEuropean socialism ... a self conscïous 

prig ... a bleeding heart."zs 

Wesinger's article, 'The Highbrow in American Politics", published in the 

Spring of 1953 only one month before Greenberg's article, is especially illuminating 

with regard to the climate of opinion that "The PLight of Our Culture" hails hm. 

For Schlesinger concludes with a warning against the intellectual who chooses to 

"escape" or "reject" politics in favor of "contemplation and withdrawai", who 

deâdes to "flee it al1 and become a Yogi".26 In the grim atmosphere left in the wake 

of the Stevenson loss the obstacles and objectives of Greenberg's article become ail to 

clear. His ironic position is not conceived of as a disavowal of the politicai at all, 

23This position would continue to dominate the political directives of the "new tiberalism" throughout 
the 1950s and into the l%Os, under Schlesinger and with the Kennedy administration. Trilling, 'The 
Situation of the American InteUectual at the Present The", (Perspectives, April 1953), p. 35. 
24~rthur  Schiesinger Jr. 'The Highbrow in American Politics", (Partisan Rmiew, Mar. Apr, 1953, v. 
XX, n. 2), p. 157. 
25~rthur Schlesinger Jr. 'The Highbrow in American Potitics", ibid, p. 159. Schlesinger quotes Louis 
Bromfield an advisor to McCarthy. 
26~rthur Schlesinger Jr. 'The Highbrow in American Politics", ibid, p. 162 



but in fact represented the only solution left to sustain some notion of the 

oppositional. Much of the force of Greenberg's text r i ss  from this paradoxical 

tension. He had to both defend his resignation from the ACG, and the editorial 

policy of Corn men tary more generaiiy, from al l  corners of the inteilectud scene. 

But all this is as yet unsubstantiated. We need to addreçs the spedic coordinates of 

Greenberg's position in the context of the surrounding culture. In what terms was 

Greenberg thinking "middle class orderliness", "the treadmill of routine, 

permanence, and pattern", really offered any avenue for the founding of a 

"subs tantial art"? 

David Riesman's analysis of conforrnity is the most instructive here. It offers 

a sounding board for a kind of individualist ethics through and against which we 

can define Greenberg's own negotiatiom. While a critique of consumer culture is 

foremost in both accounts, Riesman finds the infinite variety of forms is as much a 

hc t ion  of specilic choices made by individuals and the taste groupings to which 

they belong.27 Such was the optimism of Riesman up until 1957.28 Freedom or 

autonomy were firmly grounded in an individualiçt ethics; they were a capacity to 

out-maneuver the dominant mode of conformity through self-consciously directed 

choices. ConEronting the burden of choice as such involved a continual 

27 Certainly the choice for "good art", as MacDonald saw it, was a difficult choice with "the 
advantage Oying) al1 on one side", but there was at least the choice and this was enough to warrant the 
limited form Ereedom had assumed in MacDonald's theories. 
28~hi l e  atone time the parvenue of culture was the great hope emerging Erom the suburb, in Riesman's 
reasçessment of leisure in his 1957 paper 'The Suburban Dislocation", the situation is bleak indeed. 
With the demographic shift from the urban core, where the taste group has at least some hope of 
remaining intact, to the suburban periphery, where daerentiating publics are homogenized, ail h o p  
Riesman had at one tirne entertained in 1948 is lost. Having introduced the pmblem of homogenization 
in the suburb he continues:"AU this bMgs with it an increasing decentralization of leisure. just as the 
suburban churches tend, within the boundaries of the "three faiths", to an amiable synaetism, i g n o ~ g  
doctrinal or Lihugical ciifferences, so too the other leisure activities of the suburbs tend to reduce the 
speciaiized differentiations possible in the metropolis. What 1 mean here can be illustrated with 
ceference to music A metroplis has enough music lovers to organize highly merentiated groups: 
Mozart lovers may split off from Bach lovers and would never encounter loverç of Wagner, while in the 
suburbs the music love= - if they are to support communal activities at ail - m u t  in some measure 
homogenize their tastes and hence create a local market for "classical music". indeed they wili be 
expoçed to a good deal of community pressure to support the musical activities of their friends in rehun 
for having their own enterprises supported." Riesman, 'The Suburban Dislocation",(The Annals, v.314, 
Nov. 1957), 
pp. 132 -133. 



rationalizing or working through otherwise intemalized choices, those guided by a 

significant proportion of motivation or drive. This two-stage mechanism in the 

dif f idt  choice for high culture, Le., "the burden of being one's own arbiter of taste" 

was basic to Riesman's individualism, basic to the tactics involved in the 'iiewe of 

failure".29 As we will see Greenberg's cultural model is vastly different. In his 

much more pessimistic assesment of the situation choice itself had been rendered 

enürely obsolete by the totalizing nature of the American economy. 

Because confonnity is conceived as both a limit and a possibility it dows  for a 

construction of difference only in retrospect. For Riesman the repercussions of this 

new hierarchization of difference founded upon choices made in the realm of 

leisure were crucial. It provided a framework in which an ever heightening 

continuum of personal choice was solely responsible for distinguishing between the 

"infinite shadings and gradings" of "middlebrow culture". For Riesman, freedom is 

a function of both emotional drive and the comcious choice to defer the forgers 

settled and repetitious ways. In the end this focuseci in on the element of 

sophistication possessed by the consumer and keyed an ascending sale of 

engagement, moral certitude and hence heightened autonomy, from the comic book 

to the popular movie, and on up to the ever rarefied realm of high culture and 

"good artN.3O 

This two-fold process, involving motivation and drive on the one hand and 

self-conscious choice on the other, is fundamental. It depended on both an 

anwietyless and instantaneous desire in the £ k t  place, foilowed by the anxiev of a 

second conscious and more diffidt choice. Simply put, the individual's inherent 

striving for the "good Me", is continuously didfirmed, as instantaneous desire, 

which had in turn to be continuously upstaged and kept atloat by a conscious choice 

for difference. Because freedom had no relative currency in the culture other 

as an individual chice fomded upon and made against an individual desire, 

Zg~iesman, 'The Eüûcs of We Happy FewW(1948), p. 50. 
%reenbergls model is vastly different as we wil l  see. 



Riesman's articulation makes an important distinction over Bers defense of 

fkeedom through cultural diversity alone. For Riesman, freedom was precipitated 

by the difficult choice for ever higher, ever more "avant-garde" forms of 

consumption. Typicdy his mode1 focused on the suburban taste group where a 

continual movement toward the sophistication of taste - a propensity for Bridge 

over Canasta and Poker, the addition of oregano to an otherwise ordinary casserole 

- seemed to encapsulate a new dynamic within social org&ation. Since 

instrumental reason was the guiding principle of the work place and the public 

sphere, possibility lay in the private lives and negotiatiom of individuals. It seemed 

to Riesman that the only way to register the gains made in the "good life" was in 

relation to individual leisure pmuits and the elfedive, productive use of leisure 

tirne. Take Riesman's conclusions from a souoIogical research project on gourmet- 

one-ups-manship, in what he describes as a typical "wealthy, upper middle class 

I do beüeve that discoveries are king made on the hontiers of consurnptioa Take the American 
diet, for instance. Once upon a time, and still in many quarters, this was in charge of the 
nutritionis ts, the exponents of a balanced meal, adequate calonc intake and coionic outle t, and 
plenty of vitamins. These good people bore the same relation to food that recreationists do to 
leisure: they want to be uplifting, sa l~b~ous ,  wasteless. But now, arnong the better income strata 
at any rate, their work is done: it is incorporated into the bmiulae of bakers, into the inventoties 
of chah stores, the menus of restaurants and dining cars. We have, as 1 sometimes like to put it, 
moved from the wheat bowl to the salad bowl. In consequence, in the suburb 1 have been 
describuig, and elsewhere throughout the country, there is an emphasis, which was once confined 
to small sophisticated or expatriate &des, on having the right responses to food. Save for a few 
cranks, the housewives are not concemed with having enough wheat genn but with having 
enough oregano, or the right wine - and more than that, with having the right enjoyment of the 
wine. In the middle of the shopping center of ihis suburb is a store which stocks a stupendous 
array of deiicacies, spices, patisseries, deiicatessens, European gadgets for cooking; the casserole 
replacing the melting pot 

As I have indicated, the residents of thÏs suburb are anxious about food and their attitudes 
toward it. They want to be knowledgeable about it and want to enjoy it, but they are not yet easy 
going in the matter. Among men particuliuly, the demand that one must enjoy food, and not 
simply stow it away, is relatively new, and again these pioneers are awkwardly seif-conscious. 
(Let me make dear in passing that I am not talking about old-Eashioned cowpicuous cowumption. 
I aui not taking about the hostess' fear of making a gastronomie faux pas, or fear that her 
chiidren's table mannes wiil disgrace her; no doubt these fears sti l l  exist, although greatly 
muted, in the group 1 am describing. No these parents are afraid that they are missing some taste 
experience, which in tum reveals the lack of a basic personality attribute). We are observing 

3 1 ~ a v i d  Riesman, "Some Observations on Changes in Leinire Attitudes", Perspectives , n. 5, autumn 
1953, p. 102. 



these families, it appears, in a time of transition, when they have lefi old food conventions 
behind and are exploring, without settling on, new ones. They are, in effect, paying the Society's 

costs of research and de~eto~ment.3~ 

The implications of Riesman's mode1 are dear. It allows for the poss~'bility of 

a transcendent consumption-oriented individuai, and indeed, it is driven by the 

various stages of subjectivity m k i n g  the progression toward that autonomy.33 He 

construcks a l l  variety of leisure practices as potentially active and participatory as 

long as they involve the arixiety of "missing sorne taste experience". For Riesman, 

the new image of the autonomous American individual was a consumer whose 

intellechal conceptions and decisïons, while held back by the individual emotional 

economy, were grounded in the comcious1y bbaçed assessment of what constitutes a 

valuable experience given the parti&& of that emotionai econorrty.34 Freedom, 

it seems, could be explored only by confronting the dtimate similarity and 

conformity of middle class dture head on. Precariously balanced on the razor 

sharp hedge of the suburban lawn, where individuality was oniy a formai freedom 

amidst the standardized lawns, homes, and lifestyles, the autonomous individual 

had to surpass the easy drive for relaxation and conforrnity by making very 

parti& decisions to out-pace the control of character structure. To achieve the 

"gmd Lfe" the autonomous individual had to choose themselves out of a collective 

daustrophobia.35 For Riesman, every confrontation between the individual and 

society had to be dealt with in these t em.  If heedom was to be swtained, the easy 

choice for conformity wodd have to be forsaken in favor of anxiety. 

What is interesting here above all, is the ambivalent or perhaps dual d e  

taste is being asçigned in the circumstances of the new dture. Whiie it is driving 

32Riesman, "%me Observations on Changes in Leisure Attitudesn, ibid, pp. 105 - 106. It is worth 
cornparhg Riesman's assessment from here with hiç reassessment of the situation in 1957. See Riesman's 
The Suburban Dislocation". 
3 3 ~  refer spe"ndy here to Theadore Adorno's and Max Horkheimer's construction of the viewer in 
The Dialectic of the Eitliglitenment . trans. J. Cummins, (New York: Continuum, 19%). 
3% is worth noting the analogy to Miche1 de Certeau's 71te Pmctice of E w ~ ~  Life here, for what 
its worth. 
35~iesman, 'The Ethics of W e  Happy Few", Individitalisrn Reconsidered, p.48. 



distinction, it is also called upon to perform the limiting operation of an anterior 

functîon. In Riesman, taste is providing the common locus point for defining the 

culture as a whole, and providhg the terms of its breakdown. In effect two kinds of 

taste are king employed: one fhat is a function of reason, that happens after the fact 

as it were, and a more fundamental kind, but a taste juçt the same, that determines 

with unwavering inevitabiIity the pressure to confonn in the first place. The taste 

particuiar to this more £undamental level, a taste that shapes desire, had become the 

new lynch pin for sociability in America in the postwar period. It was providing the 

crucial b t  term for a new drama of social bonding based entirely in experience, that 

was only later and in qui& succession to be followed by a reason driven taste. In so 

far as there was any center or locus to social life for Riesman, it is bound up in this 

two-fold process: an emotional economy's propensity for conformity, for 

experiences and ideas already digested and already given a socially palatable or 

acceptable fonn; and secondly an aruciety ridden choice for ciilference. The constancy 

and predictability of this twc~fold operation, while only having a bearhg on the 

individual, is posed as structurally identical in the culture as a whole. Freedom or 

autonomy is negotiated in every case alter individual desire is manifest, and the 

limits this placed on confonnity was accepted. Experiencing life in the 1950s for 

Riesman, was all about the way emotion was transformeci into action or meaning by 

character structure, that "relatively fixed pattern of energy exchmges"; Le., how the 

trace of the emotional economy, linked up with and gained some purchase on the 

world. Lf there was anything within the dynamic array of forces that offered some 

bonding agent within the social mahùc of American life in the 1950s, it was the 

conformity or constancy of desire. 

In the case of Riesman or Erich Fromm, and perhaps Sullivan less so, there is 

always some possibility of slippage within this culturdy deterrnined framework of 

conformity. They were, after dl, some of the most ceiebrated figures of therapeutic 

culture in America in the 1950s. Character structure is only "relatively fixed, a 



relative £ixity which in the end amounted to the possibibty of pushing the "frontiers 

of consumption". Once the right amount of oregano and the fullest experience of 

that oregano is found and dispersecl arnong a taste grouping, it is only time before it 

is intemalized and socialized within the grouping. With this new ground zero 

established, two dashes of oregano or whatever it is, paves the way for the next 

gastronomie leap for man. Or is it mankind? By 1957 Riesman's entire 

problematization of taste would come crumbling down with the lawich and success 

of Sputnik It would prove a crucial moment for the country as a whole. In one feu 

swoop a decades worth of rationaking and bolstering of democratic freedoms was 

instantly defhted. At m y  rate, this was later on. In 1953 Riesman earnestly believed 

these processes were boosting the middle class to new levels of sophistication and 

freedom. 

Greenberg himseif was never so gdty  of any such optimistic boosterism. In 

relation to Riesman's position Greenberg's politics are entirely more circumspect. 

As in Riesman, popular culture in all its varieties and its publics is related to the 

mechanisms of a culture industry, but in Greenberg's aitique there are certain 

subtleties, which in the end, add up to a vastly different mapping of the cultural 

crucible. Notably absent in Greenberg's mode1 of the social is any sense whatsoever 

of possibility which an individual based psychology might hold for ethics or moral 

questions. Let's take his less than idylLic yet stU optimistic opinion of the museum 

going public, who conceivably read Tolstoy instead of detedive novels. 

The middlebrow in us wants the treasures of avilization for himçelf, but the desire is without 
appetite. He feels nostalgia for what he imagines the past to have been, and reads historical 
novels, but in the spirit of a tourïst who enjoys the scenes he visits because of their lack of 
resemblance to those he has come from and will r e m  to. A sewe of continuity with the past, a 
continuity at least of tnith, of enduring celevance, belongs to a genuine culture almost by 
definition, but this is precisely what the middlebrow does not acquire (the fault is not entirely 
his own). He might be able to do so, eventuaiiy, by exertïng humility and patience, but these he i s  
somehow never able to muster in the face of culture. In his reading, no natter how much he wants 
b edify himself, he will balk at anything that sends him to the dictionary or a reference book 
more than once. (Curiosity without energy or tenacity is a middlebrow trait wherever and in 
whomever it appears.) Towards his entertainment, no matter how much he wants it to be 





tourist". Which is to say, again, given the extensive nature of capitalism)~ 

colonization of realms of experience, "desire" or "curiosity" are always-already a 

commodity. If similar to Riesman's view of conformity, the conclusions Greenberg 

draws are constitutive of a much more pessimistic view; they providing the 

foundation of a kind of apocalyptic history of consciousness. 

The crux is Greenberg's notion of desire "without appetite", or "curiosity 

without energy or tenacity". To address the problem we need to take a detou. 

through the materialist philosophy of Baruch Spinoza. His definitions of "desire" 

and "appetite" are, 1 think, crucial to Greenberg's own. If Spinoza's Efhics (1677) 

always pops up in more obscure materialist projects or in references to s e d a r  

metaphysics, it should be less surprising that we invoke his problematization of 

things human, in reference to Clement Greenberg. If Tolstoy wasn't, Spinoza, an 

ezàled Sephardic Jew £rom Amsterdam, would certainly have k e n  on the 

recommended reading lists of both the theologically oriented circle of the 

Conternporary Jmish  Record, where Greenberg was an assistant editor just after the 

war, and indeed the more secular oriented journal, Commentary, where he was an 

editor for almost a decade afterward, With theologies' truth content always located 

in its imaginative coherence, Judo-Christianity has always provided the soundest 

hemeneutic departure for the evolution or extrapolation of poetics. It is in relation 

to the conception of "conatus" -- "that each thing exemplifies an inherent tendency 

towards self-presemation and activity" - that Spinoza defines the terms "desire" 

and "appetite".37 In the Scholium for Proposition 9, Part III, he writes: 

When this conatus is related to the mind alone, it is calied WiU (voluntas); when it is 
related to mind and body together, it is caiied Appetite (appetit ris), which is therefore nothing 
else but man's essence, h m  the nature of which there necessarily follow those things that tend to 
his preservation, and which man is thus determined to perform. Further, there is no ditTerence 
between appetite and desue (ctipiditas) except that desire is usually reiated to men in so €ar as 
they are conscious of îheir appetite. Therefore it can be defined as follows: desire is "appetite 
accompanied by the consciousness thereof." 

37~pinoza, translators remark, The Ethics, tram. Samuel Shirley, (Indianapolis, lm), p. 108. 
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It is clear h m  the above considerations that we do not endeavor, will, seek aher or desire 
because we judge a thing to be good. On the contrary, we judge a thing to be good because we 
endeavor, wiü, seek after and desire it38 

We need to think the relation between Greenberg and Spinoza here; the 

relation between the way Greenberg sees middlebrow d t u r e  in te= of desire 

"without appetite", "curiosity without energy or tenacity", and the way Spinoza 

raises the issue of the emotional economy, its integrity and activity in association 

with the "adequate idea" on the one hand and its state of loss with regard to the 

"inadequate idea" on the other hand. I£ we cm, we lay the groundwork for the 

remainder of the chapter. In other words, we can talk about the symbolic, ie., the 

way "desire" with appetite, or "curiosity" with energy and tenacity might negotiate 

the predicarnent of modemity, wherein Kafka's "free and secure citizen of the 

world" is chained between heaven and earth, yet lives in a continuai shte of 

expulsion. This would go to the core of how emotion is carried into the world as a 

sub-set - no, a null-set - of the empirically oriented processes of consciousness. By 

paying attention to this distinction, the content of the inunediate, as a movement 

into infïnite depth, is thickened and given a certain substantiality that paradoxicaily 

lends appetite to desire, or energy and tenacity to curiosity.39 

For Spinoza the character of the "inadequate idea" is the crucial issue at stake. 

It is forever the function of the way something we "endeavor, will, seek after and 

desire" is always-already predicted or expecteci by extrinsic forces. Spinoza's concern 

is important, not least in terms of the inherent secularizing drive of the 

Enlightenment for a materialist based understanding of the human essence, but also 

in terms of the pressures placed on a notion of the individual in the context of a 

surrounding d ture .  There is a similarity struck here between the conditions of a 

nascent form of mercantile capitalism in the wake of the collapse of monotheism, 

and that of the plight of the individual in the consumer economy with the threat of 

38~pinoza, The Ethics, ibid, p. 109. 
39~reenberg, " The jewishness of Franz Katka: some sources of his Particular Vision". p. 203. 
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totalitarianism. We can only summarize9 For Greenberg, confonnity is associateci 

with a conception of the extrinsic factors Spinoza relates to the ontology of the 

"inadequate idea". Whereas negation of the surrounding culture is equated with a 

'kind' of individualism sustaining the inner necessity of the "adequate idea". The 

former "inadequate idea" can be conceived of as the contemplation of an extemd 

object, while the latter "adequate ide$ would be the converse: a contemplation of 

the object internalized, The object internalized is not a concem for judging "a thing 

to be good because w e  endeavor, will, seek after and desire it", but rather a situation 

in which the same imperative is "endeavoring to persist in its own beingW.41 By 

tunung consciousness inward it is made the agent of a self-reflexive contemplation 

on its own substance. In this instance following Spinoza, we can Say consciousness 

reflects upon its own substance or "the object of the ideaW.42 Further, we can see, the 

kind of despairing politics this actually represents, as consciousness in the present 

c m  only be a functian of an extrinsic law. For our purposes here, it is SuffiCient that 

we speak of the necessity of the "adequate idea" and the conthgency of the 

"inadequate idea'; the necessity of the desire with appetite, and the contingency of 

the desire "without appetite". 

Even in the best possible world, desire can only ever be a contingency, 

consaousness can only ever be a fundion of the present. As such, desire c m  only be 

given appetite by a self-reflexive contemplation on the hunediate. If this does 

provide some complete object, though ultimately unknowable object, the moral 

realrn can ody ever provide an "incomplete objectW.43 When confronted by 

401he relevant passages in Spinoza would inciude pp. 49-53,58-62,70-79, û6-û7,92-101, and ail of Part 
III, especially Propositions I through X, Spinoza, The Etliics, (Indianapolis, 1992). 
41~pinoza, ibid, p. 109. 
42~pinoza, ibid, p. 71. 
43~reenberg speaks to the problem of a-relationality most fully in his discussion of work and leisure. 
He writes: leisure "is determined by the kind of work, or necessary activity that sets it off. Leisure -- 
even for those who do not work - is down at bottom a hct ion of work, flows h m  work, and dianges as 
the nature of work changesN('The PLight of Our Culture", p. 144.). in a similar manner "play" is 
highlighted because of its utter uselessness and brazen opposition to the "sake of exdusiveiy practical, 
'objective' aimsW('The Plight of Our Culture", p. 150.). It is iike art "for the sake pure and simple of 
states of mind" ('The Püght of Our Culture'', p. 150.). The iogic would seem to proceed dong lines 



middlebrow culture, the individual is always at a disadvantage. Because charader 

or personality is structured by the d e  of efiaenq which capitalism provokes, the 

meaning made of any experience in the present can only be a contingency of that 

present. con for mi^ for Greenberg is the iron d e .  Complete and utter conformity 

in every individual case is the law. There is no favoritism here as in Riesman's 

penchant for an upper middle dass. The sport-shirt-wearing missile engineer is 

accorded the same pride of place as the intellechiai or the connaisseur of art. 

Everyone, absolutely everyone, is in the same boat. Futhermore Greenberg leaves 

no room for therapeutic possibility. For Greenber& consciousness was totally 

comipted; it offered no shareable or common language whatsoever for a just or 

moral soaability. Such was the case in seventeenth century Amsterdam, and 

nineteenth century Prague as well. 

Ultimately, what is at stake here is the problem of metaphoricity. As an 

entirely repetitous transformation of matter into meaning, or experience into 

representation, metaphoricity - as a symetrical chiasmic inversion44 - was the 

founding moment of the entrance into the soaal realm. As far as the process of 

metaphoricity gws, it is safe to assume that while Greenberg accepted it as a £irst 

principle of relatedness to the world, it was understuod as an entirely problematic 

and corrupt relation to the world. It was of the order of Kafka's continual expulsion 

£rom Paradise; something achieved instantanteously in a process so fluid and 

continuous that the substitution of one world for another, is rendered invisible. The 

flash of signification it offered was an already engineered connection between 

matter and meaning. The metaphor isalways-already a function of the extrinsic 

proposed by Ronald de Çouza: *'%me ihings can be valuable, and some usefui, but only what is useless 
can be purely valuable" (Ronald de Çouza, nie Rntiunnlity of the Emotions, (Cambridge: MTï Press, 
1995), p. 150.). in other words, the value of play is found in its absolute failure to meet the requirements 
placed on it by the " d e  of e££iciencyW. Like the good museum or gaiiery visit, it is not in any sense an 
achievement, but rather an activity with no use value. [t is simply a means to no end. The value of the 
museum visit and the value of "states of mind are utterly irrecondable to the moral realm. 

44~udolph Casdie, "Reading Chiasms", in Andrez Warmiwki, Readings in Inîerprefation: Hofdcllin, 
Hegel, and Heidegger. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987). 



forces of the present which subverted and distracted subjectivity, which were 

constitutive of subjectivity. Yet for Greenberg, Like Spinoza who would wiUing stop 

at mid-sentence and tell us of a dog barking in the street below, metaphoricity was 

essential in accessing the quotidian, the prosaic, and the routine. 

It was no doubt for precisely this reason that Kafka stood as such a 

paradigrnatic figure. His fiction thrived on a seerning awareness of the inversions 

and distortions of the metaphoric problematic. It was possessed of an ability to 

render the monstrous and obscene as really quite normal. Indeed, how tedious and 

common that Gregor Sarnsa should undergo a metamorphosis into a dung beetle 

today. How necessary that the officer in the Perd Colony willuigly flail himself 

alive on the apparatus. How banal that the world should bomb Hiroshima and now 

stockpile armaments in preparation to annihilate more and other populations. 

How common our anxiety of nuclear reprisal and how necessary our suspicions of 

the racial minority. For Greenberg, the banality with which obscene prejudice, 

nationalism, and violence was treated as part of the everyday was deeply troubhg, 

but all  the more so illuminating as to the nature of truth under the conditions of 

modernity. The intentional string of monstrous catadueses that made up Kafka's 

fiction seemed necessitated by modernity. How else could consaousness as a 

catachresis (a monstrous inversion) of experience be framed if not by forcing niisuse 

to an extrerne. 

Nietzsche had stated this just as ably. "What is truth" he asks? 

A moving army of metaphors, metonymies and anthropomorphisms, in short a summa of human 
relationships that are king poeticaiiy and rhetoricaiiy sublimated, transposed, and beautified 
untii, after long and repeated use, a people considers them as solid, canonical, and unavoidable. 
Tmths are illusions whose iiiusionary nature has been focgotten, metaphors that have been used 
up and have lost their irnprint and that now operate as mere metai, no longer as c0ins.~5 

45~riedrich Nietszche, (Schlechta, 3314). quoted in Paul de Man "Rhetoric of Tropes (Nietzsche)", 
Allegories of Reading, (New Haven, 1979), pp. 110-111. 
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Nietzsche's "movhg army of metaphors" embodied the predicament of Life 

under modernity. It was a militaristic restatement of Kafka's notion of the "eternal 

recapitulation of the occumence", that m u t  have seemed especiaiiy resonant to an 

intellectual such as Greenberg. kecondable experience was continuously made 

and recruited into the service of meaning. Merence was continuously forced into 

sigrication, only to ful£ill the "conditioned reflexes" and "expectations" which 

Greenberg recognized as the truth of middle brow experience, the future that 

inevitably awaited experience. Truth in modemity was always dictated by the 

extrinsic law of the moral r e h .  The tramformative moment aiways involved the 

exchange of a coin for the "mere metad" of a bu& nickel. Like the Mestyle of 

Spectorsky's "extubanite" who "undergoes the shock of sudden change as a regular 

part of his life", life is "schizoid in the extreme". Not so much as a function of "the 

altemate hot and cold plunges" between the bustle of the rat race and working life 

and that relaxation found in the exurbs, though this was a part of it, but more a 

function of the different tale told by the experience of what was felt, and that 

markedly different and divergent story of what is understood. Here is Greenberg's 

version embedded in the same d tu re .  1 quote it in order that we are fuiiy aware of 

Greenberg's recognition and investrnent in what he perceives as a shift from a 

religious frame of reference with a l l  its associations with the symbolic, to a post- 

exilic textual econorny, organizd necessarily in accord with an allegorical mode. 

T. S. Eliot Eirst brought to our attention that "disassociation of sensibility," that divergence 
between thought and feeling whidi, he says, began to manifest itself in English poetry with 
Milton. Tt had, however, begun elsewhere and its effects were already noticeable on the 
Continent before they became apparent in English iiterature. Formaiiy, the disassociation dates 
Ecom Descartes' daim that the subject receives the surest guarantee of the fact that he exists Emrn 
the presence of his own thought. Thought becornes the prima facie evidence of truth and throws 
out of court whatever is reported by direct perception or intuition or affect without being 
manipulated by the "categories of understanding". The truth is not what is fel t but what works 
and is consistent with itseif. The result is a split in consciousness, between the connative and the 
cognitive, the subjective and the objective. In the end we fa11 prey to a kind of collective 
schizophrenia. 

This schizophrenia is part of the discodort of our uvilization. ït is painful to be unable to 
assent to the data of immediate awweness and to be compelled to act upon that which is only 



derived from the operations upon experience of "objective", detached reason How intense by 
cornparbon is the cornfort of believing what w e  feel. And how rïdier ~eeming.~6 

Only "aabbed and "hhalf-baked", Greenberg's own words for the "awful age", 

can convey the utter rancor and contempt with which he viewed the sundered 

conditions of consciousness in the present. The metaphoric inversion was the cnuc 

of the problem. Because consciousness itself was a function of metaphoriaty, 

"disassociation" and "schizophrenial' were a part of the discornfort of our 

avilization". The problem of separation, isolation, and aiienation under capitalism 

was findy a function of a handamental disunity or division in the self. M a l  

forms of dienation and separation derived from the fundamental problematic of 

huma. consaousness. Ironically for Greenberg, it was preàsely this despairing 

predicarnent which opened up some slim possibility. "It is precisely our more 

intimate and habitua1 acquaintance with isolation", Greenberg writes, 

... that gives us our advantage at this moment. Isolation, or rather the aiïenation that is its 
cause, is the tmth - isolation, dienation, naked and revealed unto itself, is the condition 
under which the bue redit.  of our age is experienced. And the experience of this hue reality 
is indispensable to any ambitious art".47 

At the core of Greenberg's undestanding of the modern subjed is an 

acceptance of a fundamental non-WUty at the core of subjectivity. Disjmction and 

non-unity was at the core of the subject. It posed experience beyond any kind of 

amenable or bridgeable chiasm.48 For Greenberg, consciousness was itself the result 

of a tension between the totaüty offered up by immediate experience, and the fden 

temporality of the empirical self coming into being, which presented the former 

(now) in the process, as an absence.49 Experience could, in 0th- words, only enter 

46~reenberg, "Reiigion and the Intellectuals: A Symposium, (Partisan Rmiezu, May-june 1950), p. 40. 
47~lernent Greenberg, 'The Situation at the Moment", (Partisan Rminu, Jan. 1948), in C G .  2, p. 193. 
48~onsaousness would anse out of nothingness, or at least the nothingness that is in itselt immanent or 
the plenitude of irnmediate experience. 
49See, Paul de Man, "Ludwig Binswanger and the Sublimation of the Self", in Blindness and Insight: 
Essoys in the Rhetoric of Coiztemporanj Criticism, p. 42-44. 



the world as a hc t ion  of man's aiienation from hiniself, a temporal gap spatialized 

in terms of a metaphoric displacement or symetrical chiasmic inversion. 

Perhaps we can better c l w  this issue if we compare the kind of sei£ king 

proposed by Riesman as opposed to that desuî'bed by Greenberg. If in the former's 

account we see a kind of fluidity typical of received sociological constructions of the 

mind, in Greenberg this continuity is entirely lacking. For Greenberg, the self can 

only exist in the world as a succession of indivisible presents. It is a self that is 

removed £rom the "action" of a becoming; a self that is nothing less than a 

discontinuous series of teleological end points. It should be no surprise that the self 

appears "purely mechanical" and "dryly rationai" as in Paul de Man's description of 

allegory. Such a conception of character structure or personality, has in the 

twentieth century, always provided the most cmaal departure for any exploration of 

the symbolic. 

In a sense, Greenberg's notion of periodicity complexifies to the extent of 

nuMyhg the possibility of the kind of progress as slippage that Riesman finds at the 

new frontiers of consumption. For if in Riesman's case the manager is in a better 

position to make gastronomie leaps than the steelworker, for Greenberg both are 

equdy destined to gain pleasure only ever £rom eating the meat and potato 

casserole that mother used to make. Now that is "fine, redolent, avant-garde 

pedigreew!5o The self as character structure represents a process that is an eternally 

static patternhg or reading of experience; one dictated by physical substance. 

Contrary to the dictates of therapeutic culture, for Greenberg the constraints placed 

on experience are totalizing. There is no possibility whatsoever of a therapeutic 

evolution within the individual. Periodiaty in the pattern of energy exchanges that 

governs personhood, impels one to make meaning of experience in an entirely 

consistent manner over tirne. 

5(%.~. Clark, "Clement Greenberg's Theory of Art", p. 48. 



'The miàdie brow in us dl", Greenberg writes, "wili becorne recalatrant if the 

"siaùficance" is not labeled immediately and obviously, and if too many 

conditioned reflexes are Le& without appropriate stirnuli"51 'The middlebrow in us 

a l I  ... even more conspicuously than the lowbrow, wants most to have his 

expectations fiüed exactly as he expects to hitve them £illed."s2 In sum, there is a 

circuitry that defines the self which is unchanging. This circuitry is based in the 

purely physical transformations of energy exchanges and the mind's ficlcering 

awareness of those quantities and transitive relations as the feeling of pleasure and 

pain. Meaning in thiç equation can only happen after the physical event. It is 

signification without proper regard for causality; it is only meaning assumed to be 

causal because of extrinsic stimulus in the present. This is, 1 think, human nature 

placed under the greatest smtiny, as much at home in Enlightenment philosophy 

of the seventeenth and eighteenth cenhiry as it is on cornfortable terms with the 

contemporary debates in clinical psychiatry. We can imagine Greenberg reading 

David Hume's A Treatise on Human Nature or Imrnanuel Kant's The Critique of 

Aesthetic Judgrnen t with the same eager delight as he rnight have read Sullivan's 

'The Meaning of Anxiety in Psychiatry and in Life" or Einstein's latest contribution 

to The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists . 

To summarize we can say that desire can only be "without appetite", can only 

be a "curiosity without energy or tenacity", because it does not ever have the 

complete and Mi presence of the object. For Greenberg this was the incontestable 

nature and detestable state of experience in the present. The emotional economy 

could only ever be a contingency of the present. The necessity of the commodity, 

the morality of the group was always too powerful. One might Say that the 

individual personality is predisposed to certain choies and patterns of desire, 

because an all-encompasing extrinsic law makes it so. hasrnuch as the extrinsic 

forces of the present determine choice, we can Say that the law is encapsdted in the 

S1~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our Cdture", p. 136. 
Sbeenberg, 'The Plight of Our Culture", p. 136. 



action of coming into king itseif. Luclàly enough for Greenberg, "action" as a 

mirroring of profaunder forces and crystallized out through "conditioned reflexes" 

and "expectations", c i m m s a h s  some minimal field of attention in the context of 

too much culture. And too much culture, "the number of jukeboxes", a note which 

Greenberg ends his essay 'The Plight of Our Culture'' on, a theme with which 

Greenberg fills every one of his sentences, was the "reality and the plight of our 

times"; "the number of jukeboxes" was the anxiety of the age.53 

How manv jukeboxes? How much ''harm" could they do? And how serious 

was the problem? Weli, at l e s t  as serious as buying refrigerators in 1953. Sure, 

refrigerators are not something you buy every day, but judging by the number of 

refngerator advertisements in Li? magazine during those same two months when 

Greenberg's two-part article on 'The Plight of Our Culture" was published, how 

could anyone resist not buying one everyday, or at least thinking about which one to 

buy every single moment of the day. Which is precisely the problem Greenberg was 

trying to get at by placing such importance on W s  "tension ... toward the 

presence of the present". What would Greenberg look for in a refrigerator? He 

must have used one. He must have thought about buying a new one. What 

features would he want? What model? Was defrosting an issue? What about 

automatic ice making, wasn't it always an absolute necessity? Or was the traditional 

tray serving sufficient? 1 mean, let's face it. These were the big issues. Or at least a 

species of the big serious issues that everyone was confronted with a i l  the tirne. It 

was the nature of the present, the historical forrn of modem@ Greenberg and 

everyone else in Arnerica was (now) confronted by. No use pretending that you 

were not affected. That would only "do genuine culture more harm".54 No use in 

fooling yourself that you and your tastes and desires were sirnply autonomous, 

given more to the radical nature of a Spinoza or a Tolstoy. There is just no use in 

S3~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our Culture", p. 152 
54~reenberg, 'The Right of Our Culture", p. 152 



thinking that a new refrigerator, a shiny new one, doesn't interest you. It's a 

priority. The only priority you have (now). 

Well then, what about that new Servel, "the world's only refrigerator that - 
Malces a conünuous supply of ice cubes without trays - Automatidy"55 (Figure 1). 

. . That would be great for parties. . . Or what about the Crosley Shelvador. 

Supposedly it puts "more food at your fingertips" (Figure 2). . . Look at it, it iiterally 

"doubles your "front-row" space1'.56 If only 1 could get that feature in combination 

with the Admiral Dual-Temp, then both having guests over and the problem of left- 

overs later on would be made easy. . . The 'Moist-Test" proves 1 need it (Figure 3). 

ïhese peas were left uncovered 3 days in an Admiral Dual-Temp. Moist cold kept them fresh, 
green and tender as when they came h m  the pod. 

These p a s ,  h m  the same pods, were left uncovered for 3 days in an ordinary refngerator. 
They're shriveled, dry and "hard as bullets".S7 

WeIl sure, no one wants to eat peas that are "shriveled, dry, and hard as 

bdets", but does it have defrost? 1 could just buy a Kelvinator Model KPC (Figure 

4) with "Magic-Cycle" Defrosting. It comes with "Moisture-Seal Crispers" 

hduded.58 Who wants "the meçsy chore of getting rid of frost and hst-water" 

anyway. That's worse than disposing of spent nuclear materials . . Then again, the 

Crosley Shelvador dehosts itseIf, "every night, while you sleep"59 (Figure 5). . . Its 

tike a Valentine's day present, and besides those 'Moisture - Seal Crispers" could be 

just a gimmick Mind you, anyone would be happy with a Cycla-matic Frigidaire 

(Figure 6). . . This is a fridge that gives me all things: it has a "real food freezer"; 

"defrosts itself"; "all the shelves roll out"; plus it cornes with a kind of macabre 

instrumentation, "the simple, silent Meter-Miser mechanism"60. . . This is a lndge 

55Life, June 22, v. 34, n. 25,1953, p. 88. 
5 6 ~ i f e ,  June 1, v. 34, n. 22,1953, p. 66. 
S7Life, June 8, v. 34, n. 23,1953, p. 5. 
=8t i fer  June 1, v. 34, n. 22,1953, p. 1- 
5 9 ~  ife, June 22, v. 35, n. 2,1953, p. 54. 
G O ~ i f e ,  June 15, v. 34, n 24,2953, p. 74. 



that even Ka&a would buy. It's built and backed by General Motors too ... The 

Imperia1 IS- 106 ... it even sounds like a car ... A car in my own kitchen ... Maybe 1 

should go with the Seme2 (Figure 7) it cornes in a gas mode1 and its got those 'Dry 

supercubes. Big, supercold Ice-circles".~l 1 heard they last longer and after all square 

cubes have becorne so tiresosne. Aah but I'm a Ford Mercury man anyway. I'd 

probably look better with the land of fridge that guy owns whose driving the 

Mercuy Convertible Coupe. Good-looking, economy-minded, likes his standard V- 

8 (Figure 8). G d  ad too. It kind of thematizes the way commodity fetishism works 

through the image. It pinpoints exactly the new tension placed on the individual 

within the surrounding culture. "Just look - we won't Say a word"62. . . That's just 

what I've been tryùig to get at ai i  dong. 1 wonder if those ad guys read my article . . . 
kobably the same bunch selling Toasters (Figure 9). . . That new 6 position "toast 

shade" selector on the GE is great. 'Rom Lght to dark - and many shades 

inbetweent'.63 Eat a couple of dark slices, have a couple of light ones aftemard and 

its kind of an degory of the "middlebrow in us all". Of course "toast-ability" is not 

aI l  about the kind of toaster you use, those Ends of issues are contingent on bread, 

on texture, freshness, whether it has dextrose or sugar added, it depends on the 

practice of bread-making itself (Figure 10).64 And besides, right now 1 need a 

rehigerator. 1 need a Philco Automatic (Figure I l ) .  'Tt thinkç for itself", for Christ 

sake.65 Wait a minute. What's this (Figure 12). "The Hot-Point Super Stor - No 

wonder Ozzie And Harriet Rave About Their Big New Hot Point Super Sto ... "66 

Ozzie and Harriet ... 
The point, 1 think, is clear enough. For Greenbers the nature of the relation 

between the individual and culture exemplified the inescapable constraïnts placed 

- - -  

L ife, June 27, v. 35, n. 4,1953, p. 109. 
6 2 ~  ife, June 15, v. 34, n 24,2953, p. 24. 
63 ~ i f e ,  June 8, v. 34, n. 23,1953, p. 126. 
64~ifeI June 22, v. 34, n 25,1953, p. 11. 
6 5 ~  ife, June 1, v. 34, n 22,1953, p. 9. 

66~ife, June22, v. 34, IL 25,1953, p. ?. 



on ail manner of individual choices. Not in any way bound to what Riesman 

considered the autonomy of the emotional economy, the gourmet's and parvenue's 

pursuit of the experience of good wine, or a good refngerator, was entireiy bound up 

in those extrinsic laws governing the desiring subjed. The predicament of the 

individual in consumer society was not just a tricky one. It was the worst possible of 

worlds. To put it more succinctly, for Greenberg, absolutely no possilbility was being 

sustained under the conditions of modernity whatsoever- How could there be, in 

view of the kind of aimless skipping about and distractions continually bombarding 

the consumer, precipitated by desire, forced by the amiety of events, or merely 

manifest through the acquiescence of the peer group. These were and are bleak 

tirnes. Not even choosing the shade of one's toast was exempt from the pressures of 

commodity capitalism. 

The problem of what to do in face of such a "crabbed", "half-baked, and 

"awful age" such as this, was of course central to "The Plight of ûur Culture". 1 take 

this to be the crucial passage. 

The avant-garde - which is the "cadre" that has led the fight for aesthetic truth, high 
standards, continuity with tradition, and against the utilitarian ethos during the past cenhuy - 
tends to make a virtue of its isolation and identify this with high culture by definition. But it is 
no longer as easy as it was in Baudelaire's and Flaubert's day to be so militant in one's isolation. 
The poiitical convuisions of our time have revealed more immediate threats to culture than those 
of bourgeois routine. And the bourgeois public, for its part, has through the medium of 
middlebmw culture began to make conciliatory overtures to the avant-garde. The more ashamed 
philistinism becornes of itself the l e s  benefit does d t u r e  get Erom an attitude whose main point 
is anti-philistinism, and the l e s  meaning does such an attitude in itseif retain. 

For a variety of reasons it is no longer possible to rest a £ruitEui crïticism of contemporary life on 
a total rejection of the kind of experience that gives rise to philistinism. We are better able 
today to appreciate the benefits of a midde class confident enough in its philistinism - as the 
German middle dasses were not - to insist that politics be expedient rather than ideological. 
The avant-garde will have to acquire new content for itself if it is to stay cogent and not 
degenerate into ~ lexandr ian i sm.~~  

The implications are st- not least in their complexity or the ease with 

which they can be misconstrued and misinterpreted. In effect, the avant-garde's 

traditional separation from the kind of experience that gives rise to philistinisrn is 

67~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our Culture", p. 139. 



of no use. What was now required of the situation was "the kind of experience that 

gives rise to phiiistinism''. And herein an "avant-garde" will "acquiie content for 

itseIf'. In effect, what Greenberg is advocating is a complete embrace of ones 

"desire" and "curiosity", even if these are divested of "appetite" and "energy or 

tenacity". For remember, if it "... is painful to be unable to ment  to the data of 

irnmediate awareness and to be compelied to act upon that which is only derived 

from the operations upon experience of "objective", detached reason. How intense 

by comparison is the comfort of believing what we feel. And how richer seeming.68 

Kafka's writing was the consecration of a symboIic mode of becoming 

through and against an allegorical notion of consaousness. His method hinged on 

building a fence against history out of the "the treadmiii of routine, permanence, 

and pattern, with scrupulous thought as its constituent and enabling principle"69, 

By doing so his fiction localized "the eternal recapitulation of the occurrence", the 

transformative moment which encapsulated the perfect repetition through which 

the self came into king. As a kind of condensation of larger extrinsic forces 

structurjng desire, the transformative was the physical and material tnith behing 

taste. It was the philistine truth behind a i l  contemporary experience. 

If conformity was the absolute bane of modernity, it dso provided the terms 

for some minimal refusal. But even refusal is to strong a tem. For a l l  that could be 

mustered was a self-consciousness of one's own utter lack of autonomy. Faced by 

the predicament of the present one could do littie else than provide a mere 

reflection, a mirror reflection of a profounder wholeness and totality structuring the 

individual, yet otherwise lost to the individual. A recourse to the prosaic 

formalized a more primary and perfect repetition; a repetition which encapsulated a 

symbolic mode action. Two types of repetition: a second imperfect repetition, which 

endlessly defers meaning through an incessant colonizing, and a k s t  deathly and 

perfect repetition, formalized by the operation of the other. Conformity is here 

68~reenberg, "Religion and the Inteiiectuals: A Symposium, (Partisan Réaiau, May-lune 1950), p. 40. 
69~reenberg, "Jewishness of Franz Kafkan, p. 205. 



accepted as a b t  prinaple, because it is constitutive of the fallen form of 

consciousness itself. We are all just philistines for Greenberg because the aeative or 

imaginative act is in the end, no better, no more creative, than the impulse behind 

a steelworkers choice for breakfast. In sum, conformity as a strategy offered the 

individual the deepest and most profound connedion to the world, the most 

substantive way of being in the world. 

The truth of Kafka's fiction was that "the kind of experience that gives rise to 

philistinism" was what constituted the present reality. Everyone was under the 

pressure to conform. To look and experience as a philistine looks and experiences 

was an a prion principle. "We are better (today)", Greenberg writes, "to appreciate 

the benefits of a midde dass confident enough in its philistinism - as the German 

middle classes were not - to insist that politics be expedient rather than 

ideological."70 An acceptance of conformity had, in other words, become a political 

expedienq: It was the only way to prevent the nse of "totalitarianism" again; the 

only way to prevent the rise of an authoritarianism "withùi us dl" again. In an 

ironic hirn of events the bland and worn imprint of metal, i.e, experience made to 

mean through the most mundane and ritualistic transformation - the most 

insidious and fluid of processes, the purest of repetitions - provided a foothold 

against the self-same processes of conformity by allowing consciousness some 

sounding board or mirror to work against. This is a deeply pessimistic view of the 

culture of modernity, a view in which one h d s  only the smallest consolation in 

"the comfort of believing what we feel. And how richer seeming", this intense 

iuusion.71 

Once his anti-communism had subsided Daniel Bell realized the paradox of 

his own situation as well. Despondently so, however. For the niin it spelled for the 

kind of &dom based in an>ciety he had earlier counted on, was not to be replaced 
- 

70~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our Culture", p. 139. 
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by Greenberg's despairhg perspective on conformity. The subtitle of his 1%0 book 

The End of Ideology: On the Exhuustion of Political Ideas, was a realization that 

marginality could only be a posturing, that there was no aruQety out there Uiat had 

not already been predicted by the market. He writes: 

in Hollywood, where Pidcfai. soaety in the twenties once counterfeited a European monarchy, 
"non conformity", according to Life magazine, "is now the key to s d  importance and that angry 
middle-aged man, Frank Sinatra, is its prophet and reigning soda1 monardi". The Sinatra set, 
Life points out, deliberately mocks the old Hollywood taboos and is imitated by a host of other 
sets that eagerly want to be non-conformist as weii. Significantly - a fact that L i  fe  hiled to 
mention - the reigning social set and its leaders, Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis Ir., are ail 
h m  minority groups and from the wrong side of the tracks. Smatra and Martin are Italian, Davis 
a negro. In earlier times in American life a minority group, having bullied its way to the top, 
would usualiy ape the style and manners of the established stahls community. In Hollywood, the 
old status hietarchies have been fragmented, the new sets celebrate their iriumph by jeering at 
the pompous ways of the old ... The additional sardonic hct is that the man in the gray flannel 
suit, the presumed target of the beatniks, is ... e speady  if he is in advertising, or the 
entertainment media, an upper bohemian himseif. The job is accepted as a means of obtaining an 
incorne in order to sport and fiaunt his presumed, idiosynaatic tastes in dress, food, travel, and 
the Be. The pmblem for aii these multiple sets is not conformity but added n o v e ~ t y " . ~ ~  

If it would take Beii and Riesman until the launch of Sputnik and the 

apparent success of the Soviet economy to realize il, Greenberg had recognized that a 

mode1 of critical detadunent depending on avant-garde dissidence, which he 

himself had in part proposed, had altogether collapsed with the omet of postwar 

industrialism and the mounting manichaeism of the early Cold War. This 

realization was undoubtedly partly a hindion of the interests of the circle around 

Corn men tary whose theological knowledge, combined with an entirely secular 

politics, would have continually steered discussion around hermeneutics, Le., a 

framework that conceived of the predicament less in terms of escape or possibility 

with regard to the surrounding culture, than a spiralhg in the object, consistent 

with a poetics. Robert Warshow's "Protest and Rejoinder" to lrving Howe's 'This 

Age of Conformity", and published as a defense of Co m men tury 's position is 

succinct and to the point. 

72Bell, "Amerka as a Mass Society", in nie End of Ideology: On the Erhnustion of Polit id ldens in 
the Fifties, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, lm), p. 36. 



The story is toid that durhg the years when Professor (then Mc) Inring Howe worked as a writer 
for Time - on a part t h e  baçis - he met one day in the corridors of the Tirne Life buiiding an 
acquaintance whom he had known only in the Less commeraalized world. "My Cod," said Mr. 
Howe immediately taking the offensive, "what are yoir doing here?" "Why I'm working here," 
said his acquaintance. "Full time?" said Mr. Howe. 
It is not altogethes dear in Professor Howe's compendious aspersion on the chastity of prartically 
everybody, whether he is actually daimhg vkginity for himself; probably he is only ciaimirtg 
to be a part-tirne virgin ( "the pressures of conformity are at work upon a i l  of us, to Say nothing of 
the need to earn one's bread; and all of us bend under the tembh weight oh aur time"). This is 
more than most of us codd daim, or would wish to. S U ,  if E were Professor Howe writing about 
Professor Howe, 1 might h d  it "no accident", that although he makes hostile references to 
Cornmentrrnj, the New Leader, and the New Yorko; there is no mention in his artide of the Luce 
publications - nor any mention of them that E can recail in what C have read of Professor Howe's 
other ~ r i t i n ~ s . ~ 3  

Ail this goes, 1 think, to the heart of the problems confronting intdectuals 

and artists d u h g  the early Cold War pdod, For Warshow recognizes, as Greenberg 

certainly did, that avant-garde dissidence, anti-philistinism, negation, or what have 

you, had a l l  been validated by corporate capitalism and as much coopted by Cold 

Wax politics Nevertheless anxiety remained the sole defense against what 

Schlesinger had called "totalitarian certitude".74 For Greenberg, anxiety, could only 

be accessed by invoking a self-reflexive structure. Greenkg's emphasii on the 

prosaic and routine, was first and forernost an atternpt to isolate d e t y  within this 

new predicament. It was an atternpt to build a fence against history out of an 

incessant and interminable attempt to read the infinite. For anxiety could now only 

be the product of a self-reflexive movement to know and write the immediate. 

'The pressures of confonnity", as Warshow graaously concedes on Howe's 

behalf are, "at work on al1 of us". If Bell, Howe, and others retained its primacy as 

the cardinal trope of individual resistance, however, for Greenberg, there was no 

such thing as resistance anymore. Greenberg's famous dichun of the avant-garde's 

- ~ - -  

'3~obert Warshow, "This Age of Conformiiy": Protest and Rejoinder, (Partisan Rmiezu, Mar.-Apt. 
1954, v.xxi, rt. 2), p. 235. 
7 4 ~ i t t ~ e  wonder that every up-and-coming manager or decision d e r  in the movies and noveis from 
the late 1940s and 1950s had a distinguished miiitary career somewhere in his past. Or that the 
English conquest of M t  Everest in 1954, any of a number oh first ascents documenteci in the expedition 
Literature of the peciod, were successes couched in the rhetoric of Cold War anxiety, and for that matter 
were al1 touted as accornplishments inconceivable for "totalitarian man". 



"umbilical cord of gold hom his 1939 article "Avant-Garde and Kitsch", was not 

somethuig to hide from, or indeed something that warranteci skullcing about the 

hallways, elevators, and drinking fountains of Rockefeller Center. Rather it was 

something to be acknowledged and confronted as a first principle. If Bell would 

sadly comment on it in 1%0, or Gregory Peck star in a movie about it in 1955, 

Greenberg and the cirde around Corn men ta  ry had began to construd a whole new 

world around the arnbiguities of "the Man in the Gray Flannel Suit" already by 1947. 

Take again Greenberg's remarks on achievement from "The Plight of Our Culture". 

1 think they shed light on the problem of " d e t y "  that Greenberg notes "the d e  of 

efficiency seems to provoke wherever it is internalized - as it must be if 

industrialism is really to functiontt.75 And in the postwar period indushialism did 

seem to be redy functioning. 

The upper classes can no longer say to the rest of society: "Work - that's your bte, not ours." 
Status and prestige are not derived so implicitiy as before from social origin, and are conferred 
more and more preponderantly on achievement, and sustained achievement at that. Old- 
fashioned, complete leisure is now felt by the rich, too, as idleness, as remoteness from reality, 
and thecefore the way to demoaluation, thus no longer presupposed as the natural and positive 
condition of the realization of the highest values - much less as the end for which one strives in 
youth as weii as old age ... In ihis point i€ no other, Puritanism has won a Lasting victory jr6 

Obviously, the multifarious subjects of American capitalism had alI taken 

an>riety for their o w n  In so doing, however, the anxiety and risk-taking strategies of 

an avant-garde were rendered obsolete. "Achievement and sustained achievement 

at that" within the realm of work as a whole, had become a matter of a means-end- 

rationale, an individual quotient of doing things better, achieving perfection and 

completion more economically and more esciently. Even the unshakable 

conviction of Greenberg must have been unsettled with the realization that process 

itself was now the key to industrialism. At least up until Greenberg had understood 

the full force of Ka£kats world view. For perhaps, more than anyone else, Kafka 

%,nberg, The Plight of Our Culture", p. 147. 
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provided insight into the problem of anxiety in the corporate or bureaucratie state. 

For "once effiaency becomes a matter of conscience, the failme to be completely 

e££icient - or even to be able to imagine what the perfection of efficiency is - weighs 

like a sense of sin. For no one is ever efficient enough"77 

Greenberg's position was premised on an acceptance of sin. His was an 

embracing of that guilt which weighed so heavily on one to perform better, faster, 

and more e£ficiently. The pre-packaged, the efficient, and the modulated was the 

irredutible fact of consciousness. The &ety for efiïaency was the fundamental fact 

of consaousness. In contrast to Riesman and Bell, for instance, who had counted on 

the ptentiallk liberatory effects of the new leisure time or of the expansion and 

general prosperw of the economy respectively, Greenberg had remained 

determinedly in opposition to aU the treasures that the "good Me" offered up. 

Which is not to say that Greenberg did not enjoy the pleasures of the "good Met'. He 

did. Wy,  he cozisidered them always a hollow chimera. Perhaps we c m  extract the 

important legacy of Greenberg's aesthetic position in relation to the likes of Bell and 

Riesman, Howe or Schlesinger, by focushg lastly on the nature of the new economy 

itself. 

It was a system, they believed - and this holds tme for the entire political 

spectrum - that was built upon the printiple of change, flux, rnobility, and the 

constant acceleration of these factors. In sum, it was an order which voraciously and 

continuously ate up the margins, and consumed the periphery in a never ending 

process of colonization, all for the integrity of the reservoir of diversity. Middlebrow 

culture was only one example of this process. It had effeded a simulation of avant- 

garde attitude and content through its "conciliatory ovemires" toward high 

dture.78 For Bell, and more generally for Riesman, the vitality of the Arnerican 

situation, both economicalLy and culturally, was founded on the fact of paradox; that 

despite the incessant processes of colonization, an avant-garde of taste makers was 

77~reenberg, 'The Jewishngs of F m  Kafka'', p. 147. 
78~reenberg, 'The Plight of Our culture", p. 102. 



keeping up to the pace. Though they acknowledge an inherent dynamism to the 

system, they also believed that the cultural and social field was benefiting from the 

cat and mouse game between the players, always pushing and straining for 

difference, and the inevitable momenhtm of commodincation and colonization. 

For Bell, this new enfranchised avant-garde would work in constructive homology 

with the perceived dialectic driving modem industrialism. As a kind of organic 

elite in Riesman's words, "paying society's costs £or research and development", it 

would propel modernity onward and upward, despite psychical prostration on other 

leveis of the social. 79 

If the repercussions of this alignment are not now entirely clear, the taste 

maker and a corporate elite are one and the same. In fact, in the vast majority of the 

literature, there is never any distinction behveen the taste maker and the 

managerial elite. They make up a dynamic and fluid fraction at the upper echelon of 

culture which is the product of the sarne complex of forces. Little wonder lhat 

Daniel Beil would enter these dialogues from a perspective gained as a staff writer 

for Fortune magazine in the mid and late 1940s. What prospects he did place in the 

future of the country were iriextricably bound up in very dculated attempts to 

continually link up a managerial elite with the taste maka via the old "urnbilical 

cord of goM".80 It seems that with the imeasing pressure placed on the question of 

freedom, d e t y  was given the d&ive role of guardianship. 

Amidst the blandness and conformity of middle management, the risk-taking 

manager decision-maker validated the image of the corporate sphere and a larger 

Iandscape devoid of difference and d e t y .  Beginning in the late 1940s a whole new 

genre in literature and film emerges, entirely devoted to this construction. Think of 

The Man in the Gray Flamel Suit , Executiae Suite , How To Get Ahead in Business 
- - -  - 

7 9 ~ y  plumbing the contradictions of iiberal democracy Bell's version of the "new liberalism" had 
appropnated the positionhg and legitimacy of an incorporateci minority condition while rejecting the 
traditional precepis of avant-garde marginality and dissidence. Though apparently opening up an 
avenue for the minority voie, it functioned within a larger political economy to CO-opt that power, 
instead affirming the right of democratic d e  by elites. 
80 Clement Greenberg, "Avant-garde and Kitsch". 



Without Really Trying , or The Exurbanites, al l  of which showcase variations on 

the theme, rangirtg from just a good G. 1. and homebody, to the closest thing to an 

aristocratie elite industrial capitalism could ever want to produce. Inspite of such 

disparities, all possessed the keys for the executive washroom and had gotten them 

because of original and imaginative ideas and s e h g  strategies8i The idea's man 

functioned in a position where risk-taking and the anxiety of the boardroom was a 

fact of life, where lucid decision-making skills thriveci and were just as necessary to 

stay afloat This fraction of the dominant class, which exemplified America's 

potential efficiency, self-consciousness, rigor and origjnality, becaaie the standard 

bearers of capitalism's heightened form of modernity in the war against 

Cornmunism. 

hnicaliy then, for many apostates, utopian and imaginative thinking was 

oniy king kept alive at the top end of the corporate economy where responsibility 

was insuring efficiency and profit in the next quarter. Propelleci by post-war 

circumstance, the anxiety of decision making had been transfigurecl into a 

constructive force foc freedom and creative practice. With the militant isolationist 

ethos of an earlier avant-garde obsolescent under the new form of American 

capitalism, the avant-garde was now conceived of as both incorporated and 

affirmative, an avant-garde entirely adjusted to the strictures of psychic Me under 

capitalism and there for the benefit of the whole. The primary tiueat which 

conEormity in the social body and cultural landscape had preâpitated was the 

decline of just the type of imaginative thinking the corporate environment kept 

alive. For Bell and Riesman and those other intelieduah associateci with the "new 

liberalism", the psychical mechanisms sustaining individuality, creativity, and 

originaiity, those qualities that had driven modemism in the arts and in their view 

societai progress since the late nineteenth century, had now been incorporated and 

81~reenbecg, "Avant-Garde and Kitsch': p. 24. 



formalhed into the rule of efficiency that &ove American capitalism at its 

phenomenal Pace. 

The rigorous process of self-consciousness - once the privilege of an avant- 

garde was now only sustained by managerial decision-making.82 In Riesman's 

article, 'The Limits of Totalitariânismt', the "dangerous responsibilities" faced by 

the managerial set, were even undermining the effects of totalitatianism.83 

Cutting aaoss al l  Cold War boundaries even the top decision-makers in the Soviet 

Union faced the heightened risk and anxiety of the managerial elite. Anxiety as the 

title of his article suggests, marked the limits of totalitarianism, where "totalitarian 

certitude", began to cmmbIe. This universaking construction of the corporate risk- 

taker is, of course, not without consequence. It opens up both Beii's and Riesman's 

accounts to the problems of a more insidious, if soft form of coloniaüsm; a form of 

temtorialization, that has placed many of America's most heinous foreign policy 

directives under the veil of freedom. Despite the universalist politics of anti- 

aggression and anti-nationalism both Bell and Riesman strived to fulfill, &dom 

the world over was to be made over accordirig to the American model. 

Given this kind of context, 1 think we need to continually remind ourselves 

of the careful positionings and maneuverings Greenberg continually pursued 

through his various political and cultural activities. His resignation, or £ïrïng, in 

April of 1957 from the editorial position at Co m men ta  ry he had held since 1945 was 

undoubtedly wrapped up in precisely this set of questions. The increasing financial 

support given the journal through suspiaous bureaucratie charnels, and Eliot 

Cohen's own inaeasingly vocal pro-Zionist position, was apparently at some 

discrepancy from his own understanding of the problematic relation that the 

modemist impulse was now necessarily framed by. It was a move, 1 thuik, to avoid 

*2~iesrnan, 'The Limits of Totalitarianism". 
831ndeed the '*dangerous responsibilitiesn faced by even the top managers in the Soviet Union even 
undercut to some extent the bmework of totalitarian certitude. This constniction of the manager in 
the Soviet Union is not without importance. I discuss the implications of Riesman's artide in the next 
chapter in relation to Greenberg's politics See Riesman's artide "Some Observations on the Limits of 
Totalitarian Power", The Antioch Rmiew? Jun. 1952, v. W. n. 2 p.163. 



the very pitfalls that much of the constellation of discourses around the "new 

liberalismt' had and was falling prey to: the international pretensions, the social 

presuppositions, the dosing down of cultural optiom, and the psychologically 

affirmative relation with capitaliçm it extended. 

For Greenberg, the problem "of a wide open inside a closed and stifling 

world" could only be addressed through a critical conformity. How? Well, at least 

Greenberg thought, simply by Wtue of the fact that the acceptance of repetition 

which enabled the "richer seeming" "cornfort of believing what we feel" - i f  

contemplated upon by the imperfect repetition of "derivation ... and derivation 

upon derivationnt - might open up some space, temporal though it may be, that 

expressed the endless unfolding toward truth which was the hdividual's essential 

mode of king in the world. For Greenberg, Kafka's "derivation - and derivation 

upon derivation" stood as the important example. 

Needfess to Say, the "Jewish meaning" of Kafka's work does not exhaust its content. Nor is that 
meaning as consistent as 1. for the purposes of exposition. have made it appear. (Least of al1 is it 
consistent with respect to the Gentile plebs, towards whom Kafka had the typically ambivalent 
feeüngs of an enlightened, emanapated Jew, and in whom he could at times, as in Tlre Castle, see 
potential allies as weii as present enemies.) It would be wrong in any case to pin Kafka down to 
specific degorical meanings. There is ailegory in his fiction - the most successful aiiegory in a 
cenhvy and more of üterature - but what makes it succeed when it does is that it transcends al1 
final interpretation by virtue of its fonn.84 

We might hazard a guess, despite Greenberg's warnings, that the allegory in 

Kafka's fiction hinges upon the tension behveen a perfect repetition and an 

imperfect repetition we were to identify at the beginning of this chapter. It is a 

figural rendering of a process that c m  be broken down into a dyadic structure: the 

second a fluid, imperfect and incessant repetition, all surface, stylistically forced and 

exaggerated; and a primary repetition, a "motoric reaction", unknown to the muid, 

which hypostatizes "the eternal recapitulation of the occurrencet', and forces its 

etemal nature into an event, an endless succession of events that are instantaneous 

- - -- - 
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and presumed fluid. What Greenberg liked about Kafka's fiction was the ability to 

formalize this meta-historical quality. Kafka's writing staged the faIlen condition of 

consciousness itself. A sirnilar overdramatization of the bland, prosaic, and routine 

founds Greenberg's text as well. We know in fact, he thought he had over-staged 

the banality of Ka&afs fiction. He says as much by apologhg for speaking a üttle 

too directly to the "Jewishness of Franz Kaflca". But this was precisely the aporia of 

expression under the conditions of modernity. Wriüng had necessarily to be forced 

into the arena of the apparently grotesque, bizarre, and excessive. 

Had not Kant demonstrated in his Critique of Aesthetic ludgment that "one 

cannot prove an aesthetic judgment in discourse" after aIl.85 Had not Greenberg 

begun his essay as if in mid-sentence, M-way through a breath, and ended it much 

the same way, on a chord that provoked and demanded further contemplation. In 

fact we are left hanging in space once again; fettered at the neck and feet just in the 

process of making sense of experience once again - "This, too, makes hun a 

"modem" writer."86 This tension toward the infinite is the allegorical tension in 

Greenbergts criticism. It is a "wide open inside a closed and stifling world". It 

operates between the pure repetition that is death - the incessant "action" of the self 

coming into being - and the imperfect repetition "of that which is only derived 

from the operations upon experience of "objective", de tached reason". "States of 

being" can only exist within such a timeless realm of becoming -- any knots, or 

climaxes, anything but eveness, equivalence, and homogeneity, seriality or 

monotonous repetition, would be b e d  instantly by the figurative, by "a mobile 

army of metaphors" to the surface as meaning. And meaningness was to be avoided 

at all cost. Political necessity dictated it. 

There are a number of ways to hame Greenberg's position. 1 have tried to 

pursue a tact that is rigorously historical, as well as attentive to the flux of political 

exigency. By situating Greenberg's concerns within the tensions of a field of 

85~reenberg replies to F.R. Leavis, ibid, p. 216. 
86~reenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz Kafka", p. 209. 



stniggiing discourses that repel and attract one another on some issues and overiap 

on others, it is clear that conformity was intentiondy maintained as a critical 

strategy. It was decisive for tapping into the modernist impulse, We can situate 

Greenberg's perspective on the problem of conformity within the parameters and 

resonance of certain therapeutic paradips and within the context of contemporary 

discussions on the personality. In so doing, however, we have to rrecognize that for 

Greenberg the empuid dtrive of these discourses held absolutely no interest, other 

than serving as a mode1 to open up some small space in a ciaustrophobic world. But 

if we place Greenberg's perspective within these frames, the resonance of a specific 

philosophical genealogy needs to be recognized as well- For Greenberg aligns 

himself with that venerable tradition beginning in the sixteenth century - David 

Hume's call for "what is commonly done". "Zf 1 must be a fool, as a l  those who 

reason or believe anything certainly are, my follies shall be mtural and agreeable".87 

Or Nietzsche's advocacy in The Birth of Tragedy for not seeing as "the man of 

culture" sees, but rather of seeing and experiencing as a satyr sees and experiences. 

The satyr's willing engagement with the object in the present, believing in what it 

feels, is as "richer seeming" as the philistine might experience, as downright 

creaturely as Greenberg might buy a refngerator, that a fool would reason, or as 

subservient as the animal "appetite" or "energy and tenacity" that drives one of 

Spinoza's dogs to drool for whatever food is present, or happily seek the company 

and fettering of any master and chah which happens to corn along. 

Greenberg, too, must have liked dogs. Undoubtedly more than refrigerators 

even. After dl, the capacity for living "unhistorically", for living completely in the 

present, that is the peculiar birthright of the animal, founds the modernist impulse 

we are interested in as well. The problem was how to encapsdate the immediacy of 

the dog's experience of the present in the context of language or representation. In a 

8 7 ~ a v i d  Hume, A Treatise of Hiiman Nahrre, (Penguin, New York, 1%9), p. 317. 



sense, Kafka had achieved this contradictory structure. It was at the core of his 

"claustrophobia"; it was the tension of his "world ali  middle" - that "wide open 

inside a closeà and stifhg world. It was a question of remernbering to forget; of 

being able to experience life without the burden of the past, like one of Spinoza's 

dogs, say, who trades in the fettering of any one master and chah for the next one, 

a.U in good faith, without regret, and in complete happiness. A chain of owners, a 

succession of backyards, like the pickets of a "'fence' against history", buiIt out of 

"middle-class orderliness, routine, prudence, sedentary stability, application to daily 

tasks ... and chronic anxiety about the future that leaves little room for sentiment 

about the past." 

"Man wonders about himself", Nietzsche writes ... 

abouthis uiabiiity to learn to forget, and about his tendency to cemain tied to the past: Nu 
matter how fat and how swiftIy he runs, the chin runs with him ... Man says "1 remember", 
and envies the animai that forgets at once, and watches each moment die, disappear in ~ g h t  
and mist, and cüsappear forever. Thus the animal lives unhistoridly: Tt hides nothing and 
coincides at aii moments exady with that which it is; it is bound to be truthfd at al1 mes, 

unabk to be anything else.88 

To '%ide nothing and coincide at aU moments exactly with that which it is." 

This is the dream of Greenbergian modemism. The dog day afternoon of high 

modemkt painting (Figure 13). The dream of totality and wholeness at the core of 

Greenberg's reading of Kafka. The question was how to factor into a dog's life, the 

effort of an intervening subjectivity, i.e., how to capture man's condition behveen 

matter and meaning £rom the ironic perspective of consaousness; how to make the 

instantaneous incorporative of an anxiety ridden reading-in, that is biinded to the 

subject. Greenberg believed that Kafka had accomplished this difficult tension by 

allegorizing the immediate. His fiction staged the confrontation between a pure 

repetition and art impedect repetition. It was a tension that reveaied becoming as 

the core of the "eternal recapitulation of the occurrence". It pinpointecl the 

88~riedrich Niezsche, "On the Use and Misuse of History for Life", quoted by de Man in "Literary 
history and Literary Modernity", Blindness and Insight, p. 146. 
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unhameable problematic of a continual becoming from a posterior perspective. 

Anteriority, which is nomexistent in the animal "that forgets at once, and watches 

each moment die" is constitutive of that continual conjuring of experience that is 

Kafka's "living continuously" behveen poles, an etemal making meaning of 

nothingness. For a "wide open inside a closed and stinuig world", ''hides nothing 

and coincides at all moments exactly with that which it is." 

Maybe there was something at stake in confomity after d. C e r t d y  Robert 

Warshow and Nathan Glazer thought so, and apparently those others in the 

editmial arcle of Co m mentary whom they spoke for: Warshow in his blast againçt 

Lwing Howe's "This Age of Conformity"; and Glazer in his review of Dissent , "the 

new trade journal of non-conf ormism".gg 

(Editor Dissent): 'The purpose of this new magazine is suggested by its name: to dissent Erom the 
bleak atmosphere of conformism that pervades the political and intellechiai life of the United 
States; to dissent from the support of the stahls quo now so noticeable on the part of many former 
radicais and soaalists; to dissent from the terrible assumption that a new war is necessary or 
inevitable, and that the only way to defeat Stalinism is h u g h  atomic world suicide." 
(Nathan Glazer): If the reader now looks forward, despite this unpromising beginning, to some 
documentation of how "the bleak atmosphere of conformism" is spreading in the United States, 
he will fùid precious little offered him in the remainin g..90 

For Clement Greenber% too, there was something at stake in the bleak 

atmosphere of conformity. Of course, it was most suggestively understood in the 

furthest and most obscure figurative sense and terms. But aU the hope there was 

"remaining" in the '%le& atmosphere of conformism in the United States" was 

only a "pretious little". ConformiSr as a strategy gave some sensuous subsance to 

what "preaous little" was lefi in the world. It ennabled a foothold on the "wide 

open" by recons tituting the ins tmCmeous; by beginning with the "prediges ted" and 

the "expected" of "what is felt", and tracing backward a teleological imperative that 

doomed a "tenacious intention" to conformiQ, from the beginning. Greenbergls 

8%tobert Warshow, 'This Age of Conformity : Pro test and Rejoinder",(Pnttisan R mim, Mar.-A pr., 
1954, v. xxi, n. 2. ), p. 238. 
gO~athan Glazer, "Philistine Leftism", (Cornmcntnry, v. xvü, Feb. 1954), p. 202 



criticism revealed the absolute state of "crabbed" and "half-baked" decay the 

individual was left in by capitalkm at mid century. It gave precious substance to a 

life otherwise devoid of i t  It was quite literally a consecration of the sububan night 

of mere reflection. A mirror refiection. A dogged concern for shedding light on the 

noonday of life. 



Makes a continuous supply of A 

Figure 1 "It makes a continuous supply of ice cubes, without trays". SERVEL- 
Automatic ice-maker refrigerator ad. Life Magazine, v.34, n.25, June 22, 
1953, p.88. 



Figure 2 "It doubles your 'front-row' space! And no other refngerator 
manufacturer can make this daim". CROÇLEY SHELVADOR refrigerator 
ad. Lifi Magazine, v. 34, n. 22, June 1,1953, p. 66. 
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Why put up with 

hand def rosting? 

NOW YOU CAN TRAM FOR THIS FEATURE-HUED KflVJNAfOR 
Wl7H "MAGIC CYCLEn DUROSTING FOR LESS THAN $353" A WEEK ! ! 
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Figure 4 "It cornes with Moisture-Seal Crispers". KELVINATOR Model KPC 
refrigerator ad. Lz$e Magazine, v. 34, n. 22, June 1,1953, p.1. 
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Figure 5 Dream or nightmare?. .."Free forever £rom the messy chore of gethng rîd 
of kat  and frost-water". CROSLEY SHELVAWR refrigerator ad. Life 
Magazine, v. 35, n. 2, June 22,1953, p.54. 
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Figure 6 "Even Kafka would buy one!" C Y W T I C  FRIGIDAIRE refkigerator 
ad. Life Magazine, v. 34, n. 24, June 15,1953, p.74. 



Figure 7 "It's 3 great appliances in 1". SERVEL Automatic ice-maker refrigerator ad. 
Li/e Magazine, v. 35, n. 4, June 27,1953, p.109. 
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Just look-we w d t  say n wml 
1 

Next - Let Mercury do the ta1 king on the road ! 
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Figure 8 "Just look - we won't say a word." MERCURY Convertible coup ad. Li/e 
Magazine, v. 34, n. 24, June 15,1953, p.24. 
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. . .pu @t toast pcacdy the way z u  wnnt it ! 

Figure 9 "Say good-bye forever to digging for toast or buming fingers trying to 
rescue a muffin." GENERAL ELECI'RIC Automatic toaster ad. Life 
Magazine, v. 34, n. 23, June 8,1953, p.126. 



reasons why b&ers use dextrose 
in bakkg better bread 

1 .Texture 2. Crust CoIor :{-Tm te 
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Figure 10 Five easy steps to modem bread making. Dextrose ad. Life Magazine, June 
22,v.34, n.25, 1953, p. 11- 



Figure 11 T o r  the first time in any refngerator. It UUnks for itself: For the First T h e  
in any Refrigerator ". PHILCO Automatic freezer ad. Life Magazine, v. 34, 
n. 22, June 1, 1953, p.9. 



Figure 12 "Harriet h d s  its new design pub everything more conveniently in reach 
than ever before". HOTPOINT Super-Star ad. Lije Magazine, v. 34, n. 25, 
June 22,1953. p. 42. 



Figure 13 A dog day aftemmn. 



Chaptes 3 
Toward a Physics of Reading Greenberg Reading Pollock Relaxhg 

Entropy as Dissipation in So ber-Type Painting 

Jackson Pollock's problem is never authentiâty, but that of Einding his means and bending it as 
far as possible toward the Literalneçs of his emotions. Sometimes he overpowers the means but he 
rarely succumbs to it. His most recent show, at Parsons, reveals a tum but not a sharp change of 
direction; there is a kind of relaxation, but the outcome is a newer and IoEtier triumph AU black 
and white, Iike Kline's, and on unsized and unprimed canvas, his new pictures hint, as it were, at 
the innumerable unplayed car& in the arüsts hand. And also, perhaps, at the large future çtill 
left to easel painting. Some recognizabIe images appear - figures, heads, and animal foruts - and 
the composition is moddated in a more traditional way, no longer standing itself in one 
forthright piece. But everything Pollock acquired in the course of his "ail-over" period remains 
there to give the picture a kind of density octhodox easel painting has not known before. This is 
not an alfair of packing and crowding but of embodiment; e v q  square inch of canvas receives a 
maximum of charge at the coçt of a minimum of physicai means. Now he volatizes in order to say 
something different lrom what he had to Say during the four years before, when he strove for 
corporeality and laid his paint on thick and metallic What counts, however, is not that he has 
different things to say in W r e n t  ways, but he has a lot to Say. 

Contrary to the impression of some of his friends, this writer does not take Poliock's art 
uncritically. 1 have at times pointed out what 1 believe are some of its shortcomings - notably, in 
respect to color. But the weight of the evidence still convinces me - after this last show more 
than ever - that Pollock is in a class by himself. Others may have greater gifts and maintain a 
more even level of success, but no one in this period realizes as much as strongly and as truiy. He 
does not give us samples of miramIous handwriting, he gives us achieved and monumental work 
of art, beyond accomplishedness, faciüty, or taste. Pictures Fourteen and Twenty Five in the 
recent show represent high classical art: not only the identification of form and feeling, but the 
acceptance and exploitation of the very circumstances of the medium of painting that Limit such 
identificati0n.l 

1 take "a kind of reiaxation" to be the crux of Greenberg's critiasm of Pollock's 

art. In fact, "a kind of relaxation" is a touchstone of what Greenberg demanded of 

modernist painting in the latter part of the twentieth century if it was to stay cogent 

or relevant at all. In the passage above much hinges on the rhetorical work done by 

this relatively insignificant characterization Because of it, PolLock's Bladc and 

White paintings from his show at the Betty Parson's Gallery in 1951 (Figure 1) 

(Figure 2) are "a newer and loftier triumph". It hints, "at the innumerable 

unplayed cards in the artist's hand. It suggests "not that he has different things to 

say in diflerent ways, but he has a lot to say". It is evidence to the effect " h t  PoUock 

- 

l~lement Greenberg, "Feeling is AIL Art Chronicle, 1952': (Partisan Rmim, 1952), C G . ,  v. 3, 
pp. 104-105. 



is in a dass by himself", that "no one in this period realizes as much as strongly and 

as truly". In sum, PoUock's new "relaxation" gives "achieved and monumental 

works of art, beyond accomplishedness, faglity, or taste"; it gives us %igh classical 

art: not only the identification of form and feeling but the acceptance and 

exploitation of the very circumstances of the medium of painting that limit such 

identification". "A End of relaxation" is, in other words, saying a lot. 

Yet if one reads these accolades heaped upon Pollock too literally it would be 

rnissing the point. For there is a wiry sense of irony at the heart of Greenberg's 

excitement with the work that goes to the core of his deepest held concems and 

assumptions about contemporary American painting. A "kind of relaxation" 

carries the burden of what were an as yet unfulfilled set of hopes and expectations 

that Greenberg held for that painting. There is a sense of strain and forcodness in 

Greenberg's reading, a kind of hesitation or qualifiedness that gives the actual 

presence of relaxation more the sense of a quality hoped for than one simpiy extant. 

The great paradox of PoUock's new painting hom 1951 was that it was just beginning 

to unravel from within, a kind of painting Pollock had done more than most to 

establish. Nevertheless if one is to follow Greenberg on the matter of Pollock, what 

Harold Rosenberg had called "action painting", what others had dubbed abstrad 

expressionism, was giving way to what is tempting to cal1 "a kind of relaxation" 

painting. 

Following Greenberg on the matter of Pollock is important. Greenberg 

remains still today Pollock's most insightful aitic. The comments on Pollock's art 

above, corne at the end of a set of short reviews strung together as a contribution for 

the January-Febmq 1952 edition of Partisan Review. The text, entitled "Feeling is 

All", touches upon a number of recent exhibitions by Matisse, Gerhard Marck, Ham 

H o h a n ,  Franz Kline, and Barnett Newman. In some ways the argument made for 

Pollock and the others is not surprising. The issues pursued are a restatement of a 

f d a r  set of themes and concems which dominate much of Greenberg's critiasm 



durhg the period 1947 to 2957. In "Feehg is AU" that familiar set of themes and 

concems revolves around the polarity between action and relaxation. What is 

surprising are the unexpected inversions and oppositions that follow from this 

original dyad. There is the stasïs of action and the movement of relaxation, the 

necessity, vitality, and strength requùed of relaxation on the one hand and the 

fatigue and contingency which sustains action on the other hand. The title of the 

article both points to the reasons for this paradofical structure and neatly sums up 

the argument Greenberg wiLl make for Pollock's new painting. "Feeling is AU" 

forefront's once again a steadfast concern that painting hinge on feeling; that it rest 

entirely "on sensation the irreducible elements of experience". Claiming "a kind of 

relaxation'' in Pollock's new work was about movement, necessity, and strength - 
all those Ends of things that one would not expect from the lessening of tension "a 

kind of relaxation" infers - rested on the contradictory nature of Greenberg's notion 

of the aesthetic. 

It is a great moment in American painting. In terms of this dissertation 

project it represents the beghning of a fundamental reassessment of abstract 

expressionism, the post-cubist project, and contemporary avant-gardism. in a more 

limiteci sense it represents a convergence between Greenberg's aesthetic criticim 

and Pollock's art which this chapter takes as its departwe. As we will see this 

convergence of interests allows an unprecedented opportunity to explore the 

makeup of one version of materialism in the twentieth cenhrry. In order to gain 

entrance into Pollock's painting 1 begin with a close reading of Greenberg's "Feeling 

is Ali". A reading which will enable a further and more spe&c investigation into 

Pollock's practice itself. 

In the context of Greenberg's essay, a " kind of relaxation" resonates with the 

history of painting since the impressionists, and the more specific terms of a series 

of developments that reflect Pollock's ongoing dialogue with cubism. While the 



more general backdmp of avant-gardism is only figured, a 'khd of relaxation" is 

specifidy defined through and against what Greenberg considered the 

contemporary manifestation of avant-gardism, post-cubiçt painting. Within the 

parameters of Pollock's own devdopment, a painting iike Number 24, 1951 (Figure 

3) represented a progression toward "a kind of relaxation" from one of his 

abstractions like Number 1, 1949, (Figure 4). But as much, Number 14, 1951 

represented "a kind of relaxation" with regard to post-cubist painting more 

generally. For Greenberg, PoIlock's abstractions from 1947-1950 were exemplary of 

all the best in post-cubii t painting. Yet in respect to the new pain- the 

abstractions were wanting. "A kind of relaxation" was what Greenberg demanded 

of contemporary painting if it was to remain cogent and relevant, if it was to 

overcome the limits of post-cubist painting. Here is Greenberg addressing PoIlock's 

tranquilizing moves in the m a a l  passage. 1 think it opens up a 'Icind of 

relaxation" which is somewhat of an amorphous term, to the kind of comtraints 

mbism was placing on modemkt painting. He writes, 

Tautness of feeiing, not "depth", characterizes what is strongest in post-cubist art. The taking up 
of slack, the flattening out of wnvexities and concavities - the ambitious contemporary a t i s t  
presents, supposedly only that which he o n  vouch for with complete certainty; he does not 
necessacüy exclude, but he ditrusts more and more of hiç emotions. This makes art much more of a 
strain, and I believe it accounts in part for the fatigue from which Picasso and Braque and even 
Matisse have suffered since middle age (though, of course, it is not just a question of fatigue).2 

Though Greenberg never explicitly states the nature of relaxation in Pollock's 

painting, we can safely assume that "a kind of relaxation" is a relative term, a term 

that posits a lessening of tension relative to that "tautness of feeling ... what is 

strongest in post-cubist art ". Evidently in the case of the "ambitious contemporary 

artiçt" - and this was the label for anyone concerned with the issues of pst-cubist 

paintingf "complete certainty" accompanied a "tautness of feeling". Furthemore, 

this "complete certainty" and "tautness of feelingff is equated with the "taking up of 

- - -- 

2~reenberg, ibid, p. 102. 



slack, the httening out of convexities and con&ties".3 What is surprising in al1 

this is that post-mbism's concentration on surface cornes at the expense of feeling. 

For as a coroilq to a "tautness of feeling" and "complete certainty", emotion is 

distrusted "more and more". If we are to accept Greenberg's reading, it seerns that a 

"tautness of feeiing" is cornplkit in a slackening or weakening of modernist 

painting. For as he pub it bluntly at the beginning of the passage, if a "tautness of 

feeling ... characterizes what is strongest in post-cubist art," "depth." does not. 

What is important to realize here, is that flatness or a concentration on 

surface, that hallmark of Greenbergian modernism, is devalued. In fad, for 

Greenberg a "tautness of feeling" in post-cubist painting while not exclusive to 

"depth", does side h e  "depth", the ernotions, or feeling "more and more". In the 

case of Pollock's new paintings, a "kind of relaxation", which goes deep, was 

underminina a "tautness of feeling" and a "complete certainty", which stays 

superficial. Which is to say that flatness, what was strongest in Pollock's earlier 

abstractions, had supposedly been replaced by a concentration on surface that was 

deep; a "depth" that followed from trusting his emotions "more and more". If a 

"tautness of feeling" or concentration on surface negated the possibility of "depth 

in his previous works, a "kind of relaxation" which was equaUy to do with surface, 

though not in the completely certain sense of post-cubism, figured a profounder 

depth. In effect, while Greenberg is addressing the formal problems of post-cubist 

painting, he is actually zeroing-in on cubism and post-cubism as a practice 

ultimately reliant on intention. 

This is a construction that we need to be especialiy attentive to. As a 

fundamental critique of cubism, it forms the crucial foundation of Greenberg's 

aesthetic. hdeed, Greenberg's critique of intention is at the core of his attempt to lay 

the groundwork for a new era of modernist painting hinging on the depth of 

feeling. If in the passage above, flatness and two-dimensionality (when a iünction 

3~reenberg, 'The Decline of Cubism", p.213. 



of "complete cettainty") is ultimately contingent on intention, then a certain 

flatness and heightening of surface (when a function of a ''kind of relaxationr') 

analogidy correspondeci to that depth possessed of the emotions or unintention - 
something 'beyond accomplishedness, facility, or taste". Apparently in post-cubist 

art - PoUock's abstractions included - the shah under which surface is placed, can 

in the end only just be a metaphor of the strain under which surface is made. No 

matter how hard the post-cubist painter tries to make surface a metaphor of depth, 

indeed simply because he tries, he can it seems only make a surface - something 

depth psychology would delimit to the sphere of a surface psychology. As a fable of 

sorts, the message of T e e h g  is AU" seems clear, alrnost naively so. Apparently 

making surface hction as an analog of depth was simply a matter of relawring. 

Pollock's "kind of relaxation" is of course more complex than just this. For a 

"kind of relaxation" is achieved in Pollock's new worb üuough what we know was 

once the essential constituent of a "tautness of feeling". The fact is, that the new 

paintings are not simply a slackening from the previous period, as a kind of "dl- 

ovemess" "remains there to give the picture a kind of density orthodox easel 

painting has not known before". "AU-ovemess" is apparently achieved in a new 

way. Greenberg reminds us that it is not "an affair of packing and crowding" any 

more, but rather "of embodiment; every square inch of the canvas receives a 

maximum of charge at the cost of a minimum of physical means". For Greenberg "a 

kind of relaxation" was both founded upon and serving what was in the years 

previous, integral to a process that emboldened Pollock's practice. ln fact "a kind of 

relaxation" was a working through of a "tauhess of feeling". It was a logical 

progression hom the an><iety and strain of pst-cubist painting. It was a move 

beyond pst-cubism's reliance on "accomplishedness, faality, or taste". As a 

formalization of the pst-cubist problematic it was part of an understanding, and 

interpretation of anxiety (which is in a sense a "tautness of feeling") as a struchval 

phenornenon. 



Despite the hajectory from a "tautness of feeling" to a "kind of relaxation" 

Greenbergts essay apparently celebrates, his opinion of cubism was not simp1y a 

critical one. It is important to realize that a "tautness of feelingt' was not to be 

rejected outright. Rather it encapsulated an absolute limit that painting had now to 

confiont if it was to advance. Only a few years before, in 1947, Greenberg had hailed 

cubism as "the great phenornenon, the epoch making feat of twentieth century art, a 

style that has changed and determineci the complexion of Western art as radically as 

Renaissance naturalism once didt'.4 If by 1951 cubism's place as "the only vital 

style, the one best able to convey contemporary feeling" was waning it did al  least 

remain "the only one capable of supporting a tradition which WU survive into the 

future and form new artisW.5 CubismS great contribution lay in its investigation 

of the object. 

... Picasso and Braque discovered that it was not the essential description of the visible relations 
of volumes in nature or the more emphatic rendition of their three-dimensionality that could 
guarantee the organization of a pidocial work of art. On the contracy, to do these things actuaily 
disrupted that organization. By dint of their efforts to discover pictonally the structure of their 
objects, of bodies, in nature, Picasso and Braque had corne - almost abruptly, it would seem - to a 
new reaiïzation of, and new respect for, the nature of the picture plane itself as a material object; 
and they came to the hirther realization that only by transposing the intemal logic by which 
object. are organized in nature couid aesthetic form be given to the irreducible flatness which 
d e h e d  the pidure plane in its inviolable quality as a material object. This flatness became the 
final, all-powertul premise of the art of painting, and the experience of nature could be 
hansposed into it only by analogy, not by imitative reproducîion Thus the painter abandoned 
his interest in the concrete appearance, for example, of a glass and tried instead to approximate 
by analogy the way in which nature had married the straight contours that defined the glass 
vertically to the curved ones that defined it lateally. Nature no longer offered appearances to 
imitate, but pcintiples to pade l .6  

In distinction to the pictorial illusionism of the Renaissance which accorded 

the object, action, or event a special priority over that of the field, or indeed 

impressionism's interest in "the purely visual sensations nature presented ... at the 

given moment", the great fad of cubism was "a new respect for the nature of the 

4~reenberg, 'The Decüne of Cubism", (Partisan Rminu, March 1948), CG. 2, p. 212 
S~reenberg, 'The Dedine of Cubism", p. 213. 
6~reenberg, The Role of Nature in Modern Paintingt*, p. 273. 



picture plane itseif as a material abject". In Greenberg's reading of cubism surface 

was the "experience of nature ... transposed. Surface was to function as a metaphor 

of depth. Not an emotional depth as in the case of Poilock's new painting, but a 

depth that was related to an "intend iogic by which objectç are organized in 

nature". 

Objective, clear-sighted, and methodical, cubism's investigations into the 

problem of the object represented the height of rationalism. It8s insisteme on the 

two-àhensional picture plane expressed "the empincist's faith in the supreme 

reality of concrete experience."7 With Cubism, Greenberg writes, "we are faced with 

the debacle of the age of "experiment", of the Apollinarian and cubist mission and 

its hop,  coincident with that of Marxism and the whole matured tradition of the 

Enlightenment, of humanizing the worldn.8 The bridges cubism maintained with 

science, mathematics, and physics, directed its investigation from the merely visual 

problematic of the object, action, or event, to deeper material and physicai "truths". 

"Viewing the world as a continuum, a dense somatic entity (as was dictated by their 

age)", the cubists, Greenberg writes, "had to strive to organize the picture - itself an 

object - by analogy with the single object abstracted from surrmding space and by 

analogy with the space relations between the different parts of one and the sarne 

objectWP By subjugating the importance of mimetickm to that of the material 

object, cubism had discovered a kind of meta-historical level laying beneath the 

object - a depth which appearance militateci against. 

However historically important this concentration on surface was, its 

achievement would be a negative one. For Greenberg, cubism had pushed the 

problem of the object to its M t .  It had solved the problem of the object, *%ut, as 

Marx would say, only by destroying ik m l y  or unwillingly, cubisrn sacrificecl the 

integrity of the object almost entirely to that of the surface. This - which had, 

' ~ r e e n b e ~  'The Decline of Cubism", p. 214. 
8~reenk% 'The Decline of Cubism", p. 212. 
9~reenberg, 'The Roie of Nahire in Modem Painting", p. 273-274. 



however, nothing to do with aesthetic value - is why d i s m  coastituted a tutning 

point in the history of painting."lo What "aesthetic value" nibism's concentration 

on the materiai object did in fact generate was coincidentai, Though the "complete 

certainty" with which it sought out the picture plane, beggared the kind of depth 

that was feeling, its objective and empiricai approach made accommodations for a 

more subjective orientation. For Greenberg, cubism's interest in the picture plane 

had accidentally broached the gestalt problematic. 

In its attempts to uncover certain meta-historical 'truths' in nature, i.e., 

imrnutable laws govemed by reason, cubism had unintentionaily mapped out 

everything that a depth of feeling was not. By virtut! of its o wn closure and limits, 

cubism's to ta lhg  account had opened up a new field of possibility. Through a 

process of default, it had citcumscribed the investigation of the meta-historical and 

universal which it sought in naturai phenomenon, to historically specific processes 

governing perception and/or consaousness in the experiencing subject. As we will 

see, Pollock's shiEt toward "a kind of relaxation" was in large part an engagement 

with this abist inheritance in light of a working knowledge of issues and concerns 

sunounding the gestalt problematic - the key saentific perspective on the tension 

between surface and depth. 

The problem with cubism's investigation into depth, was that depth 

plumbed was entUely a function of reason, and thus divorced from and antithetical 

to a depth that was true to one's feeling. Greenberg's perspective on modemist 

Merature is illuLRinating here. For what can easily be construed in "Feeling is AU" 

as merely a playful concern with intentionality - that tension between a "tautness 

of feelingf' and "a kind of relaxation" - reveals itseif as a thoroughgoing and full- 

fledged despair for the conditions of consaousness under post-war industriaiism. 

For Greenberg, the literary mode1 of thematizing feeling or expression was at the 

heart of the contemporary avant-garde's problem. It was a question of "pessimism 

10~reenberg, "Master Leget", C G .  v.3, p. 167. 



rest(ing) on qnicism rather than on despair". In the case of Ezra Pound, James 

Joyce, and T. S. Eliot a "logical or topical consistency", an "intellectual'l rather than 

"emotional" understanding of the form, holds the poeticai work together. Eliot, 

"who has strained to prove himself as a "professional" poet", cornes under the 

heaviest criticism. "Above ai l  his verse - or at l e s t  the art in it - 1 can never help 

smeliing something of the tour de force, the contrived, the set piece: it is the man of 

letters peeping out of the wings, deliberate, prestidigitating, apart £rom the poetry - 
yet always hoping that this one time he won't be apart, that it will come off like the 

real thing and not a piece of the magiaan's fictitious art"11 

As f a .  as Greenberg's perspective on feeling went, any and a i l  recourse to 

accomplishedness, fadity, or taste", learned, or acquired skills, 'logicai" or 

"intelledual" understandings, had long since been terminated. An utter faith in the 

parameters of rationality (which would indude consciousness) had ended, as the 

larger project of modernity had seemingly ended, with the complex of circumstances 

surrounding the rise of "totalitarianiçm"- What is important to recognize however, 

is that while Greenberg would acknowledge the corruption of a telos , like 

consciousness, he would vigorously maintain the value of positivism, becoming, or 

the teleological process itself. For Greenberg "a kind of relaxation" represented a 

strategic move to recoup a notion of positivism, in an age when positivism seemed 

the one and only threat. 

The contrast with Harold Rosenberg is revealing in this regard. In fact, 

Poilock's own intentions in 1951 c m  be addressed in terms of a shift from the orbit 

of Rosenberg to that of Greenberg. Within the art world Rosenberg's account was 

the powerful counter position to Greenberg's reading. Undoubtedly it was even the 

more resonant of the two. The processes of apostasy which had resulted in a kind of 

political emasculation for an entire generation of the Amencan Left were remolded 

by Rosenberg's aesthetia of "action painting" into a project for a kind of individual 

1 kreenberg, 'T.S. Eliot: The Criticism, The Poetcy" (The Nation, Dec 1950), C.G. v. 3, p. 69. 



revirilization based in the absolute emptiness of any prografll~fli~tic social 

utopianism. Much more extreme than Greenberg in his suspicions of the course of 

modernity, Rosenberg embraces what might be caüed a kind of 'existentiai' anti- 

rationalism. hdeed, he rejects the teleological imperative of the Enlightenment 

project altogether. For Rosenberg, the project of modernity had b e n  entirely 

appropriated by a diffuse apparatus of power, by totalitéuian regimes abroad and 

mas culture at horne.12 The vigor of Rosenberg's non-ideologicai stance was the 

harshest rejection of modernity. Progress was an irredeemable prospect, a reaction 

quite distinct kom Greenberg's more balanced if paradoxid stance. Despite the 

conscious antipathy between the two positions, however, both Greenberg's and 

Rosenberg's politics fit within the same wide ideological parameters. Within the art 

world they represented perhaps the two most interesting poles of liberal anti- 

communism. In a sense we are dealing with two different types of existentialism; 

Rosenberg's which found possibility in the intuitive and immediate nature of 

experience, and Greenberg's which recognized the liberatory effect of spontaneous 

and immediate experience as an illusion, but placed hope in it nevertheless. 

In Rosenberg's 1952 article, "The American Action Painters", experience is 

given form through the anxiety-ridden ad. Experience is manifest as a negation of 

reason.13 Greenberg's position was in large part formulated against this kind of 

complete dismissal of the project of modernity. Rather than a wholesale rejection of 

positivism, Greenberg's was an attempt to accommodate the terms of modernity 

within the context of a new set of constraints. From Greenberg's perspective 

Rosenberg's appropriation of the psycho-drama, could only encapdate the 

cynicism of an older generation and its flight into extreme solutions which 

Greenberg was ever on vigil against. While Greenberg's new project for modernist 

painting was as much wrapped up in an attempt to isolate the kind of experiential 

12~osenberg, 'The Herd of independent Minds: Has the Avant-Garde its Own Mass Ciilhue?'', 
(Commentay , Çept. 1948, v. 6, n 3), pp. 244-252. 
l3 Greenberg, 'The Situation at the Moment", Partisan Rmiew, Jan. 1948, in Clment Greenberg: The 
Collected Essays and Criticism, Vol. 2, p. 193. 
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moment that Rosenberg privileged, it was nevertheles conceived of in altogether 

Proustian terms; in terms that predicted the circumscription and corruption of 

experience as a basic function of its entrance into the world.14 Which is to say, 

anxiety and isolation were for Greenberg as much the essential conditions of 

existence, but that the kind of metaphysical unity behveen an inçide and an outside 

that Rosenberg's aesthetics were based on, was no longer recognized as secure or a 

viable prospect under modernity. 

The irony of al1 this is that Rosenberg's reading of action painting was the 

right one as far as PoIlock's early tactics for his abstractions from 2947-1950 was 

concerned. In 1947 both Pollock and Rosenberg believed that modernist painting 

codd only proceed if it was founded on a negation, that was a manifestation of the 

reaim of immediate experience. This is not to Say Greenberg did not realize this 

about the abstractions. He did. The fact is, he thought it another symptom of the 

weakness of any painting stiil mired within the problems of post-cubism, the 

problem of the metaphor, the material object, and intentionality. Greenberg's 

continual focus on formal issues in Pollock's painting was a function of his 

unwillingness to accept the premise of representing unmediated experience as such. 

Nor, indeed, did he wish to entertain the repercussions of such a move in terms of 

the larger picture of post-enlightenment philosophy. 

From Greenberg's perspective, the insights cubism had attained, the radical 

course into "unknown territory" it had once charted were now confounded by the 

nahirai afhities which reason shared with the "totalitarian state". "The great style 

of any period", Greenberg writes, 

is that which relates iiself to the hue insights of its tirne. But an age may repudiate its real 
insights, retreat to the insights of the past - which, though not its own, seem d e r  to a d  upon - 
and accept only an art that corresponds to this repudiation; in which case the age will go without 
great art, to which tmth of feeling is essential. In a time of disasters the l e s  radical artists, like 
the less radical politicians, will perform better since, being familiar with the expected 

14~reenberg's projed was a cheerhil version of what Herbert Marcuse had described in Eros and 
Civiliration, as "the frrtfh valrie of memory"; where "the reckrche du temps pmdrr becornes the 
vehicle for future Iiberation". Marcuse, Eros and Cidizution, p. 34. 



consequences of what they do, they need less nerve to keep to their course. But the more radiai 
artists, iike the more radical politicians, become demoraiized because they need so much more 
nerve than the consewatives in order to keep to a course that, guided by the real insights of the 
age, leads into unknown territory. Yet if the radical artist's loss of nerve becomes permanent, 
then art declines as a whole, €or the conservative artiçts ride only on momentum and eventuaily 
loses touch with the insights of his time - by which ail genuine artists are nourished. Or eIse 
society may refuse to have any new insights, rehse to make new responses - but in that case i t 
would be better not to talk about art at al..- 

h a  world filled with nostalgia and too profoundly frightened by what has just happened to 
dare hope that the future containç anything better than the past, how can art be expected to hold 
on to advanced positions? The maçters ofcubiçm, focmeci by the insights of a more progressive age, 
had advanced to far, and when history began going backwards they had to retreat, in confusion, 
€rom positions that were more exposed because they were more advanced. The metaphor, 1 feel, is 
exact.15 

"Feeling is AU" was Greenberg's attempt at making sense of art in a 

"conservative epoch" like the pst-war period. It was an attempt to link a "tautness 

of feeling" in post-cubist painting to a kind of conservatizing, stdemate position on 

modernity - a position which was only a superfiaal defense of positivism. The 

situation confronting Pollock in a context dominated by abstract expressionism was 

grist for the mill. In Greenberg's reading post-cubist painting, specifically abstract 

expressionism, represented a retreat from and a repudiation of earlier insights. As a 

style it was complicit in a 'loss of nerve" that the conservative epoch of the post-war 

period demanded. But more than all t h ,  the essay provided a backdrop for plotting 

out the direction that a relevant or cogent art had now to pursue. Pollock's '"khd of 

relaxation" though a style which seemed out of synch with the age, a backtracking 

and retreat from the more radical and extreme conclusions of the contemporary 

avant-garde, was ironically a maai advance, because founded in the "truth of 

feeling" that characterized the age, because founded in a kind of positivism that the 

extremes of a contemporary avant-garde was actually a readion against. 

"The great style of any period, in Greenberg's opinion was not an attempt to 

advance in front of, or retreat to the rear of its time, but rather was an engagement 

with the "tmth of feeling" that was didated by the tinte, the period, or the moment 

of rnodernity. Depth or "true insight" was a possibility only if feeling itseif was 

lS~reenberg, 'The Decline of Cubism", pp. 213-215. 



mined. "A kind of relaxation" was acknowledgment that trying to make the 

material object a metaphor of depth by forcing or pushing its inviolable qualities to 

extremes was bound to fail; it was a recognition that a negation of ones feeling was 

an empty gesture and only a denial of the historidy conditioned nature of 

experience. Pollock's "lcind of relaxation" was a move away kom the shidency, 

over-wroughtness, and anxiety which had become representative of a contemporary 

avant-garde's attempts to thematize depth by escaping the strictures of its own 

context. The denigration of metaphor, as an implicit critique of an avant-garde's 

attempt to escape firom the strictUres of its own tirne, through a negation of its own 

conditions "... 1 feel, is exactt'. 

With these kind of high-minded issues at stake, it is easy to forget the glib and 

superficial character of Greenberg's account of modern painting. The fact is that 

depth was inseparable hom superficiality. The fact is that a general sense of levity 

and the series of lighthearted caricatures ?'Feeling is AU" provides, was playing for 

the very highest and most serious of stakes. For Greenberg, Pollock's turn toward "a 

kind of relaxation" represented a moment not unlike that one when Rimbaud 

himself had tread upon sirnila- ground, "abandon(ing) his own path" toward the 

"Go thic", " romantic", and "subjective". 16 Pollock's "kind of relaxation" seemed to 

distill out the sobering terms of a practice conhonting its own inadequaaes and 

limits; a post-cubist, abstract expressionist practice questioning the very conditions of 

its own possibility. Lf, in Rimbaud's case, such abandonment was a realization that 

the avant-garde's flight or escape into "transcendent exceptions, (and) aberrated 

states'', was only "an evasion, not a solution, and already on the point of becorning, 

in the profoundest sense academic", then Pollock's "turnt' away from a 

l 6~reenberg*s discussion of Rimbaud and the "Go thic" tradition introduces his critickm O t Pollock ... 
"the most powerful painter in contemporary Amenca and the only one who promises to be a major one is 
a Gothic, morbid, and extreme disaple of Picasso's cubism and Miro's post-CU bism, tinctured also with 
Kandinsky's and Surrealiçt inspiration". Greenbers 'The Present Prospects of American Painting and 
Sculpture", pp. 164466. 



spectadarization of the subjective, and absolute athleticism of the gesture of his 

earlier works signaled a similar realization.17 It marked a moment when the 

projeet of an older generatiort on the verge of collapse had ironically rendemi its 

own protocols and procedures obsolescent, by formalizing the structure upon which 

that practice was based- This prwess of formaikation which was integral to 

Pollock's "kind of relaxation" marked out a new vision of the self and the world. It 

rendered the post-cubist stalemate obsolete. For Greenberg, Pollock was poised to 

usher in a new era of modeniist painting; a high rnodernist painting that if 

grounded in the topical trend of contemporary avant-gardism was suffiaently self- 

reflexive to admit and return to what Greenberg vaiued most dearly in the early 

avant-garde's. 

Avant-gardism itseU was not the problem, so much as its peculiar 

manifestation at rnid-century. Post-cubist painting had lost louch with the 

contemplative pessimism of the early French avant-gardes and had gone the way of 

a "Gothic" and "extreme" tradition.18 "Industrialism ( c m  now only) exacerbate and 

drive us", Greenberg notes, "to extreme positions, where we write poetry but are 

unable to d m  outselves and lïve long enough to fix abiding plastic 

representations."19 Pollock's '*kind of relaxation" represented a sort of banal 

though culminating moment in the demise of the "dominant meative traditiont' of 

the "Gothic". By placing the set of assumptions upon which his former practice was 

based, under scrutiny, he had arrived at an entirely more circumspect consideration 

of arts relation to the surrounding dture .  If PoUock's work up to 1951 was not, 

his new painting was negotiating a predicament in which any and all avant-garde 

tactics were themselves already predicted, complicit, ceopted, and utterly contingent 

on the surrounding culture. "A kind of relaxation" alig-ned Pollock with what 

Greenberg valued most in Nietzsche. It was what Nietzsche knew "inspite of his 

- - 

17Greenberg, 'The Present Prospects of American Painting and Sculphw", p. 164-165. 
18Greenberg, 'The Present Prospects of American Painting", p. 164. 
l9Greenberg, ibid, p. 164. 



profession of the Dionysid.20 It was the truth of "a bland, large, Apolionian 

artW.21 

As odd as characterizing Greenberg's view of Poliock's painting in negative 

terms may sound, the weight of his criticism warrants it. Certainiy Greenberg was 

one of Pollock's earliest defenders, yet there was always some tension between the 

two men. In effect, Greenberg was highly h t i d  of the "Gothie", "romantic", and 

"subjective" tradition that Pollock's earlier work, especially his abstractions £rom 

1947-1950 stood for.22 Yet Greenberg's praise for Pollock's work new and old should 

be taken seriously. The work dealt conçiçtently and in a progreçsively cornplex 

formal manner with the question of the object, the figure, the body, and the 

physical, aU issues central to Greenberg's evaluation of contemporary practice. In 

effect, the abstractions £rom 1947-1950 were a metaphoric embodiment of his earlier 

figurative work, while the new work from 1951 was a formalization of the physical 

therein. 

'Zike some older masters of our time", Greenberg writes of Pollock, "he 

develops according to a double rhythm in which each beat harks back to the one 

before the lastW.23 Inasmuch as his new work was a "relaxation" of sorts that 

allowed a resurfacing of some notion of the figure £rom his first phase, the not fully 

realized figuration, only half-formed and half-emergent of his new phase, was built 

upon formal lessons mobilized in his second "ail-over" phase. While the "all-over" 

abstractions "strove for corporeality", a materiakation of the violence and anxiety 

uncieriining or driving his figurative work from 1941 - 1946, his new work was a 

formalizing of that anxiety and violence ("tautness of feeling") which drove or 

presumed his abstractions £rom 1947 - 1950. A violence or anxiety against the 

figurative or b o d y  in the h s t  phase coprealized as an attention to surface - a 

20~reenberg, 'The Present Pmspectç of American Painting", p. 268. 
I~reenberg, 'The Present Prospects of American Painting", p- 168. 

2 2 ~ e e  John O'Bnan's excellent discussion of this matter in "Greenberg's Matisse", in Recomhrrcting 
Modernism, pp. 144-172. 
23~reenberg, "Jackson Pollock's New Style", p. 106. 



Iaying of "paint on thlck and metallic" - in his second phase is, in hini, made over 

into the formal object of his third and new phase. It seems PoUock's new painting 

had displaced the anxiety or "tautneçs of feeling" of hiç earlier figurative works and 

abstractions, by virtue of an exploration of "depth", the aesthetic correlate of a "kind 

of relaxation". If we take surfaceness or an intentional concentration on the two 

dimensional picture plane to be the object of anxiety in post-cubism, "depth" in 

Pollock's new painting is anxiety formalized. Which is to Say that post-cubist art's 

"tautness of feeling" is placed under scrutiny itself; that post-cubism's anxious 

concentration on surface as metaphor is made the object of the artistic process. Not 

through a staging or thematizing of anxiety, but through a shift in the temper of the 

underlying methodology, whereby anxiety gains the stahis of a formal object, an 

objedess(ness) that warranted the title "Feeling is All". 

What we need to recognize here is that the materia. truth of the object 

discovered by cubism, the medium's flatness, had Iost aU authority in Greenberg's 

reading. The object of cubist painting is, in fact, replaceci by a formai object that 

advanced art had necessarily to pursue (now) if it was to remain vital and cogent. A 

"kind of relaxation" was important because it acknowledged that the anxiety bom of 

intention was itself a constraint; that anxiety was always-already a tension in the 

structure of feeling. In other words, the new work was built on a foundation 

identical to Greenberg's own critical reappraisal of the post-cubist problematic. That 

isf Pollock's move away from the more extreme solutions of post-cubisrn toward a 

"kind of relaxation", amounted to more than just a disenchantment with, and an 

antagonism towarà a general milieu enamored with the cult of action, it amounted 

to a fundamental reworking of the object, the figure, or the body, indeed a 

fundamental reworking of the aesthetic that paradoxicaliy balanced the subjective 

and objective, the phenomenai and the nuomenal. 



It was in speaking to the materialist orientation of the early avant-garde's that 

Greenberg first introduces the question of Pollock's " k d  of relaxationt' and the cult 

of physical action from whence it was deriveci. As we have already intimated, it was 

much to Greenberg's chagrin? that an earlier positivism had given way to the 

subjective and exheme trends of pst-cubist painting. If for Greenberg the trajedory 

of this larger shift was corequisite with a move from materialism toward the cult of 

physical action, then PoUock's turn was back fkom the athletic to the aesthetic. 

Framed by a wide-ranging critique of instrumental reason, Greenberg traces the 

mots of athleticism back to a more contemplative notion of the physical. 

It is this kind of rationalization that has made lile more and more boring and tasteless in Our 
country, particularly shce 1940, flattening and emptying al1 those vessels which are supposed to 
nourish us daiiy. Our difficulty in adaiowledging and stating the d d  horror of Our lives has 
helped prevent the proper and energetic development of Amencan art in the last two decades and 
more. The emptiness of our Amencan Life is not something to be dedairned about as such. What 
has to be recognized are the Qrcumstances in which such emptiness becomes the common fate. 
These, endemic to bourgeois industnalism, were slready recognized, among painters, by the 
French impressionists; and if theu outlook, as that of most Parisian art up to 1925, was not dark, 
it was because industriaüsm - and history - still permitted the individual a üttle confidence in 
his own private solution, a modicum of space in which personal detachment could suvive and 
work up its own proper interestingness. Standing off in the preserves of Bohemia, the 
impcessionists, fauvists and cubists could soll indulge in a contemplation chat was as sincere and 
bold as it was largely uncmscious: and the soberness of their art, a sobemess indispensable to al1 
the very great painting, from Ajanta to Paris, stemoiecl from this automatic contemplation. 
The irnpressionists and those who came after them in France put themselves in accord with the 

situation by impüàtly accepting its materialism - the fact, that is, that modem Me can be 
radicaiiy confronted, understood and dealt with only in matenal terms. What matters is not 
what one believes but what happew to one. From now on you had nothing to go on but your states 
of mind and your naked sensations, of which structural, but not religious, metaphysical or 
his torico-p hilosophical, interpretations were alone permissible. It is its materialism, or  
positivism presented more explicitly than in iiterature or music, that made painting the most 
advanced and hopef~i l  art in the West between 1860 and 1914.~~ 

How ever bad the predicament of culture had become, the lesson to be 

salvaged from the early avant-garde's was the same: "that is, the fact, that modem 

life can be radically codronted, understood and dealt with only in material tenns. 

What matters is not what one believe's, but what happens to one. From now on you 

had nothing to go on but your states of mind and your naked sensations." For a l l  

intents and purposes an acceptance of the surrounding culture's "positivism, or 

24~reenberg, 'The Present Prospects of Amencan Painting and Sculpture", p. 164. 



materialisni'' k d l y  seems the foundation of a critical art. Nevertheless what 

Greenberg is interested in here is the way in which a contemplation on the body "in 

material tems" (as "states of mind" and "naked sensations") encapsulates, the 

"positivism, or materialism" of the surrounding culture on its own terms. 

The bodily forrn that Greenberg's aesthetic project was to assume under 

America's form of corporate capitalism should corne as no surprise. It was, 

remember, a position f o d a t e d  in opposition to the contemporary avant-garde's 

attempt to escape from the "tnith of feeling". A formakation of the "corporeal", as 

Greenberg cded Pollock's conception of "all-overness" was very much in synch 

with the American economy. What is important here was not systems of belief, 

poiitics, the instrumental, or programmatic nature of consciousness, but rather the 

structure of feeling, an ins tantaneous event preceding the ideological; one 

constituted through a confrontation behveen a subject and an object. The structural 

relation between bodies, that which animated "states of mind" and "naked 

sensations", was an internalized expression of the surrounciing culture that could be 

mined for depth and insight. 

Paradoxidy then, Pollock's reworking of the physical as "a kind of 

relaxation" was as much a corporeal or bodily matter as the action or the gesture. 

What is important to recognize however, is that it explored a form of the physical 

weU beyond any simple representation of the physical. Rather than an investigation 

into the contingent, it was an exploration aimed at the imrnediacy and spontaneity 

of experience, a necessiy with depth. What was absolutely crucial, for both "depth 

and "true insight" was experience shaped by the present, experience related directly 

to a larger more ungraspable whole. The irony of Greenberg's materiaiism was that 

confionting, understanding, and dealing with modem Me in ody "material terms" 

-- in terms of "your states of mind and your naked sensations - meant pursuing a 

realrn of the physical which only the instantaneous fonn of the structural 

interpretation accessed. As a suppressed or forgotten history of consciousness, it was 



a kind of movement or trajectory framed by the instantaneous moment of the 

structural relation. A moment that if made possible by the structural relation was 

simdtaneously blinded by the stnictural relation. "Materialism or positivism" 

corresponded to a process of becoming, which preceded the telos. 

Earlier in 1946 Greenberg had described the question of the "physical" as the 

great stumbling block of the School of Paris. 

After 1920 the School of Paris's positivism, which had been carried by the essentially 
optimistic assumption that infinite prospects of "technical" advance lay before it, began to 
!ose hith in itself. At the same time that the suspicion amse that capitalism itself no longer 
commanded perspectives of infinite expansion, it began to be suspected that "physical" art 
was Likewise faced with limits beyond which it could not go. Mondrian seemed the wrïting on 
the waii. But artists like Matisse and Picasso also appear to have felt that unlesç painting 
proceeded, at least during our t h e ,  in its exploration of the physical, it would stop 
advancing altogether - that to tum to the Literary would be to retreat and repeat; whether 
the physicai was exhausted or not, there was no ambitious alternative. Ail this - the 
despair of the physical and the doubt whether anything but the physical remained - is 
dramatidy mirrored in the painting Picasso has done since 1927. 

Materialism and positivism, when they become pessimistic turn into hedonism, usually. 
And the path-breakers of the School of Paris, Matisse and Picasso, and Miro too - no less 
than the surrealists and the neo-romantics, whose pessimism rests on cynicism rather than on 
despair- began during the hventies to emphasize more than ever the pleasure element in 
their art. The School of Paris no longer sought to discover pleasure but to prooide it. But 
whereas the surcealists and the neo-romantics conceived of pleasure in terms of sentimental 
subject matter, Matisse, Picasso, and those who fouowed them saw it p ~ c i p a î l y  in luscious 
color, rich surfaces, decoratively infiected design.25 

Rather than formalizing the physical in terms of an instantaneous structural 

condition, the School of Paris had arrived at what was a merely cynical impasse - 

"the despair of the physicai and the doubt whether anything but the physical 

remained. Picasso's work after 1927 was built on a progressively radicalized 

restatement of this essential tension. Evidently the further the physical fact of 

surface was pushed, the more extreme, shailow, and empty, the gesture became. For 

Greenberg, arnbitious art was not a question of restaging the failure of the project of 

modernity more and again, each time in a more intense fashion, rather it was in 

recognizing that the physical was the limiting condition in the first place. This 

- -- 

25~reenberg, "Review of an Exhibition of School of Pans Painters", [The Nation, June 1946), CG. 2, 
pp. w 9 .  



meant avoidulg the trap of a representational, gestural, merely allegorical, 

'''physicall art1'. 

The only way to ground painting in materialism was by rendering 

transparent those structural conditions wherein the bodily (as sensation or 

experience) dwelled. Confronting modern life in "material terms" was not 

representable as such. Since it was only realizable as a process of becoming, painting 

had necessarily to formalize the structure of feeling as an instantaneous or 

synchronie event. The gesture or sign of emotion was nothing better than a 

contingency of experience. Like consciousness it was little better than the product of 

mental gymnastics. A practice founded on a faith in the in£initely colonizable grasp 

of reason was no better than one which spectacularized the physical act. It was but 

an allegorical representation, a hoUow entity without depth. 

A fonnalization of the physical involved an "embodying" of emotion in 

terms of the Ianguage of painting. It meant rendering the instantaneous structural 

conditions that were constihitive of the subject as an analog of the integrity 

completeness, or homogeneity of surface. What Greenberg had called "all- 

ovemess" was precisely this, a "dissolving" of emotion into the "abstract elements 

of styleW.26 Yet if in the abstractions emotion was embodied as a "plastic unity", the 

move to forrnaIize the physical was still king undernit by cubism's recourse to 

intentionality. The "totality, integrity, economy, and indivisibility" of surface in the 

abstractions was founded upon a strident and intentional negation of the gestalt for 

the meta-historical. In contrast the new paintings formalized the meta-his torical as 

a function of "a kind of relaxation". A "tautness of feeling" (an anxiety), which was 

the structural precondition of the subjects entrance into the world, "relat(ed) itself to 

the true insights of its time". By formaiizing the structural relation constitutive of 

the subject in terms of the absolute limits placed on the physical act of painting, 

Greenberg felt "sensations the irreducible elements of experience" were manifest. 

26~reenberg, "Review of Exhibitions of the Jane Street Group and Rufino Tamayo", C G. 2, p. 133, 



With the advent of post-war industrialism the making of meaning itsel€ had 

become entirely a function of those extemd laws driving the consumer economy. 

Those forces driving American capitalism had been themselves internalized and 

made a constitutive aspect of subjectivity. Because the subject, was always the 

product of a structural relation in the present, with the world, the object, or 

phenornenon, consaousness was always-al ready a contingency of the surrounding 

culture - a telos - and thus empty. The absolute pessimism of Greenberg's position 

should be duly noted. Partidarly in regard to affinities with the structuralist 

perspective offered up by interpersonal psychiatry. The structural tension which 

frames the interpersonal relation - that which is animated by a predetermined 

cirmitry or patteming of experiencing, that which was a hinction of anxiety - was 
itself an encapsulation of the unfailing processes of acculturation. Greenberg's 

materialism "of which structural . . . interpre tations were alone permissible" held out 

little therapeutic hope. The structural relation upon ~vhich subjectivity rested was 

conceived of as an immutabIe precondition of character. For Greenberg there was 

absolutely no escaping the ideological, because the ideological was constitutive of 

the very processes through which the conscious subject came into being. 

Capturing the symbolic plenitude of the body was a possibility under 

corporate capitalism only by virtue of a dialectical slight of hand that incorporateci 

the corporeal. By hiniing reason badc upon itself, back from its telos, back upon the 

body or process through which it came into being aesthetic detachment was again 

possible. Ultimately what is at stake here is the high jacking of an external law, that 

is mirrored in the very depths of ones immediate experience or sense of the world, 

for the purpose of establishing an autonomy from the world. The subject's blind 

making of meaning that is itself beholden to the intractable laws governing the 

surrounding culture are appropriated in order to give what can only be a hollow 

contingency - a death mask, a gesture, a thought - the thickness, dynamism, and 

necessity of a symbolic order. 'What is at stake" Terry Eagleton notes, 



is nothhg l e s  than the production of a entirely new kind of human subject - one which, like 
the work of art itself, discoven the law in the depths of its own free identity, rather than 
some oppressive extemal power. The Iiberated subject is the one who has appropriateci the 
law as the very pringple of its own autonomy, broken the forbidding tablets of stone on which 
that law was originaiiy inscribed in order to rewrite it on the heart of flesh To consent to the 
law is thus to consent to one's own inward being. 'The hem'', writes Rousseau in E d e ,  "only 
receives laws from itseff; by wanting to enchain it one celeases it; one enchahs it by leaving i  t 
hee" ... Rousseau speaks of the most important brm of law as one "which is not graven on 
tablets of marble or brass, but on the hearts of citizens. This f o m  the mal constitution of the 
State. takes on every day new powers, when other laws decay or die out, restores them or 
takes their place, keeps a people in the ways it was meant to go, and insensibly replaces 
authority by the force of habit ... The ultimate binding force of the bourgeois social order, in 
contrast to the cwrcive apparatus of absolutism, will be habits, pieties. sentiments and 
affections. And this is equivalent to saying that power in such an order has become 
aes the t ic i~ed ."~~ 

Sure, things had gone from bad to worse, but out of the despairing depths of 

the most pessimistic appraisal of American culture during the Cold War, Greenberg 

the Kantian, had formulated a visionary project for universal emantipation. For 

Greenberg the bond that promised em-ation -- the bond that mites  men in 

Nietzsche's phrase - was itself the root cause of subjugation and repression "At the 

very root of social relations lies the aesthetic, source of ail human bonding."z8 As a 

teleological process, a movement of becoming, the aesthetic was a vection between 

polarities: a trajedory between matter and meaning, the material and immaterial, 

"sensations the irreducible elements of experience" and thoughts, beliefs, or ideas. 

That which made Pollockts new painting the most advanced and hopeful art at mid- 

centqy, that which "made painting the most advanced and hopeful art in the West 

behveen 1860 and 1914", its materialism, or positivism - was an energetic and 

physical movement of becoming, formalized as a sobriety or "a kind of relaxation". 

In a sense "Feeling is AU" is made up of nothing more than a long list of 

avant-garde burnouts no longer able to cut the muster. Short-lived and war-weary 

this general grab bag of post-cubist painters had spent too many years hying to hard 

Z7~ersr Eagleton, The Ideolugy of the Aesthetic. (London: Basil Blackwell. 1990), p. 21. 
2 8 ~ e n y  Eagleton, The ldmlogy of the Aesthetic, p. 24. 



to make surface a metaphor of deptk For Greenber& a "tautness of feeling" was 

nothing more than a useless exertion of energy. There is the later work of Picasso 

and Braque, which suffers £rom a "fatigue" that emerges from continually 

distrusting their emotions, their "falling off' being a measure of a stress or "strain" 

that can be traced to a long dishonesty with the self. The problem of the early 

Matisse, who was "plagued by hesitations ... as much because he was afraid to 

traduce his feelings as because of lack of confidence". There is the "tautness that 

cannot be sustained" in the painting of Hans Hohan ,  who "appears to be unable to 

break through to those riches - that is the truth inside himself - except in 

convulsive moments. He makes a method of convulsiveness and, of course, it does 

not work as a method.29 Finally there is the "quintessential tautness" of Franz 

KLine's "large canvas', with their blurtings of black calligraphy on white and gray 

groundsW.3o Kline's is a tautness, we can assume, that will similady take its toll, 

simply by virtue of its unstable, convulsive, "bblurting", nature. 

The exception to Greenberg's fable of entropy and the avant-garde is Matisse. 

Apparently the artist who "wanted his art to be an arrnchair for the tired 

businessman" was somehow avoiding a relaxation contingent upon fatigue, or 

caused by exhaustion.31 Matisse's "kind of relaxation" was somehow sustaining a 

sort of "radical nerve", because it was intentionally meant for the "tired 

businessman".32 Reflecting on a retrospective in Philadelphia Greenberg writes, 

"Matisse had not relaxed so much during the twenties &er all, even though he did 

go back to Chardin, Manet, the Impressionist still-Me of the 1870s, and a firm 

modeling of the figure. He rnay have turneci off the highway leading to abstract art 

- 

29~reenberg, "Feeling is Alln, p. 103. 
30~reenberg, "Feeling is All", p. 104. 
31~reenberg, "Review of Exhibitions of the Jane Street Group and Rufino Tamayo", (The Nation, 8 
March 1947), C.G. 2, pl34 
32~0hn OBrian has begun to answer this question in te- of the "pastoral tradition". !%e "Gceenberg's 
Matisse", pp. 149-150. 



and ceased h m  spectacuiar adventuring, but it was not altogether the de ten te one 

used to think."33 

In the case of Matisse, the question of "relaxation" is necessarily approached 

through a double perspective: on the one hand accounting for the "unprecedented 

success of his efforts to assimilate decoration to the purposes of the easel picture", 

and on the 0th- hand separating this out from the concerns of "something like 

decorativeness (that) seemed to have an adulterating effect on his art during the 

1930s and a large part of the 1940s".34 If in the former case we have a relaxation that 

is intentional, for '%y instinctvv and "as borne out by his sculpture" Matisse is not a 

decorator, then in the latter instance we are dealing with a "relaxationff that is 

contingent on "fatigue". For our purposes the decorative as an intentional 

relaxation is most important. An intentional recourse to the decorative was a 

relaxation distinct from that fatigue "hom which Picasso and Braque" suffered. Not 

surprisingly it was the equivalent of Pollock's "kind of relaxation". Which is to Say, 

that an intentional recourse to the decorative, is a kind of "relaxation1' that is not 

simply a fundion of "the strain of contemporary ambitionf', but rather is integral to 

a new and bold tactic that is les  of a de f en t e  than one would think. In a painting 

like Interieur a Nice, Ia sieste, 1922 (Figure 5) Matisse's form of the decorative 

embodies a kind of frank and forthrïght engagement with the philistine tastes of the 

pa rve n ue. In contrast to the more disthguished and moneyed inhabitants of the 

Cote d'Azur, more attune to the intricacies of the "fashionable season" this new 

clientele was tasteless. 

As an implicit rejetion of the strain, shock value, high-mindedness, 

"accomplishedness, facility, or taste" of post-cubist paintingf the decorative was a 

courting of middlebrow taste. Greenberg's comments, in the same article, on 

Bamett Newman's paintings from his 1951 show at the 

revealing. Greenberg loves them all. Preasely because 

Betty Parsons Gallery are 

"there is no shock value 

33~reenberg "Feeling is All", p. 100. 
S4~reenberg, "Feeling is All" p. 100. 



involvedw;3s because they are all so decorative. Because "the literary shodc effects 

that have by now become unspeakably stale" were complicit in a certain straining 

toward a high ended and opümal limit of taste, the avant-garde's effrontery to 

bourgeois taste is in the instance of a pahting like The Way 1, (1951) (Figure 6), 

rephced by an acceptame of its more base, pessimal, or mundane limit If one iç at 

a l l  tempted to yawn in face of The Way 1, one c m  be sure that it is partly what 

Greenberg liked about Newman's new work. The bland, almost hctional design 

quality of the painting is read as an intentional move to accommodate a leveled set 

of tastes; in fact the philistine tastes of the corposate world itself. Newman's 

paintings constitute, he writes, "the first kind of painting 1 have seen that 

accommodates itsei€ stylisücaily to the demands of modem interior architedure for 

flat, clear surfaces and strictly parallel divisions."36 Now that's a diange of pace! 

How far we have corne, indeed, from the author of "Avant-Garde and Kitsch.", 

where the flight of the avant-garde toward "new experiences" and "unknown 

temtory", by continually forcing taste, was the only thing keeping it sacred £rom an 

incessant colonizing by the ersatz. 

Matisse's fom of armchair adventuruig, Newman's bow to a corporate style, 

like Pollock's "kind of relaxation", was in opposition to the straining for feeling one 

sees in pst-cubist painting. It was founded upon a new conceptualization of taste. 

Not taste of the "high faluün" variety that Greenberg's criticism is continually 

mistaken for either. But taste at its abysmal, most pessimal limit, one approaching 

and courting the level of a do-it-yoursell-middle-class culture. To understand the 

M e r  implications of Greenberg's critical appraisal of the decorative and its relation 

to a "kind of relaxation" we need to place it in the context of the those contemporary 

dialogues on therapeutic culture and the suburban taste group we discussed in 

chapter two. For if in David Riesman's model, a gourmet-one-ups-man-ship was 

negotiating the problem of conformity in a manner somewhat akin to avant-garde 

3kreenberg, "Feeling is All", p. 104. 
36~reenberg, "Feeling is All", p. 204. 



brinkniafl~hip~ any such developmental capaaty for actually heightening or 

elevating one's taste was rejected by Greenberg. The decorative was an 

acknowledgment that taste was an imrnutable material determination; a 

determination dictated by the conditions of the surrounding culture. 

The decorative in Terry Eagletonls words went to the "very root of social 

relations". It encapsulated "the aesthetic, source of all human bonding". From 

Greenbergts perspective, it was the lowest common denominator in America's 

culture of conformity. If the decorative seems antithetical to the extreme solutions 

explored by avant-gardism, it should. Founded upon humility, piety, simple habits 

and affections it was in stark contrast to the post-cubist project. If a "tautness of 

feeling" in postnibist painting was achieved through a spectacularization of 

anxiety, that same "tighhiess desired of modern composition" was achieved by 

Matisse through routine? permanence, and pattern, i.e, a "kind of relaxation". 'Me 

the great exponent of pure color as the meam to form, showed what still could be 

achieved by modeling with dark and light, and how this modeling could contribute 

to the tightness desired of modem compositiontt.37 The connection between an 

intentional recouse to the value contrast, and the decorative is equdy underscored 

in a brief note in Harpers Bazaar published by Greenberg the same month as 

"Feeling is AU". 

Line and the contrast of dark and light became the essential factors for Pollock in his second 
phase. Now he has them carry the picture without the aid of color and makes their interplay 
clearer and more graphie The more explicit structure of the new work reveals much that was 
implicit in the preceding phase and should convince anyone that this artist is much more than a 

grandiose decora tors3 

Pollock, like Matisse of the twenties, used the value contrast against its own 

traditional function, not as a "convincing illusion of depth and volume", as in 

cubism's "conservativett bid to save the sculptural from impressionism, but as a 

37~reenberg, ibid, p. 100. 
%reenberg, "Jackson Pollock's New StyleQlf January, 1951, Harpers Bazoar, CG. v. 3, p. 109. 



fundion of that depth which infers feeling. In effect the value contraçt no longer 

functioned as a relation between objects in the world, but in terms of the way it 

d e h e d  surface totality and thus that tension which was a structure of feeling. The 

force of Pollock's decorativeness was thus directed against ïllusioniçm and 

rnimetiasm as the "chief agent" of pictorial art's "structure and unity1'.39 What 

mattered for both it seems was the structure of feeling, an instantaneous 

phenornenon that was graspable only as a function of totality or integfify of surface. 

Having painting linge on the way dark and light made surface was a deeply 

pessimistic tun It was a recognition that consciousness itself was always-aLready a 

contingency of the present, the surrounding culture, or an extrinsic law. Having 

painting hinge on the way dark and light made surface was a recognition that even 

spontaneous and inunediate experience was predicted and contingent. It was an 

acknowledgment that painting was always-already a commodity, always a h c t i o n  

of the economy, always destined for the pages of Vogue magazine. Pollock's new 

painting no longer operated under the delusion that taste could be pushed or forced 

beyond its inert materid level by pnoritizing a high pitch aestheîic and over- 

wrought working method. His new painting from 1951, was a realization that the 

"gothic" and extreme measures, the vicious strokes and slashes of his earlier 

abstractions, could not break through any barriers of taste; could not escape the 

conditions of its own culture. "A kind of relaxation" refigured Greenberg's own 

despairing form of pessimism, that the best painting could now manage, was only to 

mirror the conditions of its own constitution. 

Given these kind of coordinates Greenberg's formal characterizatiuns becorne 

clear. If a "tautness of feeling" was based in the development of an analogical 

correspondence between the "experience of nature" and the medium's surface or 

flatness, then a "End of reIaxationn carried all the implications of an altogether 

different view of the world where anaiogy or metaphor no longer hctioned. It 

39~reenberg, ibid, p W. 



was a view of the world where surface and depth coincided at a kind of interface, 

where somethuig deep, which is often heavy or high-minded, might just as easily be 

something decorative, which is dways light and superficial. This limuial zone 

possessed of a "transparency of feeling", represented a pessimal limit of taste that 

embodied the vulgar and philistine hiith of contemporary experience. 

For Greenberg the decorative had less to do with a "loss of nerve" in the 

radical project of an avant-garde than the sign of a return to an earlier "neme" that 

carrkd the buden of a set of assunptions upon which an entirely more circumsped 

consideration of arts relation to the surrounding culture rested. If Pollock's "kïnd 

of re1axation" pointed to the failure of a dissident forxn of avant-gardism that 

privileged a kind of intentionality, a 'khd of relaxation1' was founded in the 

realization that feeling was itself unrepresentable, that the parameters of one's own 

practice were in fact constraints, and could only prove inadequate to the job of 

rendering feeling in material tems. Straining or pushing ones taste was useless. 

What was required for the "transparency of feeling" rather, was relaxation. 

What we continually need to keep in mind is the absolutely aitical nature 

that a pessimal limit of taste had corne to occupy under the new form of postwar 

indushiabm. As in Greenberg's reading of Kafka's materialism, "new experiences" 

and "unknown temitory" could (now) only be salvaged through a kind of 

rapp rocheme n t with the mundane and banal of the everyday . As with Greenberg's 

great unreahed, utopian book project -"A Home-Grown Aesthetics" - the tnith of 

ones feeling could never be forced beyond a certain immutable and philistine 

limit.4 This intentional concentration on the pessirnal limits of taste, rather than 

the optimal limits, where the sensory and semantic properties of language 

supposediy coincided, was a problematization of subjed/object dialectics. It was an 

acknowledgrnent of the absolute constraints placed on making meaning within any 

*O~lernent Greenberg InteMew with S hep Steiner. Feb. 1994. 



cultural predicament. Tt mapped out the paradoxical and contradictory nature of 

Greenberg's aesthe tic. 

Pollock's 'lcind of relaxation", as much as Newman's courting of "modem 

interior architecture", was a formalization of fdure, and because of, not in spite of 

this, a moment of a SUfficiently sel€-reflexive nature to herald the new.41 The 

sobering tone of Pollock's new work carried an utterly positive valence in 

Greenberg's project for art at midcentuy. By courting rather than fleeing the 

pessimal limits of "the decorativett, where feeling was rendered transparent, Pollock 

was minuig the nature of consaousness for its own history, providing a sort of 

framing apparatus or self-reflexive questioning that presumed feeling, pure 

sensations, or the "irreducible elements of experience" as the only 'outside' or 

'before' in the context of a surrounding culture. One need ody recall Greenberg's 

remarks on the relative security afforded a "crabbed and half-baked philistine taste, 

as opposed to the displaced and proxied operations performed upon experience by 

"objective" reason" - "For how intense by cornparison is the cornfort of believing 

what we feel and how richer seeming"9 

The resonance which "a kind of relaxation" held for both Greenberg and 

Pollock in terms of the history of painting is one thing. The intentions behind and 

specific understandings brought to bear on the question of relaxation is quite 

another. Certainly one h d s  "a kind of relaxation'' operathg as a crucial nexus in 

both cases, yet subtle Merences in perspective and emphasis make for a vastly 

different p i c m  of why "a kind of relaxation" was an issue at all. Greenberg's 

concem and concentration on questions surrounding the universaliSr of taste is one 

instance of such a discrepancy. PoUock's own main concerns are wrapped up in a 

slightly different, even cosmic, conception of what constituted universality. What is 

common to both by 1951 nonetheless, is a convergence of sorts around the 

41~reenberg, ibid, p. 102. 
42~reenberg, "Religion and the Intellechials", ibid, p. 40. 



structuraiist approach of interpersonal psychiatry. Of main interest to us now is the 

question of how Poilock's early acquainbnce with Jungian psychoanalysis was 

transfonned over time into somethirig approxirnating Greenberg's own more 

delimited concerns for depth and feeling. 

Michael Leja's Reframing Abstract Expressionism offers a useful departure in 

this sense. He has characterized Pollock's early shift toward abstraction in terms of a 

gravitation away from a Jungian model of the unconsuous, toward one loosely 

assoaated with a vitalist or pan-energistic tradition. He writes: 

One competing mode1 was particularly compelling, apparentiy: a model related to the 
energic, vitalist paradigm of Fergusson. In Poliock's hands, its metaphors were principally 
electrodynamic, hydraulic, and energic, envisioning mental processes as involving the 
circulation and distribution of energy fiows. While it is vaguely discernible in Pollock's 1943 
letter to Sweeney, and in several early painting ... it is perhaps clearest around 194850, 
when Pollock began to describe the "inner world expressed in his painting as a realm of 
energy and motion ... Pollock's conjoining of energy and motion with an imer world and 
memories suggests that his idea of the unconscious was at this time doser to some dynamic 
model than to the eerie realm of mysterious figures and elusive . ~ ~ m b o l s . ~ 3  

Leja's comments on Pollock's shift are to the point. They attempt to rnap a 

changing conception of the unconscious on to what are the generally accepted and 

clearly defined phases of Pollock's style. His argument seems all the more 

convincing given the thorough documentation and investigation into Poilock's 

interest in Jungianisrn during the 1940s, his assoaations with The Analytical 

Psychology Club of New York, and finaily what seems an increasing engagement 

with what Leja calls "Modem-Man" discourse. Still, that Pollock's enthusiasm for 

Jugianism would waine in 1947, is somewhat of a strange conclusion to draw h m  a 

painter who in 1956 told an interviewer "I've been a Jungian for a long timeU.44 

Still more so if one accepts Greenberg's argument (as 1 do) for a certain continuity 

throughout Pollock's career; a continuity fmsed on a process of formaiization and 

concerns surrounding the body. 

43~eja, Refrnming Abshact Expressionism, p. 197. 
*%elden Rodman, Conversatiotzs With Artists, (New York, Devin- Adair Company, l9Sï)p. 82. 



I€ at one time PoUock was interested and engaged in Jungian understandings 

why, in 1946 and 1947, one needs to ask, would he have thrown it al l  to the wind, 

suddenly to stake everything on what was obviously an ersatz version of the 

former's critique? Why would Pollock turn to a dpamic model of the unconscious 

and forgo his previous affinities? Was indeed a dynamic model of the unconscious 

entirely antithetical to his earlier interest in Jungianism? Perhaps a more pertinent 

question asked of Pollock's shift and the archival material at hand, would thus be, 

how Pollock's thuiking about painting, was changing and refining the way he was 

thinking about a Jungian unconscious, rather than the other way around as in Leja's 

argument? The fact is that Pollock was £kt and foremost a painter; that his 

painting even before his shift to abstraction in 1946 or 1947 was about figuration as 

much as a "thick and fuliginous flatness". Moreover, Pollock's paintings from 1947- 

1950 were about king abstract; about negating cubism's figurative imperative 

through "d-ovemess". In sum, if the abstractions were about the immediate 

impact of the decorative, how was the fa& of a concentration on surface - that 

integrity and totality which Pollock seems to have wanted to build into surface - 

informing his reading of the unconscious. 

As far as Pollock's painting goes, 1 think Greenberg's sense of the problem is 

correct. A lot hinges on the way Pollock negotiated the question of cubism's reliance 

on the object, the way surface functioned as an analogy or metaphor of experience. 

Pollock's method in the abstractions was founded upon the fact of negation, the 

intentional negation of the object or figure for the material object as surface. A large 

part of the anxiousness in Pollock's abstractions from 1947-1950 is a contingency of 

precisely this. That is, if illusionism and mimeticism were expurgated from 

Pollock's practice, it was intentionally expurgated, as a function of negating the 

object or figure. The logic involved in Pollock's procedure was fairly simple. It is 

based on that well known dialectic between the unconscious and conscious, between 

avilization and repression that Rosalind Krauss, Leja and others have noted is a 



fowiding dynamic in PoUocks development ... a founding dynamic if and "when 

you're painting out of your unconscious".4~ 

A background in Freud is helpfd here. In a fmtnote to Civilization and its 

Discontents he had mapped both phylogenetic and ontogenetic evolution in t m s  

of the progressive development of gestalt perception.46 Developmental 

progression, whatever kind, was inversely proportional to repression. In Freud's 

account the development toward mature gestalt perception paralleleci an increase in 

repression.47 As a function of vision, one of two distance senses (the other king 

hearing), the gestalt function represented the crucial step in the ontogenetic progress 

of the infant's maturation from the proxirnity senses of smell, taste, and touch. In 

Freud's view the evolution from nurshg infant toward self-presence and erect 

posture, was a process homologous to the development of vision as the 

predominant sense. The emergence of the gestalt function paralleled the 

developing infant's increasing notion of self. The complexification of Gestalt 

perception evolved in homology to that of the ego; a development and 

complexification, of what Freud had elsewhere cailed the system Pcpt. Cs (perception 

consciousness) .48 

It is important to note the correlation between perception and consaousness 

which Freud's understanding of the gestalt function describes. As a basic premise of 

the psychoandytic method, it underwrites both Pollock's concems and 1 believe 

much of Greenberg's own aesthetic theory. Given the antipathy between 

consciousness and experience, perception and vision was itself compiicit in the 

45jackson Poliock, in Selden Rodman, Cormersatiom Wifh Artisfs, (New York: Devin-Adair Company, 
1957), p. 82. 
46~reud, "Civilization and its Discontents", (1930), V. XXI, ïïre Standard Edition of the Complete 
Pnjchological W d s  4 Sigmritid Frerrd, Trans. J. Strachey, (London: The Hogarth Press, 1%1), 
pp. 99-100.The movement toward the distanced spatial orientation of ered posture was homologous to 
the processes of modenity, a deveIopmenta1 progression complicit in mature gestalt perception. 
47~ee  Leo Bersanits excellent discussion of this text Leo Bersani, 'Theory and Violence", ?le Frerrdian 
Body, (New York: Columbia University Press, 19i36), pp. 7-27; And Herbert Marcuse, Ems arid 
Civ i l i za  t ion.  
48~igmund Freud, " A  Note on the Mystic Writing P a d  (1924), in V. XIX,The Standard Edition of the 
Complefe PsycI~ological Works of Sigmrrnd Freitd, pp. 227-232. 



denigtation of depth or feeling. The kind of perceptual tools and understandings 

gestalt psychology brought to the investigation of consaousness, revised and 

complexi€ied, if ody through opposition, Pollock's entrance to the question of the 

unconsaous. In effect coming into being was recognized as a structural  event 

which prohibited the reconciliation of the Freudian dialectic. The dyadic structure 

which gestalt psychology hinged upon was uniquely suited to fit the fiamework of 

an art founded on feeling or experience. "We're all of us influenced by Freud, 1 

guess" .49 

In the United States, gestalt psychology had a distinctly clinical orientation- It 

was like psychoanalysis in general, greatly infomed by the predominance of 

interpersonal psychiatry, what Henri Ellenberger has more generally described as 

dynamic psychiatry.50 In a study published in 1932 by Lauretta Bender, which is 

typical of research trends in American gestalt psychology, an apparatus for 

experiencing, one preexisting the fully functional operation of gestalt perception, is 

described in t e m  of a corporeal or bodily movement. In Bender's article, the 

sidewalk ch& drawings of children that "dot the East Side of New York become a 

site for the expression of a somatic mode of experiencing. With "absolute 

spontaneify", drawing "for the fun of the thing and with apparently no other goal in 

view than the irnmediate joy of activity", a "pure motor pleasure", the diildren's 

endless scribbles represent an as yet evolved capacity to resolve dynarnic drives 

through the operation of a Freudian notion of repression.5' The affinities with 

Pollock's practice are provocative. 

49~odman, Co~zversa t im Witlt Artists, p. 82. 
5 0 ~ e n r i  Euenberger, The Discmery of the Uriconscioirs: The Histoy and Eoolirtiort of Dynarnic 
Psychiatry, ( New York: Basic Books, 1970). 
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The child is usually either sitting or kneehg on the ground on which he is drawing or leaning 
over h m  a standing position, or even precariously balancing himself on rouer skates and drawing 
with large a m  sweeps. . . Perhaps the most important differences (frorn paper-and-pend 
methods) are dependent upon the unlimiteci amount of space. A child with plenty of chalk, with 
pavement ail about him, with plenty of tirne, and totaily unconscious of any supervision, rarely 
draws a completely isolated figure. He draws and draws and scribbles al1 over the place, 
delighted when his scribbles display some unexpeded fom; expetimenting with this; he 
modifies it first this way and then that by some simple variation as eniarging a loop or extending 
a Iie,  oiten leavuig some iragrnent of a design incomplete in order to tcy a new variation. He may 
for some reason leave this place and at some subsequent thne take up the game again in some new 
area.52 

The psychosomatic motor response that Bender localizes is a mode of 

experiencing, p e d a r  to the infant, though still formative in the child or adult. 

ApparentIy the infant's experientiai mode, while still visually based, was organized 

around a locus of determinanis somewhat distinct £rom the purely optical processes 

of gestalt perception For Bender this corporeal apparatus was central to a mode of 

experiencing that pre-exists and undenvrites the development of mature gestalt 

perception. The "sweeping ann movements" or "vorticai and whirling motor 

activity ", characteris tic of the child's early attemp ts a t representation, was r w  ted in 

the operations of this somatic based apparatus. 

The implications with regard to Pollock's abstractions are, 1 think, dear. 

Pollock's heightened dependency on the body aligned itsell in a very succinct way 

with a kind of somatic muscular memory which shared important dfinities with an 

infantile, prehensile, or ernpathic mode of communication. As an intentional 

work against the object or figure, Poilock's "draw(ing) and draw(ing) and scribbl(ing) 

al1 over the place", was part of an attempt to negate gestalt oriented perception. The 

abstractions involved a negation of consciousness to a before; a negation of gestalt 

process to some conception of otherness which must have amounted in his mind to 

a new accord struck with the corporeal, somatic, and bodily dynamic of an infantile 

mode of experiencing. The peculiarities of his new technique for painting seem to 

confirm this. The new technique of dripping, pouring and throwing paint onto a 

52~ender, "Gestalt kinciples in the Sidewalk Drawings and Games of Children", pp. 198299. 
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canvas lying horizontally undermined al1 the "accomplishedness, facility, or taste" 

that Pollock had accrued over the years as a painter. By negating the fact of distance 

(Pollock's '%eing in the painting"), the fact of verticality (his recourse to painting on 

the horizontal plane), and hal ly  the apparently indispensable need of adually 

touching the canvas with b m h  or stick, Pollock was putposely disabling or 

debilitating gestalt oriented faculties. 

What is most important to note in aii this is that Pollock accessed this 

infantile mode of experiencing through and against the set of protocols that defined 

the gestalt process. That is, Pollock's abstractions from 1947-1950 were founded on a 

willing regression. Much in the way that gestalt psychology was "nuining fullback 

for Freud's fancy speculative passuig playsW,53 in Rosalind Krauss' words, an 

understanding of gestalt process was providing a kind of sounding board which 

revised and complexified Pollock's own incursions into the problem of the 

unconscious. Certainly Ui. the context of a discussion surrounding gestalt 

psychology such as Lhis one above, the question of Pollock's continuing interest in 

Jung seems rather far removed. Yet, depth psychology's mapping of the 

unconscious was in no way mutually exclusive to a knowledge of gestalt psychology. 

In respect to both Jung and Freud's own specific interests in depth psychology, the 

gestalt problematic mapped out the surface psychology of perceptual and consaous 

processes. Jung and Freud - the two figures which Pollock most consistently refers 

to - accorded it a privileged position. 1 would argue in fact that Poilock's 

fonnalization of the body as surface, was complicit in a move to access feeling as an 

instantaneous structure, accompanied a deeper and more complex understanding of 

Jung's mapping of the unconscious. 

Backing up the specuiative thrust of depth psychology was only one of the 

guises that gestalt oriented investigation had taken on in the United States in the 

S3~osalind Krauss, The Optical Unconsciorrs, (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1993). p. 247 



1940s and 1950s. Gestalt psychology and thmry was the backbone of any and ail 

respectable investigations into the human condition. Simply put, it was the surface 

psychology par excellence. Gestalt theoties' centrality and legitimating h c t i o n  

within other psychological understandings in circulation cannot be underestimated. 

By the 1950s psychoanaiysis, social psychology, Rorschach psychodiagnostics, and 

interpersonal psychiatry all accorded it pride of place. It was, after all, as scientific as 

the empirical study of man could ever get. It mapped and determined 

consciousness, using the most up-to-date findings in the physical sciences. 

A highly interdisapiinary field, gestalt psychology hinged mainly on physics. 

Evidently the relation between classical laws of electrodynamics and fiuid 

mechania on the one hand - a modeling concerneci with twodunensional surfaces 

or planes - and deeper more fundamental laws of nature on the other hand, proved 

an especiaily rich Eramework for understanding the tensions between a surface 

psychology and a depth psychology. Within the parameters of gestalt theory surface 

related directiy to the profounder mysteries or depths of the physical universe. 

Linking the conditions of consciousness to such universal or physical givens, 

during a moment in hiç tory that was fondly dubbed the atornic age and which gave 

birth to the space age, was a large part of the appeal of gestalt theory. Equipped with 

ail the grand daims of theoreticai physics, it was by rnid-century enjoying a 

tremendous prestige and popularity. After all, if anyone was going to unlock the 

secrets of the universe, the fundamental laws of: nature, much les  the mysteries of 

consciousness one would think it was going to be the likes of a Niels Bohr, a Robert 

Oppenheimer, a Max Plank, a Max Wertheimer, or an Albert Einstein. 

According to the general grouping of discourses related to gestalt theory - and 

here 1 refer mainly to the work of Max Wertheimer, Max Born, and Woifgang 

Kohlers4 - the processing of visual stimuli was itself the constitutive moment of 

5 4 ~ s  a general introduction to this literature see Wolfgang Kahler's, Gestalt Psychology: Att 
1t1b-oduction to New Cotzcepts in Modern Pyc~iology, (New York: Mentor, 1947); Max Wertheimer, 
Prodi~ctive Thinking, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949); Max Born, Naturai Philosoply of Cause 
and Chance, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1949); Lauretta Bender, A Visual Motor Gestalt Test and Its 



consciousness. That is, consciousness was a physically determined, spatially and 

organizationally contingent function, a function ultirnately dependent on physical 

laws. Consciousness was a s tructurd phenornenon, constituted through the 

relation between subject and object. In other words, gestalt psychology focused in 

on, consaousneçs as the product of an instantaneous structural relation. The gestalt 

function was constitutive. Obviously enough its structural mapping of the subject 

was easily assimilated within the framework of Greenberg's own Kantianism and 

the investigations into character structure and personality pursued by the 

Washington School of Psychiatry. 

What ïs more important to note in this respect however, is that the kind of 

analogy being posited between surface hction and depth was as easily absorbed 

into the general kamework of a Jungian cosmology. The tension behveen Jung's 

notion of the "archetype" as "cosmic unconscious" on the one hand, and 

consciousness on the other hand was at the core of Jungian theory. Certainly this 

tension would have been recognized at The Analytical Psychology Club of New 

York. Jung's paper "On the Nature of the Psyche" which was his h t  attempt to 

incorporate Quantum Theory's notion of "complementarity" into the structural 

tension which defined the psyche, was pubiished by the Club in 1943. The alfinities 

behveen physics and psychology, each formulated in terms of the tension between 

surface and depth, would not have ken lost on club members weaned in an 

atmosphere generally defined by dynamic psychiatry either. In a footnote to "On the 

Nature of the Psyche" Jung makes the comection explicit: 

It may interest the reader to hear the opinion of a physicist on this point. Professor Pauli, 
who was good enough to glance through the MS. of this supplernent, wrïtes: "As a matter of 
bct the physicist would expect a psychological correspondence at this point, because the 
epistemological situation with regard to the concepts 'conscious* and 'unconscious' seems to 
offer a pretty close analogy to the undermentioned "complementarity" situation in physics. 
On the one hand the unconscious can ody be inferred indirectly Erom its (organuUig) effects 
on conscious contents. On the other hand every "observation of the unconscious", Le., every 

Clinical Use, (New York The American Orthopsychiatrïc Assoaation, 1938); Willis D. Ellis. ed. A 
Source Book of Gestalt Psychology, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd.. 1938); Mary Henle, ed. 
Docmzents of Gestalt Psydzology, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1 % 1). 



conscious realization of unconscious contents, has an uncontrollable reactive effect on these 
same contents (whidi as we know precludes in principle the possibiüty of 'exhaustïng' the 
unconscious by making it conxious). Thus the physicist wüi condude per analogiurn that this 
uncontroilable reactive effect of the observing subject on the unconsaous ümits the objective 
character of the latters reality and lends it at the same tirne a certain subjectivity.55 

Wolfgang Pauli should be familiar to those aquatinted with the history and 

deveiopment of Quantum mechanics. He and Werner Heisenberg were intimates 

of Niels Bohr in Copenhagen at the Bohr Instihite for Atomic Physics. In the 1930s, 

the Bohr Lnstitute was a kind of think tank or who's who of atomic physics. Which 

is, 1 think, to suggest that Jung's friendship and coIlaborations with Pauli put him in 

the know. Or at least put him astride Quantum Theory as seen by The Copenhagen 

School. Jung's interest in Quantum Theory was more than likely kindled by the 

fantastic insights gestalt psychology had achieved through its mamiage with physics. 

This is especially tme with regard to insights gained into direct expenence, i.e., 

insight gained into obhscating processes, between a subject and an abject? that 

defined the conditions or limits of any physical system.56 

For both Jung and Pauli consciousness existed in a "synchronisticl' relation to 

that of the physical universe. The concept of synchronicity was Jung's attempt to 

assimilate the paradox at the heart of Quantum Mechanics, the theory of 

complernentatity, into a graspable mode1 of the psyche. It was a prinaple that 

accounted for "the simultaneous occurrence of two meaningfully but not causally 

55 Jung, "On the Nature of the Psyche", in C. G. [zing, Tlte Basic Writi~zgs of C.G. \iitzg, ed. V. Staub de 
Laszlo (New York: The Modem Libracy, 1959), p. 99. This edition was firs t published in 1943 by ï h e  
Analytical Psychology Club of New York City. In "Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle" 
Jung writes: "As I was able, thanks to the freindly interest which Professor Pauli, evinced in my work to 
discuss these questions of p ~ c i p l e  with a professional physi~st who could at the same time 
appreciate my psychologicai arguments 1 am in a position to put Qrward a suggestion that takes modem 
physics into account." Jung, "Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecüng P ~ a p l e " ,  in (The Collected Works 
of C.C. [urrg, o. 8, rite Shtictrire mid ûyrumics of the Psyche, trans. R.F.C Hull, Botüngen Series), 
p. 514. Pauli would rehini the intellectual debt to Jung on two ocassiow: Wolfgang Pauli, "Ideas of the 
Unconscious h m  the Standpoint of Nahual Science and Epistemology", (Dinlectica, Dec 1954), pp. 
149-164; and 'The Infiuence of Archetypai Ideas on the Scientific Theones of Keplertt (1952), pp. 219- 
280, in Wol/gatig Pardi: Writings ON Plqsics alid Rilosoplzy, eds. CP. EN and K. von Meyenn, trans. R. 
Schlapp, (New York: Çpringer Verlag, 1994). 
56~ohler, Gestalt Psychology, p. 21. 



connected eventsW.57 For Jung the "terms of a meaningful coincidence were 

connected by simultaneity and meaning."58 Spchronicity was at the core of "an 

acausal connecting principle". It accounted for "the simdtaneous occurrence of a 

certain psychic state with one or more externd events which appear as meaningful 

parallels, to the momentary subjective state1'.5g 

IE it is at all doubdul or debatable that Bohr's theory of complementarity and 

Jung's version of synchronicity both hinge on the forces of an absurdist universe or 

indeed that the universe is absurd, addressing the founding paradox of Quanhm 

mechanics here in an essay on Qement Greenberg and Jackson Poliock wodd seem 

to refute and disprove any and dl detractors, Nevertheless, what I am trying to do 

here, is to establish a chah of possibIe connections and associations that painting, 

specifically abstract painting might have held for Pollock in the late 1940s and early 

1950s. By 1946 or 1947 it seems that physics was potentially operathg as a kind of 

locus for Pollock's interest in the unconscious. Coincidence has no place in such a 

formulation. That cubism's problem of the object had any relation, even an inverse 

one to gestalt psychology; that depth could ody be a £unction of plumbing feeling; 

that the nature of direct experience was the limiting condition of a physical system; 

that a theory of perception based in experience reIated in turn to Jung's own 

attempts at depth psychology, which in tun were Iinked with pressing 

contemporary debates on physics, is a profoundly historical problematic. 

The kind of questions about the unconst5ous that Pollock seems to have 

tumed toward in 1947, were questions probing a concern with the instantaneous 

stnictural relation through which the subject came into being. For Pollock this 

seems to have hinged on "an acausal comecting principle". A principle that if 

antithetical to Greenberg's own interests, ultimately provided a kind of theoretical 

legitirnation for directing PoUock's art toward the formal quality of "all-ovemess". 

57~ung, "Synchrodity: An Acauçal Connectirtg Factor", pp. 436. 
58~ung, "Synchro,aty: An Acausal Conneding Factor", p. 485. 
59~ung, "Synchro~~ity: An Acausal Comeding Factor", p. 444. 



Rather than simply turning his back on Jung for a dpamic mode1 of the 

unconsuous, it seems Pollock's interest in Jung shifted £rom a delimited focus on 

the archetype and symbolization to an interest in the dynamic between the 

unconsaous and the conscious which was still very much a Jungian concern. A 

concern by 1941 that was concephdized in t e m  of a 'pretty dose anaiogy to the ... 
complementarity situation in physics". 

The argument here is simple. PoIiock's abstractions were conceived of in 

tenns of a depth which hinged on an a-casual construction of surface effe&. This is 

of course not that startling an argument in view of the best critiusm on Pollock's 

abstractions, Greenberg's own commentary which argues for an analogic 

correspondence between surface and depth. My aim here is to unravel Poliock's 

understanding of metaphoricity in tenns of a metonymic fabric of association, one 

that places Pollock's own world of association within a framework provideci by the 

former reading. For Pollock, surface was meant to stand in for and crystallize 

profounder physical forces governing the universe. How else was one to paint the 

experience of the atomic age. That Pollock himself believed his paintings were 

tackling these, the very biggest issues of the modem period, is apparently confirmeci 

by some of the titles given to the early abstractions. Forget Greenberg's all too 

tedious history of art, the overly weighty materialism of Clark's focus on practice, 

Fried's celebration of "opticality", or Leja's strained argument for film noir, though 

these are all important determinations in Pollock's abstractions. What one needs to 

isolate is the absolute exhilaration and confidence of a painter who has realized that 

the circumscribed bounds of the history of art, the practice of painting, the 

limitations of perception and consaousness, were actuaily comected to deep truths 

governjng the universe. Poilock's abstractions are the renaissance of science fiction. 

It is Pollock increasing, multiplying, and exponentially expanding meaning from 

the more circumscnibed bounds of a Jungian inspired work like Muon Woman to 

the profounder cosmological implications of what exactly constituted the infinite. 



There is Reflection of the Big Dipper (1947), Phosphorescence (1947), Shooting Star 

(1947), Co m e t  (1947), and Galaxy (1947). 

The kind of physics Pollock was interested in, describeci the central mysteries 

of the universe as one in the same as those govenùng the subjective nature of 

gestalt perception. It was a physics which fo<sused on the constitutive moment of 

consaousness as a process or movement of becoming that shared in certain large if 

unknown laws governing nature, For Pollock, the aesthetic was conceived of in 

tems of physics, because physics offered up the most powerful solution to what 

seemed the fundamental dilemma of painting if and "when you're painting out of 

your unconscious". Commenthg on an early transitionai work, Serge Guilbaut 

ventures near the heart of the matter. 

... ln Sorriids in the Grass: Slii~iiriirri>rg Sihfuricr,  the commas of color in the center of the 
cmvas are placed on a dazzfing surface created by a grid of thick white strokes and form a 
luminous yellow cirde, a center of energy that can be undeatood as a Sun. The effect recorded 
by Pollock is one of bedazzlement, such as c m  be caused by staring too long at the Sun, leading 
to complete percephial disintegration. The shredding of objeds and forms by light is more 
complete and radical than anything accomplished by the impressionists. Things disintegrate 
not oniy on the surface, as  seen  but also in their very essence, owing to the deeply searing 
quaüty of the light What Pollock depids is a source of energy that is not merely powerhl 
but also destructive. What is shown, in short, is not the sun but its equivalent, the atomic 
bomb, hansformed into myth ... Full of power, energy, and strength, these canvases seem to 

trap their own energy within their deliquescing linear f ~ r m s . ~ O  

The abstractions do indeed hinge on a forceful attempt to paint the Sun. Not 

the Sun or the atomic bomb per se, but physical forces and processes that are 

constitutive of nudear fusion on earth and on the sun. Physical forces, beyond any 

rational explanation. Physical processes constitutive of any act of consaousness, yet 

bhded to the observer by a flash of illumination that is as searing and powerful a 

force as the Sun. The kind of gestalt theory Pollock was interested in, a kind of 

physics that seemed to broach the questions of a painting focused on surface, was an 

Goserge Guilbaut, H m  New York Stole the Idea of Moderiz Art: Abstracf Expressioi~ism, Fretdom, aud 
the Cold Wnr, trans. A Goldhammer, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), p. 97. 



unsophisticated mix of received notions about Quantum Mechanics and relativity 

theory, the kind of confused and contradictory mix one h d s  in general circulation. 

It was a kind of atomic physics that dealt with the paradoxical relation between 

experience and consciousness in terms of the complementarity situation in physics. 

It was a physics concemed with the relations between surface and depth, the 

partidar and the general, the individual and the whole. A physics that fonvardeà 

an account of the structural relation that was constitutive of consaousness in terms 

of the profounder implications of a fundamental law of nature based in the acausal. 

PoUock's was a physics concernai with the field relations between a subject and an 

object (which is always a function of anxiety); a physics which tried to isolate a 

teleological movement of becoming as a complementary phenomenon to this 

structure - a phenomenon displaced and silenced by the gestalt function. 

The associations and posçibilities that atomic physics held for Pollock, if a 

logical progression from his earlier interest in a Jungian cosmology were as much a 

bc t ion  of his continued pursuit of a painting with depth. PoUock's was a reading 

of Jung which accommodated a general clîmate of psychoanalytic and psychological 

opinion more or less dehed by the principles of dynamic psychiatry. Rather than 

an orthodox focus on the space of the Jungian unconscious, it seems that the process 

or vection of transforming the unconscious material into consciousness had 

assumed the priority. In a work like Sozinds in the Grass: Shimmering Substance 

the transformative moment is itself localized as a tension between sight and sound. 

In effect, the shimmering substance of a surface made homogenous, "all-over", or 

equivalent, isolated a dynamic movement into depth that sounded. The influence 

of dynamic psychiatry shodd be noted here. For if surface was a function of the 

gestalt problematic, sound was a function not of an uncorwiûus per se, but that 

process which the principle of complementarity cloaked; a becoming out of depth 

that the instantaneous structural relation piesumeci but never revealed. For Pollock 



in 1947 painting hïnged on a lorceful atternpt to paint that dynamic movement 

which was the transformative moment. 

In the heady days of 2947, making surface a metaphor of depth was abçolutely 

imperative. Take the example of Shooting Sfar, 1947 (Figure 7), where successive 

layers of over-writing, militate against any attempt to organize, order, or break 

down the whole into sensible, isolateabIe or finite components. The density, 

thickness, and echoes of innumerable layers of Line, forbid any and all  acts of focal 

differentiation. Pollock intentiondy produces a surface that is a seamless and 

extended whole - a metaphor of the instantaneous, transforrnative, acausal nature 

of the universe. "Dynamic interaction" and wholeness, solely the product of 

intemal distributions, curents, and flows, In contrast to the wholes and sub-wholes 

of cubism, the object in Shooting Star is entïrely broken dom, indeed pummeled to 

the elementary nature of the unilied field. Surface is the product of an intentionai 

attempt to paint "dynamic  interaction"^^, equal and opposite distributions, currents, 

densities, and Eiows. 

Thus Cornet, 1947 (Figure 8): a çys tem equilibrating irregularity and stresses 

through the 'talanced distribution of underlying processes".G2 Yet, streaking 

through the universe. Neither wholly autonomous nor able to carry out its 

traditional h c  tion of delineating au tonomous entities or objects, line traveling at 

the speed of light has no life independent from the system as a whole.63 Line 

becomes a part of a surface operating according to the laws of extended bodies, a body 

wherein causality is confounded by the instantaneous nature of events. Thus 

Galaxy, 1947 (Figure 9), where "unitary process" becomes a fundion of the 

immanent action of repetition and its felt vibrations and interrelations in a field.64 

A painting with ail the stability and dynamism of an H+ region. A kùid of photo- 

61~ohler ,  Gestalt Psychology, p. 72. 
6 2 ~ o  hler, Gestalt Ps~~chology, p. 78. 
63~his ,  of course, is a traditional reading of Pollock's line which still holds some authority. See 
Michael Fried's, Thee Arnerican Painters: Keiraetlz Nolartd, ]ides Olitski, arid Frank Stella. (Fogg Art 
Museum: Garland Publishing, 1%5), pp. 13-19. 
64~ohler ,  Gestalt Psychology, p. 62. 



negative, not of visible lïght, but that of light made visible hough a radio telescope 

- "energy and motion made visible"65 (Figure 10). If the silver-white surface is of a 

kind of thick neutral gas like that of Orion's "dark bay", without wave properties, 

then the visions opening up behind this continually collapshg moledar cloud are 

ail variety of thermal instabilities.66 Even with glowing red Hydrogen speedùig 

away, and ionized blue gas travehg toward a s u ,  this infinity of depth is 

reforrnulated as a surface effect of the gestalt problematic: 'No part of the 

distribution is self-sufficient; the characteristics of local flow depend upon the fact 

that the processes as a whole have assumed the steady distnbution".67 

In Phosphorescence, 1947 (Figure 11) the object is blown to molecular bits. All 

that remains of it is formalized as a function of a "thick, Euiiginous flatness". The 

effect achieved is of a surface positively buzzing with an iron-filed magnetic charge. 

Its dufninwn-silver lines, more like wire with a gauge, charge the surface with the 

dynamism's of a kind of highly polarized electromagnetic field. Yet even these 

electromagnetic metaphors do not do justice to the effect of the surface. Just look at 

it. One needs a portable Geiger-counter to detennine the counts per minute of its 

space age aluminum paint. It is not electricity it is buzzing with, but radioactivity. 

Scintillation count : high. 
Specific Gravity: 13.6. Heavier than Mercury. 
Fusibility Rating: Infusible. 
Reflective Range: Uneven; Adamantine to Vitreous Luster, to Resinous 
characteris tics. 
Color: VariabIe yeilow, alurninurn, dark brown to gray, green, black. 
Occurrence: Oxidized zones. 
Habit: banded; coatings; mica like masses; trace of grave1 and rivet glue 
admixture.68 

65~ackson Pollock, Holograph statement, "A Documentary Chronology", in Jackson Pollock A 
Catalogue Raisonne of Paintings, Drmoitzgs, and Other Works, D 90, p. 253. 
'%iman Mitton, ed. The Cambridge Encyclopaedin of Asfronomy, (New York: Crown Pubtishers, 1977), 

.278-299. 
gkolfgang Kohler, Gestalt Psyciclology: AIZ Introdr~ctiorz 0 New Coizccpts iiz Moàern PsycIiology, (New 
York: Mentor, 1959). p. 78 
68çee "How to Recognize Uranium Minerais" in Aivin W. Knoerr, and George P. Lutjen, Prospectitts for 
Atomic Miiierals: H m  to look for arid identib atoinic ores; stake and protest a cl&; eualriate and sel1 
y o w  tninerals, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19551, pp. û-20. 



Aesthetic sensiiility has no place in front of a painting as extreme as this. ''Is 

this a painting?"69 ... Pollock's question to Lee Krasner seems espeady resonant at 

such a moment ... Or is it Pitchblende (VQ, UQ), Davidite (Rare-earth-Ti-Fe oxide), 

or Uranophane (CaO-2U@*2Si@6H20)? One needs to measure the radioactive 

emissions, to know for sure. Or even better, jus t Men to the crackling sound of its 

counts per minute. But don't get to close or liriger too long, isotopes are dangerous. 

The point in extending and exaggerating a reading like this is kit, if for 

Pollock, psychology and physics were conceived of in terms of analogous disciplines, 

his new technique of painting, was itself very likely conceived of in terms of a kind 

of experimental physics as well. It is almost too obvious. But what else can one 

make of a practice so forced, strained, and violent in its technique that it could only 

have been intended to effect quantifiable changes at the molecuiar levei. 

Phosphorescence is quite literally the product of high speed electron bombardment. 

Painting as electron bombardment. Painting about experience, feeling, and depth, 

conceived of as problems homologous to questions facing atomic physics. One 

wonders if the yeiIow sulfurous ground has just been bombarded with neutrons, as 

in Enrico Fermi's famous experiments, to produce radioactive phosphorou. One 

wonders if all this radiant evidence of a state change is andogous to the dynamic 

processes of an unconscious material becoming conscious. 1s this surface the result 

of experience having undergone a state change into the representational? 1s what 

we see here the sonorous evidence of the nuclear material itself, now exposed, 

because no longer a function of the phenomenal world but rather the processes 

constitutive of the structural relation which the principle of complementarity 

would under normal conditions exclude? 

6g~ackson Pollock to Lee Kasner, in Franas V. OTonner and E.V. Thaw eds.\acksm Pollock: A 
Catologrre Raisonne of Paintings, Dr-ngs, and Otlier Works, V.  4, (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1978), D. 102b, p. 263. 
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With Phosphorescence we are given spectroscopie vision. It is as if the 

intrinsic stability of the electronic configuration is forced to the surface in complete 

accord with the laws of spectral hes. For the painting's "sharp line" characteristics 

seem to correspond to the invariabiliîy of a kind of nuclear material itself. Visible 

light othenvise blinding the observer to the deeper tnith of the object is here 

supplanted by a vision founded in moledar processes, forces, and vibrations - in 

dl, sounds of radioactivity - that govern the translormative moment of becoming. 

In a sense, Pollock's painting was as  effective in isolatirtg radioactivity as Fermi's 

experirnents at the Bohr hti tute for Atornic Physics.70 For the physical aspect of 

Pollock's art produced feeling, content, and depth, as though they were analogous 

to radioactive isotopes. For Pollock, smashing atoms against atoms, even if only 

metaphorically, revealed a hidden nuclear material, the deep truth of the material 

objed, the physical universe, and hence also the individual. 

The apparent leap £rom a kind of Jungim based practice to a reading here 

based on the invariability of a nuclear materiai, which stands in for content or 

experience, is not as great a distance as one might think. The "archetype" as 

ungraspable precondition, as unfonned substrate, "... tak(ing) on the specific aspect 

of a modality that has the functional significance of a world-constituting factor" 

would have been considered by those Jungians in Poilock's early d y t i c  circle as 

the psychological equivalent of a kind of irreducible nuclear material.71 The point 

being, that the rather far fetched analogies between psychology and physics, was in 

fad a potentially powerful one for Pollock in the first place. The dynamic tension 

between a Jungian based depth psychology and a gestalt based surface psychology was 

a tension that informed Pollock's practice during these years. 

'O~ermi conducted his expecîments at the b h r  Institute in Copenhagen. His most spectacular success 
was the transmutation of sulphur into radioactive phosphorus. Niels Blaedel, Harmony utrd Utiity: 
The Life of Niels Bohr, (New York: Springer Verlag, 1988), pp. 203206. 
~ ~ J U I I ~  writes: "Archetypai equivalences are contingent to causal determination, that is to say there 
exist betwee them and the causal processes no relations Chat confonn to Iaw ... It is an initial state 
which is "not govemed by mechanistic law" but is the precondition of law, the chance substrate on 
which law is based ..- The archetype represents psyclric probability, portraying ordinary insiindual 
events in the form of types." Jung, "Syndironicity: An Acausal Comecting Principle", p. 515. 



In Poilocks abstractions the forces of an absurd universe are presented in the 

ironic flash of an instant. In effect, surface and depth encapsulate the same forces 

unleashed over Hiroshima in 1945 to end the war. The forces of nuclear fusion that 

were a measure of America's technological supremacy and at the same thne the 

depths to which that scientilic and technologicai achievement had brought Western 

culture. In the sobering atrnosphere of the early days of the nuclear anns race, the 

hand imprints in Number 1, 1948 (Figure 12) must have seemed esp&ally resonant. 

Not arrns, but hands (Figure 13), perhaps the most imrnediately graspable essence of 

an isolated and despairing human condition. "Not an index of presence", as Clark 

writes, "but "seen as" a hand, a hand out there, someone else's".72 A hand that 

relates directly to an a-causal whole, a symbolic whole, a whole body, someone else's 

body, a whole universe out there of unfathomable depth. This surface is my body, 

this surface relates diredly to the depth's of my body. And yet only just a hand, 

slapping, marking, and pawing for an outside. A hand ody scratching a surface. 

Number 2,1948 is a moment when the gesture or touch of a hand, the 

sincerest gesture of empathy, of commonalty, of a metaphoric connectedness with 

everything in the chaos of an acausal universe, is simdtaneously metonymically 

associated with arms. Just as in Phosphorescence, where the metaphoric possibility 

of surface is thick with the associations of the atomic age, Number 2, 1948, is built 

out of a ha-realized anxieîy for the stock-piling of nuclear armaments. For if han& 

metaphoricaily contacting some notion of wholeness, they are also hands 

metonyrnically comected to arms, attempting to escape €rom the chaotic swirling 

forces of modernity, that arms had a hand in unleashing. Number 7,1948, if one of 

the more extreme statements hinging on the metaphoric co~mection between 

surface and depth, must also mark a Limit case; the beginning of a more concerted 

attempt at dismantling metaphor for fear of manufacturing more arms simply 

through the meaningful coincidence of a hand-crafted surface and an obscure depth. 

72~lack, "Jackson PoUock's Abstractions", p. 197. 



If the abstractions are involved in what Clark calls "a complex dismantling of 

metaphor" (and 1 think they are, Greenberg did), Number 1,1948 is the beginning of 

an intensification of that process that will ultimately lead to the black and white 

paintings Lrom 1951. 

Chaos - that description most hated by Pollock73 - is always, necessarily one 

half of an equation for the whole. The fact is, that for Pollock, painting was both 

labyrinth and gestalt Indeed, we knuw from Lee Krasner that Pollock often began 

with an image and then afterward chose to veil and obscure i t  "1 deny the accident'' 

Pollock wrote.74 We have to remember that these are paintings conceived of in 

terms of an instantaneous dialectic between the isolated and intentional action of an 

individual on the one hand and a galadic mode1 of universal proportions on the 

other hand. Thoçe forces constitutive of consaousness - tensions which intemdy 

organize the gestalt accordhg to the formal d e s  of "dynamic seIi-distributions" - 
are figured in terms of a galactic field: a relation encapsulating the absurdist paradox 

of an a-causal univerçe.75 In a painting like Number 1,1950 (Lavender Mist ) 

(Figure 14), chaos is the radical other, to a kind of wholeness, order, and all too 

beautiful surface effect. " M a t  kind of aiist would it be like that contained or 

exhuded this thicket of blacks, fibrillated and staccato, as if made from some razor- 

thin and razor sharp material?" Clark asks.76 The lavender mist of a defibrillated 

pulse of energy. A pleasant color, a Lavender and misty color, that was 

complementary to the approach of a super-heated incendiary shock wave. It is as if 

barbarity was inseparable from progress; that the gesture or mark of a hand on a 

surface was compliat in all manner of atrocities; that the experimentdy verifiable 

- - 

7% response to a T M E  (Nov. 21, 1951),article titled "Chaos, D a m  If', Pollock responded with a 
ietter to time beginning: "NO CHAOS DAMN LT", TIME, mec. 11,1951) 
74~ackson Pollock, in Francis V. OConner and E.V. Thaw eds. Iacksott Pollock: A tntnlogue Raisonne 
of Paintings, Drawings, and Otlrer Worki, V. 4, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978), D. 88, 
p. 253. 
75 wolfgang Kohler, Gestalt Pnydzology, p. % 
76~lark,  "Jackson Pollock's Abstractio w", p. 204. 



and quanlifiable changes of mutual elechic repulsion in the nucleus of U235 during 

fission, was in the end, inseparable from "the glaring whitish pinkish light" seen 

over Hiroshima, and Pollock knew it. 

1 think we can safely assume that Greenberg more than anyone realized 

ïntentionality as the maai weakness in Pollock's work; why he avoided writing 

about the abstractions; and conversely why he greeted the black and white paintings 

£rom 1951 with such great expectation. For in speaking to the abstractions we are 

talking neither exclusively about modernist painting nor America's military 

industrial cornplex, but the insidious comection behveen the two. Greenberg's 

notion of the decorative implicitly refused the notion of the a-causal in favor of 

causality, not so as to attain a tension between surface and depth so much as a 

merger or fusion between the two. For Greenberg, there was no escaping the 

predicament of modernity. Consaousness was an act of violence, and all that could 

be done was aduiowledge ones own complicity in this predicarnent. For Greenberg, 

if the decorative was to be adueved, analogy or metaphoriaty had to be expurgated; 

it could only sewe as a beginning, a K t ,  a premise upon which to proceed. 

In a sense pos t-cubist painting - "the Apoharian and cubist mission and its 

hope, coincident with that of ManSsm and the whole matured tradition of 

Enlightenment, of humanizing the world" - as the enframing apparatus of 

Phosphorescence, is not reconciled. Rather, it remains a single beat in what is the 

unsolvable double beat of the dialectic. That is, the effect of a painting like Galaxy, 

1951 (Figure 9) might be construed as a gestalt, but if it is, it is as much a reduction or 

narrowing of the visual field to a point where the interior dynamism's of the field 

annihilate the causal distinction between a subject and an object. The irreduable 

fact of distance or objectivity upon which the gestalt h c t i o n  operates, c m o t  be 

isolated out from an obliterating function, which the repetitious and over-wrought 

nature of the surface presumes. This is perhaps the great irony of Pollock's 

abstractions, or maybe this is precisely the substance of their achievernent, namely, 



that formal prolileration couid only equal annihilation. Which is another way of 

saying that during a moment in history when nuclear build up or proliferation was 

a cause for alarm, it seem that a similar anxiety was h e h g  Poliock's painting. 

Alter a l l  the same year as Pollock had painted these early isotopes Greenberg 

had effectively offered up the same critique of metaphoricity by contrasting Matisse 

to what we c m  assume was Pollock's position as representative of the major 

tendencies of the contemporary scene.77 ''In face of current events painting feels, 

apparently, that it must be more than itself: it must be epic poehy, it must be theater, 

it must be rhetoric, it must be an atomic bomb, it must be the Rights of Man. But the 

greatest painter of our time, Matisse, preerninently demonstrated the sincerity and 

penetration that go with the kind of greatness particular to twentieth-century 

painting by saying that he wanted his art to be an armchair for the tired 

bu~inessman."~8 If "in face of current events painting feells ... that it must be more 

than itself ... (that) it must be an atomic bomb", perhaps the logic behind Pollock's 

shift in 1951 was that if nuclear proliferation equaled annihilation, then simply, it 

was time for "a kind of relaxation". 

1951 was a cruaal year in Pollock's work. It was the year that Pollock would 

W y  achieve "a kind of relaxation". It was the year of Number 7, 1951, (Figure l), 

(Frogman) Ntrrnber 23 1951, (Figure l), Pictures Fo tr rteen (Figure 3) and Twen fy- 

Five (Figure 22). It was in December of that year that these would be exhibited at the 

Betty Parsons Gallery. But it was also the same year Pollock had, in his own words, 

"hit an ail-tirne low - with depression and drinking".79 Untitled (1951) (Figure 15) 

from early January or Febmary seems a portent. Half-painting and half-sculpture it 

is Pollock's version of what future lay in store for pst-cubist painting, his own 

painting, if the stalemate of the physical was not surpassed. Untitled (1951) is 

'T~reenberg, "Review of Exhibitions of the Jane Street Group and Rufino Tamayo", CG. 2, p.131, p.133 
78~reenberg, ibid, pp. 133-134. 
T9~ackson Pollock letter to Miguel-Jose Oçsorio, (January 6, 1951), in Naifeh and Smith, Jackson Pollock: 
An American Saga, pp. 658,889. 



metaphoricity seen in its clearest light; nothing less than a monstrous formulation. 

Pauit is piled on so thick that surface has itself become bloated and distended beyond 

recognition. The infinite depths that surface once plumbed through analogy is here 

rnaterialized in the most brutal, literal terms; it is nothing less than the extension in 

space of some "neutral massive corpude". 

It is always worth keeping in mind the conjunction between a deteriorating 

mental health on the one hand and a physics gone awry, such as  in Untitled, on the 

other hand in Pollock's late work. For materialists such as Pollock and Greenberg 

dissipation and entropy have always enjoyed a very speaal relationship. "Dissipate" 

was Greenberg's favorite word not ody because of the fundamental laws of physics 

it d e d  up, but because dissipation as a Mestyle was the one way to combat the 

universal loss which the law of entropy described.80 With Pollock's new painting 

Erom 1951 we move Erom the anxiousness surroundhg a Jungian unconscious to 

the sobering atmosphere of Manhattan's Upper Westside. The upper 70s and 80s 

was Sullivanian country and Sullivanian psychiatry had its very own take on 

dissipation. It was not unrelated to insight gained from the dialogue between 

atomic physics and field theory. 

Consider two photographs (Figure 16 and 17) of Pollock's studio at the 

Springs not long before his exhibition at the Betty Parsons Gailery in November and 

December of 1951. Take especial note of the single length of canvas hanging at lower 

le& in the second of these (Figure 17), or for that matter those canvas' han- at 

upper middle and upper right in the same picture. We know that Pollock would 

eventuaUy cut these single lengths of canvas into separate paintings. The one at 

lower left would, for example, be divided into Number 6, 1951, Brown and Silver 1, 

1951 and Brown and Siluer II, 1951. Certainly the canvas is Eorrned of a series of 

individual events, that constitute paintings in themselves, but there is 1 think some 

sense that these individual paintings were part of a succession of individual 

Meier interview, June 1995. 



processes or events which were ail regarded equal. They are distinct and self- 

contained, yet for all intents and purposes part of a larger whole, part of a larger 

surface. This kind of evolution in Pollock's practice, if in the end, not that stunning 

a difference from traditional easel painting is nevertheless quite important It is - 
dong with what Greenberg describes as "a kind of relaxation" - a crucial uidicator of 

a move toward a more Sullivanian oriented understanding of the self. 

A painting like Nurnber 4,1951 Figure 18) offers another example. It is a 

painting very dose in feeling and look to Brown and Silver I and Brown and Silaer 

II. Perhaps even it is a painting that was originally part of a larger canvas, one 

event in a succession of events that constituted a fluid and continuous surface, 

Num ber 4,1951 was a painting purchased at the Ektty Patson's exhibition by Dr. 

Ruth Fox, Pollock's newest hope for the treatment of alcoholism. A SuLüvanian 

psychiahist, Fox would in January of 1951 corne to Pollock highly recommended by 

the art aitic Clement Greenberg.81 

Ultimately if the black and white paintings £rom 1951 are to be understood in 

the context of the post-war perîod, and in terms of the resonance the decorative held 

for Greenberg, they need to be acidressed in terms of certain psychologïcal 

problematics raised by Çullivanian psychiatry. The provenance of Number 1, 1951 is 

important in this regard, but so is the way Pollock was now painting some of his 

canvas' - the fact that is a painting like Nurnber 4,1951 was potentially treated as 

one disaete unit of energy or movement in a succession of units that constituted an 

otherwise conünuous surface. Again this relates to both a new conception of the 

self which Pollock now had the tools to investigate, and a certain despiring form of 

pessimism compliat in the undermining of therapeutic efficacy which is a central 

determination in SuiLivanian psycho therapy. Greenberg's notion of "a kind of 

relaxation" goes to the au< of these developments. For Greenberg they were an 

assurance that Pollock is more than just a "grandiose decorator". 

al~reenberg, Steiner interview, Febuary 1994. In conversation Greenberg told me that he had seen both 
Ruth Fox and Sol Stein, both Sullivanian's. Clement Greenberg conversation. 



1 think we can most huitlully discuss these developments if we broach the 

problem of atomicity. With Interpersonal Psychiatry one is squarely confronted by 

the question of life at the atomic level. For a Sullivanian the self as a Buid surface 

veiled a more essential activity on the atomic level. Consciousness was in fact 

problematized as a discontinuous and periodic succession of static events. This 

periodic structure of surfacings - surfachgs that are for all intents and purposes 

continuous - veiled what was conceived of as a relatively h e d  "pattern of energy 

exchmges", vections, or teleologies. In effect, we are again faced by the paradox of 

the allegorical nature of consciousness and a symbolic notion of becoming - a 

becorning in this case which registered changes in an atomic structure. It is 

important to recognize that Sdivanian Interpersonal Psychiatry was not founded 

in the analogif correspondence of a Jungian cosmology, but rather was founded on 

the attempt to understand psychical processes in terms of physical exchanges of 

energy at the rnolecular level. This kind of intense investigation into the nature of 

personhood was again the result of cornplexifkations and problematizations in field 

theory brought about by Quantum Theory. Niels Bohr neatly delineates the 

problem by focusing on Max Plank's "elementary quantum of action" - a radiant 

measure independent of any speafic properties of matter. Plank's investigations 

into black body radiation would prove to be the pivotal moment in the 

development of Quantum Theory. Bohr writes ... 

'The existence of the elementary quantum of action expresses, in fart, a new trait of 
individuality of physical processes which is quite foreign to the classical laws of mechanics 
and electromagneiism and Limits t heir validity essentially to those p henomena w hich 
involve actions large compared to the value of a single quantum, as given by Plank's new 
aiomistic constant This condition, though amply fulfilled in the phenomena of ordinary 
physical expenence, does in no way hold for the behavior of electrons in atorns, and it is 
indeed only the existence of the quantum of adion which prevents the fusion of the electrons 
and the nucleus into a neutral massive corpuscle of practically infinitesimal extension ... The 
recognition of this situation suggested at once the description of the binding of each electron 
in the field around the nucleus as a succession of individual processes by which the atom is 
transferred €rom one of its so-called stationary states to another of these states, with 



emission of the released energy in the fom 05 a single quantum of electromagnetic 
radiation.B2 

What would be important to recognize in thk respect is that the effect of 

Quantum Mechanics on field theory, whether it was understood or not understood, 

was indeed even a topic Pollock could care l e s  for - though the evidence suggests 

that it made up some set of concerns or other - was a central problematic addressed 

by the often literate, scientificC and arüstic minded circles of Interpersonal Psychiatry. 

Ultisrtately what Interpersonal Psychiatry was interested in was "the behavior of 

electrons in atoms" which were in no way describeci by "the classical laws of 

mechanics and electromagnetism". It was interested in, Greenberg was interested 

in, a depth which was a quantized (ked or discrete) amount of physicai energy; an 

energy that was complementary to the continuity of surface which the classical laws 

of electromagnetism described. Energy, any and all energy, especiaily physical 

energy in the body, was not continuous, but rather existed in discrete quanta which 

were complementary to any observable or continuous function. 

Rather than wholly governed by the laws of classicai physics, consciousness is 

quantized. It is conceived of as a discontinuous and periodic emission of discrete 

amounts of energy. Just as Plank had discovered ttiat molecules in a heated 

material could vibrate only with certain discrete amounts of energy that are then 

given off as quanta of energy, Sullivan was able to characterize consaousness and 

personality as a highly individuaiized physical process dependent on a "relatively 

fixed pattern of energy exchanges". What would be important to recognize with 

regard to the quanhtm of energy as a descriptive tool, is that it is always the smallest 

amount of energy which is cmciai, and that this minimum arnount, determined the 

stationary state or continuous iunction of the surface effect. if  it is not already 

obvious, the comection with Greenberg's notion of the decorative - antithetical to 

82~ ie l s  Bohr, "Biology and Atomic Physics", The Pliilosophical Wntings of Niels Boh: On Atornic 
Pltysics and Human Knowledge, u. Il, Essays 1932-57, (Woodbridge: Ox Bow Press, 1987), pp. 17-18. 
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that skain and "tautness of feeling" in post-cubist art, embrasive of a "kind of 

relaxation1' or pessimal limit that provided for a "transparency of feeling" - should 
be ddy noted. 

One has only to fip through an essay like Sullivan's 'The Meaning of 

Anxiety in Psychiatry and Life", and stumble upon a figure like the "Schematic of 

Personaiity" (Figure 19) to realize the debt interpersonal psychiatry owed to the 

interpretive trameworks of the more theoretically advanced physical sciences. For a 

Savanian Like Fox, the social relationship was reduable down to the problem of 

anxiety, a being-in anxiety that codd only prohibit and confound the knowing of it. 

Anxiety is in fact understood as a radiative phenornenon with disjunctive effects. If 

it was h t  of all the quantifiable evidence of activity on the atomic level and thus 

complicit in any normative process of becorning, it also complicated this process in 

its more serious manifestations. In Sullivan's diagram of "A Schizophrenic Episode 

Over time" (Figure 20) it's disjunctive effects are quantifieci as a structurai relation 

between subjects - in the case of (Figure 20) between subjects Jones and Roe - a 

relative value that is dependent on the "pattern of energy exchanges" or physical 

circuitry in each subjed. 

Fox's treatment for alcoholism would have fomsed on the constitution or 

physical wiring of this structural relation. Obviously enough Sullivanian 

psychotherapy mahly focused its investigation on interpersonal relations. PoUock's 

relationship with Lee Krasner would have corne under especidy close scrutiny 

(Figure 21). Though psychotherapy and presaiption dmgs were also used to curb 

"the alcoholics compulsive nahue" by Fox, her approach to therapy hinged on 

changing the pattern of dependency established between patient and spouse. 

Because the individual's "pattern of energy exchanges" was largely an unalterable 

physical and material fact, it was generally surmised in Sufivanian circles that 

changing the patients "dependency patterns" was the only way to discourage the 



evolution of more disjunctive forms of aruciety.83 In a rather orthodox statment, 

which nonetheles reveals the utter contingency of addiction with regard to the 

spousal relation, Fox writes, drinking for the alcoholic "is compulsive in nature, 

once he has started. He is driven by unco~lscious forces he does not understand and 

against which rational judgment and wiU power are helplessW.84 

Within the parameters of the field relation established between alcoholic and 

spouse, akoholism was a foregone conclusion. Everything was in a sense 

detennined beforehand; everything was already setîled and decided. Admittedly this 

does not conskitute the brightest prognosis. Yet this sense of predictedness, doom, 

and foreclosure is the definitive ingredient of the Sullivanian method. One codd 

really only Live out ones neuroses or addiction, Sullivan would Say. Therapeutic 

improvement is in ef£ect excluded as a possibility, because the self is recognized first 

and foremost as a Eunction of repetition on the atomic level- the subject is forever 

governed by the instantaneous structural relation through which he or she 

transforms matter into rneaning. 

In view of these coincidence, correspondences, and paraliels, the temptation 

exists to trace the evolution of the new paintings from 1951 to Pollock's more 

complete introduction to SuLLivanian therapy. Anchoring our argument €or 

Pollock's painting within such psychiatrie strictures, i.e., reading Poiiock's painting 

against the background provided by these extrinsic discourses, is probably the last 

thing we want to do. What we do want to acknowledge, however, is the possibility 

that such understandings and their appeal were both a logical outcome of earlier 

interests in Jung and gestalt theory, and were integrai to a set of formal progressions 

within Poilock's own practice that hinged on a consistent recourse to the physis (the 

Greek root word for both the body and physics). Which is another way of saying that 

these paintings are not in any way reducible to such psychologizing imperatives, 

83Fox, 'The Alcoholic Spouse", in Netirotic Inferaction in Marriirge, ed. Victor Eisenstein, (London: 
Tavistodc Publications, 1955), pp. 163; Also Fox's "Psychotherapeutics of Alcoholism", in Special ized 
Techniques in Psychtlrerapy, (New York: Basic Books, 1952), p. 258. 
84~ox,  'The Alcoholic Spouse", p. 149. 
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only that the atomic activity that this kind of empirical study of man opened up, 

was, in Pollock's black and white paintings, a new twist on the investigation of 

depth, which had always been an inverse function of that disparate set of discourses 

concemed with surface. FinaIly, in terms of Greenberg's own involvement in 

Sullivanian W e s ,  we need to acknowledge that the fact he did place some faith in 

its insight was both because it fit within the structuralist k e w o r k  that his own 

Kantia~sm rested upon, and secondly that it €uWled the parameters of his own 

materialism, steeped in an atmosphere conducive to Relativity and Quantum 

Theory. That Kant's mature philosophy can be haced back to a physical cosmology 

laid out in his first important book Theory of the Heavens (1755) seems grkt for the 

mill. 

The kind of shift that Ruth Fox's Sullivanian oriented methodology could 

have preapitated, or conversely the reasons that Fox was appealing in the first place, 

might be understood as a foregoing of the kind of anxiety that the nuclear threat 

encapsulated outwardly in the world - merely one metaphor of anxiety-, for an 

investigation of the inwardly directed and profounder embociiment of anxiety - a 

physical manifestation of pure repetition - that for Sullivan represented personality 

at the atomic level. The problem came down to isolating the atomic activity that 

makes one, who one is. It was a profoundly temporal problematic. For if anxiety 

complicated or confabulated the social relationship, it was also the founding 

dynamic of the instantaneous structural relation, the dynamic which permits an 

entrance into the world in the first place. 

What we can say in the case of both Pollock and Greenberg is that Sullivanian 

Interpersonal Psychiatry helped open up and/ or bolster certain perspectives or vistas 

onto a conceptualization of the individual that theorized consciousness as a static 

and periodic event. It helped problematize the transfomative not in terms of some 

fictitious therapeutic goal, but rather in terms of the problem of the physical that 

was in fact the limiting condition of experience. To bring this al1 back around to the 



question of painting is difficuit. Yet, if we foreground the problem of anxiety in 

conjunction with the notion of the decorative we can 1 think speak to the black and 

white paintings in tenns of patterns of energy exchanges existïng only at the atomic 

level. That is we can address the black and white paintings as a profoundly physical 

painting founded on "a kind of relaxation". 

How Pollock was making sense of all this high powered psychiatry and 

physics is crucial. How Pollock was making sense of radiative phenomenon, 

phenomenon as disparate as the conditions of consaousness and the constitution of 

light, is the crux of the matter. Now of course Poîlock was no Einstein, but as a 

painter concerned with the physical he seems to have recognized early on the 

resonance of a practice dependent on partides colliding on a surface under the 

influence of light. Indeed, it seems clear that for Poliock by 1951, process, 

movement, or vibration on the atornic level, was independent of the color or 

frequency of visible light. Pollock's recourse to a restricted palette is, in other tvords, 

sigruficant. It was part of a move toward "a kind of relaxation". 

1 think it is useful here to recd that it was Einstein who first proposed that 

light dehed  as an electromagnetic wave was an insulfiaent explmation for some 

of its properties. Einstein had used Plank's early investigation into black body 

radiation as his departure. The conclusions he would draw £rom the so-called 

photo-electric effect are revealing. He found that the emission of electrons from a 

metal surface under the influence of light did not depend on the intensity of the 

light, but only on its color, i.e., the frequency of light. Light, Einstein sunnised 

consisted of discrete quanta of energy, calleci photons, each with an energy 

dependent on the frequency or color of light. Because of the quantum effect an 

increase in the intensity of monochromatic light did not inaease the vibration or 

excitation of electrons on the molecula. level, it only resulted in an increase in the 

total number of valence electrons released ont0 a surface. I€ the so-calied 

Photoelectric Effect had no consequence on the look of a metal surface it did provide 



experimental evidence of a complementary relation between the wave pichire of 

light and the particle picture of light, or the idea of light quanta. 

Perhaps another way of saying this is that given the fact that the excitation 

level of electrom was independent of the intensity or volume of the total number of 

electrons in motion, in the final analysis the visual was an uisuffiaent account of 

wholeness or totality in the universe. The stark palette of Pollock's black and white 

paintings seerns a corroboration of the fact that the decorative was a painting less 

concerned with light reduced down to the "elementary quantum of action" - a 

property dependent on the color or frequency of visible Light, than that 

complementary property quivalent to a paintings intensity, a unit of power per 

unit area. What was important to Pollock in the black and white pauitings was the 

volume of sound made in terms of vibration or movement. What was important 

was " a maximum of charge at the cost of a minimum of physical means". If a 

profoundly deep and physical art was to be achieved, it seems Pollock had realized it 

was achievable only through a " kind of relaxation" of surface appearance. 

What Greenberg describes as Pollock's new dl-overness achieved through "a 

maximum of charge at the cost of a tninimm of physical means", was light 

quantized in terms of the structural relation or instantaneous event. It was a way 

that Pollock was approaching or thinking about depth, feeling, and expression in 

terms of a rather cumbersome though not inconsequential relation between sight 

and sound. Sound was a metaphor of the movement of an atomic partide 

undergohg a state change, it was a metaphor complementary to a diain of other 

metaphors linking visible iight, to the structural relation of waves, to vision, and to 

understanding. (Echo) Nwmber 25,1951 (Figure 22) seems the writing on the wall. 

Greenberg had singled it out as representative of "high classical art: not only the 

identification of form and feeling, but the acceptance and exploitation of the very 

cirmmstances of the medium that limit such identification". In Nurnber 25,1951 

modehg in black and white involves a conceptualization of light beyond, yet 



through the visu& If there is the presence of an ear, a mouth, or a head, ail at 

upper left, the all-over effect of the canvas immediately galvanizes these black body 

parts into a vast interference effect If "figures, heads, and anUnal forms" then &O a 

surface of nothing more than enhanced and reduced intensity's. 

Take Num ber 14, 1951 (Figure 3). If figuration c m  only jus t emerge at the 

periphery in Number 1, 1948 (Figure 12) in Number 14, 1951(Figure 3) it surfaces 

everywhere. It pops up from under maskings, ovenvritings, and multiple layerings, 

amidst absences, and through correspondences at both center and periphery. It 

seems that Nu mber 14,1951 is no Longer driven solely by an anxiety for 

concealment. A reading prioritizing abstraction is as much a possibility as one 

hinging on the world of the sleek backed insect at center. If this creature emerges 

from the density of its thebaid and waits pensively at the edge of a clearing, the long 

swooping Line of its carapace as quickiy transforrns into a sensuous echo of the 

framing edge above. The angular raw canvas area of its head and body blends just as 

quickly into the unity of the whole - shikuig as natural and contiguous a formai 

balance with the swirling effects at each of the four corners as it does with the 

reflective image of a kind of underbelly below. What is important about Number 14, 

1951 and (Echo) Nrtrnber 25,1951 is that they are both abstract and representational, 

i.e, they sound as good as they Look "A kind of relaxation" was a recognition that 

depth need not be a negation of the figurative for the h t h  of the material object, 

but that it was a complementary phenomenon to surface. 

"It is si@cantl', Greenberg writes in 'The Gisis of the Easel Pict~re"~ "that 

the most radical steps taken in painting since Manet's t h e  have in almost every 

case been accompanied by the tendency to a to rn ize the picture surface into separate 

brush-strokes".85 The tendency to "atomize" was complicit in a working with 

surface that figured paintingy and more specifically light, as a phenomenon, 

reducible to "states of mind" and "naked sensations". In a simüar but not identical 

8s~reenberg, 'The Crisis of the Easel Pibure", (Partisan Rmiew, April, 19#), in C G .  2, p. 223. 



way Pollock's black and white paintings were atomizing Iight. Not so much with 

bmshstrokes, but through the intentional exdusion of color.86 For visible iight is 

quantized, or broken down into a particle picture which is the other side of surface 

appearance. 

In a painting like Number 20, 1951 (Figure 23) the complementarity or double 

aspect of all radiative phenornenon is figured by an "all-ovemess" ironicdy 

achieved by both a rich surface incident and a technical virtuosity which delights in 

playing with innumerable species of black paint. An "embmassment of riches" is 

placed in continual contrast to the poverty and want of raw canvas and the effect of 

the canvas as a whole.87 l?a..int ranges in privilege from the dry honey-comb black 

definhg the surface and tending from a velvety duü luter at moments, to a 

giistening bobbled shine at others, to the finest tracery that bleeds finally into the 

obscurity of the canvas' white weave. There are four or five bobbles of plumb dned 

paint that sit on top of the canvas, apart from it, ripe for picking, that pose an 

infinite distance from the recession into canvas itself. At moments a tannin 

pigment appears. There is a velvet black stain that gathers up the weave of the 

canvas upon drying and seemingly lowers it, through shrinkage, to a level beneath 

the literal surface. And there is the close relative to this sunken stain which 

resurfaces to the level of the untreated canvas, where build-up and pooiing is of a 

suffident degree to leave a meniscus-like glistening effect. 

Yet, if Number 20, 1951 is made up of a rich local incident its global effect is 

quite the opposite. In terms of surface as an extended body the numerous species of 

black paint blend together into a single bland and monochromatic coat. That the 

tension between local and global rem* unreconciled seems the effect Pollock was 

after. It is refigured again as a tension between surface and depth. For if the picture 

8% a sense we are confronted by an impressionist derived conception of light functioning within the 
constraints of post-cubist painting. This framing of the early materialist impetus of impressionism by 
the cubist project goes to the core of Greenberg's notion of the decorative, as much as it goes to the crux of 
Pollock's painting from 1951. 
87~rank O'Hara describes Pollock's dtaftsmanship in these terms. Frank O'Hara, [ackson Pollock, 
(New York: George Braziller, 1959), p. 26. 



is forced into and right up against a sort of complete interface with the surface, ail 

the action or dynamics of Number 20,1951 recede and sink back into infinity. The 

stark black honeycomb effed of the surface is strung so tight, and forced to such a 

degree, that it precipitates a kind of counter movernent inward toward the d e p h  of 

untreated canvas. There is flatness, but also, and as much, there is a kind of warping 

or bowing out effect that undermines planarity. While there is a sort of centripetal 

force closhg the canvas in on itself, lending it the effect of a virtual collapse inward 

- the result of stretching and extending the surface too thinly, of distorting a face or 

incident just beyond recognizable bounds - there is also a kind of mshing fonvard 

into close proximity. If incident and micro effect is aided by this mshing forward, 

blanches and homogeneity is the effect produced by recession. 

The point is that Pollock's new painüngs from 1951 are about polarity. They 

are about an a-relationality, which is nevertheles constitutive of totality. They are 

about making bladc paint on a white ground exist in perfect balance, so that if 

figuration does emerge locaily it will disappear as quickiy as a function of the whole. 

About neutralizing that most essential polarity which founds the figure ground 

relation - which founds Pollock's work in the abstractions and in works such as 

Number 2, 1948, Cut Out, 194850, or Number 1 OA, 1948 (The Wooden Horse) -- 

through the very terms which mobilize gestalt perception. And in a sense they 

succeed. For literdy speaking the biack and white paintings from 1951 use no light 

whatsoever. Pollock limits his palette to black paint, and black, quite simply, is a 

color that absorbs Light. The color black is black, because it absorbs all other colors in 

the visible spectrum. 

With a work like Number 20,1951, Pictures Fourteen (Figure 3)and Twenty 

Five (Figure 25)we are confronted by painting which perfectly balances the emission 

and absorption of electromagnetic radiation. What radiant energy is absorbed by 

black is given off by white. For white light is the emission of the entire visible 

spectnim. White light is a cacophony of hequency's which is nothing Less than 



Sound. Number 20,1951: if a painting about the absolutely cirmscribed and 

predicted nature of intention, then also a painting about sound emitted from an 

infinite universe of white. tntentionally restricting oneself to the deadening color 

of black, is the harshest indictment of the self and conscioumess conceivable. It is a 

black eye for Liberalism; a black eye for any and al l  attempts at saivaging the 

individual. 

Max Planck knew all to weil that the perfect emitter and absorber of light was 

a black body. He also knew the extended body which most perfectly fulfilled this 

equilibrating function was the Sun. For Greenberg who was no physicist but who 

always cared a great deal about a materialist philosophy of the physical, the black and 

white paintings were an encapsdation of "what Nietzsche knew in spite of his 

profession of the Dionysian". At the c m  of Pollock's black and white paintings is a 

Romantic reading of the Enlightenment's adequation between light and 

consciousness. No longer do we have a Platonic view of the world where the sun is 

the bearer of Truth and Good. Rather more in a Nietzschean vein, the sun is the 

bearer of the "veils of illusion". In what is surely the most celebrated passage 

describing the tension between the Apollonian and Dionysian, Nietzsche borrows 

his key metaphor from physics. 

Everything that cornes to the surface in the ApoHonian part of Greek tragedy, in the dialogue, 
look simple, transparent, and beautiful. In this sense, the dialogue is the image of the Hellene 
whose nature is revealed in the dance because in the dance the greatest strength is only potential 
but betrays itseif in the suppleness and wealth of movement. Thus the language of Sophocles' 
heroes surprises us by its ApoUonian precision and lucidity, so tha t we immedia tely have the 
feeling that we are looking into the imermost ground of thek being, with some astonishment that 
the way to this ground should be so short. But if for once we look away from the character of the 
hero as it cornes to the surface, visibly - which, at bottom, is nothing more rhan a bright image 
projected on a dark wall, that is, appearance through and thmugh - if we rather appear into the 
myth, which projects itself in these luad reflections, then we suddenly experience a phenornenon 
that has an inverse celationship to a known optical one- When in a forcehl attempt to fix the eye 
on the Sun, we tum away blinded, we then have dark colored spots before our eyes, as a healing 
agent, as it were: invecsely, those bright image projections of the Sophoclean hero, in short the 
Apollonian (aspect) of the mask, are necessary productions of a look into the innemess and terror 
of nature, as it were, lurninous spots to heal the look wounded by gruesome night Only in this 
sense may we believe that we understand correctly the serious and meaningful concept of 'Greek 



cheemess'; whereas we of course encounter the misunderstaod concept of thk cheerfulness, as a 
state of unendangered cornfort, everywhere today.88 

Pollock's tuni toward "a kind of relaxation" was a deeply pessirnistic turn. 

Because a forfeiture of the d t  of action, it was a pessirnism which linked up to a 

dour mood of politid apastasy. "A kind of relaxation'' was a pessimism resting on 

despair. It spoke to Pollock's persistent concem with the body through the tension 

behveen surface and depth. It was a way of making painting about the body resonate 

with America's form of corporate capitalism. It was about process. About historical 

and physical processes beyond empiricai observation. "A kind of relaxation'' was 

anxiety formalized. It was a way of localizing anxiety as a process or becorning, and 

as an instantaneous and structural event. "A kind of relaxation" was a prescription 

for an atomistic and materialist understanding of man. But more than ail of t h  

put together, it was Pollock giving new meaning to the "serious and meaningful 

concept of Greek cheerfulness". It was Pollock's despair with what he knew about 

his profession of the Dionysian. "A khd of relaxation" in Pollock's new paintings 

from 1951, was his way of saying sirnply - cheers! 

88 Friedrich Nietzsche, 77re Birth of Tragedy translated in Andrezej Warminki's Readings in 
lrrterpretafion: Holderlin, Hegel, Heidegger, (Univ. of Minnesota Press, Mi~eapoiis,  1987), pp. xxxv- 
xxxvi. Al1 other references are to Walter Kauhann' s translation of The Birtli of Tragedy, (Vintage 
Books, New York, 1%7), p. 67. 





Figure 2 Jackson Pollock. Installation of Betty Parson's Gallery, 1951;Nurn ber 13, 
1951 and Number 11,1951. Iackson Pollock: A Cafalogue Raisonne of 
Paintings, Drawings, and Other Works. v. 4, ed. Francis Valentine 
O'Connor and E. V. Thaw. New Haven: Yale University Press, p. 265. 



Figure 3 Jackson Pollodc Num ber Fourteen ,1951. Enamel on canvas, 57 5/ 8 x 106 
inches. Jackson Pollock: A Catalogue Raison ne of Paintings, Drawings, 
and Other Works. v. 4, ed. Francis Valenthe O'Connor and E. V. Thaw. 
New Haven: Yale University Press, p. 155. 



Figure 4 Jackson Pollock. Number 1, 1949. Emme1 and m e t a c  pauit on canvas, 
63 x 102 inches. The Museum of Contemporary Art, Cos Angeles. 
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Figure 5 Henri Matisse. Interieur a Nice, la siesta, 1922.66 x 54.5 inches. Mitsee 
National d'Art Moderne / Centre Georges Pompidou. Henri Matisse; The 
Early Years in Nice, 19161930, p. 167. 



Figure 6 Bamett Newman, The Way 1, 1951. Oil on canvas, 40 x 30 inches. National 
Galiery of Canada, Ottawa. 



Figure 7 Jadcson Poiiock. Shouting Star, 1947. Oil on canvas, 39 x 24 indies. 
Iackson Pollock: A Catalogue Raisonne of Paintings, Drawings, and Other 
Works.  v. 2, ed. Francis Vaientine O'Connor and E. V. Thaw. New 
Haven: Yale University Press, p. 181. 



Figure 8 Jackson Pollock. Cornet, 1947.m on canvas. 37 1 / 8 x 17 7/ 8 inches, 
Jackson Pollock: A Catalogue Raisonne of Paintïngs, Drawings, and Other 
Works .  v. 5 ed. Francis Valentine O'Connor and E. V. Thaw. New 
Haven: Yale University Press, p. 167. 



Figure 9 Jackson Pollock, Galaxy, 1947. Oil and alunhum paint, s m d  gravel, 
43 112 x 31 inches, Jackson Pollock: A Catalogue Raisonne of Paintings, 
Drmvings, and Other Works. v. 2, ed. Franas Valentine O'Connor and E. 
V. Thaw. New Haven: Yale University Press. 
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Figure 10 Jackson Poli& Holograph statement Jackson Pollock: A Catalogue 
Raisonne of Paintings, Drawings, and Other Works. v. 4, ed. Francis 
Valentine O'Connor and E. V. Thaw. New Haven: Yale University Press, 
p. 253. 



Figure 11 Jackson Pollock. Phosphorescence. Oil and aluminum paint on canvas, 
44 x 26 inches. Addison Gailery d American Art, Phillips Academy. 
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Figure 12 Jackson Pollock. Number 1, 1948. Oil on canvas, 68 x 104 inches. The 
Museum of Modem Art, New York City. 
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Figure 13 Jadcson POU& Detail of Number 1, 1948. Oil on canvas, 
68 x 104 inches. Museum of Modem Art, New York. 



Figure 14 Jackson Pollock. Nurnber 1,1950. (Lariender Mist). Oil, enamel, and 
aluminum paint on canvas, 87 x 118 inches. National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D.C. 



Figure 15 Jadcson POU& Untitled, c.1951. Ink on nce paper drawings soaked in 
Rivet glue over chicken wire mounted on wooden door. Length about 60 
inches. Jackson Pollock: A Catalogue Raisonne cf Paintings, Drmuings, 
and Other Works. v. 4, ed. Francis Valentine O'Connor and E. V. Thaw. 
New Haven: Yale University Press, p. 130. 



Figure 16 Pollock in studio, Number 22, 1951. Lefk Image of Man (Number 3, 
1951) and Number 15, 1951, at right: Number 32, 1950 on floor. Stephen 
Naifeh and Gregory White Smith: [ackson Pollock: An American Saga. 
New York: Harper Perennial, 1989, p. 666. 



Figure 17 The new paintings £rom 1951 in Pollock's studio. Tryptich hanging at 
lower left. (left to right) Number 6, 1951,Brawn and Siluer 1,1951; Brown 
and Silver Il ,  1951. inlackson Pollock: A Catalogue Raisonne of Paintings, 
Drauings, and Other Works. v. 4, ed. Francis Valentine O'Connor and E. 
V. Thaw. New Haven: Yale University Press, p. 261. 
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Figure 18 Jackson Poilock. Nurnber 4, 1951. in fackson Pollock: A Catalogue 
Raisonne of Paintings, Drawings, and Other Works. v. 2, ed. Francis 
Valentine O'Connor and E. V. Thaw. New Haven: Yale University Press, 
p. 129. 
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b 1 : 
Fig. r-Schem~tic of 'Pe~sondity' 

Figure 19 "... way of depicting a 'personality', the hypothetical entity which we posit 
to account for interpersonai fields." Schematic of Personality"; and "Key to 
the Visual Analogy". Harry Stack Sullivan: 'The Meaning of Anxiety in 
Psychiatry and Life", in The Fusion of Psychiatry and the Social Sciences. 
(New York: W .  W. Norton and Company, 1964), pp. 239,241. 



JONES ROE 

Fig. 2-EmIy ni ReLtionship 

Fig. 4-'-4s I f  RcLtionsI.~p Aftm 'Episode' 

Figure 20 "A çchizophrenic Episode Over Time: Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3". Harry 
Stack Sullivan: 'The Meaning of Anxiety in Psychiatry and Life", in T h e  
Fusion of Psychiatry and the Social Sciences. (New York: W. W. Norton 
and Company, l964), pp. 243,2456. 



Figure 21 Lee Krasner and Jackson Poilock at The S p ~ g s  (1950). in Inckson Pollock: 
A Catalogue Raisonne 4 Paintings, Drawings, and Other Works. v. 4, ed. 
Francis Valentine O'Connor and E. V. Thaw. New Haven: Yale 
University Press, p. 244. 



Figure 22 Jackson Pollock. (Echo) Nurnber Twenly Five , 1951. Enamel on Canvaç, 
91 7/8 x 86 indies. Museum of Modem Art, New York. Echo: No. p. 345. 



Figure 23 Jackson Poliock. Number 20, 1951. Enamei on canvas, 64 x 57 1/8 inches. 
L. A. County Museum. 



Hangdoggin' in Suburbia, 
or Plane Dnuik in the Tirne of the Great Fiood 

The air 1 breathe, is the condition of my Life, not its cause. We could never have leamt that we 
had eyes but by the process of seeing; yet having seen we know that the eyes must have pre- 
existed in order to render the process of sight possible ... contemporaneity (Liebnitz's Lex 
Contintli) is the limit and condition of the laws of mind, itself being rather a law of rnatter, at 
least of pheaenomena considered as material. At the utmat, it is to thought the same, as the law 
of gravitation is to Loco-motion. Ln every voluntary movement we k t  counteract gravitation, in 
order to avail ourselves of it. It must eUst, that there may be a something to be counteraded, and 
which by its re-action, aids the force that is exerted to resist it. Let us consider, what we do when 
we leap. We k t  resist the gravitakg power by an act purely voluntary, and then by another 
ad, voluntary in part, we yield to it in order to light on the spot, which we had previously 
proposed to ourselves. Now let a man watch his mind whüe he is composing; or, to take a still 
more common case, while he is trying to recollect a name; and he will find the process completely 
analogous. Most of my ceaders wül have observed a smaii water iwect on the surface of rivulets, 
which throws a cinque spotted shadow tringed with prismatic colours on the sunny bottom of the 
brook;and will have noticed, how the Little animal wins its way up agaiwt the stream, by 
altemate pulses of active and passive motion, now resisting the m e n t ,  and now yielding to it in 
order to gather strength and a momentaryfi~lcrtm for a hrther propulsion. This is not an unapt 
emblern of the mind's self experience in the a d  of thinking. There are evidently two powers a t 
work, which relativeiy to each other are active and passive; and this is not possible without an 
intennediate faculty, which is at once both active and passive. ( In philosophical language, we 
must dominate this intermediate faculty in aU its degrees and determinations, the hnagination. 
But in common language, and especialiy on the subject of poetry, we appropriate the name to a 
superior degree of the faculty, joined to a superior voluntary controul over it. 

(Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Biograpkia Lit ernria, 181 1) 

Imagine the central stain of the final and thinnest sequence of washes 

begirtnirtg to seep down the taut fabric of Salient, 1954 (Figure 1) It is perhaps one of 

six or seven ethereal like suspensions that veil and make up a mysterious, 

sensuous, aquamarine world. Aided ody by the force of gravity, its progress is a fall. 

Sonorous, it breathes and moves and resonates with its contact, partial union, travel 

across and down the canvas. With the cotton duck weave inched at an angle, the 

darkish s tain spreads ever so süghtiy aaoss through capillary action, and s teadily 

down by the force of gravity over an already existing surface of color. Though it 

flows over symrnetries of pink, green, and yellow, it does not dull their hue. The 

l~arnuel Taylor Coleridge, Biographia Liferarin or  Biograplrical Sketches of My Literartt Life ami 
Opinions, in Trie ColZeded Works of Snrncrel Taylor Coleridge, v. 7, n.1, (Princeton Univ. Press, 19751, 
pp. 123-124. 
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Magna acrylic paint has been thùuied too extensively with turpentine to do so. It 

can only leave a subtle shadow of disperse partidate composed of the remnants of 

a once solid pigment and the utterly translucent layer of the Magna's suspension. 

While the stain moves under the idluence of turpentine's viscosity, that 

turpentine is involved in a continuous process of vanishing. It evaporates as the 

stain moves downward and where the stain has corne to rest. But rather than 

simply drying or coming to rest on top of pre-existhg hues the stain settles and 

bonds within these colors; the warm liquid form of Bocours Acryloid F- 10 

chemically bonding with the underlying layer and it with the weave of the 10 

weight cotton duck canvas. 

As gravity pulls the wide apex of stain further downward, the friction 

generated by the granular remnants of the once solid pigment slow its momentum 

behind and especially dong its sides, where it forms a kind of weightless laterd 

moraine (Figure 2). Here, partidate müls for a moment in dose proximiv as 

surface tension in the menisas begins to deaease. And, with its creeping, lateral 

threshold found, movement ceases. All that remains of this sidelong sheer is a 

concentration of particles that describe the subtlest sfumato, a transition rounding 

off into unfathomable depth. In a time the central flow reaches past the extant 

soundings of color and quickly soaks unprimed canvas. This resistance met, the 

breakïng flow cornes to an even, abrupt birth at the bottom. Like the fusion's of 

Bocours Cerulean Blue, Veridian Green, Cobalt Blue, Zinc and Cadmium Yellow 

above, this shadow seemingly tightens and reduces the cotton fabric in its minera3 

bath? The fullness of the once dry weave is weighted down and condensed. The 

minute tailings of thread barely visible to the naked eye in raw canvas just past this 

threshold dissolve, and otherwise sink into that space that treated canvas as a whole 

now occupies. Yet, for al3 this, the repetitious grid-like nature of the weave becomes 

accentuated (Figure 3). For ulümately, the stain occupies a space below and between 

2 ~ e e  *'Bocours Magna Plastic Artist Paint" Card. Diane Upright, Morris Louis: T'lie Complete Paintings, 
A Cutnlogrte Raisotitze, (New York: Hamy N. Abrarns, 1985), p. 51. 
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warp and weft, where spun cotton fiber under les  strain and tension still retains 

some capacity for absorption. Thus highlighted, the innumerable skips of weft form 

a velvety, matte surface that is as vast as it is uniformly consistent. This synthetic 

and untractable logic - like the seamless totality that makes up the mediums 

successive pours - unifies the otherwise diverse and confou~ding streamings, 

diffusiom, and passages everywhere else in evidence. The ody action left as yet 

incomplete is that silent creeping and settiing of a halo of suspension. And, having 

pulled d o m  the finest bleed of film, even this oily residue, now still, hangs 

tremulous, below the color and dangerously dose to the edge of the canvas.3 AU 

that now remains of what was a determinate, finite, and intentional pour is the 

half-concealeci trace of a process that is and was a fall: now one part of a fortuitous 

totality that is and was a succession of fds. 

With these processes over, Morris Louis readies himself to begin again He 

finally moves after the absolute stillness and immobility required of the even and 

continuous pour dictahg his technique. He straightens his body and stands erect 

after having maintained a bent and stooped position over the entire period of the 

stain's progress. He makes a thousand gestures and motions which 1 cannot 

describe: geshues and motions now in the wake of abstract expressionism, 

necessarily expurgated from a practice of painting that will redehe painting. A 

solitary figure in the ill-lit dining room of his suburban home, he rems the small 

trough of stain from which he pours and adjusts the tautness of the canvas. Perhaps 

he shuffles over a few feet to position himself over top of the next fall h e .  Or more 

ideaily he only waits for the stain to dry. Perhaps he Leans up agahst an apparatus 

of sorts to aid the mechanics of the dull inertia at the heart of his technique. 

Perhaps he tums the unshetched canvas on its side, in order to produce what seems 

the final and definitive effect: that slight billowing breath of wind traveling aaoss 

31ts terminal water mark later to be painted over with a thin white layer of gesso to enhance the 
overall "continuity of simple pattern and slow motion". Mons Louis, letter to Clement Greenberg. 6, 
June 1954, Clement Greenberg Papes, AAA. 
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and down the canvas to the lefi from the upper right half. It is quiet, he is 

motionles, and again the artist disappears as the process of staining is repeated. 

Poçsessed of aii the tension required of a man watching his mind wMe he is 

composing, of an insect "winnug (its) way up against a stream", Louis' immobility 

serves as the fulcrun for a M e r  murmuring propulsion- This new stain, its 

barely audible babbling, its gentle rustling cascade, becoming a kind of semuous 

extension of the motorial action of intention itself. 

Imagine now John Mourly Vold conducting experiments on dreaming in 

Germany in the late 19th centq.4 He has a theory which requires testing. He has 

his assistants carefully strap him down, arms fastened sewely to the torso, legs tied 

to one another and immobilized with a splint; the body is strapped to a bed. Tt is 

quiet. He is alone, immobile, and left to sleep, to silently await the unknown and 

unformed world of the dream. As consciousness wmes and nearly disappears ... a 

last shudder of thought ... and then ... the Idumaean night. With muscular and 

motor activity suspended, ail movement prohibited, Vold dreams of movement. 

He would daim that the inhibition of movement stimulated the evolution of 

kinesthetic drearns, Le., dreams of movement, of climbing, falling, flying and 

running.5 

By the 1950s Vold's early opus on the nature of dreams "Einege Experirnente 

uber Gesichtsbilder in Traume" had been altogether forgotten. The core of his 

thesis, that tension between physical stasis and the kinesthetic dream had however, 

been thoroughly assimilated into a vast corpus of psychological, psychiatrie, and 

psychoanalytic iiterature on creativity and the subjed. Vold's essentiai thesis had 

evolved into a very complex set of constructions defining the creative personality. 

The cluster of discourses surrounding creativity provides an initial site and 

4% Henri Euenberger, The Discmenj of the Utzcotisciarts: The Histmj and Ewoiritioiz of Dyaainic 
Psyclr iatnt. New York: Basic Books, 1970. 
51. Mourly Vold, "Einige Experirnente uber Gesichtsbilder im Traume", ZeitsclzriP firr Psychologie urtd 
Physiologie der Sinnesmgarie , 13, p.66. 
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hguage for e n t e ~ g  the world of Louis' abstractions. Specifically, we take recourse 

in Hermann Rorschach's study Psychodiagnoslics: A Diagnostic Test Based on 

Perception. Aiong with the numerous other Projective tests that flourished in the 

suspect atmosphere of the early Cold War, Rorschach's percephial test had become 

one of the key inheritors of Vold's investigations. While the Rorschach technique 

in particular had been a aucial psychological testing device during the war, it was 

enjoying a marked renaissance during the years directly foilowing upon the war 

when military prerogatives, especidy in Europe, were shifting to the more 

ps ychologicd concerns of s temming "Totali tarianism" through covert propaganda 

operations.6 Domestically as well, Rorschach technique was proving invaluable to 

the burgeoning advertising industry.7 Yet, if Psychodiagnostics did possess a darker 

ideological legacy, it is worth pointing out that by the late 194ûs, this was because it 

had become a faitly widespread institutionalized pradice within psychiahic &des, 

senring as the key statistical ally and percephial proving ground for more clinically 

oriented psychological determinations.8 But then again, the empirical study of man 

is never exempt £rom the abuses to which ends a surrounding culture will employ 

and impoverish its science. 

This chapter focuses on the way Rorschach Psychodiagnostics informed the 

development of Moms Louis' pradice up to his first Veil series of 1954; how it was 

to uiform an early abstract painting like Sa1 ient; how these discourses served as a 

m a a l  entrance or introduction to the kind of philosophical insights that were 

G~nteresün~ and equall condemning in this respect are the Rorschach Tests performed on Nazi War 
criminals during the Nurenburg Trials, see Douglas M-Kelley, "Preliminary Shidies of the Rorschach 
Records of the Nazi War Criminals", Rorschach Research Exchange, V. 10, n. 3,0ct, 1946; Theodore 
Adorno's use of projective methodologies in The A tr tlroritarinn Personality; the USISs use of 
psychological testing material for thesuccess of its propaganda operations in Europe; one also needs to 
aguaint oneself with the widespread application for mapping degrees of sexual deviance. 
7 ~ e e  Vance Packard's 7 3 e  Hidden Persriaders, (New York, David McKay Co. 1957). 
"ost interesting in this respect is the work of Ernst Schachtel, a Rorschach teacher a& the Washington 
School of Psychiatry. Schachtel's Rorschach pmtocols locus in on the phenomenolgical crux of the test, 
i.e., the relationship behveen Color and Movement respowes. This approach most f d y  accommodatecl 
the experiential prerogatives of Sullivanian Psychiaby. See Schachtel's "Subjective Definitions of 
the Rorschach Test Situation and Their Effect on Test Performance", Psychiatry, V. 8, n. 4,1945, 
pp. 419 - 448. 
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paramount to Ciement Greenkg's reading of modernist painting in the 1950s. 

More to the point, 1 argue that the personality as d e h e d  by Rorschach protocols was 

central to Louis' painting and understanding of expression, only in a negative sense. 

Like the ontology of the kinesthetic dream proposed by Vold, expression for Louis 

hinged on negation - the mutudy exclusive relation between motor activity and 

kinesthesia king only one example. The physical and sensuous appearance of 

surface, in paintings like Salien t, Znfripe (1951) (Figure 4), Atornic Cres t (1951) 

(Figure 5), and Pendu 1 um (1951) (Figure 6), is central to this. It is the paradox of a 

highly fomalized technique blissfully unaware of the global dynamics of kinesthetic 

movement and color it produces. It is the paradox of an aesthetic state believed to 

function on the fax= side of the intentional processes upon which it is based. 

This chapter addresses the question why the SM to abstraction in the 1950s 

was surrounded by any sense of urgency at all. Why indeed for one grouping of 

individuals abstraction was at the core of the only critical relation with the 

surrounding culture that one might forge. 1 argue, in accord with Greenberg - 
though qualifiedly so - that a painting like Sa1 ien t was founded upon an 

an tagonistic relation wi th America's consump tion oriented economy, the 

inshwnental nature of the bureaumatic landscape, and the determinate modes and 

character of a suburban existence. The fact is, a painting üke Salient was intended as 

a negation of everything Me, soaety, and culture had corne to stand for in the 

United States of Amerka at mid-century. As the harshest condemnation of that 

present conceivable, it stood as the most lucid expression of that modeniity. 

The strange, blandly confrontational look of the painting could only have put 

even the most sympathetic viewer of Baltimore's arts community on edge. 

Reviewing Louis' one man show at the French and Company Gallery later in New 

York in 1960, Art  News is still at a loss for words. No explmation can be sufficient, 

it seems, if it in any way reduces the mystery and dathomable nature implicit. 

Louis' paintings, the narneless reviewer wntes 



.-. are non-representational in the sense of not representing any specific thing, yet they suggest 
nahrral appearance. in looking for words to desaibe them one finds oneself stuck with words 
like orchids, anemones, stamens, ebb tides, beaches. Some are very simple ... Others are 
complex ... They are bland paintings. They seem to have drifted into the gaiiery, pulled in by 
a sixth-aoor sea, and, like anchorites, attached themselves to the walls to remain thete 
when the tide ebbed.9 

If painting was "to rernain cogent or relevant at ail", in Greenberg's words, it 

had necessarily to become supremely bland and distanced, To become bland it had 

of necessity to make expression other-wordly. Painting had to remove expression to 

the ambiguity of a kind of intertidal zone, where the sign or gesture of abstract 

expressionism could no longer daim any secure existence, It was a question of 

expurgating the discreet allegorical sign from painting, in order to distill the 

symbolic nature of the mark. It was a question of replacing the representation, sign, 

or gesture of expenence for expenence itself. Ln Louis' Veil paintings the symbolic is 

entireiy detennined by the controiiing metaphor of totality. If painting was now to 

be cogent, if it was now to be experience rather than merely a representation of 

experience, it had necessarily to remove expression from the affectation of the 

gesture or sign and exile it to the level of forrn, i.e. to the unity, homogeneity, 

immediaq, or synchronie aspect of surface. Any and al l  discussion of Louis' 

painting must begin with a recognition of the expressive complex as such; a 

problematizing of the complex that Louis himseif was both supremely aware of and 

scrupulous in guarding. 

In my argument the expressive or symbolic complex that surface 

metaphorically represents, does not fulfill the parameters of a critical project as it did 

for Louis or Greenberg. Rather, in my reading, the metaphor of totality only serves 

as a departure for a historical reading. Which is to Say, in distinction to the founding 

prernise of Greenberg's reading of modernist art, that expressivity (that aspect of 

immediacy or all-overness) rather than territorializing a wholeness beyond or on 

the far side of ideological totality, is actuaily the only moment when that totalizing 

9 ~ . ~ .  Art News, May 1960, p. 14. 
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system is encodeci whatsoever- in this respect the formal reading of the work, forrn 

as the controlling metaphor of totality, can remain as the prùiciple imperative in art 

historical investigation, a position it has otherwise been exduded from in the vast 

majority of examples that social art history has offered up in the past two decades 

and more. Rather than a utopian space beyond meaning and the sign, a space of 

pure presence, expressive quality, what have you, the immediacy and wholeness of 

painting's d a c e  is that space where historical process is most M y  encoded, 

The labor which is implicit to making the medium a rnetaphor of totality is what 

Adorno calls "the social labor" of "synthetic apperceptionl'.~o in this sense, a 

reading of the work as social contingency remains intact, but ody insofar as the 

social is acknowledged as the mystery behind the hstantaneous moment of 

"synthe tic appercep tion", tha t which Greenberg localized as the expressive po tential 

of the surface. 

Psychodiagnostics offers an especidy reveahg entrance into the Kantian 

problematic of "synthetic apperception", that upon which Louis founded his 

assumptions of the aesthetic state. In a sense, the affective status accorded 

kinesthetic movement and color in the Rorschach test isolated the Kantian moment 

of apperception in terrns of verïfiable perceptual cues. For Louis, the symbolic 

moment of becorning, a moment before and other to conscioumess was blindly 

constituted by the relations struck between successive washes of stain. The 

expressive content of painting resided thus in a detenninate negation of the 

processes that brought it into being. Louis' painting iç about the paradise regained 

&ter the Fall. It is about a state of grace made up of a mobile flow of metaphors ail 

the sarne, dead metaphors, metaphors without life, movement, or distinguishing 

features. The paradise of immediate apperception is the time of the great flood. For 

if it is a paradise without likeness, the impossible moment of enlightenment, the 

constitutive moment of the subject, it is aiso the greatest illusion, a topoi at least as 

l%eodore Adorno, "Aspects of Hegel's Philosophy", trans. S.W. Nicholsen, in Hegel: Thee  Sttrdies, 
(Cambridge: MlT Press, 1993), pp. 25-28. 
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powerful and deluded as that of Vold's early discovery and investigation into the 

dream of a symbolic realrn of movement. A serious study of Louis' painting must 

necessanly begin with a bow to and an acknowledgment of the unity and 

seamlessness that makes surface, the critical nature of a project fueled by the dream 

of totality, only to proceed by a morti£ïcation of the work. 1 1 

To begin this work of mortification we need to understand certain 

developments in Louis' practice up to the point of the first Veil series, specifically 

during the period from 1948 to 1953. This five year period is deasive to the 

emergence of the Veils. This, despite the fact that it is a period devoted prIiapally 

to drawing. Nevertheless, the SM in Louis' practice in the wake of these 

investigations into drawing is dramatic. Indeed the k t  Veil series is a shift 

describeci by Michael Fried as a "breakthrough", a "repudiation", and a "revulsion 

against that (previous) work and its assumptions". 12 The radical nature of this 

break will be crucial to our argument as weU. For it is a point where personality or a 

theory of identity serves as a departure for the non-identicai or symbolic space of 

movement and becoming. In this regard the works kom 1948 - 1953 appear as a 

kind of testing of discursive limits focused entirely upon the qualities of line. They 

verge on a series of mathematicai proofs that attempt to methodidy territorialize 

expression through the medium of drawing. As we will see, line and drawing 

prove ultimately inadequate to the task. 

Consider Louis' first one-man show in Aprïl of 1953 at the Washington 

Workshop Art Center Gallery. He had begun teaching classes in painting at the 

liberal arts center earlier in the year and had evidently established himself there as a 

force on the faculty. The key figures behind the founding of The Washington 

Workshop Art Center were Leon and Ida Berkowitz. Their politics were Democratic 

llwalter Benjamin, Wgùz of the G e r m n  Tragic Dramn, p. 
12~ichael Fried, M h s  Loiris, New York, Hamy N. Abrams, 1979, p. 12- 



and aligned specifically to the hopes of Adalai Stevenson13 Their project was for a 

community based arts center with a therapeutic orientation. Courses in 

p hotography, music appreciation, painting, and radio broadcasting were es tablished 

under the great auspices "of the kind of thinking which recent researches and 

activities of psychiatry have fostered (Figure 7).14 An eady prospectus for the 

center, written by Leon Berkowitz, ably captures what 1 thllik the tone and 

enthusiasm of thiç smaU collective of Washington's finest must have been Like. 

Our emotional instabilities called normal to our times by Karen Horney, require emotionally 
satistying experiences, so that we may become whole and stable personalities. The United States 
A m y  Eound it increasingly necessary to provide reaeational and creative experiences for its 
soldiers. b i d e  and out of dinia, the arts have been playing increasingly significant roles as 
therapy for emotional disturbance. It seems pa thetic that emotionally satisfy ing experience 
should be denied an individual until his imbalance has reached the proportions of pathology. As 
compensation for the regimentation of modem Life, experience in the creative arts, constitutes a 
need recognized by psychiaby and felt consciously or not by most people.15 

The Washington Workshop Art Center was, simply put, one small enclave 

within a wider culhue in the environs of Washington D. C., profoundly influenced 

by the understanding of modem psychiatry, and deeply under the spell of the 

possibilities it held for social Me. The faith Berkowitz places in the new science of 

psychiatry is not overstated. The belief in the efficacy of its understandings among a 

number of the f a d t y  ran deep, Louis included (Figure 8).16 The works chosen for 

Louis' one man show at the Center were not an anomaly in this kind of 

environment either. Running through them all is a consistent set of concerns - 
certainly they are veiled and cryptic but concems nonetheless - which hinge on the 

rubric "of the kind of thinking which recent researches and activities of psychiatry" 

had fostered. On the whole Louis' works retrace a very personal account of 

%ee letter hom Adlai Stevenson to Ida Berkowitz. Leon and Ida Berkowitz Papers, AAA. 
14~eon Berkowih, "A Program of Action for the Arts in D.C", 1947?. Leon and Ida Berkowitz Pape- 
AAA. p. 2. 
I5~eon Berkowitz, "A Program of Action for the Arts in D.CW, pp. 2-3. 
1 6 ~ s  late as 1957 Louis would help organize a series of art exhibitions at the University of Maryland's 
Psychiatric Institute. The k t  of such shows was comprised of Louis' painting students and was 
entitiled "Stages in the Creative Process". See Kenneth Sawyer "Stages in the Creative Process", The 
Baltimore Sm, Sunday, May 4, 1958, Sec A, p.7. And Sawyer's "Exhibit at Psychiatric Instihite", Th e 
Baltimore Strn, Sunday, Apr. 12, Sec. A, p. 4. 
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modernism's historical progress of form and political engagement. They span from 

the smealist inspired Charred foumal Firewritten II, 1951 (Figure 9) an overtly 

political condemnation of Nazi book bumings,17 to the collage-like effects of the 

Tranquilities III, 1952-53 (Figure IO), a homage to MothefweU's Elegies to the 

Spanish Republic. Finally as a lcind of culmuiating moment, there are Louis' 

Selected Drawings hom 1953, represenüng his most contemporary contribution to 

that point, one totaling the sum of a crucial three year period of work 18 Apparently 

the exhibition offered Louis the opportunity to reconstrud a history of modernist 

painting and synthesize a statement in extremis . 

Unlike the later drawings, the political message of the early paintings is dear, 

perhaps naively so. They are more or l e s  didactic political statements. They stand 

as a clear signpost to Louis' knowledge and engagement with the general batch of 

concems we have desmieci as part and parcel of liberal politics in the 1950s; part and 

parce1 of the concems of a painter of already fmty one years, well read in Sigmund 

Freud, Hermann Rorschach, David Riesman, and Harry Stack Sullivan;19 part and 

parce1 of everyday life in the atomic age with d its mieties - news of 

"totalitarianism", heightened Cold War tensions, renewed support for Mdlarthy 

amidst an ever expanding middle class, unbounded consumerism and the 

enaoachment of middle brow culture. With al l  this in mind the hajedory rnarked 

out by the exhibition is intrïguing, less in tems of the stark contrast between the 

mediums of painting and drawùig than in the continuity 1 have alluded to, that 

exists between them. One wonders k t  of all if the same big political issues 

impinged upon and infomed the later drawings of 1953 as they had the eariier 

paintings. Or if the sketchbook and loose-leaf-style drawings, with their purely 

formal concems, were Uis tead offerhg a retreat and haven from the troubling times, 

l7This is noted by Diane Upright Headley ( The Drawings of Monk Loiris, p.52.) and was as well 
conveyed in conversation to me, by Marcella Brenner, May, 1993. 

8 ~ e e  John Eldedield, Morris Louis, l7te Mtiserirn of Modern Art, New York, (Little Brown and Co., 
1987), pp. 10-11. 
19~arcella Louis Brenner I n t e ~ e w .  
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a tum inward that prophetically foreshadows the later mature stain painting. The 

bulk of the literatue on Louis is certainly of this latter opinion. It is an assumption 

implicit to the Kantian bent of most formalist criticism. 

To state it plainly once again this chapter's argument, the argument of this 

thesis as a whole, tums on a reassessment of certain Kantian assumptions of high 

modernist painting; that indeed there is a deep intercomectedness between the 

avowedly antithetical spheres of the mord and the aesthetic- One way of beguining 

to trace the development of Louis' notion of expression is by Zooking at the works 

kom the Washington exhibition as a whole, for a possible link which might unify 

them. Certainly one thread of continuity which spans the entire five year period is 

Louis' concentration on the complex of issues surroundmg drawing and line. The 

question is clear enough, 1 think, with regard to the group of works entitled 

"Selected Drawings". But what about the earller canvas'? Was line or drawing a 

concern here? Take one of the early paintuigs, Charred Journal Firmritten 11, (1951) 

(Figure 9) for instance. This is easel painting W y  aware of surrealist inspired 

automatic writing in the paired down form of Juan Miro. Equally, it is fully 

conscious of abstract expressionism, most obviously PoUock's abstractions in which 

line and drawing carry the burden of expression. What is interesting though - and 

as we wiU see it is as persistent a thematics as that of drawings' surrealist legacy - is 
the problem of drawings' cubist heritage. In Firewritten 1 this cubist inheritance 

only just surfaces in the subtle patterning which organizes the background. By 

pressing squares and lengths of toilet paper into the wet black paint, Louis has laid 

down a gridwork that structures space on the cubist model. In aii the works between 

1948 - 1953 Louis struggles with this double inheritance, an inheritance which is 

increasingly distilleci out by 1953 as an irreconciiable tension that we can only label 

the dual ontoiogy of line: line as "mark which is related to the totality that is the 



medium, and line in its graphic form as diçcreet sign.20 O r d i d y  conceiveci of as 

distinct £rom the fistory and teleology of modernist painting, drawing in Louis' &st 

solo exhibition iç placed in an explicit and definitive relationship with it.21 For 

Louis, drawing and the quality of line addressed a set of problerns that the 

traditional easel painting was then facing, problems which Pollock's abstractions 

had in large part precipitated; problems that Louis felt, at least in 1953 had 

psychologically oriented solutions. 

Leon BerkoMtz's "Statement on the Artist", from the 1953 exhibition, 

undoubtedly provides the best entrance in this respect (Figure 11). Despite the 

almost mystical and cosmological undertones of Berkowitz's own understanding of 

Louis' perspective, the implications of his reading stand as a significant signpost as 

to Louis' own thoughts. Certainly Louis would have okayed the statement, and 

undoubtediy the nexus of issues taken up by Berkowitz would &O have been 

central to Louis' own conceptualizations. Transcending "material and means", 

Berkowitz writes, Louis' work ... 

... moves with the dizzying speed of coçmic forces, sometimes slowed to the beat of a hurnan pulse 
- the line weaves, explores, pauses, searches ... discovers. One sometimes is reminded of Miro's 
surenes ofcontrol, someümes of Klee's finality of linear statement. But unlike these artists, 
Louis' work has the temperature and feel of interplanetary space rather than the familiar 
world, space or time. 

To Say, however, that the canvases are cold would be inaccurate. They move and stir 
emotion with a kinesthesia that seems to stem fiom forces outside of us -- forces that one 
associates with the natural energies of the atorn and distant planets or the mysterious electricity 
generated by touch and sense. There is a mystery here - a surrealism that is neither fearhl as in 
Dali nor lyrical as in Ernst. [t is pure - clear, not dreamlike - but wide awake. The work is a 
research into the mysteries bound up in movement, as though the artist has become a cataiyst 
through whorn the complex dynarnics ofour world has poured new meaning.22 

zO1 use Walter Benjamin's distinctions here. See "Painting, or Signs and Marks", in Walter Benjarniri, 
Selected Writings Voltme 1, 1913 - 1926. Marcus Bullock and Michael Jennings, eds. (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1996), pp. 83 - 86. 
* This argument is, of couse, nothing new; it follows in the wake of Creenberg's and F rkd's 
contributions. Michael Fried writes: See Michael Frïed's catalogue essay in Monk Loilis . He argues 
corredly that drawing and specifically drawing in Pollock is at the crux of Louis' achievement in the 
first "Veils". 

2 2 ~ e o n  Berkowitz, "Statement on the Artist", Painting~ by Morris Loiris, . Washington Workshop Art 
Center Gallery, April 1953. Morris Louis Papers, AAA. 
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we look at the drawing this operation is almost forefconted, perhaps even Eorcedly 

so. The tilted plane going off into depth emphasizes both the loosely conceived 

gestalt form, and sirnultaneously the background grid. This tension betwixt and 

between is absolutely central to grasping what Louis' practice was m g  and 

stniggling to achieve during these years: what we might describe as the sublating of 

lines graphic character to its capacity for expression as "absolute mark". 

1 think Berkowitz's focus on movement is helpful here. He also pinpoints 

two types of movement. A first which "moves with the dizzying speed of cosmic 

forces, sometimes slowed to the beat of a human pulse", and a second type not 

"cold", but that "move(s) and stir(s) emotion with a kinesthesiaW.23 The 

implications are clear. Line in Louis' painting and drawing works on two levels. A 

first type of movement that is local, specific, and particular, and a second level of 

movement equated with kinesthesia operating in terms of the medium as a whole. 

In Geomety  of a Fish both types of movement, a literal and a figura1 movement if 

you will, are present. Real physical speed and force is manifest in the automatic 

configurations that a system of signs might enforce, while a second potentiality is 

housed somehow by the homogeneity or wholeness that the mark as part of a 

gridwork possess. It is because the two-sidedness of line is placed in such lucid 

tension that Geometry of a Fish represents such a maal moment in Louis' 

pradice. It aligns his intentions and his understanding of expression with that of 

Pollock. tf we recd PoUockts achievement, for Greenberg a t least, was to 

spectacularize the motor pleasure of line to such art extent that line's graphic 

possibility was in fact negated by its d-overness. Built up layer-upon-layer from the 

thidc and complex textures and weaves, line in Pollock's abstractions loses the sense 

of its traditionai function as disaeet sign or figure and gains an identity oniy in 

relation to surface totality. Or at least again, this is as Greenberg would have it. For 

Pollock's Line possesses a literal or physical presence as surface totality, only insofar 

23~eon Berkowitz, "Statement on the Artist", Paitztings by Mor& Loiiis, April 1953. Workshop Art 
Cen ter Gallery. 
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as it simultaneously encodes activity or mobility ai the local leveL Quite to the 

contrary of what Greenberg or Fried wodd argue, it seems line always implies and 

implicates the figure / ground rela tion.24 Liners velocity, pressure, speed, and 

direction was a possibility exisüng alongside its expressive potentid. Even in the 

smallest format say from Louis' sketch book, the hguistic power of üne could not 

be avoided: the varying pressure of pen on paper, soft at times and hard at others, 

invariably becomes a cipher of muscular activity, or signification of identity. Only 

insofar as line functioned as the "cold': dead sign of a linguistic system could it, as 

Berkowitz noted, "move and stk emotion with a kinesthesia." 

If line's capacity to mobilize the figurative was activated through a nurnber of 

perceptual processes involving focal differentiation, localking prejudices, 

directional discriminations identïfying physical movement, indeed any and all mes 

constitutive of that accelerated accumulation of data making up the gestalt effect, 

Louis practice up to 1953 was an attempt to undo these tendencies through the 

construction of an image which hctioned to negate these various irnpetus. Line 

would sublate its very function by the equivalence and homogeneity it was forced to 

assume; wholeness and totality was to combat the racing act of focal attention which 

characterized the gestalt process, even if that gestalt process picked up on the gesture 

of abstract expressionism. No aspect of the surface would be privileged any more 

than any other, lest that aspect gain some momenhun and take a f d e r  flight into 

meaning . 
The tension between a kind of slow languorous movement equated with 

expression and the racing speed of an eye reading details for meaning is not 

unimportant. The Veils remember are positively bland. They are as boring as 

painting gets. They are about as exciting as watching paint dry, which is precisely 

what Louis did for the majority of his time in the converted dining-room studio of 

2%ne needs to read Clark's great passage on the dilemma's involved in reading Pollocck's abstractions 
to get any sense of the urgency of this debate. T.J. Clark, "Jackson Poflocks Abstractions", in 
Recot~sîructittg Modernisrn. 
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his suburban home. Perhaps the logic of Louis' pichuuig proceeded thusly: if the 

linguistic possibility of line was to be stemmed, then line's graphic possibility was to 

be forced into a subservience to the whole, thereby assuring that surface would 

remain at a consistent and dull speed. Perhaps this is aU very mundane, borïng, and 

banal, but for someone whose faith in dialectics promised a salvaging of the 

symbolic by way of a Kantian aesthetics of detachment, it was al l  very emotionally 

chargeci. 

ui this regard Geometry of a Fish represents Less a resolution than a dead end 

or stalemate. For in view of Louis' radical shift in production with the hs t  'Veil" 

series later that year, we c m  safely assume that any attempt to isolate kinesthetic 

movement or expression alone was bound to be a failure. Perhaps Geornetry of a 

Fish was made in full light of the €ad that this was so. Perhaps i t was made as a h a 1  

statement, a statement in extremis meant preasely to lay bare an unresoIvable 

contradiction. For in effect, this final pendtirnate work from the period pub line to 

the test of refusing its own function. At the same üme that Louis acknowledges 

Lines primacy in the perceptual process, as always aiready a sign for muscular speed, 

direction, force, or intensity, he attempts to combat this supremacy for the 

antithetical end of expression. What we c m  Say with sorne certain9 is that in the 

aftemath of its production Louis realized that line or drawing was ultimately at 

odds with distilling the "emotion of kinesthesia"; that drawing, given its inherent 

linguis tic dimension was antithe tical to the specific requiremen ts of dis tilling the 

medium's expression. 

This is claiming a Lot for one drawing, even claiming a lot for Louis' work 

during the period. However Louis' practical and theoretical knowledge of such 

perceptual problems was extensive. We know, for instance, that in 1949 he had 

collaborated with Dr. Ira Lewis at the United States Public Health Service on what 

was known as The Tuberdosis Project.25 A rare collage from Louis' collaboration 

25~ouis' wife Marcella worked at the Tuberculosis Center. She was the editor of publications. 
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shows a shado y figure that is perhaps a little too film noVish for the purpoçes of 

the U. S. Public Health S e ~ c e  (Figure 13). This was, as the proposal for the project 

states, research into the "development of uniform techniques and criteria in order 

to increase consistency and reliability of interpretation" in Tuberculosis chest x- 

rays.26 In the introduction to his background essay for the project, written in 1954 

Louis outhes the way psych010gical understandings, speafically Rorschach's 

understanding of kinesthetic movement, rnight aid the project 

The practice of psyduatric medicine and intelligence testing in clinics as well as in normal 
institutions, such as colleges, has given further use of the Rorschach test to our society. The 
kinesthetic basis for the test is well established by its author in Psychodiagnostics, and the 
broad possibüity for penonality index(ing) and intelligence testing based on the rapport 
(between) the subject and pichues has focused great attention on this work. It is perhaps of value 
to note that Rorschach scored the responses to his inkblots with the same prîorities that an artist 
who makes a painting gives to it. Of first importance to building a picture is the necessiîy of 
deaihg with its forms (the form content), color for shock value or other purposes in the painting i s  
usually secondary, and üne development cornes about with the gradua1 stages of the painting.27 

This is a rich historicai document. Louis ascribes "forms", ie, a painlings 

"form-content", what Rorschach test protocols more commonly refer to as 

kinesthetic movement, the princlple role in "building a picture". We have to be 

careful here. The phrase "building a picture" is somewhat misleading. For as Louis 

remarks ''building a picture" was contingent on "dealing with its foms". is 

to Say, while the parts were intentionally dealt with, the "form-content" itself arose 

from an unintentional con-joining of the parts. Apparently kinesthesia's were the 

product of an unintentional totality resultuig £rom an intentional worlcing with 

surface. If pinpintirtg kinesthesia's were the decisive category in Louis' approach 

to painting this had a more practical application as well. An understanding of 

261a Lewis, " Fonn 1: Public Healih Service Research Projects and investigations Proposed br Fiscai 
Year 1951". National Institute of Health, Office of the Director, Office of Research and Planning. 
Subject Ales, 1948-56. RG 443, Box 41, NN3-90-89-3, National Archives and Record Administration of 
the United States of America. 

27~ouis Wntings, 1950, Tuberculosis Project Archives of Amencan Art. p. 1. There are two cirafts of 
this essay in the Morris Louis Papers, with only subtle grammatical alterations in each. 
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kinesthesia's offered the possfbility of a fail-proof method for x-ray nIm reading. 

Louis continues ... 

. . . havïng determuied the vaüdity of using certain pictures in the Rorschach method of tesüng 
peaonalities, it is wise to hvestigate further possibilities, of other types of pictures . . . what 
would be the spectator's reacüon in ternis of shodi to either the nght or left identical haif of (an) 
inkblot, totaily destroying its symmetry, after being subjected to the serenity of symmetries? . . . 
in Radiology , there is the ever-pressing doubt of fürn readings. The kinesthetic reaction of one 
radiologist to a certain x-ray €ilm is apparently too frequentiy not the response of his hllow 
reader.. . there exîsts the possibüity that the ailment of this profession may be attributed to 
the fundamental approach of x-ray reading in which the abnormal is looked for on the films. 
Perhaps the opposite approach, that of giving pnor recognition to seeking out the normal in place 
of the abnormai, would Iend itseif to less disagreement among the readers as to what does exist on 
the plate. 
. . . So far ttoo Little work has been done in attempting to discover why there are these visual 
difference's and no one has yet employed artists' talents on a scale sufficient to corne to any 
condusion, even the conclusion of eliminating form evaluation in the x-rays as an important 
detement. Assuming that a certain group of radiologists have similar form kines the tic 
apportionment, the possibility that either personality differences behveen the readers or obtuse 
rnethods of reading the films persist. For example cannot the visual area of the readers be 
detracted by the fact that they are reading the films and simultaneously beïng physicians and 
making diagnoses; perhaps the two areas of the work should be split. (Let the one with greater 
kinesthetic perception read the films even without the medical degree and have the physiuan 
diagnose on the basis of the abstract or absent reading. What of the possibility that the ailments 
of the profession may be attributed to its adolescent stage of leaming to read films 28 

Whereas conventional wisdom relied upon actually scanning or reading x- 

rays for abnormality according to a set pattern of looking in grids, Louis' proposal for 

detecting the abnomal tubercular lung involved a process referred to as 

"gestalting". For Louis, if radiology was to become a pure science, the act of focal 

attention or reading had to be "eliminated" from the interpretive process. Taking 

the image in at a glance by gestalting might end the Mcmacies and pitfalls of the 

profession. The short, hard glance, was a way of looking that was all too familiar to 

those in the inümate circle of Greenberg. Recalling Louis' work on the Tuberculosis 

project Marcella Louis Brenner recalls that Ira Lewis ( the head of the project and 

personal hiend) was an advocate of 'looking in grids". Louis doubted the efficacy of 

this technique and "preferred a total image technique" ... one taking "in a visual 

image at an enormous speed" -29 

28~ouis  Wntings, 2950, Tuberculosis Projed. Archives of Amencan Art. p. 2. 
2g~arcella Louis Brenner in conversation, May û, 1994. 



It was very interesting to go to the museum with Morris, becawe he looked v e q  fast. He would 
physicaiiy move quickly and he gave a fast intense look and then Iooked away ... and looked at 
çomethùig else ... and looked away ... and you had the feeling that he had the whole îhiig in his 
mind. As a matter of fad he had the ability to look at a disk on a record player and read it. It 
was an ability to take in fast what one seesma 

The way Greenberg would Look at paintings depended on the same fast, hard 

look. Apparently just after Louis' death, with a large number of rolied canvases not 

as yet seen by anyone, Greenberg had come to hdp with rnatters of the estate. 

Marcella describes the way Greenberg had viewed Louis' canvases on this occasion. 

Clem would sit in the kitchen, with a glas, and wait to view the paintings. We would cal1 him 
.,. and he would come in to the Living room b e h g  carefd as not to look at the paintings being 
unrolled ... he would only wait for the full image or painting to lay on the floor ... at which point 
he would Say a few words, and then go back into the kitchen, 

The short, hard glance that took in the painting as a whole, avoiding detail, 

was a decisive tactic. It allowed for a way of Iooking which ulümately pennitted a 

smail window of opportunity before reading took place. In so doing it localized a 

moment when the eye took in the "total image", the ody moment when 

kinesthetic movement was a possibility. This mode of looking had, as we have seen 

with regard to Greenberg's own aesthetic priorities important repercussions in 

regard to visual production. insuring or encouraging the fast, hard look, 

Greenberg's "first fresh glance", or "instantaneous shock of sight", was absolutely 

critical if expression was to be distilleci from the medium of painting.31 The 

medium's expressive content was framed exclusively by this possibility. Anterior to 

any processes of interpretation, the moment of spontaneous affect, encapsulateci a 

temporal instant when the materiality of sensation had not as yet dissolved or 

become suppressed by the operations of consciousness. lt embodied a somatic 

response to the image, a moment during which sensations still retained some more 

essential hilness and plenitude. 

3O~arceiia Brenner on Morris Louis. Oral Histories Collection. AAA. 
jl~reenberg, "On Looking at Pictures", p.34. 



Ln sum, we can say that a notion of kinesthetic experience was central to 

Louis' efforts of "inaeasing the consistency and reliability of interpretation" in X-ray 

reading.32 As the sole imperative for Louis' method of x-ray reading it theoretically 

offered an irreproachable technique that accessed universally applicable laws which 

the artist with ''good kinesthetic apportionment" was able to utilize. Importantiy it 

was the complement of a very specific approach to looking at painting. And as 

much one pole of a tension at the core of Louis' painting and drawing between 1948 

- 1953. In what follows 1 argue that the same notion of kinesthesia remains central 

to Louis' painting from 1954, is indeed the crucial tension that Louis' paintings from 

the first Veil series depends. 

With regard to Louis' speofic unders tanding of kines thesia Hermann 

Rorschach is helpful. In his 1921 book Psychodiagnostics: A Diagnostic Test Based 

on Perception he outlines the inverse relations existing between kinesthetic 

movement on the one hand and physical mobility on the other hand. The 

mutually exclusive nature of this relation bears, 1 thuik, an important perspective 

on Louis* investigations. According to Rorschach the "otherness" of the short, hard 

glance, which instantaneously grasped the total image and militateci against focal 

ciifferentiation, directly accessed the physical substantiality of the mnemic system. 

Perceptions arise from the fact that sensations, or groups of sensations, ecphorize memory pictures 
of former groups of sensations within us. This produces in us a complex of memones or sensations, 
the etements of which, by Mrtue of their simuitaneous occurrence in former experiences, have a 
partidarly fine coherence and are differentiated from other grou ps of sensations. In perception, 
therefore we have three processes; sensation, memory, and association. - This identification of a 
homogenous group of sensations with previously acquired analogous complexes, together with al1 
their connections, we designate as "apperception". 

If perception can also be called an associative integration of available engrarns (memocy- 
pictures) with recent complexes of sensationsr then the interpretation of chance forms can be 

32 This way of looking processed the visual data of the x-ray using the unmistakable and spontaneous 
symmetry inherent to the lungs and the human body itsel t Sirnilar to the symmetrical constructions 
implicit to the Rorschach blots, the mirrored or doubled image forced the viewer to process the visual 
stimuli at a glance and hence as a totality. Ln the lung unbalanced by contagion, the discreet component 
of viral swelling would disrupt this seamless process: the peculiar kinesthetic dynamio of the non- 
symmetrical field falling short of memory engrarns. A "kinesthetic reaction" resulting from imbalance, 
one presumably possessing a "shock value" aHer the "serenity of symmetries", would in the long run 
lead to more effiaent and reiiable identification of Tuberculosis. The tubercular lung would force the 
viewer into a projective act of interpretation. 
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calleci a perception in which the effort of integration is so great that it is reaüzed consciously as 
an effort. This intrapsychic realization that the complex of sensations and the engrams are not 
perfedy identicai gives the perception the character of an interptation.33 

The difference between "apperception" and "interpre ta tion", as defined by 

Rorschach, is crucial here. At a certain threshold the distinction between an 

"unconscious" and a conscious process becomes complete. Difference hinged upon 

an assimilative effort, an active and engaged set of associative processes rquiring 

projection. That is, the subjed when confronted by a new experience, assimilates 

that experience by accessing engrams of experience that immediately codes it in 

terms of sets of similar and homogenous experiences: hence "apperception''. When 

the effort to assirnilate new experience is great enough an associative activity of 

combining sets of engrams was required. In this latter case, what is important is that 

there is a kind of combinuig and mixing of the new experience with older sets of 

experience in terms of an "associative integration". Such a description must have 

provided an important guideline for artistic practice in a culture where middle brow 

culture and all experience was always-already digested and packaged as a 

commodity. Such a description must have provided a very appealing defense of the 

absolute necessity of art that only pursued new experiences for the likes of a 

psychological and philosophical milieu steeped in neo-Kantianism. Tt is enough to 

note for now that the assoaative potential registered as a function of the 

(M)ovement response in the Rorschach test is invested with a detisive importance 

in Louis' painting. 

Because Rorschach Psychodiagnostics studied and hhged upon the 

interrelationship between the different layers of the personality, the test offered an 

especially rich account of the subjects "apparatus for experiencing". The Rorschach 

test's abilitv to mar, this apparatus was based on intemreting a subjects response 

number of inkblots. It had originally been developed as a tool for diagnosing 

33 Hennann Rorschach, Psychodiag~iostics: A Duig>iostic Test Bnsed 
Huber, 1951.) pp. 26-17. 

on Perceptioci. (Bern: Verlag 
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schizophrenia in precisely this manner. Rorschach had found that the typical 

schizophrenic response to his inkblots involved the delusional transfer of memory 

pichws from the deepest level of the "apparatus for experiencing' to the conscious 

level. In effect, the schizophrenic would confuse and equate the "subjective reality" 

or percephial experience of a card, with an "objective reaüty" or threat. The produd 

of an inner fantasy life was thus transformed into an unmediated delusional 

conception of reality. In the schizophrenic subject conscious, structuring processes 

were either entirely absent or debilitated to the extent that a kind of reality testhg 

was rendered patchy or obsolete. Rorschach's famous example of this was the 

schizophrenic patient who feared injury or felt the stab from the sharp probusion or 

edge of an ink blot-34 

The schizophrenic response provided a kind of standard via which other 

psychical disturbances and normative processes could be gauged. Schizophrenia 

represented one extreme pole of a continuum of possible kinesthetic (M)ovement 

responses; one extreme pole of a continuum of possible interrelations between 

surface and dep th. The scizophrenic's mis taken identification between surface and 

depth is an important guide for positioning Louis' pradice within a more general 

context. If for Rorschach the schizophrenic response involved the complete 

substitution of depth for surface, the response of the aeative personality - who also 

shared an animated phantasy life - presented the perfect tension between surface 

and depth. Greenbergts notion of the decorative should be recalled here, for in this 

situation it operates in analogy with a mapping of ideal subjects "apparatus for 

experiencing. While the schizophrenic was at the mercy of his or her perception of 

(M)ovement - movement creatively perceived being viewed as movement felt 

34~orschadi notes that one of his schizophrenic patients, upon seeing a pen lying on a desk, had the 
sensation of being stabbed in the abdomen by the point of the Pen. Rorschach, "Reflex halluzination 
und Symbolik", Zentralblatt fur Psychoanalyses und psychotherapie, 3, (1912-1913), p.122. 
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threatening -the depressive or anxiety ridden subject was altogether lacking any 

capacity to perceive kines the tic movement.35 

The correlation between the lack of a (M)ovement response and amciety or 

depression was specifically used by Leon Berkowitz in his capaaty as an art therapist 

during the war.36 As the pmject head of the arts and a a f t s  setion of an Anned 

Forces occupational therapy c h i c  at Camp Lee Virginia in the rnid-forties, Leon 

Berkowitz was intirnately familiar with Rorschach protocols.37 Indeed his 

partidar perspective on art and its formai aspects was fundamentally shaped by 

Rorschach's concep tualization of kinesthetic movement. Undoubtediy , it was in 

large part a mutual interest in Rorschach's partidar take on perception which had 

drawn Louis into the orbit of Berkowitz's Washington Workshop of the Arts in the 

first place. In addition to having probably undergone the test, it appears that 

Berkowitz as in the case of Louis, had had direct access to Hermann Rorschach's 

book on Rorschach technique Psychodiagnostics. 

In general terms Berkowilz's understandings were a mix of theoretical 

kmwledge and practical experience d e d  from contemporary dialogue and debates. 

If we were to pin down specific debts however, both men's knowledge seems to 

have originated almost exclusively from Rorschach uifluenced perceptual theories, 

and secondly the broad cluster of discourses surrounding Sullivanian interpersonal 

psychiatry. A project attempting to localize kinesthetic movement in terms of a 

perceptual response to the total Eield wodd not have been an a n o d y  in the early 

1950s in the United States. Variations of the Rorschach Test were being used in a 

wide variety of fields; from advertking, corporate saeening and personality tests, to 

psychological warfare and, of course, in the clinical environment. 1 think we can 

safely assume that Louis was well aware of these uses and abuses. h one curious 

3 5 ~ o r  now, it is worth noting that the perception and understanding of kinesthetic movement was one of 
two determinants - the other being color - at the core of the differences between schizophrenia on the 
one hand and depression and anxiety on the other hand. 
%ee document: Roy Shafer, Rorschach Diagnosis: The Menninger Clinic, US A m y  Art therapy 
Project, Box 2, AAA. 
3's- Louis' writings for the Tuberculosiç Project. AAA 
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document entitled "Modem Dnigs and Victorian Advertking", Louis uses his 

knowledge of psychodiagnostics as an enhance into the thorny question of 

improving the effectiveness of h g  advertising in medical journals.38 Little 

surprise that contemporary art, with its focus on medium and formal issues, offers 

crucial lessons to the ad industry. With insightful commentary on advertsishg 

campaigns waged by the Abbott Company, Ciba Pharmaceutid Products, Mead 

Johnson Co., and the Upjohn Company, one must wonder why high modemkt 

painting never entered the vernacular in trade journals such as The Lederle 

B ul lelin, the Abbott Company's What's New, and The Ciba Symposia.39 We know 

that with Ira Lewis, Moms Louis had had an extended dialogue on the problems of 

looking, and that thiç involved spedic discussions revolving around Gestalt and 

Rorschach the0ries.~0 And, we know that Louis' wife Marcella was actively 

involved in the Washington School of Psychiatry, where she would eventually earn 

her Ph.D. in the educational applications of interpersonal psychiatry.4i 

The parfidar Rorschach methodologies in place at the Armed Forces clinic 

at Camp Lee, Virginia, where Berkowitz worked, offers a good enhance into the 

general climate of educated opinion. A scoring and administrative guide to the 

Rorschach Test from the Menninger Clinic in the Leon and Ida Berkowitz papers 

wodd seem to confirm that the Armed forces were following prerogatives set in 

place by the Menninger. It is safe to surmise that in following the Rorschach scoring 

guide of the Menninger Chic, Camp Lee's specific Rorschach protocol, and hence 

Berkowitz's own unders tanding, was designeci to accommoda te definitions of 

38~ouis, "Modem Dmgs and Victorian Ads': Writings for the Tuberculosis Project. AAA. 
39~ouis, "Modern Dmgs and Victorian Acis", p. 8. 
4%ee Louis' notes on the Tuberculosis Project. h conversation with me Marcella described evening 
discussions with the Lewis' on the relative worth of Gestalting X-ays and other problems conceming 
visuality. 
41Marcella Brenner conversation, May, 1993. Mrs. Brenner told me that while Louis had not taken any 
courses at the Washington School of Psychiahy, that they did indeed discuss Freud, Riesman, and 
Sullivan at home. Marcekla would also go on to teach a course in interpersonal psychiatry at both the 
University of Washington and Jefferson University. 
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neuroses and psychoses as understood by Sullivanian interpersonal psychiahy.42 

The Clinic was widely known for its work with Rorschach techniques and more 

generally for its opemess to psychotherapy. Sullivanian analysis would have 

comprised a large percentage of its practice in such a therapeutic vein. Among the 

array of perceptual tests which existed in the 1940s and 1950s, all springing up in the 

wake of Rorschach's original method, the basic Rorschach blot test dominated most 

clinical practice. In fact, it greatly informed theories of personality construction in 

numerous disciplines from psychiatry to anthropology. GeneraIly speaking by the 

1940s and 1950s Rorschach Psychodiagnostics and Gestalt theory hctioned 

interdependently within a framework supplied by Sullivanian Interpesonal 

Psychiatry.43 It would have been within this general framework accommodating 

both theories of the mind, that Louis and Berkowitz had their grounding. 

It was in Berkowitz's capacity as director of the arts and crafts section at the 

camp to use art, specificdy painting and espeaally finger-painting, as a therapeutic 

tool. Rorschach Psychodiagnostic Technique was especially useful in the type of 

therapeutic arena Camp Lee and psychiatrie practice in the 1940s and 1950s in 

general promoted. Indeed, Camp Lee was one of a number of psychiatrîc wards in 

the Armed Forces using Rorschach methodologies as a critical aid in the diagnosis of 

mental illness and the subsequent tradang of recovery from illness. Though the 

Rorschach technique did not possess any therapeutic benefit, the test permitted a 

kind of mapping of the relation between layers of the subject's personality. That is, it 

mapped the tension between consaous and "unconscious" process, i.e., the interface 

between surface and depth where experience was crystallized. 

42 Given that there were a number of 'schools' of Rorschach thinking in the United States at this time 
ihis alignment is significant. Jackson Pollock would go there in the late 1940s for treahnent. See Roy 
Shafer, Rorschach Diagnosis: The Menninger Clinic, US A m y  Art therapy Rojed, Box 2, AAA. 
43~rom its inception in the 1920s Rorschach technique had accommodated the perceptual protocols of 
the later established Gestalt theory. Indeed, the Rorxhach (F)orm response was a kind of Gestalt 
responseava~if le lettre. (F)orm as the fourth Rorschach determinant was a funtion of consciousness 
and perception. 
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Take Berkowitz's comments on Subject C (Houston), submitted as part of the 

clinic's monthly report: 

One of a number of patients whose style of drawing changed frorn imitative work to free 
expressive drawing after îïnger-painting. This patient drew stiff unimaginative figures in his 
first attempts at the clinic. His drawings after finger-painting were rhythmic in line and 
movements were more complete and richer in expressive content He showed a surprishg tendency, 
not only did his linear movements become more fluid but he borrowed (probably unconsciously) 
entire schemes of organization €rom the non-objective tïnger-painting for his realiçtic charcoal 
drawings. 44 

The initial tendencies toward static rnovement and rigid organization, 

restricted and "unimaginative" explorations, was a hc t ion  of "coartation", or a 

restricted associative capacity. In the case of the depressive or anxiety ndden subject, 

the lack of a (M)ovement response was the result of a general "flattening of affect". 

More essentially it was the result of a rigid differentiation, or non-perrneability 

between layers of the personality. While the schizophrenic response was dictated by 

a total passivity to the projective nature of percephal experience, the depressive and 

anxiety ridden response block~d these processes altogether, adively structuring 

stimuli to the extent that a creative interaction or response was rendered obsolete. 

in the Rorschach test, the intricately searched and scrupulously conceived (F)orm 

responses of depressives were scored as a confirmation of this, In effect an over- 

zealousness with finding meaning repressed the imaginative aspect of the response. 

We can assume that in Berkowitz's position at CampLee pst-traumatic depression 

and anxiety would have constituted the principle locus of patient illness.45 In 

subject C (Houston) this was more likely the case. The repressed or "coartated first 

attempt at painting, a function of an overly active concern for mimeticism was 

decreased after the therapeutic process was under way. In this sense, the therapeutic 

process contributed or increased subject C   ho us ton)'^ capaaty for kinesthesia's. 

%ee 'Typical Responses to Finger-painting", Art Therapy Project, US Army, 1944-45, Box 2 of 3, Leon 
and Ida Berkowih Papers, AAA. 
4% ,as treatable, convalescence was conceivably speded up by imaginative activities, and this 
progress was mapable using Rorschach theory. 
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Evidently, the typid progess of therapy or convalescence paralleled a 

tendency away hom static representationd pradices, toward the "Iooser", "more 

fluid parameters given over to kinesthetic movement. The mucky infantile-Mce 

play that fïnger-painting promoted worked against inhibition, repression, or 

"coartation", processes typically at the core of wartime neuroses and psychoses. 

Preliminary concems with factors of conscious gestalt perception, of "getting a 

single image down", and typical of the Rorschach (F)orm respome would, with 

treatment, give way to a work against the primacy of the figure/ground relation, and 

ultimately toward an inaease in kinesthesia's - an ease for working with and 

looking at the whole or totality. It seems that the art therapy project was 

compemating well "for the regirnentation of modem lifen.46 

The therapeutic process worked to undo a rigid or restricted interaction 

between surface and depth. With the restricting and inhibithg processes of 

consciousness relaxed, the imaginative or associative faculties would apparently be 

able to gain a better expression in both the life of the individual and in the painting 

process. An increase in the heedom of association was thus inverçely proportional 

to a decrease in inhibition or repression.47 Subject C (Houston) was a paradigmatic 

example of such recovery. His convalescence represented a path toward a 

normative psychical construction, one increasingly showing a "loosening up" of the 

barriers between the layers of an "unconsSous" and a C O ~ S ~ ~ O U S  process, the crucial 

interface where the kinesthetic movement responçe arose. In sum, the process of 

recovery and the path toward a paradigmatic relation to the world was complicit in a 

loosening of the barriers between these categories, or at least the building of a kind 

46~eon Berkowitz, "A Program of Action for the Arts in D.C.". 
- 

47~orschach notes that assoaation is of primady unconscio~s origin, while concentration is ptimady 
an emotional conscious phenornenon. He writes: ''The opposite of this stereotyping tendency is kedom 
of associations, the ability to withdraw from associative acceptances which lead to stereotypy. Both 
situations are expressions of the concept "looseness of associations", which must neither be too 
constricted nor too free in normal thinking. Too marked looseness in associations inevitably leads to 
unsteadiness, scattering and Elight in the associative process; too little freedom (looseness), to 
stereotypy, connning to one category of engrams." Rorschach, Psycliodiag~iostics. p. 62. 
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of rniddle zone in betwetri.48 Needless to say, the mode1 of the arüst provideci a 

kind of paradigmatic example of the ideal personality toward which the infirm 

could work As a personality construction, it was a fundion of balance, wherein the 

passivity of affect would be equally countered by the subject's active struchring of 

affect. This balance of the (M)ovement response was a crucial indicator of mental 

fitness. It functioned as a first indication of the way in which the subject was 

relating to the world, Le., how creatively the subject was experiencing.49 

ft was Hermann Rorschach himself who had first postulated that the 

production or visual interpretation of kinesthetic movement was an indicator of 

"the capacity for inner creation ... (M)overnent responses (were) characteristic of 

those subjects whose interests gravitate more to their own intra-psychic life than to 

the world outside."50 Most (M)ovement responses were interpreted by "persons 

given to phantasy".51 (M)ovement revealed a mode of experiential processing 

which shared more in cornmon with the protoSfpical infantile experience than with 

the strictures of conscious bourgeois Me. Rorschach notes: 

"Artists, imaginative subjects, and abstrad thinkers interpret the most (M's). Two other 
categones lie between these extremes: practical subjects who are more imitative produce few 
(M's); a larger number are interpreted by theorists, the more "creative" subjects. These findings 
would tend Io indicate that (M) responses are characteristic of subjects who lunction more in the 
intellectual sphere, whose intereçts gravitate more toward their intra-psychic living rather 
than toward the world outside themselves".52 

4 8 ~ o r  a general sampling of the Rorschach literature on creativity see Gardner Murphy, 'The Freeing 
of LnteUigence", Brrlletin of fhe Menrzirzger Clinic, v. 10, n. 2, Mar. 1946, pp. 47-55. Anne Roe, Painting 
and Personality, Rorschach Research Exchange, v. 10, n. 2, Jun. 1946, pp. 86-100. Joseph A. Precker, 
"Sumaries: Painting and Drawing in Personality Assessment", \oitrnfil of Projectice Technique, v. 14, n. 
3, Sept. 1950, pp. 262-286. Edward Burchard, 'The Use of Projective Techniques in the Analysis of 
Creativiîy", \ormzal of Projectice Technique, v. 16, n. 4, Dec 1952, pp. 412-427. Margaret J. Rioch, ''The 
Use of the Rorschach Test in the Asseçsment of Change in Patients Under Psychotherapy", Psychiatry, 
v. 12, n. 4, Nov. 1949, pp. 427-434. 
4 9 ~ s  we wiii see, it encapsulated part of that more decisive balance stntck between (M)ovement and 
(C)olor responses in the total personality. 
50~orschach, Psychodiagnostics, p. 65. 
S1~orçchach, Psyclzodiagnosfics, p. 60, 
52~orschach, Psycltodiagnostics, p. M. 



By the 1950s Rorschach's original conception of movement had not changed 

all that mudi: however, its mechanism, implications, and resonance were greatly 

expanded. This was in large part due to its assimilation within the broad vogue for 

character analysis, social psychology, and a chica l  pradice dominated by 

Interpersonal psychiatry. These various aligrunents were not a coinadence. 

Rorschach's original scoring of formal protocols perfedly accommodated the 

tension upon which Sullivanim Interpersonal Psychiatry was founded. In essence, 

both saw kinesthetic movement as a central function in determining one's 

relatedneçs to the world. As a function of projection, it played a determinuig role in 

the understanding of others. No surprise then, that the capacity for projection or 

kinesthetic movement was the crucial potentiality that Sullivan believed to be 

operathg agains t increasing interpersonal and international tensions. 

Ernst Schachtel, who taught classes in Rorschach rnethod at both the 

Washington School of Psychiatry and The New School for Social Researdi, offers 

the important perspective in this regard. Because of his specific project integrating 

Rorschach protocols into the laxger framework of Sullivanian interpersonal 

psychiatry his methodologies are especially useful. He defines projection as: "that 

psychic mechanism by which one attributes qualities, feelings, attitudes, and 

sû-ivings of his own to objeds (people or UUngs) of his environment."s3 The 

kinesthetic movement response was thus part of a process which placed the precept 

or object in a dynamic tension with the subjed. It placed the subjed in the stimulus' 

"field of experience". This projeding of "qualities, feelings, attitudes, and strivings" 

was an essential factor in man's capacity for aeative experience - which in 

Schachtel's veiled terminology included living in peaceful CO-existence. Projection 

was the basic determinant in Sullivan's working understanding of the infant's 

"prototaxic mode" of experience, a mode completely dependent on empathy or 

affect. In a sense, Sullivan's non-partisan politics - especially his participation in 

--- - - - - 

5%chachtel, "Projection and its Relation to Character Attitudes and Creativity in the Kinesthetic 
Responses", P s y c h i a ~ ,  v. 13, n. 1,1950, p. 73. 
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the UNESCO Tensions Projed -, Berkowitz's humanist and therapeutic orientation, 

and finally Louis' own retreat from the political, all hinged on the political 

poçsibilities they investeci in the capacity for projection. 

(M)ovement was a register of the mechanisrns that were at the core of 

personality construction, a personality construction understood within the 

parameters of interpersonal relations. Linking d humanity together, projection 

was at the heart of all empalhic behavior; whether schizophrenic or normative, this 

mode of experience presupposed a universally operative language of 

communication based upon somatic based signifiem. It was a kind of language or 

primary communication, based in the symbolic, that theoretically resisted the 

specific detenninations of culture and history, which cut across boundarïes of 

nationaiity, race, and gender, and thus pre-existed consciousness. Rather than 

focusing on clifference, the faculty of projection promoted the intuing of sameness. 

In sum, the Rorschach (M)ovement response isolated a type of experiencing in the 

world, that apparently held some promise in negotiating or at least lessening the 

increasingly hostile climate of the early Cold War. 

The post-exilic associations that living in the present held for Kafka are not at 

all inappropriate here. They help define Louis' retreat from politics in terrns of a 

more shaded and subtle level of engagement. For Louis, as for Greenberg - whose 

own interest in Kafka we have already explored - living in the present, partiapating 

in the goings-on of the surrounding culture meant living in a state of sin. The state 

of sin was an acknowledgrnent of expulsion from the symbolic realm of paradise. 

Living in a state of sin meant complicity in al1 the most heinous forrns of violence 

and aggression that the climate of the early Cold War spawned. In a sense, g d t  

drove Louis, like it drove Greenberg and Kafka, to embrace a wholeness or totality 

conceived of in terms of movement and becoming. Aesthetic withdrawal was 

simultaneously an acknowledgment of expulsion and a concerted attempt to live in 

grace once again. 



'The link between guilt and atonement is a temporal and magical one", 

Benjamin writes, "this temporal magic appears in the mark in the sense that the 

resistance to the present between the past and Future is eliminated, and these, 

magically fuseci, descend together on the head of the suiner."54 Louis' 

investigations into kinesthetic movement were his Link between "guilt and 

atonement". Beyond any graspable structure, programmatic procedure, or 

intentional strategy, movement felt as the "temporal magic of the mark" was the 

foundation of "synthetic apperception". Kinesthesia isolated the moment when 

matter and meanhg were still magically one. For Louis, living in the present 

meant necessarily painting without even the hint of a gesture or an action; it meant 

expurgating physicai movement £rom the process of painting altogether. How else 

was one to distill the mark of guilt - the antithesis of physical activity -- that was 

expression? How eise was one to keep meaning open? How else was one to distill 

the associative activities that went hand in hand with opening up new experiences? 

In this regard, Rorschach's conclusions on the relation behveen physical 

movement and the drearn seem less a tool for the clinician than a warning to the 

artiçt: a warning to Louis the motionless painter. 

... the supposition arises that it may be this urge to activity, the increased motility, which 
prevents the functions of heedorn of association and energy of associative activity from appearing 
as expected in elation. The absence of this urge to activity in "good humor" allows full play of the 
fundions in question, Ereedom of association, energy of associative activity, and ability for 
"inner" creation. 
The suppositionoutlined in the last paragraph above leads to the assumption that the factors 

which are essentially "inner" or self determined and are expressed pnmarily in sensations of 
motion in the test, are in some way opposed to physical motility, the actual execution of motion. 

1 would like to add an example so that this conclusion is not simply left hanging in the air. 
Dreams are "inner" or self-determined productions and kinesthesia's play an important role in 
them. On awakening, necessary movements, physical motion, begins at once. This movement sets 
the dream aside. There is, however, a way to recali dreams: Lie perfectly motionless on 
awakening in order not to cover up the kinesthesia's of the dream by present physical movement. 
This scheme works if it is not negated by an attempt to consciously direct the attention, for this 
wodd oppose the revealing of the more unconscious functions. That is, if one immediately upon 
awakening sets up the goal to lie quietly by conscious effort, the kinesthesia's are Likely to be cut 
out at once.55 

548enjamin, ""Painting, or Signs and Marks", p. 84. 
55~orschach, Psychodiagrmçtics, pp. 72-72. Rorschach acknowledges Mouely-Volds contribution in the 
passage quoted. 
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Physical activity, any and all activity, was completely antithetical to the 

symboîic. Activity, any and all activity, including consciousness, especialiy 

consciousness, was tantamount to the state of sin that was living in the present. 

The practice of drawing prohibited the encapsdation of Rorschach's puer  

conception of imaginative or associative activity. A practice reliant on drawing was 

always-already condemned, and condemned with its guilt only haU visible. For if 

line potentially possessed the mark of guilt, it was also simultaneously the most 

graven image, idol, gesture, allegory and sign. For Louis, onIy the dream-pour 

possessed of that grace to be found solely on the far side of comciousness, would 

suffice. For Louis, only a negating of the present for a time of plenitude and of 

wholeness would suffice. Only the mark of guilt alone, that mark felt at a glance, 

would suffice. 

But then again, focushg exclusively on the gravity of Louis' practice is 

perhaps a bit too melodramatic and altogether missing the point. The kind of 

expressivity Louis was after - Uiat which was constitutive of the aesthetic state, that 

quality magically summoned out of the sufferance of a surface - had absolutely no 

resemblance whatsoever to the movements of gravity of which each individual 

stain was the embodirnent. Rather, Louis' aesthetic privileged only that metaphor 

most favored by the synchronie art of painting: that of light, the flash or flood of a 

brilliant light, the utter transparenq of lightness, light-heartedness. Out of fdeness 

Louis' aesthetic summons a poetic hanscendence: out of sufferance, gravity, 

melancholy, and heavy-heartedness, a state of pure grace, cheer, and joy. Remember 

Rorschach's fatehl waming to the motionless painter of emotion: Only "the 

absence of this urge to activity in "good humor" allows full play of the functions in 

question, freedorn of association, energy of associative activity, and ability for 

" b e r '  creation."56 

56~orschach, Psychodiagnostics, pp. 71-R. 



In a painting Iike Sul ient, the dynamics and tensions of movement, are of 

course only one half of the pidure. Someone might reasonably enough ask, "What 

of color?". And rightly so! Sa1 ient is a painting composed of the richest and most 

sensuous aspects and assortments of color. It is indeed a surface formed of the rarest 

and most precious quantities and blends. There is petfurneci color. Colors Mth the 

hint of cinnamon, olive, and lavender, those tasting of wine, and those rising as 

vapors from steamhg d o n ,  greens, and lemon. There is that range of colors held 

in bladc opals, blue idcles, and those colors possessed of a dew &sed with light. 

Pastel coiors much truer to their origin. The gaudy shades of the worst of 

Baltimore's shag rugs. GLib and artifiaai primaries now thinned down to the 

phosphorescent blue-green of household de tergents. The plas tic colors of Bocour's 

Acryloid F- 10 magna aaylic paint, manufactured in New York, circa 1953, and of 

'The Highest Grade Artist Pigments, Fast Drying, Brilliant and Permanent'' - 
Bocour Blue, &de of Chromium, Alizarin Crimson, Rose Madder, and Permanent 

Green Light. In sum, color's thimed down so extensively with turpentine that they 

c m  only leave the subtlest shadow of disperse particdate, the barest trace of a once 

solid pigment - colors ultimately beyond description. 

We need, 1 think, to complexify o u  picture of Louis' painting and theoretical 

position in terms of color. Specifically, we need to understand kinesthetic 

movement in relation to color. For in the perceptual discourses which are our 

concem, the emotion of kinesthesia was typically an imperative set against the 

affects of color. As a pairing, their antagonistic affects are however most MtfuUy 

understood in tems of a mutual opposition to consaousness: a muhial opposition 

to consciousness that founds consciousness. Consciousness was a contingency or 

representation that the pairing produced. The tension between kinesthesia and color 

locdized an impossible moment of plenitude when matter and meaning were not 

as yet distinct. As a structural tension the moment of plenitude must necessarily be 



conceived of as framed by the immediate. In a sense the tension behveen the 

affective stahis of projection and that of color staged or dramatized the synchronlc 

aspect of surface. The importance of staging the surface in tems of a momentary 

experience cannot be emphasized enough. Ultimately it enabled Louis to address 

the tautological quality of a symbolic tune, the melancholic time of the great flood. 

Within both Sullivanian practice and Rorschach methodology movement 

and color constituted the most essential dynamics of the field relation. While 

Rorschach notes that (F)om, (M)ovement , (C)olor, and (S)hading responses all 

revealed how the subject experiences, it was the relation between the kinesthetic 

(M)ovement and the (C)olor responses in partidar which represented "the most 

essential components of the apparatus for experiencing."57 While (F)om 

responses, as dictated by Gestalt theory were predicated by conscious processes 

(C)olor and (M)ovement responses were the expression of the mnemic system, that 

most hmdamental layer of subject constitution. The relationship between 

(M)ovement and (C)olor responses were an expression of the very structure of 

personality, Le., the "apparatus for experiencing". 

Rorschach would c d  the relationship between (M)ovement and (C)olor 

responses the experience type or erlibnistypns .58 In Berkowitz's Camp Lee handout 

for the administration of the Rorschach Test this relationship was the important 

one as far as dinical testing for recovery went.59 The relationship between 

(M)ovement and (C)olor responses in any one subject was a fixed determination; it 

was the more or less enduring expression of character type or personaliv. During 

S7patrick Muliahy describes Sulüvan psychiaüy in similar terms. He cails it "the study of processes 
that involve or go on between people ... We are always interacting with and in the world; we are 
always undergoing experience. In tact we are our experience". Mullahy's understanding is insightfui, 
for it reveals just why Rorschach theory was so amenable to Suiiivanian psydiiatry. The focus of both 
was to understand how the subject experiences. MullahyOedipits: Myfh and Conrplex (New York: 
Hermitage Press, 1948). 
58~oachach is careful to note that these influences, whether kinesthetic or color, are not in themselves 
the apparatus (for experiencing), but simply represent it in the test. The reelationship of the numbers of 
M's and Cs is, therefore, the expression of what rorschach calied the experience type. Rorschach, 
Psychodiag~iostics , p. 87. 
5 9 ~ o y  Schaffer, "Rorschach Diagnosis". Box 2, Leon and Ida Berkowih Papers, pp. 1-2, AAA. 
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the therapeutic process of recovery this numerical reiationship would remain static 

while the absolute number of (M)ovement and (C)olor responses would increase. 

Paralleling Subject C (Houston's) 'loosening up" of associations thus, would have 

been an accompanying rise in the absolute number of color responses. 

The erlibnistypus was a two-fold mesure of the subject's personality. A 

relative predominance of (M)ovement responses, the so-called introversive 

experience-type carried the mascdine associations of the psychically active and 

imaginative, while a predominance of (C)olor responses, the so-called extratensive 

experience-type was associateci with a passive and non-productive feminine 

construction. The ciifferences between introversive and extratensive experience 

types were not in themselves constitutive of gender, rather they mapped out 

different levels or directions of psychical potentiality. In fact, the normative or 

maximum of both introversive and extratensive iypes could coexist side by side in 

the same subject. The "highly talented" creative artist on the Rorschach Test, for 

instance, would interpret a maximum number of (M)ovement and (C)olor 

responses.60 The creative artist, if one were to believe çuch constructions, perfectiy 

baland the active and passive experientid modes. Thus the corpus of literature on 

Louis that positions him between the sensuoumess of color in Helen Frankenthaler 

and the strident, aggressive masculinity of POU& 

In terms of Sullivanian understandings the (C)olor response was a measure 

of one's capacity for relatedneçs to the world. Unüke the inwardly directed, or 

subject centered relationship which the (M)ovement response encapsulated, the 

(C)olor response was the hinge pin of an object centered relation. Unlike 

(M)ovement, the (C)olor response did not h c t i o n  as part of any projective 

interaction. Rather, it encapsulated or was an expression of "the emotions, the 

affects", or a "more general disposition ... the total affective pattern". The (C)olor 

wsponse was an indicator of passivity or the excitability of affect, Le., how easily one 



was affected, or to what degree one's relation to the world was passive and reactive. 

The (C)olor responses, Rorschach continues, 

...p robably do not represent an individual constifutionai tendency in the same way that the (M's) 
were found to. They seem to represent, rather, a more general disposition which may be 
infiuenced, in some of the subjects at least, by the setting up of a conscious goal, so that (C)olor 
answea may be aroused, increased, or inhibited. This "gened disposition" is the total affective 
pattern, the affectivity. Interpretation of khesthesia's and the affectivity are peculiarly bound 
together. It is dif f idt  to suppress either alone; it is easier to suppress both at the same time. 61 

What ùiterests us especially here, I thinlc, is the way in which the 

"interpretation of khesthesia's and the affectivity are pecdiarly bound together". 

Remember that thÎs relationçhip founds Rorschach's conception of the 

erl ib nis ty pus, the very essence of the subject's "apparatus for experiencing". Take 

Louis' drawing, Geomety of a Fish one last time, paying special attention to the 

abstruse presence of color. Like the gndwork behind, the faint pastel squares of 

color unbalance and distract the eye from the trachg of outline or form. The eye is 

immediateiy caught by color. Perhaps even, before meaning is made! In viewing 

the drawing, color, and to a lesser extent totality, strike the eye £irst. And i f  it 

doesn't, the fishy form dissolves upon noting color. Or perhaps the point is, no 

matter how incomplete and meaningless a constellation of lines on a surface rnight 

be, there wiU always be a relentless attempt to make meaning of them. And M e r ,  

(C)olor and (M)ovement, in whatever tension they might be placed with regard to a 

figure or gestalt form, operate on a principle of mutual exclusion. Consider 

Schachtel's cornments on the effect of a drawing consisting "only of outlines, 

without any shading, of some figures" and with a patch of color in one corner. The 

... thn isb  itself on the observer, even on the quite casual glance; he cannot help but noticing it at 
once, whereas he has to look at the drawing much more carehlly, has to bllow the ünes drawn 
by the pend much more dosely, to recognize the figures in the drawing. Also, the red splotch 
wiil tend to unbalance the entire pidure and to dishact the attention of the observer from the 
pencüed outhes. The "red" strikes the eye, but the eye observes, studies, seeks out the lines of 

--- - -- - 

6 Rorschach, Psychodiagnos tics, p.69. 



the pend. The "red aies out, the forms are "silent". The color seems to take possession of the 
eye, the forms demand more active observation. The color at once affects the eye of the person, 
lookùlg at this imaginary drawing, the forrns await his attention. He is aware at once of 
"something r d n  - the red impresses him - but he has to Look and recognize or understand the 
bcms ouüined by pend. Color seizes the eye, but the eye grasps f m 6 2  

For Schachtel, the active impfications of gestalt perception are placed in 

contrast to the passive nature of colorts reception. The awareness of color as 

"something red", like that of kinesthetic experience, is more often than not 

conveyed instantaneously. In Schachtel's passage above he emphasizes the passive 

processes involved in color's affect. The eye is 'stnick by', 'impacted' upon, 

'moved', and 'affected' by color.63 For Schachtel this affective relation - dong with 

the repercussions of gendering it apparently speaks to - literally touches the core of 

the psychical process itself. He continues, 

... the essential passivity of the affect experience a n  be understood dynamicalIy on the basis of 
Freud's view of affect. According to him, the unconsdous instincts are represented in consciousness 
by ideas and by a charge of affect. This affect charge finds expression in processes which are 
sensed as affect. Affects are thus, together with ideas, the representatives of instincts in 
consciousness; they are hirthermore a discharge of instinctual energy. I would extend this view 
and say affects are representatives and discharge processes of ail drives, whether of iwtinctual 
or other origin. The element of passivity in the affect corresponds to the relation of the ego, the 
conscious control, to the totality of instuictual and other drives and is an expression of this 
relation. The drives are the motivahg forces over which the cowcious direction of the ego, with 
more or less success, tries to exeruse some measure of control. The more the ego succeeds in 
channehg the powerful energies of the dnves toward an adaptation to reality, the  less 
noticeable will be the element of passivity in the experience of the affect in which these drives 
are discharged. Yet even the experience of the most controiled drive retaiw something of this 
passivity. The subject is "driven" to do  this or that; he is "affeded" by this or that feeling in 
yielding to or resisting, or drive. The degree to which he is entirely passive - swept away by the 
affect - or to which he succeeds in integating the drive and its discharge in affect with his 
conscious, controlling funetions resembles, in Rorschach's test, the relation between the sheer 
impact of d o r  and the degree to which the testee succeeds in integrating the perception of color 
with adively structured fonn.e4 

In relation to the primacy of the "affect experience" all else is contingency. 

The affect is primary, it is the necessity via which the "subject is driven to do this or 

that". Despite the emphasis on color in the passage above, we need to remember, 

62~rnst Schachtel, "On Color and Affect", Psycliiatry, 1943, v. 6, p. 394. 
%chachtel, E q w i e ~ z t i d  Fotrndations of Rorschchs Test, (New York: Basic Books Inc. 1%6), 
pp. 163-64. 
64 Schachtel, The Experiential fot~nààtions of Rorschacit's Test, p. 164. 
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that projection was also an expression of these prïmary dtives, even if its 

repercussiom as far as "individual constitutional tendencies" worked against the 

"general affective dispositiont'. What is important is that the relation between colors 

affect and the projective aspects of kinesthesia are "the motivating forces over 

which the conscious direction of the ego, with more or less success, tries to exercise 

some measure of control". 

In the hmework provided by the erlibnistypus, Louis found a kind of topos 

for the symbolic. As the irreduable moment of experieming - a conjuring of 

meaning out of nothingness - the topos mapped out a zone of dynamic interaction. 

As a structural tension between the subject and object, it embodied the mystery 

b e b d  "synthetic apperception". Neither inside nor outside, both active and 

passive, simultaneously matter and meaning, the in-betweeness of the topos gave 

material substantiality to a consaous world of veils and rllusions. As the 

constitutive moment of subjectivity it encapsulated a wholeness of which 

conscioumess or allegorical representation was othenvise devoid. The paintings of 

Louisf first Veil series are an attempt to develop a visual language that might grasp 

the paradoxes of this symbolic moment. They are part of an attempt to develop a 

language that might lay bare what Coleridge named the contradictions of 

contemporaneity. It was a language that might somehow represent the "limits and 

condition of mind" - "a symbol (which is always tautegorical)", in Coleridge's 

famous description, 

... characterized by a trawiucence of the special in the individual, or of the general in the 
especial, or of the universal in the general. Above all by the translucence of the eternal 
ihrough and in the temporal. It always partakes of the realîty which it renden intelligible; 
and while it enurnerates the whole, abides itseif as a living part in tha t unity of wluch i t is 
the ~e~resenta t ive~6~  

65~amuel Taylor Coleridge, "Lay Sermons'; me Statesrnan's Manual, 1816, p. 661. See Fred Orton's 
comments on ihis passage in Figuring \avn lohns, pp. 200-201, and de Mans own insights in 'The 
Rhetoric of Ternporality", in Blindness and Insight, pp. 191-194. I am indebted to both these readings. 
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The Veils are a contemplation upon the structural tensions impliat to a kind 

of midde zone, not unlike Coleridge's ''intermediate facdty", the imagination. The 

difference is that they were to embody the momentary coordinates of the apparatus 

for experiencing through a determinate negation of the self. Having undergone the 

same processes of apostasy and demarxification as Greenberg and the American Left 

more generally, disillusion with the possibility of a dialectic in culture and society 

has here shifted to a dialectical reconciliation within the self. As a temporal zone 

exisüng between the sensuousness of experience and the cold abstractions of 

thought the project was for al l  intents and purposes a success. 

If we recd Louis' almost naive optimisrn in 1950, when the artist's 

particularly good color and 'kesthetic apportionment" wouid provide for his 

working sole in a new society, by 1954 thiç hopeful vision is altogether absent.66 

The whole can of moral problems that social psychology, character analysis, and 

interpersonal psychiatry saw as complicit to a d tu re  of confonnity, conçumerism, 

and inaeasing violence, were recognized as ultimately unresolvable. The staid, 

cool, and slow contemplative feel, that a painting Like Salient possesses, cornes fiom 

a realization that such a productive integration, indeed any and d such enlightened 

social engineering, could only be a failure. For Louis, the structure of dyads he 

would begin to investigate in the Veils was the very essence of a temporal moment 

altogether inimical to the surrounding culture. Certainly the polarities of a 

phenomenal and nuomenal world were to rnerge, with sign and meaning to 

coincide, but this was precisely the modernist imperative within that painting. To 

put it simply the instantaneous unity of such a pienitude was fett to be a denial of 

historical the .  The expressive potential that was localized as the medium's surface 

totality was conceived of as a denial of the present. Indeed it is painting about 

negating the present: the time between the past and the future. It is about time. 

Time slowed down to an intolerable pace, wherein hangq tremulous on the edge 

66Morris Louis, Tuberculosis Projed, 1950. AAA. 



of the abyss, the past and future become paradoxically linked together in death. It is 

the tirne of the great flood. 

We need, only compare the Veil paintings with Rorschach inkblots to 

recognize the intensity and lengths to which an antagonism and refusal of the 

present is putçued. Take the obvious cornpainson between Spreading (1954) (Figure 

14), Terrain of ]oy (1954) (Figure 151, and Un fitled B (19%) (Figure 16) aJl £rom the 

first Veil series and all  remarkably similar to Rorschach blots, and Card Numbers 

VIII (Figure 17), D( (Figure 18), and X (Figure 19) actually from the Rorschach Test. 

What fVst strikes one in this cornparison is the relative ease of making sense or 

identifymg objects, figures, or animals in the blots. The color areas are themselves 

discreet and distinct. Like a kind of elementary water-color they betray a clear 

procedure. Each application of color is laid on top of the white background and 

thence preceding colors in a way that revealç a clear-cut layering. hdeed, the notion 

of medium as surface totality is sublated entireIy by the figura1 or sign-making 

possibilities of the color areas. With the white tiackdrop serving as ground color, 

alone and in combination, assumes the role of a fïgural possibility. Because the blots 

lack the uncharacterizable plunging in and out of depth that the Veils possess, 

distinct forms emerge £rom the white background that are clearly defined entities 

and discrete objects in themselves. Ço wtiereas there is a certain perceptual stability 

in Card Number VII that provokes the recognition of pin. bears, or blue scorpions 

in Card Number X, or the tan elk with its prominent antlers in Card RTumber IX, in 

Tetrain of Joy no such discreet figuration emerges (Figure 20). 

Whereas in the Rorschach Card's different hues of color seem only to 

accentuate and highlight points or anchors of focal attention, the multiple fusion's 

and interpenetrations of color in Terrain of loy prohibit this process. The kind of 

space that is produced seems to exist only as a Function of the whole. That is, there is 

a kind of organic quality to the image that suggests the effusion of color is born of 



the medium itself. It is Goethe's dream as Ur-experience. What we see is the 

moment More a pi& bar, a blue scorpion, or an elk can be recognized. Perhaps, as 

the title suggests, it is the emotional delight that rnight carry or bring one to see such 

a thing as a pink bear or blue scorpion materialize out of nothing in the first place. 

Terrain of foy is a painting of utter delight. It is a painting that tries to tap into ones 

associative possibilities, by forcing one to feel rather than look for meanizig. 

The non-mimetic character of the Veils, is absolutely crucial in this respect. It 

was undoubtedly the single most deesive issue that Louis felt he had to broach. The 

problem seems to have hinged on making a surface that stemmed the interpretative 

process itseif. In a painting like Terrain of by, (Figure 15) for instance, the 

possibility of any h a 1  interpretation, which is more or less locked Ïnto the form of 

the Rorschach blot, becomes altogether confounded. In effect, the possibility of 

deciphering any meaning whatsoever is entirely prohibited. So if my own quick 

interpretations, entireIy subjective interpretations given to the cards are stable or 

certain in any way, this finality or conclusiveness is always deferred and postponed 

by the always obscure, unformeci, and only half-emergent shapes in Louis' painting. 

In Terrain of [oy, nothing is signifiant or conaete enough to grab on to. There are 

only transparencies and suspensions receding into depth and projecting outward 

into some infinite space. 

Fair enough in the context of the 1950s. The indiscretions and abuses to 

which such interpretations were used in the senrice of needs no embellishment. 

Rorschach interpretation had become a thriving growth industry, with the naming 

of pink blot as pink bear revealing anythmg from the non-aeative Organization 

man, to the authoritarian personality, and latent homosexuality. The distance Louis 

places between his work and the possibility of such scurrilous uses need be of no 

surprise. In the context of the Cold War the cause for freedom Psychodiagnostics 

was fuHling through psychologicd screening in the corporate world, in the armed 



forces, politicsf the civil service, univerdies, and in the public schooI system, 

represented a wider and deeper malaise in cmcious everyday life more generaliy. 

The fa& that in Spreading, for instance, the central potion of the canvas is 

blatanffy smudged, smeared, or flooded, so as to efface a distinction otherwise 

present in Card Number Vm, renders Spreading entirely antagonistic to the project, 

uses and abuses of Projedive Technique. The fad that in Untitled B,  the relative 

degree of autonomy or integrity of form is intentionally obscured and even negated 

by the awkward twists of color and finally by a sort of diluted spill renders it first and 

foremost a negation of processes precipitating conscious gestalt perception. That 

there is a kind of d d ,  bland luster inhabithg the center of Salient which perfoms 

a similar duty, or that there is a transverse erasure which blurs the burst of 

streaming color in Breaking Hue, marked out for Louis, what 1 think, functioned as 

an unwavering cxitique of the surrounding cuihire. That there is at the very center 

of the pidorial space in all the Veils a kind of over-sahiration that remains 

indecipherable and obscure, that suspends meaning by placing a kind of stop gap to 

interpretation, only speaks to a negation of the present that is a metaphoric quest for 

the time of the great flood. 

What we are presented with in paintings like Sa1 ien t , Terrain of Joy , 

Longitude (1954) (Figure 21), Breaking Hue (1954) (Figure 22), Intrigue, Spreading, 

Atomic Crest, and Pendu 1 u m, is the inner-world of the day-dream, where 

materiality is apprehended diredy without mediation. It is a world apparently 

unllifringed upon by the outside. Yet one where we feel in our bones that the smell 

of gras clippings and the whir of a neighbor's mower are close by. In a sense, and 

these synesthetic associations are an integral part of the argument 1 mount for and 

against these paintings, the world offered up is a thoroughly suburbanized version 

of the utopian vision. Because the blandf prosaic quality at their core is no accident; 

because individuality and character structure are intentiondy sublated to the 



impersonal through the mechanisms of a dialectic located within the self, dilference 

and distinction fly out a window already opened up by a horizon of standardized 

lawns, ranch style homes, Buick SpecUs, and gray flannel suits. 

The paradox of Louis' painting, is the paradox of America's suburban 

dreamP7 It is the paradox of a "sensuous bureaucracy", Marcuse's "aesthetic 

dimension", ruled over by the "principle of a non-repressive civilization, in which 

reason is sensuous and sensuousness rational-''68 It is a "world all rniddle" where 

nature and civilization meet, and when the intellect and the senses intermingle. 

Yet, a world as hr fkom the realities of life in the 1950s that can be imagineci. What 

Louis was after in these paintirtgs was a kind of topos where "Freedom of 

association" and the "energy of associative activity" would be given absolutely free 

reign. A nuclear free zone one is tempted to c d  it, where the mind could happily 

stray from the anxieties of Me in the 1950s. And so a painting like Atomic Crest c m  

be an absolute refusal of the world out there, yet on some other level - the 

expressive kvel, the only level that mattered to Louis, a level distilling out the 

instantaneous dynamic interaction between kinesthetic movement and colors affect 

- a critical perspective on it. 

Ironically, the contradictory nature of such daims are d a part of the illusion 

that was America's suburban ciream. It was no less integral tr, the sense of d with 

whXch Louis conducted his affairs and conceived of his practice. Even if  the Veil 

paintings were founded upon the determinate negation of hiç personality, there 

remains a thoroughly suburban charm to them d e r  all is said and done. Do not 

forget that the dining mom of Louis' home doubled as his studio, or that his modest 

abode was in a quiet respectable suburban neighborhood in Baltimore. No less 

reveahg were his working hours, the normal 9:00 to 5:00 shift of any poor working 

stilf- Louis' shift however, was that of the housewife. He did the shopping, stayed 

6 7 ~ e e  Edwin Muifs 1949 poem of the same name. There is a similar kind of slow motion and ümpid 
ease about it, that Louis' painüngs shace. Edwin Muir, Collected Poems of Edwin Miiir, (New York: 
Crove PressJ 1957 ). 
e8~erbert Marcuse, Eros and Ciziiizution, p. 14û. 
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at home, cleaned the house, and cooked up his batches of staùi on the kitchen stove. 

As a very private, secretive, motionless, and self-com~~ned pradice, the technique 

of stainhg stood as an utter disavowal of the social realm of action and the public 

sphere outside. And so, precisely because Louis was a kind of Proustian figure, 

holed up, motionless in his dining room, a l l  the rich and homble sensations of a 

world out there - a world that is the very antithesis of everything a painting like 

Atomic Crest stands for - are disüUed out. 

A world where the ideological does not manage to seep in and sahirate, even 

a vision of modemity such as this, is a beautihil dream indeed. For the symbolic 

topos of unmediated expression is where the social is encoded most fully. The 

totality that is conceived of as the expressive moment, is indeed the only place 

where historical process is figured forth. When the dream of capturing totality and 

wholeness hinges specifically upon buildingin the synthetic or constitutive power 

of the mind as the metaphor of surface in the £irst place, this proposition seems less 

radical than simply expedient. At a moment such as this, we are up against what is 

the single most diff idt  stopgap to the critical study of high modemist painting: 

none other than the controllhg metaphor of the expressive totality. It is a moment 

when the aesthetic state gains a certain resonance that is all to troubling in the 

highly charged political atmosphere of the early Cold War. For the impersonal 

forces that speak to a Kantian notion of "synthetic apperception" were forces that 

constructeci the United States of America as the best of possible worlds. It was not- 

The rnistaken daim here is that the expressive nature of the medium, the medium 

used metaphorically to distiU the aesthetic moment, can serve as a totalizing 

negation of the presentness of a surrounding culture. If high modemist painting is 

guùty of complicity in the ideological battles of the Cold War thus, it is not gdty of 

indiscretions intentionally pursued, but only insofar as the totality sought as the 

aesthetic state, is in the end, modernism's most fkightful and troubling dream. 



The tension we are interesteci in, operates on the far side of this dialectic. 

Following both de Man's and Benjamin's call for a criticism that is the mortification 

of works, we need to search for a rhetorical machinery beyond the essential 

reconciüation the unity or totality of the decorative promises. This 

problematization of painüngs expressive cornplex, a problematization Uiat takes 

Greenberg's premise of the medium's expression as a departure, serves as the 

beginning of what 1 consider an advanced fonnal criticism. In the case of Louis' 

Veils we need to focus on the way the unity or immediacy of surface is constructed. 

We need to remember that as a dynamic intermingling of kinesthetic movement 

and color, surface itself was a staging of a moment of plenitude that possessed the 

irreducible elements of experience. To read Louis' Veils, one needs to be attentive to 

the way little intentional floods - and here 1 mean the successive waves that in 

sufferance build the whole - are constitutive of a surface, that is the utopian 

promise of the great flood. For if nothing else, the intentions behind a painting that 

is to metaphoridy stand in for the üme of the great flood, can only be to capture a 

wholeness which is prohibited by consciousness, that is the drearn of totality. 

F d e ~ e s s  as the most irreducible aspect of Louis' new style was not a 

coincidence. It was a much labored after technical development. As perhaps the 

fundamental trope of Louis' mature pradice - for it figures centrally throughout his 

paintings between 1954 - 1%1, fdeness, carried a rich set of associations. Certainly 

there were those psychological associations, that posited the self as a fiction and 

mere contingency of a more primary "apparatus of experienchg". But M e r ,  there 

were biblical and literary precedents blended into this pessimistic appraisal of the 

human condition as well. Ptecedents similarly concemed with rehrniing to a 

symbolic realm of necessity. Precedents similarly consoled by the salvation 

potentially inhering to what one rnight call a late appendage to Romanticism's 



"apocalyptic history of consciousness".6~ Thhk of the example given by Coleridge: 

a "man watch(ing) his mind while he is composing" and better a s m d  water insect 

winning its way up against a stream %y altemathg pulses of ative and passive 

motion". Think of Kafka's resolve to build a fence against history by founding a 

writing in that movement which was a continuous state of expulsion: a movement 

"th a grave teleologicd imperative, but which nevertheless was the only paradise 

whether we know it or not. Think of Kafka's flight £rom the falleness of a state of 

sin and confinement, "to a wide open, inside a dosed and stifling world". 

Think of falleness for Louis, as the state of the present from whence ail 

attempts to transcend the fucity, stasis, and immobility of ones character or 

personality would begin Think of falleness as a veiled thematic for middleclassness. 

A kind of penetrating physiognomics of the suburb dehed through and against its 

antithesis: uprightness. Think of it as a aïtical poshinng made all the more 

resonant by the simple procedure of turning a figure of the good, upstanding citizen 

on his and her head. Think of the vertigo inherent in the trope as a measure of the 

daring possessed of the imaginative or associative act itself, in a culture of 

conformity. Think of falleness as a way of marking intention as both a limit and 

condition of mind, and think of the refrain of the repeated fall as a mobile flow of 

dead metaphors that render a surface, like consciousness, as fluid and seamless as an 

illusion. For that matter think of consaousness as a surface awash in a sea of 

instability. Think of the Veilç as a kind of maritime event: a naval exercise fought 

with depth charges that well and plumb the unfathomable. But in so doing, do not 

forget that il these metonymic associations make for the most profound pidure of a 

melancholy predicament, we would be entirely missing the point. For beside a 

pervasive sense of gravi@ there is some indefinable merryness and delight that 

wells up within these paintings. A delight not operating on the level of the wash 

6 9 ~ e  Man, "Aesthetic Fonnaiization in Kleist", The Rhetoric of Romnnticisrn, (New York Columbia 
University Press, 1984), p. 267. 



that is a f a ,  but rather functioning in terms of the make up of a surface, Le., the 

interrelation between fallen attempts that make up the whole. 

For Louis, the fail  h m  p c e  was that particrula contingency upon which a 

self-reflexive movement back again toward the necessity of the aesthetic state 

hinged. After ail, Louis' painting is about the paradise regained after the Fail. But 

regained - and here is the rub - only by virtue of founding a practice that was 

devoid of intention. Throwing one's arms up in the air at a paradoxical refusal of 

consciousness çuch as this wiU do no good. The obvious is right at hand. One need 

simply ask the rhetorical question: What on earth might be fdtïlled by 

relinquishing intention? Ultimately, nothing, absolutely nothing on earth. For the 

gravity of the fall divorces it entirely h m  the wordly and the present, from 

phenomenality. This is the beauty of the metaphor of the fall. As the beginning of a 

rich metaphoric ciiain that can link the action of liquid to the action of light, 

through the verb to flood, to the moment of the great flood, which is the flash of a 

divine light, that is the birth of the self, the fail is perhaps the rnaterialist trope par 

excellence. Think of Louis' delight upon discovering such a technique. A technique 

that completely defied the cuit of action painting, and moreover fulEilied its 

historical destiny without moving a muscle. Think of Greenberg's delight with a 

practice weighed d o m  by gravity, seriousness, heavy-heartedness, and melancholy, 

yet simultaneousIy achieving a surface with the look of weightlessness, a dew 

suffused with light, divinity, a state of pure grace. 

Only by virtue of founding a practice in the movements of gravity, a 

movement antititetical and ninning counter to the aesthetic state, codd painting 

offer up an unmediated form of experience, codd it attain a state of pure, cool, 

detached, grace. The irony in such a statement, indeed the irony in Louis' Veils is so 

staged, forced, and so plain to the eye, that one is easily blinded to it. In a work like 

Atomic Crest or Breaking Hue, one need only note the way in which the forcedneçs 

of the expressive image is utterly at odds with the traces and evidences of process. 



One is forced, if one is to make sense of the image, to confront the di lema of time 

which Louis himself faced. Only through an appeal to that which precedes, an 

appeal to beginnings, a shame-faced allegorical movement "towards the presence of 

the present" are answers given.70 But even these are veiled. For what kind of 

answer to the question of poetic transcendence, imaginative flight, joy, uplift, 

elation, delight, is the force of gravity. What kind of ayptic language has recourse 

only to the repeated and predictable trope of the fall? Certainly it is a grave 

indictment of the present, but what possible consolation are the physics of the 

gravitational constant? 1s it Louis' own fat  reaching attempt to put into the blandest 

most prosaic images possible, what Greenberg took to be the cnu< of Kafka's wriüng, 

its "tautegorical" quality ? 

We need to look again at the Veils. Look at the burst upward in Breaking 

Hue (1954) (Figure 22), the marvelous Ievitation of Intrigue (Figure 4), the 

spontaneous solar flowering of Iris (1954) (Figure 23), the elation of Long i t udes 

(1954) (Figure 24), or the utter release kom an earthbound gravity in Spreading 

(Figure 1) and Terrain of loy (Figure 15). In each case a release from the constraints 

of art earthbound destiny, is built out of the most creaturely, unartistic and 

mundane of procedures: the repeated spill, that is in effect only paint running under 

the force of gravity. It seems the only technique that was in any defensible for 

painting the modem moment, was absolutely mechanical, where everything was 

already decided and predetermined. It is as if poetic transcendence is itself 

acknowledged to be only an illusion. That, any ascent of the imagination, that any 

sense of attainment, achievement, or insight, places the self and the world on the 

bnnk of another collapse or aises, and by doing so changes nothïng. Hope and 

possibility, as it were, ride an Atomic Crest that is always only built upon the veils of 

illusion. MaNcent  as the pluming mushroom of pigment captured at the 

70~reenberg, 'The Jewishness of F m  Kafka: Some Sources of his Particular Vision'', p. 203. 
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absolute apex of its graceful crowning motion might be, the faU earthward of its 

irradiated particdate is as threatening. 

Compared with a transitional work like Trell is (1953) (Figure 25), painted jus t 

prior to the Veils, this kind of absolute moment of tenuous balance is absent. As an 

image of the kind of bower or grape arbor that hung fmm the eaves above the 

kitchen window in the bacQard of the Louis' home, there is the sense of the fleeting 

moment, but fleetingness of an entirely different speties. In Trell i s  fleetingness is 

spatial in kind. The moment itself is not loaded. Rather it has the ephemeral 

quality of a visual impression just caught on canvas. The feel of the qui& glance 

sideways, or the object caught just out of the corner of ones eye. A nature outside 

becomes the subject of an associative relation with an inside of feelings and 

emotions, sensory objects stand in for non-concrete experiences. In a work Iike 

Terrain 4 loy, this symbolic correspondence, a circuitry founded on the percephial 

metaphor and a God given universe, becomes itself the object of investigation. 

Imaginative flight does not carry one toward a reconciliation with the object in 

nature, but rather backward toward a reconciliation with the temporal nature of 

experience. In Terrain of loy a temporal structure premised on the progressive 

accumulation of washes paradoxically leads one backward toward the time of the 

grea t flood. 

Under modernity, remember, the symbolic universe where matter and 

meaning neatly fit together in some imrnaculate order, had become altogether 

problematic. Desire in the consumer economy of American Capitaiism had robbed 

the present of its symbolic potential. The relay between matter and meaning, or the 

etemal and the temporal, because supplanted by ideological forces had made 

wholeness and totality no longer graçpable. The p b o l i c  framing proposed by 

Coleridge "... of the speQal in the individual, of the general in the especial, or of the 

univerd in the general" was no longer a given. To make sense of the world 

anymore, requi.mil a balance between the sel£ and the world. 



The Veils are founded u p n  an atternpt to grasp wholeness once again, to 

give modern experience the thickness and fullness it once possessed. In effect, Louis 

saw the problem as solvable in tenns of making the surface a metaphor of 

experiencing. This entailed superseding the notion of surface as a metaphor of 

knowing or seing, one that is which Merred a spatial correspondence. Helen 

Frankenthaler's Mountains and Sea, 1952 (Figure 26) is important in this respect. 

Louis has d e d  it a "bridge between Pollock and what was  possible".^^ The 

comment is ail too revealing. For it neatly categorizes the debt owed to Pollock's 

work in terms of the masculine associations of projection, and that owed to 

Frankenthaler in terms of the passive and affective sbtus of color. In Mo un tains 

and Sen and Trell is alike, there is an over-powering sense of the affect of the 

immediate. In Trellis especially, the affective status of the immediate defies a 

structuring of it. There is the distinct sense of an exhilaration or inspired creation 

which ovenvhelrns the self. In complicity with a gendering that dows 

Frankenthaler to stand as a "bridge" between Pollock and what was possible, a work 

like Trellis is finally too affected. Too affected and over-powered by the moment to 

enable a complementary and dyniLllïic interaction between the self and the world, 

which compositional balance in the Veils me taphorically localizes. In Trell is, the 

instantaneous act of structuring affect is absent. The stniggle and active engagement 

- that process of inner-creation, association, or as de Man c& it "self-reading"72 - 
required of conjuring meaning out of the nothingness of a££ect, is absent. 

Obviously enough, this marks a crucial moment in Louis practice. It suggests 

that with the first Veil series the analogical relation posited between sign and 

rneaning, as in the symbolic universe of Trellis, is £inally recognized as cormpt. As 

a function of coming into the consciousness of the present, Trellis was nothhg less 

than a contingency of the consumer economy and Cold War politics. What was 

71~0ttis Louis quoted, in James Tmitt, "Art - Arïd D.C. HnrborsTouted 'New Painters"', (Washington 
fast, Dec 21,1%1), p. A20. 
7 2 ~ e  Man, "Reading (Proust)", in Ailegories of Reading: Figura1 Langrurge in Rotisseaii, Nietzsche, 
Rilke, and Proust, p. 67. 
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ultimately lacking in Trellis, which the Veils would provide, is what Clark calls a 

"self-making capaatyW.73 If painting was to remain cogent, what was required was 

a surface able to metaphoridy embody the instantanmus moment of the self 

conjuring meaning out of nothingness. Or, to put it in more familiar terms, what 

painting had to do, was stage the double aspect of a self struck by the a€fective status 

of color, and a self structuring that stimulus in an act of projection as a 

cornplementary movement in an ironic moment. The paradoxicai balance struck as 

a function of the synchronie effect of d a c e  accomplished precisely this.  The form 

of the Veil stood as a metaphor of the self conjuring meaning out of nothingness. 

It is no wonder that many of the titles from the first Veil series circulate 

around a thematics of tirne. Loaded titles, obscure titles, titles heavily embroiled 

with issues of prescience, inevitability, limit, fleetingness, and doom, name a 

plenitude or sensuousness that in every case is literally overloaded to the point of 

collapse. Titles such as Salienf, Pend ul u m , Longitudes, Atomic Crest, Breaking Hue, 

and Int r i p e  , are a part of a seIf-conscious use of artifice and stage work that 

permitted a representation of the immediate in the k t  place. Take the speciüc 

example of Sa1 ien t. As the title suggests it is both a skiking and conspicuous image. 

While surface matter is certainly substantial enough to offer up an image, it seems 

only just captured and only just preserved. What we see is the loaded instant, the 

instant absolutely flooded with tension just before the whole thing disintegrates. A 

sense of the utterly momentary permeates the fabric of the Veil. In the blink of an 

eye, the downward puil of gravity will exert its force anew, wreaking havoc on the 

delicate flow and gentle balances achieved. An invisible solar wind carrying a 

disperse partidate aaoss the surface, (now) gently pluming it, seems poised to 

charge its diaphanous folds with enough movement to unhook it from its 

moorings. If there is the possibility of a kind of endless seeping expansion &er this 

- - - -  

7 3 ~ . ~ .  Clark, 'Notes on Benjamin's Trauerspiel." 



narneless event, it is suggestively counteracted by a gentle to and fro that emanates 

from deep within the Veil. The subtle flaring colors at the left and right hand edges 

only aid this finely wrought tension. They t ac .  down a billowing sense of volume 

devised in the center by way of unveiling the spare and planar means that are 

actudy employed. 

In Pendu 1 u m collapse seems more immanent. Perhaps it is the result of the 

exaggerated arcing movement that has reached a more tenuous and impending 

Limit. Or is it a hction of the threatening shafts of black partidate, ready to detach 

from the finer dilution's and washes of color underneath? And what of the 

multiple banks of gray cumulus hanging heavy and rain soaked below these. Are 

they a prediction of the deluge to corne, or another piece of evidence of the lightning 

stnick flash we are in the presence of? What are dark clouds doing here anyways? 

And for that matter, why do these pillowy forms hide beneath them the barely 

visible arc of a rainbow? One sees this traditional symbol of the luik behveen 

heaven and earth in Salient, Iris, Longif udes, Atomic Crest, and Breaking Hue. As a 

favorite trope, perhaps it contains some kernel of tmth deserving further 

investigation? Whatever the case, both rain and shine are in the forecast today for 

the Baltimore region. Weather is indeed as certain an eventuality as the gravity 

which is waiting in the wings to propel the harmonic motion of Pendulum onward, 

which is to say, backward on the path which brought it to light in the £irst place. 

In Petz d u 1 u rn the balance struck is a pendtirnate one. The moment captured 

one of pure apotheosis. What is pictured defines the absolute b i t s  of composure 

and balance. Indeed composition and balance is so forefronted, so staged, and so 

forced that the tensions constitutive of the surface lend it an utter necessity and 

immediacy . Outside of this temporal instant absolutely nothing is secure. 1 n trigue 

dramatizes a similar instant. We are, as  the title suggests, very much in the thick of 

a mystery still unfolding. Perhaps it is that Ioaded instant within time that the self- 

conscious painter, the self-proclaimed anti-musdar (and thus intellectual?), tries 



incessady to sustain Perhaps it is the continually unlolding time of a dialectic. A 

tirne before the figurative imperative takes hold, on its next damming trajectory. A 

t h e  before thought has gained the footing, or "momentary fulcrum" as Coleridge 

calls it, necessitated of a " M e r  propulsion". How else might one represent the 

symbok, if not through a kind of circuitous recourse to that traditional Romantic 

representation of the minds functioning: the flow of a river? How else indeed 

might one represent matter when it stïll has yet to take flight into meaning? How 

else might one capture the moment when meaning is still running, ta*, wet, and 

sticking to the matter from which it is formed? 

If this is the case, and 1 think it is, then a sense the Veil, any Veil, is a battle of 

wits, fought on the surface of a gently flowing stream or brook For the ironîc 

predicament of consciousness c m  ody fail successively to access the realm of 

continuous motion. Yet it does so nonetheless by foolùig itself, by reinscribing its 

source that is forever ruruüng dry into the seamlessness of a surface which is the 

metaphor of the incessant process of a didectic. Undoubtedly, the mystery we are in 

the thick of here and now, is that interminable duration beyond the apparent 

mutability of nature, which Goethe cab  "Dauer im Wechsel," and what de Man 

names as the centraI problematic of Romantic thought.74 

Take the example of Iris. The title would appear to refer to the flower of the 

same name. Indeed, it is tempting to pick out the distinctively shaped leaves of the 

plant at left. Though it must be admitted, that picking flowers out of a dense and 

mossy undergrowth such as this wiU never get one anywhere, much less providing 

evidence for a metatemporal state beyond any apparent decay in nature. It seems the 

figure of the "iris" is utterly inseparable from the ground out of which it grows. 

Perhaps the title is to evoke the colored part of the eye that encircles the pupil. 

Optical metaphors are always revealing when it cornes to painting. This is especïally 

true in the case of the Veils, which go a long way to thematize and stage Greenberg's 

7 4 ~ e  Man, The Rhetoric of Temporality", p. 208. 



notion of the "shock of sight" or the "fïrst fresh glance". What is intereshg about 

the "irist' is that it calls up a whole spectrurn of colors (blue, brown, hazel, and 

green) while at the same time obviating the fact of sight. For remember the word 

refers to the area around the pupil and not the function of the pupil which acts as an 

aperture for controlling light and dark. In a sense, the title Iris iç a very clever and 

seledive optical metaphor for a type of painting concerned ody with color. A type 

of painting that was to supersede abstract expression by rendering its use of the 

value contrast obsolete. Little surprise that Greenberg named the Veil Iris himself. 

The metaphoric Chain that is already linking a type of ungraspable nature to a 

kind of colored vision does not end here, though. Iris also refers to the Greek word 

for rainbow. The rainbow is always an elusive figure. It is rain, dew, or mist, 

suffused with light. It is a kind of aerial projection within falling water that 

structures light to produce rays of color. It is a shape drawn out of coior by virtue of 

water shot through by iight. If both water and light is shapeless matter to begin 

with, the rainbow as a kind of shimmering and translucent figure is al l  the more 

miraculous an event for it. Mer all, it is a figure that hinges on a kind of light that 

is a negation of the conventional figure ground relation, a relation built on contrast. 

Moreover, it is a favored trope for revealing an othewise hidden yet fabulous relay 

between heaven and earth. In other words, it stands as a vection behveen the 

material and the transcendental, a kind of moment when experience is given light. 

If in the case of a series appropriately enough named the Veils, we are to 

assume that what is drawn is in fad a veil or Nta in  that hides or covers, it seems in 

the case of Iris we have a veil drawn by light itself. Somethuig it seerm, that is 

normally covered and hidden by Wtue of its very appearance is here with the 

rauibow revealed. Knowing the agony of Louis' earlier struggle with the 

problematics of drawing, it seems plausible that a veil & a m  by light was intended 

to reveal that which the muscularity of drawing could only hide. In light of Uiis, we 

can only conclude, that in Iris, Salient, Atomic Crest, Longitudes, and Breaking Hue, 



the infinite, which one is always blinded to, is in fact revealed in a glorious flash of 

light. The Veil drawn by color embodied the absolute mark of guilt. And yet the 

Veil reveals w b t  drawing c d d  only destroy, by flooding, blotting out, renouncing, 

and blinding that which is its central mystery. For if we are given special admittance 

to a moment Louis obviously cherishes as truthfd, a confrontation with the 

absolute nature of that truth is absent. 

The dileinma is a familiar one to students of Romanticism. At the height of 

what is necessarily constructed as an erotic encounter, there is a renunciation of 

plmitude. It is as if only upon opening ones eyes to pleasure is the inscrutable 

nature of its presence and immediacy revealed. No wonder for an art so whoUy 

immersed in the sensuoumess of the moment, that in the end it cornes off as staid, 

reserved, cool, sbrangely distanced, detached, Apollonian. In a sense, the fall £rom 

grace, that each and every ski in enacts, is nothing l e s  than a shutting of ones eye's 

to pleasure. Which is to Say again that the pour, the spill, and the wash, is not 

expressive in itsell but rather only a dead, limpid metaphor: a stain. It is an 

admission of subjectivity that ultimately enacts, as a function of the successive 

nature of the procedure, the drarna of a fallen subject. Drama is gcxxi. lt enacts the 

nature of the fa l l  again and again. The drama of the fallen subject gives the Veil its 

power, gives it a forced quality, and makes it stand in for a face-off with G d .  For if 

the pour is a source that is forever drying up, that is repeatedly mming dry, what is 

expressive are the intedations between pours which unintentiondy make up the 

surface. This mark of or absolute shame which is the essence of the aesthetic 

state, is an immediacy always bhded to the poor wretched souls of a muscular 

world. 

Perhaps we can sum up the logic of the Veils if we return to Rorschach's 

warning to Louis, the motionless painter. If upon waking, life "cuts out at once" the 

kinesthesia's of the dream, then awaking to the finite world is only to be blinded, 

put to sleep, or denied the knowledge of the infinite. Or in Louis' sIightiy more 



humdtuni version of the apocalyptic in Iris : only upon seeing the light dws one 

redy fall asleep or touch the innnite. Louis' secret practice, that was entirely non- 

productive, for it involved no physical labor whatsoever, r e m  a circuitry with 

the symbolic that was otherwise cut off by waking Me. Whiüng away the hours and 

days and months in the suburbs, Louis had only to harbor dreams of labor. His 

practice epitomizes that reflective Iabor in the dark of night that Hegel cded " the 

noon day of lifeW.75 Yet when ones wife and all of ones neighbors Wear gray flannel 

suits, one is never proud of the work they have not done or the fact that they 

doggedly pursue no thing still. Except Louis the motionless painter, who built a 

practice around the labor-saving device of the modern day-dream. 

In a sense, Louis' practice is founded upon the same anxiety that is harbored 

by a child who is only able to sleep with the light on. Except that in Louis' case 

sleeping with the light on meant recognizing that Me in the present made working 

stiff the founding moment of a phüosophy of restlessness. Paradoxically, pichires as 

pretty as the Veils stand for a kind of radicakzed position that characterized life in 

the present, conscious Me, indeed any and aU forms of engagement in a 

surroundhg culture as nothhg better than a form of sleep w h g .  Given the 

grave predicament of the decade that ushered in television and all varieties of 

middle brow culturef what codd the crit id artist do but embrace the dream of the 

living, the dream of the suburb, and the dream of America in the 1950s and show to 

the world what a beautiful illusion it was. Better to found ones practice on the 

paradoxes of the present than ignore them. How else might the limits and 

conditions of mind be laid bare? 

Tirne moves differently in the paùitings of the k t  Veil series for a reason. 

As the operüng up of a horizon that exists within the flash of an instant, it is time 

governed by a negative relationship with that of its histoxical counterpart As t h e  

7%heodore Adorno, Hegel: Thee  Studieç, tram Shierry Weber Nicholsen,(Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1994), p. 90. 
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localized and distilled down to the moment of the cataclysm, it flows with the 

patient, languorous Pace of a day dream. As the impossible tirne of the great flood it 

is ultimately revealing of a patience, stability, and constancy, that one Lin& only at 

the very center of a maelstrom. But perhaps my recourse to natural phenomenon 

and catadysms are somewhat misleading. Certainly the time of the great flood and 

that of the maelstrom would have been suitable metaphors for Louis' apocalyptic 

notions of human consciousness. Such bibiicai metaphors would have been all too 

appropriate with regard to the apocryphal (read mereIy gestural and degorical) 

works of abstract expressionism, which Louis lumped together with "Picasso and the 

muscular paintersW.76 However, w e  know that for Louis the thne at the center of 

the maelstrom, the time of the great flood, was not seen simply in terms of the 

physical relations engendered between man and nature or a post-exilic universe, 

though these were powerful associations which Louis tried to build into his practice. 

Uitimately, the "intolerably slow pace" of time was derived from a dialedic that was 

entirely conceived of in terms of a temporal destiny within the sel€? 

What we can Say of the first Veil series is that if Louis did take recourse in the 

associative psibilities of a stability borrowed from nature, or indeed a set of 

psychological problematics oriented on the self as art "apparatus for experienchg", 

or further the links to the Old Testament, all  these various resources emerge only as 

a function of the way Louis made the surface of painting to represent something 

other than intended. This is neither to suggest that a leap into faith was the h a 1  

solution to formalizing the mystery behind "synthetic apperception - a condusion 

one is easily tempted to argue in view of the titling of works later in the 1950s. Nor 

is it to suggest that a psychological mapping of the experiential moment is the 

auad nexus that constmcted his understanding - though it must be admitted that 

this hctions certainly as the most historically trenchant framework. Finally, 

neither is it to frame Louis' work exclusively in terms of the Romantic inheritance 

7 6 ~ o m s  Louis, letter to Clement Greenberg. June 1,1954, Clement Greenberg Correspondence, AAA. 

7%reenberg, The Jewishness of Franz Kafka", p. 208. 
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in modernism. Ratlier it is to argue that all of these imperatives were impiicit to 

the way Louis' technique of working with the medium of painting was attempting 

to broach the question of the aesthetic state. 

The mystery a Veil places one in the thick of, is the mystery behind "synthetic 

apperception", and the falling off into inEinity that is implicit to the leap of faith, as 

well as that meta-temporal state beyond the mutability of nature. Louis' only wish 

was to develop a technique of painting that provided a "wide open inside a closed 

and s ü h g  world; a nuclear free zone that served a symbolic moment of 

wholeness and plenitude when the sign was mobile and when meaning was stiil 

slippery with assoaation. What Louis had realized in the Veil paintings was that 

this state of fluid motion was attainable only by relentiessly forcing painting to rest 

on the impersonal, tautological, and repetitious quality possessed of letting stain fall 

under the monotonous, predictable, and constant force of gravity. Ultimately thus 

the tautological aspect of Louis' stylistics found a rich chain of metaphors in the 

imperceptible movements of nature, the forgotten and undervalued moment of 

experience, and the biblical associations of a lost paradise before the FA. 

The example of Kafka in this regard was not, 1 think, unimportant for Louis. 

The kind of polarities his fiction relied upon, revealed and unfolded a world built 

only of a tissue af appearances, "figures, fienesses, parables".78 Kafka's world, was 

the "state of sin" of a post-exiiic world, but in as much it was the oppressive 

atmosphere of a bureauaatic state, and indeed the drudgery and banality of a 

bourgeois culture. This multiplicity of possible readings was precisely what Louis 

was after. Opemess hinged on a certain mannered or forced quaiity to the stylistics. 

It was manifest as a facticity or "circumstantiality that belongs more to description 

and logical exposition than to narrative. By dint of being manipulateci the details 

manage to move the story, but at what is often an intolerably slow pace. Kafka's 

scrupulousness, governed by so anxious a vision, risks appearing mannered at 

- - 
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times, and the manner risks boring us."79 For Louis, the problem of the symbolic - 
and as much for Greenberg who wrote the above passage with the symbolic in 

minda0 - -ed on the creation of an intentional texture of equivalence. Indeed, 

working exclusively within the bounds of the prosaic, routine, redundant and 

tautological was so important, that it reinvigorated an othenvise looted form of 

anxiety. Here is Greenberg again. 

... at the same time, the ultimate and the immediate, the exceptional and the everyday, the 
crucial and the incidental, intersed everywhere and at every moment. Hence everything exerts 
equal pressure and requires, in the teUing, equal emphasis. But it is not, on the face of it, 
exaltation which Ievet everything upward. The vision that produces the words of Kafka's 
fiction tries to 6x most LteraUy, most anxiously, everything that happens to be the case ... The 
prosaic may be heightened, but it is not depnved of the quality of being prosaic. What 
exaltation, or rather eloquence, there is in Kafka is ironical and cornes at the point where the 
fa& of the case invite a summing up that must, inevitably, be inadequate to them81 

The point is this. The symbolic -"what exaltation, or rather eloquence, there 

is" - was reaiizable in representation only as a function of the ironic form of the 

whole. Only by rendering the narrative movement, khat is more a "description and 

logical exposition", a function of repetition, could the expressive unity of the 

symbolic be given force.82 If in Ka£ka everything fails into place as if in a dream, not 

that is to reveal the mystery behind a greater whole but only to accommodate the 

inscrutable logic that its necessity determines, Louis took this commandment 

literaily. In the Veils "everything exerts an equal pressure", "everything has already 

been settled, and "actual life only recapitulates a point made somewhere else"83, 

because that which is exerting the "equal pressure", and that which is doing the 

"settling", is nothing other than the force of gravity. 

79~reenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz Kafka'', p. 208. 
ironically when Greenberg wrote on the "Jewishness of Fr- Kafka" he was in the possession of a 

number of Louis' paintings h m  the first Veil series.In mid to late 2953 Louis' paintings had been 
rejected by the Pierre Matisse Gailery, and with Greenberg as the go between had ended up in his 
apartment during the fall and winter of 1954. Though the two men had met only just pnor to Louis' one 
man show in April of 1953, the relationship between Greenberg and Louis was already a close one. 
81~ceenberg ibid, p. 203. 
82These terms underscore Greenberg's argument and occur throughout his article. Greenberg, ibid. See 
espeaally pp. 203- 205. 
83~reenberg, 'The Jewishness of Franz Kafka", p. 203. 
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Look at Salient, Look at how and from what buis rnakes his surface. This is 

painting paired d o m  to essentials. It is thinrted d o m  Magna Acrylic paint and 

white cotton du& canvas. That is all. Far £rom being a purely formal conceit 

though, the way Louis forehont's the factitious quality and physical substantiality of 

pigment - through gravity -, is ultimately for accessing the rich set of associations 

governing the aes thetic s tate. Factitiousness is spectadarized for the specific 

purpose of revealing a process that is in itself the necessity we will never 

comprehend. Yet for ail the Veils verüiable and empirically secure nature, taking 

an inventory or methodically compiling and categorizing the subject matter is 

impossible. No aspect of the surface can be privileged more than any other, lest that 

aspect gain some momentum and take a Mer flight into meaning, which is 

precisely what the Veils prohibit. 

The blending and mïxing of colors into a continuous streaming surface is 

much of the effect. The stark oppositions and rigid, crusty polarities of Pollock are 

here transformeci into bu£fed and polished transits of color, movements between 

hue, and comniingling of pigment. There are no borders, edges, no beginnings or 

endings, only subtle penetrations, bondings and diffusions aU worked up into a 

confounding relation of equanimity. If the isolated or partidar event emerges 

with any sense of urgency, which is want to happen upon any close reading, these 

episodes are always swallowed up whole. Fluid transitions and silent agreements 

are forged everywhere. So for instance the singular fan-shaped episode at upper left 

instantly echoes with the mute £ile of triangles composed of a more iridescent 

nature to its immediate right, these in hini resonahg with those two larger 

consortings of striated hue at upper right, and the strange worm-like autain rod 

upon which a succession of purpIe-red veds are apparently hung. There is the 

accord struck by columns of partidate: those two speeding and of a dense milling 

nature, with those others of a h e r  and more disinterested existence on either side. 

There are indeed, near repetitions of barely definable types and species repeated all 



over the surface, shafts of pinky-red and turquoise animate one anothet, unfettered 

hues of purple hovering in only loose tension, set off blue drenched moorings 

above. Orderly washes and those glinipses of an undemeath made radiant by earlier 

swathes of Zinc or Cadmium Yellow bath and calm the deeper hues and more 

complex patterns of purple above. Thin, wide, square, gray-blackf and purposeful 

pours, the final and thinnest sequence of washes hom whence we began, strike a 

vibrant tension with streaks, diagonals, and blurrings, lefi quite by chance. 

One needs to imagine the central stain of this final and thinnest sequence of 

washes seeping down the taut fabric of Salient as the echo of a pewïous faU One 

needs to imagine this finest dusting of partidate as though it were shot through 

with the most immutable and enduring patterns in nature. One needs to imagine 

this final, inconsequential, almost translucent aspect of the surface, moving with 

the same predictable Pace as a whole world out there. If Salient seems to embody 

the processes and flow of an origin and its tendency, what is important to recognize 

is that there is ultimately a damming of that most traditionai metaphor of the mind 

(the river) built w i t h  the structure upon which that continuity and movement is 

sustained; a damming moment wherein self-mystification lies. For the gentle 

timeless sweep of the river hides within it art entirely lugubrious process: a strained, 

periodic, discontinuous process of gushes and rapids, süll ponds and refleding 

pools. 

Imagine stain painting as a way of making a whole surface corne alive. But 

think of it ulümately as only one attempt at reclaiming a more essential uniq and 

wholeness always lost There is no h m  in imagining Louis' pradice as giving the 

periodic and discontinuous character of Me under modernity the grace of a fluid and 

seamless motion as long as we recognize that it fails. For the expressive content of a 

veil is indistinguishable from the repeated refrain of f&g water that is its source. 

And this repetitious refrain ulhately forms a secret history of consaousness, 

forever repeated and yet forever blinded to the self. The babbling murmuring, 



bubbhg, gurgling sound integral to wholeness, is W y  built out of a socially 

mediated making of meaning. 

Louis is a figure something like Durer's Me la nc ho 1 ia, 1514 (Figure 27). He is 

confronted though, by the hollow symbols of a different era of progress. Rather than 

those rigid, mathematical, and dryly rational emblems of the early Enlightenment, 

Louis drowns in the sorrowful form of the commodity that promises everything. 

Louis' sunkeness is the welter of the baward barbecue, the swimming pool, the 

Cycla-matic Frigidaire for the kitchen, or any other of those other modem 

appurtenances of the good life. For the melancholic all substance is ultimately 

mattainable in this world. And thus the profound anxiousness of Louis' vision. 

For the limits of Louis' project are the limits of a life lived in the present. A Me 

lived in a red brick house on a pretty street in Baltimore Maryland. A Me concerned 

with gardening, and shopping, taken up by painting and the daily tas& of running a 

household. A life outside dictated by the figurative imperative of exchange. Life as 

"a succession of isolated moments". Life as "a discontinuous material progression 

toward death."84 This is the apocalyptic within an apparently incidental succession 

of pours; the Kafkaesque in his pleasing image of the day-dream. It is the great irony 

of Louis' pos t-exilic suburban painting, 

The irony of Louis' practice was that the only technique that was in any way 

defensible for painting the modem moment, had absolutely nothing aesthetic about 

it. It was domestic, suburban, middle-class, and tasteless. Sure it was part of a rich 

legacy fkom the Old Testament, Romantiasm, and structural psychology. But it was 

also just a series of little accidents, only just a Little more than spilt mik. For Louis 

the gravest tautology rested on the unmiradous fact of the spill, and the 

mechanical way the spill was repeated over and over again. He knew a l l  to well that 

he was elevating the shamehil spill, that most ever present threat to the good 

84 Paul de Man, The Rhetoric of Temporality", p. 226. The final phase is T. J. Clark 'S. 
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house-keeper and the dean and happy kitchen, to the power of the transcendental. 

Miring painting in conformity was the only way to 'build a fence against history". 

Think of the Veils in terms of the ponderously slow Pace of a t h e  near death 

and as a way of staring death in the face. Think of them in terms of a religious 

devotion to a golden age: the time of the down pour; a deluge of transparent 

meanings, crosswinds and associations, of slippery signs, besotted mists, and dreams 

of floating drunk. Think of a Veil as the highest moment of poetic transcendeme 

achieved solely through the cumulative effects of an intentional succession of 

kitchen accidents. The miradous moment of the aesthetic state - nothhg but 

gravy - formed of a whole lot of regrettable spills produced by gravity. A practice 

hinging on the consistent, predictable, and tautological use of "g". "Gee" for 

wonder, surprise, delight, elation, and levity that rises to the surface; but also for 

gravity, seriousness, troubling Old Tes tament type things, forgotten histories, and 

the rivers of the mind that run deep. Materialists have always held "g" in the 

highest and most absolute regard. It has always fniitfully served as a casting off for 

those earnest few who doggedly hunt down the obscure. 

Morris Louis' Eirst Veil series was an advertisement for America in the 1950s 

with a di£ference. It gave psychological testing and marketing, the bureauaatic state, 

and a consumption oriented souety, a human face. For the Veil was a sur(face) 

whoiIy marked by shame. It was painting heavily flushed with color. A self-portrait 

of a happy home maker that came with a warning attached: "Stain painting: the 

latest in labor-saving techniques for painting in the modern kitchen ... But only for 

those seeking ultimate redemption. Not for use in the mobilizing of a 

revolutionary working ciass". 



Figure 1 Moms Louis. Salient. 1954. Aayl ic  on canvas, 74 518 x 99 1/4 inches. 
Diane Upright, Morris Louis - The Complete Paintings: A Catalogue 
Raisonne. New York: Hany N. Abrams. Inc., 1985, p. 66. 



Figure 2 Morris Louis. Detail of Salient. Diane Upright, Morris Louis - The 
Complete Paintings: A Catalogue Raisonne. New York: Harry N. 
Abrams. Inc, 1985, p. 52. 

Figure 3 Moms Louis. Detail of Salient. 



Figure 4 Morris Louis. Intrigue. 1954. 75 x 105 inches. Diane Upright, Morris 
Louis - The Cornplete Paintings: A Catalogue Raisonne. New York: 
Hamy N. Abrams. Inc., 1985, p. 65. 



Figure 5 Morris Louis. Atumic Crest. 1954. Acrylic on canvas, 79 x 106 inches. The 
L m a n  Foundation. 



Figure 6 M o m s  Louis. Pendu l u m. 1954. Acrylic on canvas, 79 x 105 inches. Diane 
Upright: Morris Louis - The Complete Paintings: A Catalogue Raisonne. 
New York: Harry N. Abrams. Inc., 1985, p. 139. 
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Figure 7 "Instead of slaving over that proverbial hot stove, these young houswives 
are working over an easel." Morris Louis. Teaching at the Workshop 
Center of the Arts. The Washington Post, March 13,1953. 
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Figure 8 Exhibition of The Psychiatrie Lnstitute, University of Maryland, mated by 
Moms Louis. "Stages in the creative process". Baltimore, 1958. 



Figure 9 Morris Louis. Charred lournal. Firewriffen II, 1951. Aaylic on canvas, 35 
x 30 inches. Midiael Fried, M o h s  Louis. New York: Harry N. Abrams, 
1979, pl. 14. 



Figure 10 Moms Louis.Tranquilities 1I1. 1953. Tissue papa, and acrylic on Upsom 
board, 37 112 x 58 112 inches. Diane Upright, Morris Louis - The Complete 
Paintings: A Catalogue Raisonne. New York: Harry N. Abrams. Inc., 
1985, p. 136. 



Figure 11 Exhibition catalogue for Louis' 1953 show at the Wotkshop Art Center 
Gallery, Washington, D. C. Morris Louis Papers, AAA. 



Figure 12 Morris Louis. Geometry of a Fish. 1953. Ink on paper. Diane Upright 
Headley, The Drmuings of Morris Louis. National Collection of Fine Arts, 
Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1979, p. 54. 



Figure 13 Morris Louis. Untitled photo collage. 1950. 12 x 9 in. Diane Upright 
Headley, The Drawings of Morris Louis. National Collection of Fine Arts, 
Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1979, p. 55. 



Figure 14 Morris Louis. Spreading, 1954. Aaylic on canvas, 79 1 / 8 x 97 inches. Diane 
Upright, Morris Louis - The Complefe Painfings: A Cafalogue Raisonne. 
New York: Harry N. Abrams. Inc, 1985, p. 67. 



Figure 15 Morris Louis. Terrain of Joy, 1954. Aaylic on canvas, 79 x 105 inches. 
Diane Upright, Morris Louis - The Complete Pnintings: A Catalogue 
Raisonne. New York: Hany N. Abrams. Inc., 1985, p. 68. 



Figure 16 Morris Louis. Untitled B, 1954. A q L i c  on canvas, 103 x 90 inches. Diane 
Upright: Morris Louis - The Complete Painfings: A Catalogue Raisonne. 
New York: Hamy N. Abrams. Inc, 1985, p. 139. 



Figure 17 Rorschach card number Vm. 



Figure 18 Rorschach card number IX. 



Figure 19 Rorschach card number X. 



Figure 20 Detail Terrain of Joy, Diane Upright, Morris Louis - The Complete 
Paintings: A Catalogue Raisonne. New York: Harry N. Abrams. Inc., 
1985, p. 52. 



Figure 21 Morris Louis. Longitude, 1954. AcryLic on canvas, 96 1 / 2 x 66 inches. John 
Elderfïeld, Morris Louis, New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1986, p. 90. 



Figure 22 Morris Louis. Breaking Hue, 1954. A q l i c  on canvas, 104 x 78 inches. 
Diane Upright, Morris Louis - The Complete Paintings: A Catalogue 
Raisonne. New York: Hamy N. Abrams. Inc, 1985, p. 64. 



Figure 23 Moms Louis. Iris, 1954. Acrylic on canvas, 80 x 106 inches. Diane Upright, 
Morris Louis - The Complete Paintings: A Catalogue Raisonne. New 
York: Harry N. Abrams. Inc., 1985, p. 14. 



Figure 24 Morris Louis. Longitudes, 1954. Acrylic on canvas, 96.5 x 66 inches. 
Michael Fried, Morris Louis. New York: Hamy N. Abrams, 1979, pl. 24. 



Figure 25 Morris Louis. Trellis, 1953. Acrylic on canvas, 76 x 104 inches. Michael 
Fried, Morris Louis. New York: Harry N. Abram, 1979, pl. 20. 



F i g u e  26 Helen Frankenthaler. Mountains and Sea, 1952. Oil on canvas, 86 x 117 
inches. The Metropolitan Museum of the Ar ts ,  New York 



Figure 27 Albrecht Durer. Melencolia L 1514. 



Love A m d c a n  Style or 
How to Drive a [Square] Cat Wild 

(by Kenneth Noland) 

I give you a new defuiition of a sentence: 
A sentence is a mund in itself on which other çounds caiied words may be strung. 
You may string words together without a sentence-sound to string them on just as you rnay tie 

clothes together by the sleeves and stretch them without a clothes üne between two trees, but 
- it is bad for the clothes. 

The number of words you may string on one sentence-=und is not fixed but there is always 
danger of over loading. 
The sentence-sounds are very definite entities. (This is no literary mysticism 1 am 

preaching) They are as detïnite as words. It is not impossible that they could be collected in a 
book though 1 don't at present see on what system they would be catalogued. They are 
apprehended by the ear. They are gathered by the ear from the vernacular and brought into 
books. Many of them are already familiar to us in b o o k  1 think no writer invents them The 
most original w-riter only catches them hesh €rom ta&, where they grow spontaneously. 

A man is atl writer if a 11 his words are strung on definite recognizable sentence-sounds. The 
voice of the imagination, the speaking voice must know certainly how to behave how to 
posture in every sentence he offers. 

(Robert Frost to John T. Bartlett, 22 Febtuary 1914)~ 

I give you a new definition of painting: 

This (Figure 1) by Kenneth Noland from 1958-59, and Tha t (Figure 2) also by 

Noland, done some tirne during the same period. For ail the distance that should 

separate a "this" £rom a " that", the simïlarities between This and Tha t are striking. 

AU the more so if one compares them with any of the other 150 or so Circle or 

Target paintings Noland painted between 1958 and 1962. Nevertheless what we are 

interested in is a kind of relation between This and That that seems perfectiy 

captured in the phonic tension between the sound of "this" and the sound of "that". 

Which is to say (rather than to read), both are an extension of the cratylic illusion 

upon which Robert Frost founds his definition of the sentence. This  or That  are as 

much sounds, and further as distinct sounds as any of the "sentence-sounds" that 

Frost might coilect in his uncataloguable book. That is, This  is a kind of sound. A 

l ~ o b e r t  Frost in, Elaine Barry, Robert Frost ott Writing, (New Brunswick: Rutgen University Press, 
1973), pp. é3-64. 
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painting-sound. A kind of look that speaks in acoustic terms. A "sound in itselE on 

which other sounds called words may be stmg." This is a new sound. That is 

another. This and That are part of a new cool, a new language of the cool that 

Kenneth Noland would begin to explore in 1958. Being cool was in. Being cold was 

not. Being cold was for politiaans, spy's, and rnilitary men Like Eisenhower and 

Kruschev. Being cool was about jazz, and about painting that was hip to the 

Apollonian. Noland's new language of the cool was a look as cool as jazz sounded. 

In fact it was painting about the way jazz sounded, about love and sex, and about 

color. It was a painting about not being [square]. 

No cat wants to be [square]. You gotta be cool. You got to get down. You got to 

swing. You got to be one bad-ass-mother-fucker if you want to cut it. Cause if a cat 

wants to be cool, he's got to wail. There's no being [square]. That's for the suburbs 

baby , . . [squares]Mlle . . . You dig. Its like, Ralph Ellison says, a cab always got to be 

jamming in the right chili house. You have to be a "trickster" and a "con man", a 

kind of "practical joker" cum "mimic thrush'' all the the,  like Charlie Parker.2 

And it wasn't easy k ing  "the bird when postwar jazzniks and jazzmen alike were 

al l  'labeled cab". You had to be careful about not being just another [square] ass-cat- 

mother-fucker yourself. You had to "take off on the songs of other birds, inûating, 

inverting, and turning them the wrong side out."3 You had to be "capable of 

driving a prowling [square] cat wild."4 And the [square] cab weren't just those other 

brothers out prowling for a new sound, or that cast of beatniks in the audience. You 

were the squarest of the [square] yourself. Because deep down being a "trickster" and 

a "con man" was about fooling yourself. AU us cats were in the same bag. Or at least 

that is the implication of Ellison's comments on Parker's style. "For all its velocity, 

brilliance, and imagination, there is in it", he writes ... 

2~a lph  Ellison, "On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz", in Slurdow nird Act, (New York: Signet Books, 
1%2), p. 220. 
3~llison, "On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz", p. 220. 
4~llison, "On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz", p. 220. 
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a great deal of loneliness, self deprecation and self-pity. With this there is a quality which 
seems to issue bout its vibratoless tone: a sound of amateurish ineffectuality, as though he 
muld never quite make i t  It is this amateurish-sounding aspect which promises so much to 
the members of a do-it-yourself culture; it sounds with an assurance that you too can create 
your own d~-it-~ourself jap.5 

All the familiar tropes surrounding the anxieties of a culture of codormity 

we have broached in the previous chapters are present in some form in Ellison's 

account. As an African American writer this may seem somewhat surprising. Yet it 

is precisely for these reasons that Ellison's white bread account is, if a somewhat 

slanted account of jazz, also a very astute accounting. His 1953 book The Invisible 

Man articulated the tensions of a similar cross-current; the dilemmas and dynarnics 

of a kind of liberal cultural politics from the margin.6 Most of the attention, in an 

essay like "On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz" would, I think, have focused on that 

peculiar b l e d  of pessimism and ambivalence that is typical of the liberal account of 

art or indeed the plight of the individual in a culture of conformity. The Bird's 

playing is characterized by "velocity, by long-continued successions OC notes and 

phrases, by swoops, bleats, echoes, rapidly repeated bebop's - 1 mean rebopped 

bebop's - by modang mhnicry of other jazzmen's styles, and by interpolations of 

motifs from extraneous melodies, al l  of which added up to a dazzling display of wit, 

satire, burlesque, and pathos".' But inasmuch, it is also just a poshving and a 

bowing to the expeded, a playing up to his role as "the world's greatest junkie", and 

the "supreme hipster" .8 

For a.U its "veloaty, brilliance, and imagination" there is a heavy sense of 

"loneliness"; the "self-deprecation" which accompanies any recognition or 

knowledge of the selfs ultimate constraints; the "self-pity" that follows £rom that 

faüure to overcome the conformity of one's character again and again; and ha l l y  

-- 

5~llison, "On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz", p. 226. 
6 ~ h i l e  highly acdaimed by the Iikes of liberal intellectuals and writers for its critique of popular 
culture, it was harshly denounced by rnany quarters of the Black comrnunity. 
7~lüson, "On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz", p. 220. 
8~ltison, "On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz", p. 223. 



what is perhaps a summa of the preceding, a courting of negligence, that cornes off 

as an "amateurish-sounding aspectf1 in any "do-it-yourself culture". Ellison's 

account is not aU that divorced £rom Parker's own version, nor indeed Noland's 

painting. 

1 remember one night I was jarnming in a chiü house (Dan Wall's) on Seventh Avenue between 
139th and 140th. It was December, 1939 . . . Ird been getting bored with the stereotyped 
changes that were being used ail the time, and 1 kept thinking there's bound to be something 
else. I could hear it sometimes but 1 couldn't play i t  WeU, that night, I was working over 
"Cherokee", and, as 1 did, 1 found that by using the higher intervals of a chord as a melody 
line and backing them with appropriately related changes, I could play the thing I'd been 
hearing. I came alivemg 

This  and Thnt are about coming alive too. They do it by "working over" 

their own version of "Cherokee"; a 'layoutl', as Noland calls it, that is as far a cry 

£rom king [square], as the Birds own inimitable style. What is so revealing about 

the relation between This and Tha t and jazz is that Noland's version of "velocity", 

of the "longcontinueci successions of notes and phrases", of the "swoops", %bats, 

echoes, rapidly repeated bebop's", "rebopped bepop's", the "mocking mimicry", and 

the "interpolations", are as staged, postured, engineered, and negiigent as the 

technical considerations of Parker's mode1 sax play. Why? Because driving a 

[square] cat wild is never easy. In fact it is bound to fail. The problem of being 

[square] was not really solvable or reconcilable in any penultimate form at all. Being 

meant, being [square], being packaged, boxed, or gift wrapped. It meant "giving the 

thing (Parker) had been hearing a form or a language", and it meant travestying the 

language used to the point of caricature and negligence. For both Parker and 

Noland playing the thing they had been hearing meant building repetition into the 

form of the language necessarily used. It was about the "working over" and the 

"working over" again of similar change-ups, layouts, similar concerns, similar 

tensions and problems. This  in itself is about beginning and beginning again, and 

This and That, are about beginning and beginning again as well. 

9 ~ h a r ~ i e  Parker, quoted in Ellison, "On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz'', p. 225. 



This and That are a visual language for artidating the new cool. It was a 

new language, Noland's own language for the [(un)square]. It was all about working 

over the same riff five, ten, or twenty times, 150 times, all in different ways, all with 

a different sound. It was about manking up an old standard, or returning to a 

favorite phrase and making it fresh This and T ha t are about raising the standard of 

American painting with a f l e t  solo by the President, Lester Young, but making it 

honk in alto like "the exathg one", Flip Phillips. This and Tha t are about making 

American painting fly higher than Sputnik on a riff blues in tenor, like "the cool 

one", Charlie Parker, but blowin' that heat in a groove Uiat only Lady Francis could. 

Nolandts new painting from 1958 is about blowing his own sound. It is a sound that 

could easily be mistaken for a kind of triumphalism, but is actudy a most caustic 

accounting of the American century. ''If your sound was somebody else's sound 

then we (Louis and "I") weren't interested."lo Noland's familiar recourse to the 

"sound" of painting is reveahg. 

We only need to listen to the almost scat style phrasing of This and That to 

realize that they have the feel of a jazz session. There is a kind of double-timing and 

trading of fours between This and Tha t which is in some way a rhythmic one, 

easily as musical as it is visual; as much a lick as a look. The sound of "this" with 

its cymbal-like slide off and down the tongue, and "thaY1 with its more punctual, 

effect - the tongue h d y  dampened on the roof of the mouth, only to release an 

asphyxiated "ta" like the muffled sound of a high hat - encourages endleçs 

cornparison. An endless looking back and forth, between smooth licks, between 

This  and Tha t - "This" ... 'That" .-. 'This" ... 'Thattt ... 'This" ... "That ..- "This" ... 
''This" ... 'That" ... "This" ... "That" ... - and "This" and 'That", which can only 

precipitate a dawning recognition of the phonetic quality of the look of This on the 

one hand and the look of That on the other hand. 

-- - -- - - 

kenneth Noland interview with Shep Steiner, June 15, 1995. 



Yet if This  and That are a restaging of Buddy Rich on the s b ,  narmwing 

down the visud qualitles equivdent to this acoustic precision is another story. 

They are instrumental arrangements: the dimensions of each painting, the number 

and size of the rings, the colors of the interior rings, and the space in-between the 

rings is ail roughly the same. What then makes up a This or a Tha t, thus? That is, 

what is the essence of "Lhisness" as opposed to "thatness"? If we discount the 

fricative "th" sound s h e d  alike, does Merence b g e  upon "isness" on the one 

hand and "atness" on the other? Or is the c m  of the matter beyond such semantic 

designations altogether? 

Take for instance the dynamic established between the successiveness of rings 

themseives. In Thi s  the relation which the hazy outer gray-green ring strikes with 

the strong succession of pulses skippuig htom orange to black to blue, and then 

through a visual deception achieved by the last white ring to gray-green - a kind of 

fleet solo before the out-chorus - lends this outer perimeter the sense of Iunitless 

expansion and duration. Its hazy and swirhg outside edge seems to sustain, even 

manifest, the splash cymbal's atmospheric "hiss" of This indehitely. In Tha t a 

sense of closure is more immediate. The yellow and orange rings seem to provide a 

kind of stopgap to the expartsion or dynamic of the central blue &de and first black 

ring. Nevertheless, the gray perimeter seems to have leaked out and been manifest 

as a fundion of that s m d  expulsion of air off the tongue, following upon the full 

vocalization of the stop consonant "t" in Thaf - perhaps the kind of tailing-off of 

viiration that is the peculiar sound of a tightly stacked high-hat. This muMing does 

not militate against the effect of the whole though, which is Like being slapped in 

the face ... Whap ... There is the acceleration and gauiing momentum of the "th" 

sound; the strike or smack of "that" itseif, and finally the sting of the "tg' sound. 

This. That. This. That .  A series of left and right combinations. Left and right jabs 

to ones cheek. Tum it again. Here cornes another. 



The relation between jazz and painting is one thing, that between boxing and 

painting is quite another. FoIlowing the beat of a jazz musiaan can be fun, getting 

beat in the ring usudy isn't. What is important to emphasize is that phonology has 

nothing to do with how Noland's paintings look, but rather how they sound. That 

is, the circularity of This has absolutely zero to do with the appearance of a cymbal, 

nor does Tha t relate to the shape of a snare dnun. Which is to Say, it is the lick, not 

the look which is important. It seems we are deahg with a kind of Mrfiting that 

makes sound. Perhaps Noland's 150 arcle paintings can be calIed phonographs? 

Think of the Greek root here. Certainly they repeat themselves like an old worn- 

out record. This and That sound just like a b1ue note original. Just as surely they fit 

the description of a phonograph, which is a square instrument that houses disks, 

and makes music from tracings made on these flat round disks. Well ... if not 

phonographs, then maybe phonygraphs ... Fakes: somethg that pretends to be 

what it is not Say a [square] that is a &de, a box that is a ring, or a painting that 

sounds like jazz music. A forgery: something that is not genuine; something hiding 

an identity. A painting that packs one hell of a punch. A painting that sounds like 

cool jazz. A boring, bland, repetitive, and ApolIonian painting that is nothing other 

than cool. 

Just Listen to the central orange arcle in This. It emits a succession of pulses 

that are at least as much a h  to sound as they are to the visual language that £rames 

them. There is the k t  brash shock wave of black, whose sheen and crispness c m  

only be a function of a certain depth or fullness in the central orange it surrounds. 

There is the bright shrill yellow that mines what the relation between orange and 

black apparently hid. It reveals a new intensity or pitch in the central orange &de. 

The blue ring consisting of a scumbled and thin central band, and a set of 

pronounced outside banding's, reveals another set of relations, this t h e  tactile in 

the k t  orange cicde. The inward and bleeding blue edge sets up a tension with a 

subtle halo of stain ringing the perheter of the orange &de. While the thinner, 



perhaps runnier inside application of blue echoes what we now perceive as a 

slightly drier harvest moon shaped area at left in the orange center. In turn, a more 

aqueous or phantom component in the central orange &de seems to be drifthg 

rightward - away from the sharper edge which marks the left-hand perimeter. 

Perhaps it is this floating effect that forces a focus on pictorial incident in the right 

half of the canvas. Maybe it is the momentum generated by the gray-green upper- 

cut at lower right. Perhaps it is just the dizziness of being hit by so much color? At 

any rate, the tensions which the successive color bands set up in relation to the first 

orange arcle lend a kind of wide reaching and multi-faceted variance to that b t  

&clefs color, a kind of vibrato effect wavering between degrees and species of 

tactility, levels of tonality, intensity, and pitch, that constitutes the perfect orange. A 

perfection only showcased by the wide gray-green and dappled yellow outside band 

that seems contingent upon aIl these other relations. Its own dissonance 

constitutive of harmonies struck elsewhere, here all centrifuged out to the 

periphery as the out-choms. A real knock-out! 

Undoubtedly a reading such as this will appear forced. In fad, it probably 

cannot safely go any hrrther than the kind of obscure references to jazz that Noland 

himself makes. As far as boxing goes, the argument is even more limited. After aU 

how can one make a serious argument for the pun even if there is a continual 

recouse within high modemism to metaphors of visual impact, like Greenberg's 

"first fresh glance", or "shodc of sight". The problem is that as soon as a speafic 

color dynamic is localized and labeled as a type of punch or species of sound - not 

only do 100 other extant tensions emerge, but - the entire project takes a tum 

toward the absurd. The question then, is what are we to make of references to jazz 

and boxing that seem to pile up in conversations with Noland, or discussions about 

his new pracüce? What of Noland's long relationship with the East coast jazz scene, 

from the early jazz club his parents operated in UpState New York when he was a 



child, to his close relations with many of the great jazzmen of his day. Or that 

indisputable claim taking to a postwar Arnerican sound; a kind of right of property 

to the cool sound of jazz that would foment an interest in moving to South 

Shaftsbury, Vermont. 1 mean, let's face it. Only a visud artist with an 

overwhelmingly phonocentnc disposition (if there is such a thing) would purchase 

Robert Frost's fann and turn it into a studio for painting jazz in the b t  place. With 

a name like "(No)land" one does have to place oneself within some kind of history, 

boundaries, or arena after all. 

Perhaps the crux of Noland's painting hinges on his conception of "one-shot 

painting". 1 think we c m  assume that "one-shot painting" implicates metaphors of 

both instrumental process and powerful effect. We know it evolved out of an 

earlier conception of painting as a "jam session". Upon returning from their visit to 

New York in 1953, Noland and Louis collaborateci on a number of occasions in 

sessions they called "jam painting". William Agee's comments are right to the 

point. 'They played off of one another, in a process of mutual give-and-take, 

questioning everything, assuming nothïng, exploring and experimenting with 

everything îhey could think of, much as musicians do."li This and That seem to 

belong to this type of lineage. The kind of tensions they set up echo the process of 

"give-and-take" that at one tirne govemed Louis and Noland's collaborative 

sessions. There is a back and forth, a kind of sparring or "a playing off one another", 

that would make either, in the absence of the other, somewhat bereft of the charge 

of affect that they seem to gaivanize when seen in conjunction. But don't forget 

that each painting also carries a wailop, a "one-shot" bock out punch. 

Noland himself taks about the different proportions, tensions, or relations 

we noted in This, by using a term directly borrowed from jazz: the "scale".l2 The 

"scale relations", which the fkst ring sets up, are as nurnerous as they are 

1 1 william Agee, Kenneth Noland: 7'he Circle Paintings, (The Museum of fine Arts, Houston, 1993), 
p. 21. 
12steiner interview, June 1995. p. 2. 
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quali tatively different. "Scale relations" of "size" and "s hape", idorming s tructure, 

are balanced or coded against "scale relations" hinging on color as hue, on its 

saturation levels, Le., its "coolness", "density", or "transparentness", and on its 

tadile nature such as '%rushinessl', the "scuMing or buffingt' of surface, the 

'*matte", "shiny" or "rough" look of its handling.13 "The thing is color", Noland has 

noted, "to find a way to get color down ... to float it without bogging the painting 

down in surreazism, cubiism, or systems of stmcture".l4 Getting color down to 

make it honk, bleat, swoop, sing and bebop was maal if painting was not to be 

[square]. The musical metaphor is, 1 think, precise. For NoIand, i£ painting was to 

remain cogent it had to corne alive; it had to capture the moment of a rising and 

w e b g  up of breath as an exhalation or violent expulsion of air. For Noland, color 

had to pack a punch so hard that it not only knocked ones breath out, but hocked 

ones lights out altogether. And as anyone knows with the lights out, there is 

nofhing left but music. 

The bearing and character of color on canvas is the key relation explored, the 

cruaal relation upon which a painting about driving a [square] cat wild was a i l  

about. Noland's conception of failure in his one-shot painting is reveaiing in this 

respect. If a ''painting fails", he writes ... 

... usually it EaiL on the basis of some color being too thin or too thick or too wide or tm narrow, or 
the pichve too Iong or too high, or the texture of the paint is wrong. And if you go back and try to 
change - put another mlor, aoss color (which 1 do sometimes) - it's always difficult. And more 
than likely 1 faii at it more often than 1 succeed, because I've changed the texture of the color ail 
the way through, and that extra density of a second application of paint will throw the tactile 
balance out of whack Or it wiii get too shiny or too matte or too rough, and then it'11 jump out of 
the kind of balance that you've made. Space in my work, and color, especially spatial color, is  
changing al1 the tirne. That's really what it's about almost more than anything else. l5 

'Spatial color", an epithet for the way color makes up "scale relations", was 

the result of Noland ailowing himself to be carried away by the mornentum 

I3steiner interview, June 1995. p. 2. 
I4~offet ,  Kenneth Noland, (New York: Hamy N. Abrams, 1977), p. 51 

l~~ununings ,~rt i s f s  in tk i r  Owti Words, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1979). p. 247- 
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generated by jamming with the material itself. Arriving at "spatial colort' involved 

a process which was the result of a kind of unmediated interference by the thinking 

subject. It was a "process of muhial give-and-take", of "coming alive'', of "playing 

the t h g "  Charlie Parker had "been hearingot. "Spatial color" as Noland calls it in 

the passage above was a catch-all phrase to describe the qualities making up color's 

complex tactile nature. It was about the way color camed an impact through space. 

It was Noland's way of discussing visual euphony; a way of giving what is an 

otherwise fortuitous relation or association between painting and boxing and the 

improvisational jazz session, enough substance to base a practice on. The visual 

repetition of "scale relations" in the form of a surface made up of concentric rings, is 

at the core of Noland's new definition of painting in 1958. Allowing the material to 

dictate the end result through the on-going and building up of relations anirnated 

between rings of differing size, color, and texture was a new departue for him. The 

subtleties of inhicately working material, in order that one specific color rings' 

"matte", "shiny" or "rough" look would resonate with a whole other world of 

qualities, in a whole other world of successive rings, was Noland's solution to the 

complex of questions surrounding the stale-mate of abstract expressionism. 

Obviously the relation between the Orphic myth of poetry and Noland's 

painting is not as far-fetched as it may at fist have seemed. The expressive power or 

punch carried by the literal aspect of Frost's "sentence-sound" is homologous to a 

new privileging of materiality and process in Noland's painting. Both Frost's and 

Noland's work depended in this sense, on their respective medium's physicaüty. 

"Spatial color", Noland's use of color, is a reinventing of Frost's particular 

perspective on the properties immanent to poetry in terms of the medium of 

painting. Rather than king fostered by semantic configurations of the gestalt or 

figure, expression in Noland's painting is not what we see or read, but how p w l y  

technical considerations look at a glance, i.e. how they sound or how hard they hit 

home. When Noland paints exclusively in terms of color, and pushes color 



exclusively in terms of its visual impact, it is only with painting's physical 

properties in rnind.16 

Nolands new dekition of painting hinged exclusively on its acoustic 

success. The acoustics of painting were concemed with not what was seen in part, 

but what was heard as a whole. Noland's new defùiition of painting was about 

giving color so much visual impact that it codd literally ring ones bell. Evidently, 

only through a precise exploration of color's effects - its "thinness, thickness, 

transparency, opacity, matteness, dryness, sheen"l7- only through a painstaking 

and tactile exploration of the most rigorous kînd, could expression be localized; not 

deiïned as such, but temtorialized through a process of idenhfyïng that which it was 

not While an exacting and scrupulous care for the physical nature of the color of 

successive rings cannot hope to delimit or settie the problem of expression, it can as 

a function of the structural totality bind expression to technical considerations 

which the latter negates. Expression depends on a structure of occlusion for its 

existence. As an instantaneous making of meaning or grasping of surface it is the 

absence at the core of any reading. Though occluded by the very perceptual 

processes through which we mobilize visual information - process the fact of a drop 

of pigment at the left-hand perimeter of the inner orange-red arcle in This , visually 

log the fact of a number of blue drips in the raw canvas at upper right and lower 

right - it is encapsulated nonetheless. Though the most insignificant trace of stain 

will leave an irrevocable impression, qualify our experience, and determine the 

finest nuance of feeling, the recognition of such a detail during the process of 

reading can only prohibit the total affect. 

Locked into a relation of mutual exclusion, expression can only be manifest 

in the form of a compromise. While it is contingent on the a d  of reading, it is 

mobilized by the force of a totalipng glance. In This or Tha t such a compromise 

1% wanted color to be the ongin of painting", Noland recalls, "1 was trying to neutralize the Iayout, 
the shape, the composition ... 1 wanted to make color the generating force". Agee, The Circle Paintings, 
p. 33. 
1 7 ~ o ~ f e t ,  Kenneth Nolaitd, p. lM 
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formation dows the painting to exist as a tension behveen the global effect on the 

one hand and the physical minutiae of painting on the other hand. The key 

resolution to the problem of form in Noland's Target or Circle paintings was thus 

cornplkit in a spectadarkation of the physicality of painting. It is the sweet stience 

of painting: an instrumental arrangement of color in order that painting sound like 

jazz; a physical remangement of a face or figure in order that a square arma be 

called a ring. Obviously there is more at stake in the title of a series cded the 

Circle paintings than first meets the eye. Perhaps the point is, a punch line c m  be a 

&de. 

This is one reading of Noland's painting. Within the extant literahw on 

Noland's painting there is another more dominant account. If a little less spirited 

this second formalist account is certainly the most important accounting of Lhat 

painting. The problem with it, is that it takes much for granted. Because it failç to 

critically engage with the materiahst imperative of these works it has localized the 

discussion of Noland's painting around specificdy formal issues - questions 

pertainuig to process and the handling of paint. For a more complete and richer 

accounting of Noland's practice, accommodations must be made to both readings. 

In other words, we must find a way of rendering the formalist account concomitant 

with the development of Noland's language for a new cool. To do so, it is necessary 

to rehearse once again, the essential points of the formalist account and 

unfortunately this is a tedious process. 

AU we really know from a formalist perspective is that in 1958 Kenneth 

Noland would kgin again. He would begin to paint in an entirely new manner, 

repeaüng a posture and fultilling a return that had become a mode1 or pattern for 

modernist pradice. Beginning again, like Poilock and Louis before him, Noland 

would return to the physical properties of painting in order that these properties 

impose their own logic on painting. He has defined the moment as a rehun to 



"processt' and "real handlingt'. Consider one d Noland's earliest Targets, a painting 

appropriately enough calleci Beginning (1958) (Figure 5). Take Beginn ing as a 

paradigrnatic example of Nolandts new painting. II t. It looks the same as ai l  the 

other paintings in the Target series, and like the others, it is composed of successive 

rings of color and raw canvas. It is titled Beginning for a reason. It has the feel of 

an awkward &t attempt. It exudes a kind of inunediacy, naivete, or negligence that 

seems to want to register the fact of origination; that it is the first of a series; that it 

holds a privileged position within the series as a whole; and that it is symbolic of 

something like a process - the thing in itself. 

In terms of a painting like Beginning the return to process and "real 

handling" (read man-handling) was a breaking free of a ''filial" history devolving 

around abstract expressionism. Michael Fried has described Noland's shift in 1958 

in similar tems. Frïed sees the Target paintings as a "breakthrough to a "mature 

style". The implication being Uiat the overcoming of influence, specificdy that of 

abstract expressionism, involved a r e m  to materiality.18 More than this however, 

f 'breakthr~~gh to "mature style" suggests that Noland's new painting from 1958 

was not simply an impliat rejection and repudiation of his abstrad expressionkt 

inspired works, but a working through and a working over of them. Take, for 

instance, the examples of Un ti tl ed (1956) (Figure 6), Un tit led (1957) (Figure 7), and 

Untitied(l957) (Figure 8). In relation to the new painting from 1958, these early 

works are apparently possessed of the Yboring", "stereo typed changes" of a b  tract 

expressionism. The irony here of course is that works like Un titled (1956) (Figure 

5), Un titled (1957) (Figure 6),  Un titled (1956) (Figure 7 )  hinge on just the kind of 

frantic and obsessive brushstroke that one might mistake for a "breakthrough" 

toward a personal, partidar, or individuai style. In fact, the shi£t which seems to 

have taken place is toward the most boring, the most tedious, and the most 

stereotyped changes conceivable. One is tempted to ask how this is in any way 

18~ichael  Fried, Three Americun Painters: Kenneth Noland, [ d e s  Olitski, Frank Stella, (Fogg Art 
Museua- Garland Publishing, uic, 1%5), p. 24. 
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personal or individual? It seems that Noland's kind of "real-handlingf' or man- 

h a n h g  - a handling that is presumably as manly as it was in control of its 

manliness - was a negation of the more strident and animated form of masculinity 

upon which abstract expressionism depended. 'The question we always discussed", 

Noland recalls of conversations with Louis, "was what to make art about." 

... We didn't want anything symbolic like say, Gottlieb, or geomehic in the old sense of Albers. 
Tho abstract expressionists painted the appearance or symbol of action, the depiction of geshue. 
We wanted the appearance to be the result of the process of making it - not necessarily to look 
like a gesture, but to be the result of real handüng. Morris achieved that More rne.19 

Not interested in the "symbolic like Say, Gottlieb", or the "appearance or 

symbol of action, the depiction of geshrre", Noland and Louis were concemed rather 

with a process that might be constitutive of the symbolic, that rnight make up the 

"depidion of gesturel', or else render the "appearance or symbol of action" in terms 

of a process. If at al1 confushg in view of terminology used in the preceding 

chapters, Noland's passage goes right to the point. A concem for "process" and 

"real handlùig" stood in opposition to abstract expressionism's allegorization or 

personifying of action or gesture. A concern for process and real handling was a way 

to paint the symbolic. The notion of t'breakthrough" implied a superseding of the 

degorical impehis one finds in his earlier abstract expressionist inspired paintings 

such as Un titled, (1956) (Figure 6), Untitled, (1957) (Figure 8), or Globe, (1956) (Figure 

9). It implied a new way of working that forefronted the pecuiiarities of his own 

approach to materials, over that approach used by others - the over 500 or so other 

abstract expressionist painters exhibithg in New York at the t h e .  

Art his toricdy speaking, *%reakthrough suggested that drawing and value 

contrasts were replaced by a new emphasis on color. It meant that the density and 

pictorial concentration of these early works was rendered obsolete; that the centered 

and condensed figurative element of cubism was expurgated and replaced by an "dl- 

191rloiand, John Elderfield, M h  Loiris, (New York: The Museum of Modem Art, 1986), p.33; Moffet, 
Kenrieth Nolatrd, p. 39. 
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over" form of abstraction "Breakthrough" suggested a new stylistics founded in a 

very personal reworking of materiality, a very individual approach to expression. 

Ones own approach to working with the material was an analogue of the parti&, 

an analogue of the minds functioning. Here is the great paradox of Noland's new 

language of the cool. For if it is heavy and rich with the associations of a life lived 

on the wild side in America in the 1950s, Noland's new language of the cool was 

also the comerstone of formalism's take on Kantian aesthetic detachment It is 

Apollonian coolness, detached and distanced coolness, objective coolness, a clinical 

and thorough-going coolness which is our focus now: the sweet science of painting 

more akin to the critique of aesthetic judgment than pugilisrn or jazz. 

We know hom various archival sources that the selection of any one canvas, 

including the canvas for Begin n h g ,  involved some sautiny.20 Attempts were 

made to ensure a canvas with warp and weft of equal balance. Imperfections in the 

weave andfor in the whiteness of the canvas mattered, because it was only 

unprimeci canvas which Noland used. As in the case of Josef Albers, canvas texture 

and whiteness functioned as an integral component of the painting, as a neutral 

color?' In the case of the majority of the c ide  paintings, work took place on 

unsized canvas. We can assume these pieces were roughly square. Because the 

majority of circle paintings measure under and up to approximately 6 ft. by 6 k, the 

unsized pieces of canvas would have been larger. Often the raw canvas was spread 

out and tacked down in a horizontal position on top of saw horses. Those paintings 

larger than approximately 6 B. by 6 ft. were in general painted on the floor. 

Begin n ing, which measures over 7 ft. X 7 ft. square is a difficult painting to 

categorize, for the size of the outer ring of red remainç under six feet h diameter 

and could thus have been painted either elevated on saw horses or on the floor. 

This outer ring size, in the case of Beginning, is the most signihcant. The size of a 

painting was something "physical" to Noland. Noland liked Wilhelm de 

ZoInte~ew with Keiku Seiko, lune 1995. 
Zl~lbers, Interaction of Color, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 19751, p. 60. 



Kooning's statement on size: 'a 1 sstrtch my arms next to the rest of myself and 

wonder where my fingers are - that is aU the space 1 need as a paintef.22 Whether 

painted on saw horses or on the floor, a l l  the Targets were conceived of as a set AU 

were of a size that were related to the body. 

Like Morris Louis, Noland used Magna, an aaylic resin-based paint £rom 

Leonard Bocours of Washington D. C. As a leftover from his earlier practice, 

Noland also at times used oils in conjundion with Magna. In this blend, the oil 

based paint was thinned with detergent and given consistency by addmg Eylmers 

glue. Only in some of the early Bide paintings up to 1959 were both oil and Magna 

used. After 1959 Noland would use Magna exclusively.23 Very thin stain was 

always uçed to get "an even lay of color", otherwise the edges would become a 

problem*' Beginning is one of the paintings in which Noland used only Magna. 

Thinning the Magna with turpentine was the product of a long and exacting process 

of blending and m g .  It was a kind of high powered admixture, a "chemistry" of 

paint, as Noland describes it, in which he would add minute quantities of color b a 

partidar blend for the perfect hue? Sometimes these blends were inspecteci on 

small pieces of test paper. But most ofien saturation of color was checked while still 

in the mixing jar. It was normal to mix up about 40 different jars of Magna before 

beginning. More stain than needed was always mixed. Because the same quality of 

hue could never be duplicated upon a second mi>eng. Running out of a partidar 

blend of color, meant disaster. In Noland's studio there is always leftover paint, and 

these leftover jars of stain would remain in the studio over night, covered with tin 

foi1 to be used for subsequent paintings on subsequent days.26 

Z2~gee, Kmneth Nolnnd: The Ckcle Paintings, 1956 - 1962. The Museumof Fine Arts, Houston, 1993, 
151. p. 14. 

k e  e Agee, Kennefh Noland: The CRcle Paintings, 1956 - 1962. p. 14. 
24 Interview, Keiku Saito, p.2. 
25~teiner Interview with Kenneth Noland, June, 1995. Steiner Interview with Keiku Saito, June, 1995. 
26steiner Interview with Keiku Saito, June, 1995. 
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With the canvas spread out and Laeked down, a process of sorts would begin 

by finding the precise center of the canvas. Though there was no established d e s  as 

to how to determine the center, it was nonetheless an exacting process. Tt involved 

both memurement and sighting, but mostly sighting. Noland depended most 

heavily on eyeing up the center of the -vas by walking around it. The roughly 

square shape of the canvas would aid in this determination. At other times the 

center was found by finding the intersection of luies drawn £rom opposite corners of 

the canvas. The slight traces of a pend wodd mark this intersection. Both 

procedures were used interchangeably. There was no set method of working, no 

protocol to be foliowed exactly. Nonetheless, preQsion and accountabüity to the 

materiais at hand was the d e .  As with the of paint, it was entirely 

dependent on Noland's "mood".27 That is to Sayf just as choosing a speafic color 

was achieved through an exacting chemistry, the mathematical centncity of the 

canvas was a function of just liking it enough to be satisfied with it. This aspect of 

beginning is revealing for two reaçons: lïrstly, "mood or "feelingt' is not posed as 

antithetical to a mathematics or science of techniquef rather it is possessed of a kind 

of minimal rationality; secondly, the nature of beginning, like the other loose 

procedures Noland would follow, was entirely alien to a technique or any technique 

of painting he had leamed, had acquired, or gained any facility with. Beginning a 

painting was based enürely in a continual working and experimentation with the 

materials. For Noland, this was the legacy of both Matisse and Pollock. 

1 got into Matisse when I was in Paris and realized that 1 was going to have to revise my thinking 
about how to go about making pictures. Up until that tirne, you know, it was coming out of 
abstract art of the Bauhaus cubist kind. and I realized that 1 had to really ... Iearn how to paint. 
0 1  course that came from Pollock too ... How to use materials in a kind of hand way. The cubist 
abstract way of painting was more üke a process of predisposition ... you planned and conceived it 
beforehand. To paint out of Matisse, or, Say, to use coior, you have to learn how to use the 
materials. I think Pollock helped a lot with that. because he experimented more with using 
materials, with some kind of inhinsic qualities that you could discover €rom using the 
material&* 

27~teiner Interview with Kenneth Noland, june, 1995. 
28 Kenworth Moffat, Ketiaeth Noland, p. 19. 



The priorizing of process and continual experimentation with materials 

militated against skill or acquired technique. It prohibited Noland from knowing 

what he did. Losuig oneself in a kind of "hand way" in the "intrinsic qualities" of 

the painting, was a "breakthrough" from planning, conception, thought, or idea.29 

It was, simply put, contingent on his mood or feeling. By using the material in a 

'%and wayt' decisions were precipitated and choices made by the actual working 

process; a "deductive reasoning", as Fried describes it.30 Method was in a sense, a 

hinction of a minimal rationality that any one speciîïc mood or feeling might 

possess. So inasmuch as the process of painting is forehnted here, it was always 

contingent on Noland's mood. It was contingent on the body or more simply a kind 

of dynamic or process oriented functioning of the body. Uçing the materials in a 

"hand way" corresponded to the process of the self coming into being as a function 

of a partidar bodily disposition or mood at a partidar moment. While Noland's 

type of materialisnt militated against conscïousness, as such, it encouraged another 

less dehbie  form of being, a content carried by process and manifest only through 

a repetitive s tmcture. 

As 1 have mentioned, Noland's faith in materiality as a locus of beginning 

painting was in part an extension of an early and extensive collaborative period 

with Morris Louis. It is espe~ally revealing that this intensely productive period 

followed in the wake of Louis' and Noland's now famous weekend in New York 

with Clement Greenberg. Working together, the pair would, in rapid succession 

wipe away and cover the trace of the formers painting. With each successive layer 

the other would return to the working of surface anew. The kind of m d e  practical 

application of repetition, successiveness, or displacement that Louis and Noland 

would fall upon at fhis early stage of their careers, was a crucial moment for both. 

As in the case of Louis, Greenberg's influence was not a totalking one in any sense, 

291n this regard Noland has noted, "I'd rather work directly in the actual size and actual materials 
that will be the result of what ï'm doing". Moffet, Kenneth Noland, p. 45. 
30~ried, 'Three American Painters", p. 28. 
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but worked to crystallize out certain sets of problems and tensions that Noland's 

practice was already working through in some sense or another. "Morris and 1 

figured", Noland writes 

... that the best way to arrive at some way of making art that was more personal was to get into a 
pocessof changing. We found that this was different Erom Rothko, Newman and Still, because 
they had arrived at a way of making paintings that they kept doing. So that was a negative 
lesson we learned fiom abstract expresionism: to make changes and to leam to recognize not just 
to change h m  one picture to another, but at some point, to throw everything into question and go 
back, to just rehandle the materials again.31 

htegrating a process of ftchange" into the practice of painting, was a strategy to 

keep in contact with the materials of painting and as much to let an emotionai 

content, even if only in a minimal way, dictate and order formal concerns. 

Inasmuch, the alternative methods of sighting, measuring, and finding the center of 

the canvas was a way to stay in contact with process - a keyword that stands in for 

an analogid correspondence with the mood or feeling that might drive any choice 

for a partidar procedure. 

Having found the center, Noland would paint the £ k t  cirde or M g .  In 

Beginning the perimeter of the central orange-red arcle is suffiaently rough or 

pinched at the bottom left and right to suggest that it was "drawn by eye", Le., 

"freehand" with a brush.32 Painting "heehand", though, was not the rule. In 

Circle, (195û-59) (Figure 10) fmm later that year, the precise, almost mathematical 

fom of the s d e d  red central ring suggests the use of some mechanicd aid; the 

successive nature of the yellow rings following upon this beginning suggests a 

similar instrumental perfection. We know that sometimes the outline of a dinner 

plate was used to make the smaller rings. As often the outline of the circles was 

constnibed by a string and compass, the perimeter being traced with a pencil, and 

3 I ~ ~ e e ,  Kenneth Noland: nie  Circle Paintings, 1956 - 1962. p. 146. 
%enneth Noland Noland recalls the concentric &les "were painted by brush, keehand. rd take a 
line and make a ring, but most of al1 the edges were drawn by eye and heehand." In Paul Cumrnings. 
Arfists in their Oa»l Wmds, (New York St. Martiw Press, 1979), p.145. 



then traced again with stain.33 %me such manner probably dictated the painting of 

the initial set of inner rings in Circle. 

In Beginning, though, the inner circle is not quite a perfect Srcle and clearly 

painted "freehand". Whereas in Beginning the rough look of a kind of botched job 

is offset by the spectral lines of tension that are emitted outward - a kind of high 

veloaty spinning effed - in Luster, (1958) (Figure 11) we are presented with an 

obviously lop-sided &de. What is that green paint on the left side doing there 

anyway? And what about the dumsy exetrution of the outside blue ring? Not only is 

Noland a bad painter, but he must be some sort of slobbering fool as well . . - 1  UUnk 

we cm safely Say neither of the above is hue. Obviously awkwardness was a quality 

Noland was interested in, otherwise the visual perfection of the central rings in 

Circle would have been reproduced ad infiniturn in his other worlcs. For now, it is 

suffitient only that we recognize the fact of this kind of slumming in what seems 

the common denominator in a kind of "do-it-yourself(ness)" that permeates 

Noland's painting. It is a quality that was meant to taise the ire of any skeptical 

gallery goer; a quality that was to the next door neighbor's wife in Baltimore to 

announce that her own child could paint a better one. Ln any case, what is important 

to note is that the size of the first ring, whether in Beginning, Circle, or Luster, was 

not predetermined or plamed. It was arrived at through a practice that actively 

courted contingency and the chance effect. It was dictated by the particular size of 

the canvas the nature of the stain used, Noland's partidar mode of applying paint, 

or any other of a hundred factors that might in any way impinge upon someone 

painting a circle. In sum we are dealing with a whole slew of conditions that are 

intimately conneded to the necessity of whatever Noland's comprehension of a 

more essential emo tional economy consisted of. 

The size of the innermost circle once stained was on some basic level 

unalterable. A strongly held conviction for a "once-and-for-allness of materiality 



insured this. "My idea", Noland notes, "is to make my paintings diredly. 1 almost 

never paint over. That's my concept. It maintains the attention of the picture for 

me, my contact with what 1 am doing".34 For Noland, the working and applying of 

materials only once was a kind of shibboleth. If the appearance of the painting was 

to be the "result d a real handling of materials" and "process", then handling and 

process could not be concealed by successive layering; a first application of stain 

could not be hidden by virtuosity, skill, or afterthought. This perspective on process 

is central to Noland's idea of "one shot paintingW.35 'If you were in touch with 

what you were doing you had to do it only one the .  Each thing that you did was 

just done that one time, with no afterthoughts, and it had to stand. We wanted to 

have Uiis happen just out of the use of the materkW.36 In Lusler , That, Circle, and 

Heat, 1958 (Figure 12) all of 1958, the central circle is transparent enough for the 

viewer to see this aspect of process. In each case the circle is not built up through 

ever-widenuig hvns of the bmsh or sponge to suggest readjustment or resiuig 

through enlargement, but consists inçtead of only a general scuffling or smearing, 

and a ringing effect at the perimeter. In That, this same effect is achieved by the 

water mark traces of a successive series of spïIls. In all, the effect is one of enclosure, 

one suggesting the absolute confidence and finality of the original choice for size. 

In Begin ning, the even saturation of the inner orange-red circle seems to 

prohibit such a glunpse into process. There is only the slightest suggestion of the 

ringing effect and only the faintest trace of inconsistencies in the coverage. This 

evenness and depth of sahiration is conceivably the result of the original admixture 

of s t a i n  Perhaps a relatively large amount of pigment was mixed in with the 

original staining solution. Or else a kind of second thinned-down version of the 

same pigment blend was pushed about to fill in the vacancies of the go-round. The 

slight trace of a meniscus of sorts on the right-hand perimeter, where a parüculate 

34~gee, The Circle Paintings, p. 21. 
35 ~oland quotedn Paul Cummings, Artists in th& (3uin Words, p. 147. 
36~gee, The Circle Pait~tings, p. 2.2. 



has accumulateci, would seem to con£irm this. The size, color, and depth of 

saturation in Beginning's innermost &de is absolutely generative. Though its 

qualities and relations will determine the qualities and relations of the painting to 

corne, while it provides a beginning that will predetennine the future, it still is only 

one link in a sequence that presupposes some more essential beginning.37 

In a sense, the concentric layout of rings, with the central ring at the core and 

in a privileged position, signals the work's trajectory as one în tension with an 

origin. Its title alone provokes the viewer to look inward, toward the center, toward 

what we must assume is itself the beginning; its invitation to a looking in on, or a 

looking backward and before that will just as inevitably be a scuttling back out. In a 

sense a reading in syncopates its movement with a writing out, a movement not 

unlike that tension we discussed in Louis' first veil series, that is a diametrically 

opposing counter movement. What will be a logic intrinsic to the painting emerges 

in the central ring in a nascent form, as a relation between size, color, and the 

materiality or tactility of color. The k t  ring's saturation, its orange-red hue, its size 

and shape, thus setting up all manner of proportions or relations in the rest of the 

painting . 
With the completion of the inner &de, what was a strict adherence to the 

d e  of the material (now) shifts to the form of a compulsion and an absolute law. 

The inner logic given birth with the center or core now gains in momentum and 

drives the painting on to an inexorable conclusion. We can imagine Noland 

himself at this moment picking up speed. If perhaps he was at a l l  somewhat 

hesitant upon beguining in the wake of the first circle, he now works with speed 

and confidence. Indeed, the time spent working on any one painting was extremely 

short. While Pollock's painting would sit around the studio for days and 

somelimes months, "Noland would finish paintings instant.lyn.38 There is 

- 

37You can be fairly arbihary about at what point p u  start'', the colors begin to suggest a logic of their 
own."I pick a color and go with it". Moffet, Kenneth Noland , p. 45. 
3 8 ~ n t e ~ e w  with Keiku Saito, June, 1995. p.1 (a). 
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something to this, 1 UUnk Yet Uiis antithetical to the forma1 tensions a painting like 

Beginning seems to thrive upon. For within the parameters of the whole there is 

with each consecutive ring of color, a kuid of skip in tirne, a breakdown in the 

rhythm, rendered visual by the neutralizirtg effect of raw canvas. This separation 

between successive rings would seem to mark or signal some Srpe of temporal 

disjunction which the painting as a whole tries to blind one to. The raw canvas in 

between rings elongates, segments, and narrativizes the instantaneous aspect of 

surface that seems so crucial to the conception of Noland's "one shot painting". In a 

sense the painting of each concentnc ring coinades to a kind of beginning again. A 

repetition of the same, yet different in the context of the instantaneous moment. 

WhiIe on one hand we have a kind of visual repetition which negates the 

nature of the ring as disaete enüty or part and which promotes homogeneity and 

equivalence, on the other hand there is the fact of a disjmctive series of stops and 

starts, a repetitive succession of births and deaths which seems contnved, almost 

facile, more a set piece than anything else. Nevertheless at a k t  glance there is a 

quidc succession of red, blue, and black concentric rings which follow Beginning 's 

first orange-red circle, a l l  depending and relying upon the scales established with 

that first inner arcle. Each concentric ring, whether it is raw or stained canvas, 

echoes and resonates with an intensiv and importance equal to the others. The 

literal qualities of each band, i.e., the way we read the painting - the thinness and 

crisp white= of the k t  ring, the s d e d  green and rough edges of the t k d  

merging and Iapping with a thin light blue, the tenth ring of raw canvas sharply 

contrasting with the coverage and widths of the preceding black and the 

transparentness of the succeeding blue - is denied by the metaphoric potentid of 

surface totality. 

Every procedure which Noland has followed during the making of 

Beginning, a making which took place over a very short t h e ,  has in some way been 

a deferral, a postponement, a delay, or a suspension of taste. The lack of any definite 



procedural mandate has assued this as much as the unequivocal faith placed in the 

materials, Le., allowing the materials. With Beginning complete, its 1 s t  whirling 

black ring hastily applied, this process ends. What followed directly u p n  the course 

of drying was an elaborate set of stretching procedures, and finaliy a painstaking 

approach to cropping and framing, a l l  involving taste and judgmenk a rendering of 

emotion appropriate by gestalting. We know both these processes required 

assistance: that Noland's brother, Neil, often helped in the ta& And we c m  

assume Noland had some help with Begin ning. 39 

Stretching involved the most patient and meticdous of methods. The 

tautness of the framed canvas was not at issue. Rather stretching was to perfect the 

equivalence of the rings. Imbalances and gross irreguiarities in the rings were 

literally stretched out. In Begin ning the vague impression of a c r u d o m  tightening 

at the top, bottom and sides is the trace of thk as yet perhaps unperfected practice.40 

Yet, for all its clumsiness or forcedness, the effect is one of stunning visual speed in 

and out and between rings. Undoubtedly a conventional square stretcher was used: 

the middle section of al1 four sides of the canvas simply king p d e d  through for 

the desired effect. However, forced the stretching is in Beginning, it can be assumed 

that the cruciform effect was an effect which was desired. Perhaps it provided a 

degree of balance or firmness that could not otherwise be £uiEüied or sustained by an 

othenvise awkward execution of the rings themselves. In the case of a painting like 

Split, (1959) (Figure 13), with its centrai blue square encased by a square of white, it in 

turn framed by a thin perimeter of raw canvas, it seems precise ruled measurement 

was necessitateci. Though, even here a judging by sight was more important to 

achieving the appearance of straightness or [squarejness. Each of the rhombus sides 

are bowed beyond perceptual belief. It is only their balance and stabiiity in relation to 

the circular structure, and in turn this relation to the square frame which surrounds 
- -- -- 

3 9 l n t e ~ e w  Keiku Saito, p.2. 
4%e stretching process would undoubtedly mach its zenith with the stripe painitngs of the mid 1%&. 
Working with his assistant, Keiku Saito, "a very precise and patient labor" of measuring the width of 
stripes with ruler and by eye was strived for.(Steiner interview, fune, 1995), p.1. 
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them, that confers upon them their mathematid regularity. Whatever the case, 

visual balance was less the result of precise measurement than it was the product of 

gestalthg each individual painting's appropriateness. 

Cropping and framing was the last procedure carried out. It, like the 

stretching, involved a long and complicated process of viewing. Large sheets of 

paper were laid down in between the parameters of the canvas edge and the 

outermost stained &de. The temporary and moveable nature of this framing 

apparatus allowed for the slow and methodical judging of the image. I€ a partidar 

size wasn't "working" then the hame w d d  be slowly moved in or out according to 

Noland's judgment. In the case of Beginning this cropping process left unequal 

proportions of raw canvas on each side; a relatively large arnount on the le&, and 

varying proportions on the other sida. Apparently the weight of the outer black 

whirl arnong other aspects warranted this. Given the integrity of the concentric 

rings in Beginning, we can safely assume that no outer rings were entirely cropped 

out. This was a solution if a "whole" image could not be otherwise isolated. 

S u ns  h in e, (1962) (Figure 4) presents this possibility. Its tightIy cropped nature, dong 

wi th the cryptic progression of i ts par t-arithmetic, part-geome tric succession of raw 

canvas widths, poses a hyperbolic potential. The possibility of such radicd cropping 

exists as well in Tondo, 1958-59 (Figure 14), and we know was the case with some of 

the double circles.41 

With Beginning, Noland's practice of "one shot painting" succeeded without 

too much afterthought or "tweaking" involved. Still, the awkwardness and 

hesitancy of Begin ning must have seemed sornehow appropriate to an early, 

perhaps even first exploration of an unknown process. Its title alone suggests the 

prominent position it occupied for Noland and in Noland's career. In relation to 

the "Targets" as a whole, its look cleariy belongs at the onset of a sequentiai series. 

Its elemental nature provokes, incites, and calls forth. It speaks to a future and 

41~nterview, Keiku Saito, p.2. 



demands a series of replies. Beginning cornes in the form of a promise. It presumes 

a kind of theatncal apparatus already in place; that it, in itself is but one moment of 

an ongoing process of repetition; Uiat form in itseif, is built out of a compromise. 

One hopes that the kind of reading proposed over the last ten or so pages, 

leaves one wanting. Why bother rehearçing the tedious forma1 problems of 

Noland's painting once again? Why simply accept that Beginning priorizes a 

complex of questions relating to color relations and pictorial structure? Why indeed 

accept that Noland's practice hinges exclusively on process? Given the rich set of 

associations that Noland's practice apparently animates why assume that the 

analogid correspondence forged between surface and depth (the functioning of a 

mind) is entirely secure? Why assume that surface as a metaphor of depth is 

entirely uncomplicated by the constraints of a surrounding culture? What of 

Noland's interest in jazz, and ail that "supreme hipster(ism)" that the cool sounds 

of jazz possessed? What of the implications that repetition held in terms of the age 

of m a s  consumption; that [squarelness held in ternis of middle class conformity; or 

that boxing as a metaphor of visual impact held in terms of the Cold War, or indeed 

a domestic moral order founded upon aggression? 

The problem with modernist criticism of the formal variety is not that it is a 

bad reading of Noland's painting. The problem is in fact that it is the very best 

reading of Nuland's painting, because it offers a near perfect mirror of the position 

that Noland hunself was interested in articulafing. Near perfect is the key. For a 

purely formal reading of Noland's painting fails to acknowledge why purely formal 

issues were historically pressing in the first place. In terms of Noland's perspective 

the problem can best be summarized by aclaiowledging the fact that a critical 

withdrawd into problems of "real handling" and "process" was a debt owed to a set 

of powerful constructions conceming the personality. That is, Noland's retreat into 

the problems of painting was in fact complicit in a wider-ranging aitique of the 



surrounding culture that centered on the personality traits of the anal character. For 

Noland, the only aitical posturing in a culture of conformity was one that 

recognized and embraced the anal-retentive character of square-ass middle- 

classedness. Painting, if it was to remain cogent had to court the lowest common 

denominator in the surrounding culture. If that meant aping the gestures and 

posturing of the anal retentive, then so be it. 

There iç of course much to be said in ddense of a politics of sittllig on the 

toilet. It is a crucial artistic strategy. As a shibboleth for the critical text however, it 

leaves much to be desired. Formalist criticism is al l  so very restrained, so held badc, 

so orderly and so persistent in its pedantry.42 One is reminded of Freud's first 

attempts to broach a siniilar problem in his essay on "Character and Anal 

Eroticism". He posits an individual stuck in a pre-genital stage of sexual 

maturation; infants as "a class who refuse to empty their bowels when they are put 

on the pot because they derive a subsidiary pleasure h m  defecating; for they tell us 

that even in later years they enjoyed holding back their sto01."~3 This is not to Say 

that the band of formalist aitics fiom the k t  üuee decades and more, are legion 

with "a class who refuse to empty their bowels", but rather that in looking at 

modernist painting like Noland's paintings, they have both excepted all the premise 

upon which one problematic notion of the aes thetic state hingedf and that they have 

inadvertently aligned themselves with Noland's own political reserve, withdrawal, 

res traint, and hold-backedness. 

The [square]ness of Noland's painting, which is central to the diffidties one 

confronts in any reading of that paintingf stems hom the charaderological traits of a 

notion of anality that is conceived of as a politics of resistance. Noland's concern is 

with the question of process, because he genuinely believes content lies therein; 

421 would refer al1 those readers interesteci in the subject of the "and character" to Emest Jones' breath- 
taking command of the type in his "Anal-Erotic Character Traits". Ernest Jones, Pqms on Psycho- 
A aalys is, (London: Maresfield Reprints, 194û), pp. 413-437. 
43~ig1nund Freud, "Character and Anal Eroücism", in Volloltinze IX, lotsen 's ' G r a d h  ' and Other Works. 
in The Standmd Edition of the Complete Psychological Wmks of Sigmiind Freud, bans. lames 
Strachey, p. 170. 
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because he would contend that the aesthetic moment exists ody on the far side of 

discourse; that content is completely unqualifiable in discourse. Sitting on the toiiet 

maybe a far cry £rom what one might consider a Romantic view of things, but it is 

not. It is nothing new. A recouse to anality is yet another version of the apocalyptic 

history of cortsciousness we have already been discussing. Jonathan Swift had the 

whole thing worked out in the early 18th century. His muse, remember, was the 

"gentle Goddess Cloacine ... bounteous Goddess Cloacine.44 As a politics of 

resistance, anality forces a connection between language and a kind of fdeness, 

completely divorced from the biblical (but perhaps not post-exilic) associations of 

Louis. To put it simply Noland's painting forces a link between discursivity and 

feces. The connection is both a powerfd and an important one. It goes to the core 

of the dilemma of representation: the dilemma of any language that is a corruption, 

and a l l  are. It is no less seductive or deceiving than Nietzsche's negative knowledge 

of the Dionysian, no less beautiful an illusion than Louis' metaphor of the Fall, no 

less dehded than Kalka's vision of a pst-exilic world. 

Anality must be placed at the c m  of any reading of Noland's new painting. 

It is the constraint or limit that govems forrn; it is what £rames the rich set of 

associations that painting held for him. A critical approach to Noland's work would 

thus speak to jazz and boxing (both held back in a traditional formal reading) in 

terrns of the social and historical assoàations that the [square]ness of the anal 

chatacter held for Noland. A criticai approach to Noland's painting muid 

recognize the anal character to be complicit in anyone single aspect or operation of 

Noland's labored and scrupulous technique, but simultaneously acknowledge the 

effect of surface as a completely liberatory moment, nothing less than a utopics of 

pleasn.  With Noland's painting h m  1958, we are faced with a strange tension 

indeed: it is a shuttling back and forth between the restrained morality of anality and 

4410nathan Swift? "A Panegyrick on the Dean". See Norman O. Brown's excellent comrnentary on Swift 
in 'The Excremenîal Vision". Life against Death: The Psychoatralytic Meanitcg of History 
(Middletown: Wesleyan Univ. Press, 1959), p. 200. 
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the utter abandon of a çexual revolution. A theory of autobiography is at the heart 

of unlocking this diaiectic. 

In his essay on "Autobiography as De-Facement", Paul de Man describes the 

autobiographicd as a tension existing within the self-reflexive text, a text wherein 

"an author makes himself the subject of his o m  understanding".45 De Man 

proposes we think of autobiography "not as a genre or a mode, but a figure of 

reading or of understanding that o c m ,  to some degree, in all textst'.46 The figure is 

a tension between two types of reading: an instantaneous, synchronie, or metaphoric 

flash into meaning (Greenkg's weli known theory of expression), and secondly a 

metonymic and diachronic process that exists in a complementary relation with the 

hst. The synchronie event exists by virtue of the diachronic movement, because 

the diachronic movement is effaced or blinded by the structural relation that the 

former enacts. This bhding or "specular moment" is impliat to any act of self- 

reading. It is the dyadic structure at the core of the dialectic in Noland's painting. 

The theory of autobiography thus allows us to unravel or problematize the 

expressive complex in terms of "two patterns of figuration". In effect, we can map 

out the fictiod or rnetaphoric potentiality of surface through the metonymic and 

associative coordinates of the life hved (the autobiographical in its traditional 

sense). We c m  in effect turn a pattemecl, obsessive, and recurrent set of rnetonymic 

associations, which is a contingency of the social, into the instantaneous structure of 

metaphoricifiy that stands in place of a utopian moment of hee love. 

Thinis of the figure of autobiography in terms of what de Man calls "an 

epitaphic inscription". Think of the figure of autobiography as a kind of nicer way 

of linking discursivity with death and the great nothing or indeed feces. Think of it, 

as de Man does, in terms of that archetypa1 scene in Nicholas Poussin's T h e  

4 5 ~ e  Man, "Autobiography as De-facement", in The Rhetoric of Romantiasm, (New York Columbia 
University Press, 1984), p.70. 
4 6 ~ e  Man, ibid, p.70. 
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Arcadian Shepherds, 1650 (Figure 15) where a kneeling Shepherd mouths an 

inscription to a group assembled around a tomb: "Et in Arcadia Ego". 

... the epitaph says Wordsworth, "is open to the day; the sun lmks down upon the stone, and the 
rains of heaven beat against it." The Sun becomes the eye that reads the epitaph. And the essay 
tells us what this text consists of, by way of a quotation from Milton that deals with 
Shakespeare: "What need'st thou such weak witness of thy name ?" In the case of poets such as 
Shakespeare, Milton, or Wordsworth himself, the epitaph can consist only of what he calls "the 
naked namet', as it is read by the eye of the Sun. At this point, it c m  be said of "the language of 
the senseless stone" that it acquires a "voice", the speaking stone counterbalancing the seeing 
Sun. The system passes from sun to eye to language as name and as voice. We can identify the 
figure that cornpletes the hopoiogicai spectrum that the Sun engenden: it is the figure of 
prosopopeia, the fiction of an apostrophe to an absent, deceased, or voiceless entity, which posits 
the possibility of the latter's reply and confers upon it the power of speech. Voice assumes mouth, 
eye, and BnaUy face, a chah that is rnanilest in the etymology of the tropes name, prosopon 
po ien, to confer a mask or face (prosopon). Prosopopeia is the trope of autobiography, by which 
ones name, as in Milton's poem, is made as intelligible and memorable as a face. Our topic deals 
with the giving and taking away of faces, with face and debce, figrire, figuration and 
d i ~ f i ~ u r a t i o n . ~ ~  

Noland's new paintings are conceived of as a kind of "epitaphic" inscription. 

They are based on a theory of language that presupposes the discreet elements of 

language to be a "senseless", t'deceased'l, and compted form. Yet a language 

nonetheless that has the "power of speech", or voice, beyond what is "read by the 

eye of the sun". Expression for Noland is only what is heard by the s u n  Rather 

than a tropological structure, which is a tension between an optical and acoustic 

metaphor, Noland's painting daims to hinge upon the complete substitution of the 

optical for the acoustic. We know from the theory of autobiography however, that 

phoniaty always depends on the "speaking stone counterbalancing the seeing sud. 

Pho~city, remember, is a bhding spedar moment that must be problematized in 

terms of the tropological structure of language. In other words, the pleasure of 

phoniaty, which is the physicality of the medium, is intimately related to the anal- 

erotic character. "Our topic", as de Man reminds us, "de& with the giving and 

taking away of faces, with face and deface, figure, figuration and disfiguration". De 

Man's words are carehilly diosen. They are meant to be read aloud, said slowly, and 

-- - - 

4 7 ~ e  Man, ibid, pp. 75-76. 



çavored for their phonic potential. Not to the extent of Nolandk painting, of 

course, but only to the extent of dowing the literal and figural aspects of language 

to become inextricably entangied in what Gerard Gennette calls a whirligig. De 

Mm's concem like Noland's concern is with the terms of an acoustic success. Our 

topic deals . . . "with the giving and taking away of faces, with face and deface, figure, 

figuration, and disfiguration". . . Our topic de& with feces and defecation. Our 

topic deals with the psychoanalytic knowledge that Noland brought to his 

understanding of painting and his relation with the moral order of the surrounding 

culture. Our topic deals with the wide open, revolutionary possibilities of complete 

genital gratification on the one hand and the unique set of notions Noland 

entertained about the sexually repressed, debilitated, anal-erotic character type, 

typicd of the middle-class American. 

Take what is Norman O. Brown's treatment of the relation between culture 

and anal-eroticism in his 1959 book Life Against Death: The Psychoanalytic Meaning 

of History. Though we will need to complem this assessrnent later on, it stands as 

a first useful indication of what Noland is up to. It is not simply coincidental that 

the connection Brown makes between anality and culture was posited in the same 

year as Noland would produce the Target series. Noland's aitique of anality was 

not an isolated phenornenon. It had gained some currency among liberal 

intellectuals whose primary concem was the threat of popular culture. If it was at 

all resonant in America d u ~ g  the postwar decades of accelerated consumerism, it 

was no less a concem for psychoanalysis in the prewar decades that saw the rise of 

fascism. 

According to Freudian theory the human infant passes through a stage - the anal stage - as 
a result of whidi the libido, the Me energy of the body, gets concentrated in the anal zone. 
This infantile stage of anal-eroticism takes the essential form of attaching syrnbolic meaning 
to the anal product. As a result of these symbolic equations the anal product acquires for the 
child a significance of being his own child or creation, which he may use to obtain narcissistic 
pleasure in play, or to obtain iove h m  another (feces as gift), or to assert independence hoom 
another (feces as property), or to commit aggression agaiwt another (feces as weapon). Thus 
sorne of the most important categoi-ies of social behavior (play, gift, property, weapon) 
originate in the anal stage of infantile sexuality and - what is more important - never lose 



their comection with i t  When infanole sexuality cornes to its catastrophic end, non-bodily 
cultural objeds inherit the symboiism originally attached to the ana1 product, but only as 
second-kt substitutes for the original (sublimations). Sublimations are thus symbols of 
symbols. The category of property is not simpiy transferred from feces to money; on the 
contrary, money is feces, because the anal-ero tidsm continues in the unconscious. The anal- 
eroticism has not k e n  renounced or abandoned but repreçsed.48 

The problern might be neatly summarized by the equaticn often posited 

between anality and authoritarian culture. For Noland alI the categories of social 

behavior were dictated by the anal stage. In the context of American culture, anal- 

eroticism had as Brown argues no t been renounced at all, but rather had been 

repressed across the board. No one could escape the pressures, constraints and 

limits placed upon social Me. AnaIity and the social were inexorably comected, 

because character structure was a function or contingency of coming into the social. 

The position Noland stakes out in terms of d t y  is one of utter pessiniism. It is a 

politics similar to Greenbergfs and Louis' own position; a position that claimed 

culture, all culture was inherently authoritarian because constituted by empiriasm, 

positivism, the teleological imperative of knowledge, the totalizing nature of 

language. 

Noland's pecuüar tact is not unrelated to Brown's own position. For Brown, 

the situation of authoritarian culture was so grim that ultimately it was funny. For 

Brown, humor is the highest position. Humor is indispensable to negotiating the 

unegotiable way meaning is made histotically. His position is revealing with 

respect to Noland's spedic debt to psychoanalysis. For with neither men we are 

dealing with an obstinate and enürely academic theory of charader structure. 

Rather than an attempt to nonnalize the social life of the neurotic, Nolandfs project 

is to establish a self-sustaining moral economy altogether divorced from the 

authoritarian morality of the surrounding culture. If nothing else, Brown 

recognizes the humor in the sobering state of affairs that gives rise to the "anal- 

48~onnan 0. Brown, Li/e Against Deafli, ibid, p. 191. 



erotic nature of speech". He quotes the all-too serious researches of Ferenczi, for 

example. 

That there are certain connections behveen anal eroticism and speech 1 had atready learnt 
Erom Professor Freud, who told me of a stammerer al1 whose singularities of speech were to be 
traced to anal phantasies. Jones too has repeatedly indicated in his writings the 
displacement of libido hom anal activities to phonation. Finally 1 too, in an earlier article 
("On Obscene Wordç") was able to indicate the connection between musical voice-culiure and 
anal eroticism.49 

There is a kind of orderliness, a kind of obstinacy of an academic variety, a 

certain "stubborn insistence" on the empirïcism of the whole affair that is all too 

clear in Ferenczi's summation. This is both serious research and high-minded 

thinking about nothing but shit. Orthodox psychoanalysis firmly believed in the 

efficacy of ils project, because it was an empirical project. All the great problems of 

life on this planet could be solved, thanks to the totalizing irnperative of 

psychoanalysis. The problern surrounding anahty was that it was a socaal 

phenornenon. No one, absolutely no one, was immune. The thing was that 

everyone was just as [square] as the next person. What Noland recognized was that 

the only way to be t d y  cool was to be [square]. Amidst a culture awash in self-help 

books, all varie ty of therapeutic theory, and psychoanaly tic unders tandings, 

Noland's answer to Freud, Otto Fenichel, Ferenczi, and Emest Jones is simple and to 

the point: Aim for the utopia of the non-repressive civilization and the free love of 

a sexual revolution, but take the whole thing with a grain of salt, be cheerful, frame 

the target with a chuckle. 

Noland knew therapeutic culture offered insight, and helpful hints as to how 

to live one's Me, and conduct one's relations, but he also knew that the 

psychoanalytic project was for the most part a sham, just another post-war growth 

industry, another aspect of the individual colonized by capitalism. Noland knew 

that therapeutic culture was mostly just garbage. Because he recognized just how 

49~orman 0. Brown, Life Against Deatli, ibid, p. 199. 





it back up at the culture that is s t u f b g  it d o m  your throat, because that is all you 

c m  do. - 

It was "an event whose strangeness Freud never tired of emphasipng".so 

And on occasion an event whose strangeness he never tired of repressing. Take the 

case of Sergei Pankeiev, the celebrated analysand in The History of an Infantile 

Neurosis. The Wolf Man would be Freud's great therapeutic triunph Yet for all 

the polemics surrounding the case there is, as well, a sense of lingering doubt. The 

etiology of the neurosis had been fully revealed, yet the neurosis persisted. There is 

that unanished footnote; Freud's repeated and incessant updating of yet another 

"piece of tramference which had not (as yet) been overcome".51 There is the 

continueci dialogue between the author and himself in The Uncanny (1919), 

Fetishism (1927), New Introductory Lectures to Psychoanalysis (1932), Analysis 

Terminable and Znterminable (1937), and The Splitting of the Ego in the Process of 

Defense (1938), where the Wolf Man resurfaces in other guises, not identified as 

such, but nevertheless retuming and haunting Freud's attempts at £inally and 

conclusively mapping the unconscious.~2 The cure was supposed to put an end to 

repetition. Yet in the case of the Wolf Man it had not. The cure was to "abreact", 

through a slow process of attrition, an "affect-laden" ûedipal material. The cure was 

to end the compulsion to repeat, for Freud would ultimately maintain that 

repetition was contingent on the neuroses. Apparently it was not. 

The problem of repetition goes to the core of one of the great paradoxes of 

psychoanalysis: that psychoanalysis is indeed flawed in terms of "the very principle 

%aplanche, Pontalis, The Langriizge of Psycho-Amlysis, p. 456. 
51~igmundFreud, The History of an Infintile Neurosis, v. 17, The Standard Editiorz of the Cornpiete 
Psycholagical Works of Sigmtind Freiid, trans. J. Strachey. London: Hogarth Press, 1966, p. 122. 
S2 Nicholas Rand, *Translaton Introduction: Toward a Cryptonomy of Literature", in N. Abraham's 
and M. Torok's The Wolf Man 's Magic Word: A Ctyptonomy. Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 
1986, p. liii. 
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which grounds the entire analytic experience": the transference phenomenon.53 

Freud, of coursef was not unaware of the problems engendered by transference. 

From early on he considered transference at the very usable lunits of the therapeutic 

process. We know that the revision of psychoanalytic technique that he would 

begin in the wake of treatment for his patient Emmy Von N. placed a new emphasis 

on the form over the content of the analysand's response. A basic lack of 

therapeutic success, i.e, a failure to reliably effect any cure, had warrantecl this. For 

the eady Freud transference merely operated as a process of displacement, whereby a 

memory or emotion connected with a previous event was trmsferred from one 

unconscious idea to another. With the articulation of the Oedipus complex, 

however, the transference phenomenon would corne to connote that structural 

relation behveen the analyst and analysand more generdy. The form of the 

tramference figured or repeated an infantile prototype established during the 

Oedipal complex. h effect, the analyst was inserted into a kind of predetermined 

relation that was a (re)presenting of the parental figure in the guise of a sign. 

The problem as Freud and others began to conceive itr hinged on the question 

of character structure. Because the sign was not possessed of the insistence, 

immediacy, and force of the unconscious, a "charge of affect" otherwise bound to the 

past event and accessed by the "living comection" that the transference supposedly 

insured, it seemed plausible that a secondq formation was complicating the 

"worm-like progression" of the therapeutic process. In effect the successful 

operation of the transference was being blocked or stemmed by character or 

personality itself. Given the limitations placed on therapy by a character structure 

transference could only at best be a restaging of an affect driven Oedipal material in 

the guise of a sign or mask That which was assumed to be founded on a symbolic 

or "living connection" was in fact only an allegorical representation. 

53~eleuze,  Dflkrence and Repefition . trans. P. Patton? (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 
p.19. 
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The reassessment of the therapeutic process following in the wake of the case 

of Emmy Von N was not insignificant. It was to lay the crucial groundwork and 

presaiibe the two-part nature of the psychoanalytic process itself. For Freud the 

identification of the negative transference as a fundion of character structure 

provided the crucial backdrop against which the phenomenon of tramference could 

be successively played out. Because the affect was considered distinct from 

remembrance in the abstract, the concept in general, or the representation of "the 

repressed event in al l  its partidarity, the first stage of a therapy always attempted 

to unravel or separate off the idea £rom the affect. The reaL therapeutic work would 

begin when attempts were made to harness the drive of "affect" of its potential for 

repetition Generally speaking, the repetition and continual r e m  to the "idea", or 

conception, or sign of neuroses, fwnctioned as a f'substitute for the normal 

abreaction of the affect". Over the course of the cure, over the course of the multiple 

sequence of tramference's, the "idea" or "concept in general" would be repeatedly 

retumed to, for the unique access it provided to the "affect1'. The cumulative result 

of releasing, freeing, of channeling the "affect" into lived memory was tantamount 

to cure, for it decreased the ineluctable resolve and insistence of the unconscious by 

sapping through attrition the affect based formation of the repressed event. 

Freud's new emphases called for an investigation into the resistancels to cure, 

i.e., the interpreting of the "negative transference", as a precis to the working with 

the transference. As a complex of factors that were socially mediated rather Uian a 

function of the individual neuroses, the negative transference militated against an 

opening up to cure. In the case of Frau Emmy Von N this reluctance to be cureci - a 

kind of repetitive defensive poshiring set up against the idea of convalescence and 

the course of therapy - "justified' in Freud's words, "a pictorial mode of 

expression". Around a pathogenic core, which the positive transference process 

would ineludably r e m  and hinge upon, was a concentric structure of deceit and 

delay, a concentriaty that was constitutive of the character or personality. In Frau 



N's case, and in the case of hysteria in general, there is "to begin with", Freud 

... a nudeus consisting of memones of events or trains of thought in which the traumatic factor 
has culminated or the pathogenic idea has found its purest manifestation. Round this nucleus we 
Cind what is often an incredibly profuse amount of other mnemic material whidi has to be worked 
through in the analysis and whidi is, as we have said, arranged in a three-fold order. 
In the first place there is an unmistakable Linear dironological order which obtains in each 

separate theme ... It was as though we were examining a dossier that had been kept in good order. 
The analysis of my patient Emmy Von N. contained similar files of memories ... These files form a 
quite general feature of every analysis and theh contents aiways emerge in a chronological order 
which is as inlallibly hustworthy as the succession of days of the week or names of the month in 
a mentally normal penon. They make the work of analysis more difficult by the peculiarity 
that. in ceproduchg the mernocies, they reverse the order in which these originated. The 
treshest and newest material in the file appears €kt ,  as an outer cover, and last of all cornes the 
experience 4 t h  which the series in fact began. 

1 have described such groupings of similar memories into coIlections arranged in h e a r  sequences 
(me a file of documents, a packet, etc. ) as constituting 'themes'. These themes exhibit a second 
kind of arrangement. Each of them is - 1 cannot express it any other way -- stratified 
concentically around a pathogenic nucleus. It is not hard to Say what produces this 
stratification, what diminishing or irtaeasïng magnitude is the basis of this arrangement. The 
contentsof each particular stratum are characterïzed by an equal degree of resistance, and that 
degree increases in proportion as their strata are nearer to the nucleus. Thus there are zones 
within whidi there is an equal degree of modification of consciousness. and the different themes 
extend aaoss these zones. The most peripheral straia contain the memories (or files), which, 
belonging to ditferent themes, are easily remembered and have always been cleacly conscïous. 
The deeper we go the more difficult it becomes for the emerging memories to be recognized, üI1 
near the nucleus we corne upon memories which the patient disavows even in reproducing them. 

It is this peculiarity of the concentric stratification of the pathogenic psychical material, 
which, as we shaU hear, lends to the course of these analyses their characteristic katures.S4 

In a sense the structural relation upon which the transference was based 

could at best only enact an allegorical representation of the nucleus. For it was only 

a representation of "themes" ordered concentrically around the core material. That 

is, the concentric structure of stratification's were not the nucleus but rather the 

displaced manifestations of the nucleus. It would not be until the case of Frau 

Emmy Von N, that Freud would realize that what he at k t  had thought was the 

nucleus was in fact only a contingent set of themes organized in a "concentric 

stratification" around i t. Apparently the tram ference phenornenon precipitated in 

the normal processes of object-relations it both established and permitted, a 

%igmund Freud, The Stnitdnrd Edition of the Complete Psychlogical Works of Sigmund Freud, vu 1. 
11 (1893-1895), Stiidies on Hysteria. trans. James Strachey, London: The Hogarth Press, 1955. pp. 288-89. 
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compulsive logic of repetition that was underwritten by the negative tramference. 

Freud believed these stratification's to be of a chronological and finite nature. Yet in 

the case of the Wolf Man the continued compulsion to repeat seemed to suggest 

otherwise. It seemed in the case of the Wolf Man that just at the moment when a 

repressed Oedipal material waç in the greatest danger of being exposed, the 

indestructibility of the unconscious wish would be manifest in the form of yet 

another displaced or deferred sigrt consistent with preexistent themes and ordered 

in tems of as a concentric structure.S5 It seemed that the operation of the 

transference phenomenon presumed the maintenance and production of a 

repetitious Chain of figures or faces that was in fa& only ever revealing of an 

anterior personification, a stratum or defensive annoring that protected that which 

preceded it. 

Despite Freud's best intentions the therapeutic regime potentidy hinged on a 

factor that perpetuated the therapeutic process indefinitely. While the founding 

moment of the therapeutic process - the means via which it takes place -, 

transference as repetition, was inasmuch antithetical to the cure - the end product 

of the therapeutic process itself. Yet, if tramference was both the founding moment 

of the therapeutic process as well as its undoing, it was recognized as such only by 

Wilhehn Reich and not by Sigmund Freud. Reading a book like Reich's Chracter 

Analysis one imagines a kind of originary scene, wherein a dawnhg recognition of 

experience as a theater of repetition should have finally strrick Freud in a deadly 

flash of illumination, but did not. 

In a sense, Wihelm Reich invented character analysis. His interest in the 

body as a site that could narrate a repressed history better than language, placed him 

in stark contrast to the orthodox and largely non-partisan Freudian community 

£rom which he hailed. For Reich, what was not spoken during the course of a 

therapeutic session - Le., the manner, posturings, or carriage constitutive of 

551 would refer one to Fred Orton's good discussion in Figairing \nspm \ohm here. 



character or personality - held the most valuabIe material for analysis. For Reich, 

the therapeutic process hinges exclusively on the question of personification. 

Reich's style of resistance therapy focuseci entirely on the brm of the transference, 

because it was the purest manifestation of character structure. The therapeutic 

fadures that had forced Freud to revise his theoretical model had in effect led Reich 

to sublate content analysis to the formal problematics or the conditions of poçsibility 

framing the transference itself. 

For Reich, the revision of psychoanalytic technique Uiat Freud had begun in 

the wake of treatment for his patient Frau Emmy von N., did not place enough 

emphasis on the form as a repetitive and concenhic structure of deceit and delay. 

The concentric strzucture of deceit, constitutive of character structure posed too large 

a probiem for Freudian protocols to effectively overcome. And indeed, Reich's 

moves in the 1920s and 1930s to forefront an altogether new emphasis on the 

resistance's ta cure were accepted in large part by the orthodox Freudian 

community. Parts I and II of his 1933 book Charakterannlyse was mandatory 

reading for any young, upand-coming analyst. Mind you, if Reich's emphasis on 

interpreting the problem involved in overcoming the negative transference 

endeared hirn to the international psychoanalytic community and its attempts at 

revision, the radical condusions he would draw from his foray into character 

analysis would isolate him altogether. Because the paradox of the transference 

phenomenon as repetition itself, posed an inçurmountable dilemma to 

psychoanalytic methodology, the vegetative or biologically oriented conclusions 

Reich would draw were totally rejected. If Parts 1 and II on 'Technique" and 

'Theory of Character Formation" were required reading for any analyst, Part III of 

Cha rakte rana 1 yse, "From Psychoanalysis to Orgone Biophysics" was the beginning of 

the end.56 

56~eich's book Chn ra kt  e ra n al y se tramla ted into Enlis h asCIuzracter Ana fysis represents both the 
most advanced treatise on the problerns surrounding the transference phenomenon in the 1930s and a 
fundamental critique of the psychoanalytic methodology more generdly. The k t  hvo parts on 
technique were written in the winter of 1928-29; both were reprints previously pubüshed within the 
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Nonetheiess Reich's insight into the relation between the transference 

phenomenon and repetition is revealing. Mounting a aitique against the orthodox 

conception of the transference phenomenon, its' independence of the repetition 

compulsion and its baçis in "the attractive force of repressed infantile ideas", Reich's 

conclusion is dramatic. 'This would be correct", he writes, 

... if the repetition compulsion were a primary, irreducible psychic datum. Clinical experience 
shows, however, that the great attractive force exerciçed by the unconsdous and infantile ideas 
derives Erom the energy of unsatisfied sexuai needs, and that it retains its compulsive repetitive 
character only as long as the possibility of mature sexual gratification is blocked. In short, the 
neurotic repetition compulsion is contingent on the libido's economic situation. Seen from this 
perspective as weU as h m  the point of view to be encountered later in the Eormulations on the 
neurotic and genital characters, the peace between ego and id which Nunberg is justified in 
postulating can be secureci oniy on a given sex-economic basis: first, through the supplanting of 
pre-genital strivings by genital strivings; second, through effective gratification of the genital 
demands, which? in hm, would solve the problem of the permanent eliatînation of s t a s i ~ . ~ ~  

Or to put it more bluntly, Freud's therapy of the Wolf man failed because he 

never prescribed sex. For Reich, the neurotic build-up of energy and the prospects 

for its release were both contained in the physical body. "The severity of any kind of 

psychical disturbance is in direct relation to the severity of the disturbance of 

genitality ... The prognosis depends directly on the possibility of establishing the 

capacity for full genital satisfactioni'.s~ A lack of genital gratification bound or 

"anchored unspent obstructed energy in the body, thus sustaining the neurotic or 

pathologie character trait. The continued mental illness of the Wolf Man was the 

result of the energies of the primary sexual impulse being channeled into its 

secondary form as character structure. Betause the sex economy was deflected from 

its aim for somatic gratification, a kind of potential energy was king stored in the 

body as a personification, a compulsion to repeat. 

fnternatiomIen Zetisclirift fia Psychoamiyse , no doubt confïnning their impo 
orthodox community. Reich was expelled from the International Psychoanalytic Association sometime 
in 1934. This followed the delivery of his paper on the radical direction his research on charader 
andysis had taken at the 13th Congress in Lucerne. Wielm, Reich, trans. Vincent Carfagno, 
Character Analysis, (New York Simon and Shuster, 1972), see pp. m-xx. 
57~eich, Clinracter Analysis, ibid, p. 17. 
58~eich, The Fundion cf the Orgasm, p. %. 



Yet despite alI this concem for the relieving of individual neuroses, Reich's 

red concem focused on the social psychologid implications of character formation 

in the fitst place. For Reich, character structure, if a destructive, sadistic, and 

aggressive rechanneling of sexual energies, was the oppressive rule in what he 

would c d  "the sex-negating social order" of patriarchal and authoritarian 

cultures.59 So if Reich's investigations were loosely premised in a construction of 

the subject in some ways sinzilar to more "respectable" forms of American 

characterological research, the absolutely d e e e  difference came down to the 

question of sexuality and the role sexuality might play in the therapeutic pmess and 

more impor tantly revolutionary process. 

"It is banal and sounds rather hackneyed, but I maintain that every person 

who has succeeded in preserving a certain amount of naturalness knows this: those 

who are psrch idy  ill need but one thing - complete and repeated genital 

gratification".60 Thus beguis one of the many of Reich's treatises on sex, one of the 

many dreams for the liberation of humanity founded solely on the economy of the 

orgasm. The sex-economy which Reich placed his hopes on, redefined the polarities 

of individual health and sickness in terms of repetition: Repetition would no longer 

be a function of the neurotic compulsion of an anal stage of sexual development but 

rather hinge upon the "complete and repeated genital gratiiïcation" of mature 

genital sexuality. If the freeing up of energy that came with the hctioning of the 

orgasm stood as an independent shibboleth for health, progres, and creativity, the 

'%ound-up" and compromised form of that energy in the context of a repressive 

culture, stood as an absolute Mt and constraint. The self-regulating sex-economy 

was a complete disavowal of the sex-negating moral economy. A mode1 of the 

personality emerges based solely on the hee flowing energies of a sex-economy; an 

economy in the context of American culture in the 1950s woefully hinging on too 

S g ~ i l  helm Reich, The Sexiral Rmol ri tion: Tmard a Self Reg wlating Characfer Strrrcf lue, tram, T. Pol, 
(New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1974), p.7. 
6 0 ~ i l l i a m  Reich, 7'he Fmction of the Orgasnc Scx Econornic Problms of Biologic Energy. tram. V.R 
Carfagno. (New York: F m ,  Straus and Guoux, 1973), p. 96. 
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little sex and too Little tirne. And that's hard on a jazz &donado, and a cool boxer 

that is a "swingert' like Kenneth Noland. 

1 think w e  can safely assume that Reich's appeal for a number of artists, 

writers, and irtteUectuals in the 1950s was initially grounded in his peculiar speaes 

of oppositional politics. The Reichian method had a very particular perspective on 

Cold War poliacs. It was highly critical of it, artidating a fundarnentally pacifist, 

anti-aggressive, anti-na tionalis t, and anti-nuclear politics. Mind you, Reich's theory 

of the Orgone was never boring or tedious in the dry Enlightenment inspired 

tradition of Interpersonal field theory either. We have to give h i .  credit for 

turning Ka&ats bleak and sterile notion of expulsion £rom paradise into a .  

oppomuiity for "complete and repeated genitd grafication". 

This was theory only for the "supremest hipsters", the wüdest cats, only the 

coolest swingers. How else c m  you treat a revolution in theory that calls in practice 

for "complete and repeated genital gratification." Artists, neurotics, or indeed any 

libidinally challenged suburbanite just not getting it, could not help but put a book 

on this kind of thing down. Think of that mernorable scene in the movie version of 

Reich's traverse of the globe with Charles Bukowski and some other Beat poet 

whiling away the hours in an Orgone Box to get recharged. They could have ken 

drinking cocktails Ki their favorite lounge, but instead they chose Reich's elemental 

particle, the Bion. They chose the patented Orgone Box, a wooden box covered with 

metal, able to hop and distill the very life force out of solar radiation and bestow it 

on the occupant6i Think of Anthony Caro and Jules Olitski spending glorious 

moments nude on the beaches of Cornecticut with their families, discussing the 

political ramifications of Reich's great magnum opus, The Sexual Reuol u tio n.62 

They could have b e n  creating austere high modemist masterpieces in steel and 

- 

61Because of Reich's daims that the Orgone box could cure anything from cancer to a low sex drive, the 
FDA siezed Reich's wrtnderproduct and threw him h jail where he would eventually die. The ACCf 
would try on a number of occasions, with no success, to get him released. See ACCF Papers. 
62 ~ i l h e l m  Reich, nie Sexrral Rmoltition, Tazuard n Seif-Regulnting Cliaractn Striict itrr, tram. T. 
Pol, (New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 1945). 
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paint respectively. Or indeed think of Kenneth Noland and his first wife who 

religiously chose to go on weekend getaways at the Orgone Institute in Philadelphia. 

Not everyone would want to spend their weekends in Philadelphia. We know from 

archival material, in fact, that Einstein declined on a number of occasions, as did 

Moms Louis and his wife Marcella.63 The only thing that c m  attract anyone to 

Pennsylvania's famous capital is sex. Maybe Einstein and Morris Louis hadnt 

heard about The Sexual Revulution. 

So where to begin? In his great essay Three American Painters: Noland, 

Olitski, and Stella, Mïchael Fned did not know where to begin either. Fried knew 

all too well that Nolandts paintings were about repetition, about multiple 

beginnings and as many deaths; about beginning and beginning again It was the 

nature of their look: one "analogous to that of syntax in a verbal lang~age"6~ In a 

sense Fried's project is not altogether alien hom our own: his interest is in 

forwarding "an account of what seems to (be) the development of pictorial stmcture 

in Noland's work since the late 1950sM.65 The only difference is that his account is 

an attempt to corne to terms with No1andts painting in terms of king [square]. Of 

the period spanning from 1958 to the Chevrons d 1963 and 1964 (Figure 16), Fried 

It is important to bear in mind that Noland had been concerned from the start to relate his 
stain-images deductively to the shape, if not the specîfic dimensions, of the pidure-support, 
by means of exact centering and then of lateral symmetry; and the chevron paintings may be 
seen as an entirely consistent, but nonetheless daring, exploration of forma1 problems raised 
and possibiiities suggested by his own previous work In tact, despite the seemingly radical 
difference in structure between the first chevrons and the earlier paintings based ai 
concentric-ring and ellipsoid motifs, the relation of image to traming-edge is essentially the 
same in them dl: namely, one of ~~rnmetry.66 

63 Shep Steiner interview with Marcella Abner Brenner. 
G4~ried, Three Amertèa~~ Painters, p. 26. 
Gs~ried, Three Amerkari Painte~s~ p. 26. 
66~ried, T h e e  Americaa Painters, p. 30. 



Fair enough. Noland's Targets are indeed about the shape of the support. But 

the fact is, that in being "symrnetrical", that in relating "deductively to the shape ... 
of the picture support", and that in exploring "formal problems" related to the 

"framing edge", they are figuratively speaking paintings about not being [square]. 

For the symmetry, balance, and coolness which Fried argues for, is IItanifest only by 

virtue of a kind of concentriaty that is so fora%ly made to be square that it sizzles 

with the sound of driving a [square] cat wild. Because Fried's concern are those 

formal qualities which constitute the painting's aesthe tic detachment and 

objectivity, in the end he misses the humor and lightheartedness of the Targets, but 

most importantly he misconstrues the precise nature of coolness and detachment 

that Noland himself was interestecl in. In effect, he leaves out the subtle operations 

of a chah of often simple and obscene puns which found Noland's practice as a 

negation of the suirounding culture and its compulsory semial morality in terms of 

a self-regulating genitd sexuality. Fried overlooks the fact that [squarelness is 

manifest only by virtue of not being [square]; that coolness (being a member of the 

swinging singles set -read a boxing, dating, jazz set) was functioning as a totdy 

critical strategy. 

Still, we need to accept Fried's word on the fundamental [squarelness of 

Noland's painting. It is [square]. But not simply the [squareJness of the formal 

variety that Fried argues for. [Square]ness held very specific associations, a web of 

possible associations we can lay bare only by virtue of decrypting the process of 

formalization or "radical self-criticism" which Fried correctly sees driving Noland's 

work in the 1950s and 196ûs. Take the balance achieved in Split (Figure 131, where 

the essentialized forms of square and &de, if antithetical, ex& in a kind of perfect 

funetional unity. Not ody does the on-endedness of the inner white square point 

out the constraints of the framing edge, but cirdarity as a tension with [squarelness 

does so as weU. Take the balance existing between the crisp inner blue circle and the 

jagged and botched interface formed by the outer-blue and red banding. Despite this 



graphic irregularity the whoie seems shot through by some instantanouç pulse of 

energy that d e s .  For if the angularity of the white diamond shape presses 

outward, the d e d  nature of the outer rings forces and equal and opposite 

collapse inward. Split is constituted through a sirnultaneous expansion of 

angularity and contraction of circularity. Or is it the other way around? Certainly 

thematicdy it would make more sense if [squarelness was a iimit and ârcularity 

was a potentialiv. At any rate, oneness or wholeness is founded upon opposition, a 

relation thematized by the all too apparent tension between [squareJness and not 

behg [square]. 

By means of a similar tension verticality and horizontality has apparently 

brought the concentric rings of Tide (1958) (Figure 17) into existence. The successive 

structure of rings, seem contingent in some inexplicable way on the linearity of the 

Louis-like streamings of stain that shape from above. Yet if we assume this 

ribboning and the bdd horizontal is refigured as a iünction of the eight consecutive 

rings one can neither discount a reading that priorizes concentiriaty. Perhaps like 

the solar flares at bottom, the verticals and horizontals above, are a contingency of 

circularity; the evidence of a wider perimeter that has now receded. Perhaps they 

are the striated traces of a slow and steady surging and subsiding which is nothing 

less than a tidal bore. The apparentiy banal tension between [squareJness and 

cirdarity exists elsewhere as well. There is the [square] plumage of Circle (Figure 

10) which matter-of-factly reforrns the circle as [square]. Or those ünes of penetration 

and extension in Fete (1959) (Figure 18). Zf at one moment they operate as fully 

functional arrows, which h g  a kind of piercing movement inward, at another they 

are evidence of an explosive expansion. For that matter there is the mirage like 

effects that shimmer and contort the side of Heat (Figure 12). The more subtle solar 

flares that spin off Spread (1958) (Figure 19). The trajectory of that broken green that 

skips off the denser atmosphere of blue in Luster (Figure 11). Or that near 



reconciliation between the outer-most black ruig in Beginning (Fi- 5), and the 

d e  anchorage promised by the right hand side of the support. 

The fad is, that the more one studies the compositional structure of these 

works, the more one realizes that they ultimately depend on the tension between 

[square]ness and cirdarity. In Untitled (1958-59) (Figure 20) the on-endedness of 

the canvas' orientation itself seems only to reference what we assume is a more 

stabile hanging orientation on one side as [square]. Even in Tond o (1958-59) (Figure 

14) this is the case. The roundness of the painting's support seems so forced and so 

conûived that [squarelness is accessed through a ruse, through its very absence and 

negation. Its title only distinguishes the fact of its not being [square] all the more. 

Magic Box (1959) (Figure 21) poses a sirnilar problem. Given the intensity of the 

b e r  red circle which glows or hums with energy, it seems to be another example of 

intentional mis-naming. Perhaps by accentuating the fact of [squarelness, which is 

in a sense a question of boxing, we can assume that a certain sensuoumess and 

intensity only inheres within the con£ines of [squarelness? The tension between 

being [square] and not being [square] is so crucial a factor in a work like Magk Box 

that it seems to be providing the motor for a kind of transformative moment. The 

title is clear in this respect. It poses the tension between [squarelness and not being 

[square] as a question of magic, the black magic of the inner square which is 

simultaneously a hollowed out circle. 

In Noland's painting king [square] and not king [square] are utterly 

inseparable processes. They are constitutive of a tension that maps out process itself. 

In Magic Box as much as Split the tension between [squarelness and cirdarity is a 

self-reflexive relation. Cirdarity comes of [square]ness as much as [square]ness 

cornes of cirdarity. Which is to say that king [square] and not king [square] are 

the poles of a dialectical double beat. Or to put it another way: how cool one of 

Noland's paintings sounds is always a hct ion of how stale the painting looks. 

Take the isolated case of the crisp inner red arcle and bladc and yellow squares in 



Magic Box. Square and arcle exist in some mysterious pairhg that is not unrelated 

to the way the moffled, square, outer, white and blue banding seem to court 

roundness themselves. It sounds Ludicrous but in relation to the innet 

configuration, the [square] blue and white banding seems to want to become circular. 

The expansive force emanating h m  the central red, black, and yellow is so 

pronounced that it looks iike the squared-off blue and white perimeter is about to 

burst a gasket. Intemai pressure is so high that surface tension on the blue and 

white outer membranes is maxed, so as to appear stretched like a taut bladder. Yet, if 

£illed to the point of bursting it holds its [square]ness even so. 

The kind of tension we are dealing with here is fundamental to Noland's 

Target paintings. AU of the Targets encapsulate some indefinable moment of 

dynamic complementarity. Compositional balance depends on it. It is a half- 

biological and h&-mechanical movement contained within a single pulse of 

energy. Noland's new definition of painting might be neatly summed up as the art 

of the throb. The art throb, painting as dialectical art beat. Yet if it has anything to 

do with the affairs of the heart - a physiological action, a muscular function, a 

Loving relationship - it does so only insofar as the petfect thumping, repetitive and 

harmonic pumping condenses Reich's theory of the orgasm ("Tension--Charge- 

Discharge-Relaxation") into a synchronie event.67 Tension in Noland's painting is 

a complementary movement within the flash of an instant that resonates as deeply 

with the structural tensions of jazz music as with the isometric forces of the old one- 

two-punch. It is simultaneously a movement of pleasure and anxiety, a spreading 

and recoiluig. Not one or the other, for peripheral excitation is always equivalent to 

an intensity or activity at the core. Every one of Noland's Targets are 

simultaneously a bursting and a relaxation, art exploding and an imploding, an 

expansion and a contraction, a climaxing and a relaxing: An orgasm. For Noland 

this kind of tension, the indescribable tension which shuttles between pleasure and 

67~eich, nie Firnction of the Orgasm, p. 272. 



pain possessed only at the moment of the orgasm was constitutive of the 

metaphoric possibility of surface. 

What a concept, a materiakt practice founded upon the physical act of love 

making. Surface as a metaphor of the fantastic expansion and contraction of the 

physical and psychical apparatus during sex. Not simply sex in a box (though for a 

Reichian the Orgone box is certainly beneficial to sex), nor sex on the box, boxed sex, 

or sex on the brain (a type of sex, a representation of sex, and a perverse, sadistic, 

lascivious obsession with sex that is precisely the problem with any patnarchal 

culture that insures compulsory sexual morality), but the cool ri& of sexy music, 

that sound like jazz beirtg played on a phonograph which is actually a surface that is 

a metaphor of orgiastic pleasure. A painting that is'nt reaiiy about being [square] or 

boxing, which is kind of like making things or people fit in [square]. A painting that 

is a phonygraph: not really writing, not reaily about jazz or boxing, or even painting, 

but about whispering sweet nothings, semal peeps, swooning bleeps, excited bleats, 

swoops or moans, any and aii s@es of repeated sighs, acceierated breaths, and 

sensual sounds. A device that is a painting for producing all the hushed tones of 

making music but reaUy is not a phonograph at all. A painting that is for aJi intents 

and purposes a pornographie record, but is not redy pornography because the 

orgasm it fakes, is real. You can feel it. Just listen. 

It is a new definition of painting for the swinging set. A definition that 

priorizes surface as a metaphor of the sema1 revolution; a metaphor of orgiastic 

pleasure. Tt is a definition of painting finely attuned to a theory of the human 

organism as, finally and ultinzately, simply just, a machine for repeated genital 

gratification. It is painting reduced down to the coarser mechanical and economic 

aspects of sexu*. Painting as sex-machine. Paintmg as throbbing, erection- 

making, vaginal-stirnulating, genitd circulation pump. 

Simply put - and king simple was part of his strategy - a painting like Magic 

Box shuttles between high modernist painting's serious project of distilling 



expression and a kind of obscene, naive staging of the tension between an aiways- 

already constituted structure of being [square] in a culture of conformity and the 

possibility of driving a [square] cat wild. If the expressive quality of Noland's 

painting hinges on what Fned calls "transformations of pictorial structure based on 

an act of perpetual radical criticism", malcing surface a metaphor of expression 

through a process of abstraction and formalization was as much a kind of cheeky 

autobiographical restaging of a succession of moments in time spent sitting in an 

Orgone Energy Accumulator at the Orgone Institute in Philadelphia. A Me's work 

shuttling between a high-minded, '%land, large, ApoUonian art" and those magic 

moments of semial potmcy gained in the charged atmosphere of the Orgone Energy 

Acczunulator. The Orgone Box, a magie box that enabled magic moments to come. 

Maybe boxing was not so bad after ali. In Noland's world all the real swingers 

ussualiy are boxers, if that is, they can catch and throw a punch-line. 

Needless to say, a reading that recognizes not king [squareJ as a blind 

moment in a proceçs of becorning [square] is the other side, the far other Dionysian 

side of a fonnalist reading of Noland's practice that rnight argue for it, as Say a 

reformulation of the essential abstractness of PoUock's painting. Certainly working 

from the center out, working around the canvas, and employing a pictorial structure 

of concentric rings, provided a practical resolution for dissolving or dispersing the 

pictonal density of cubism and later abstract expressionism. Finding the center of 

the canvas and working outward toward the shape of the support was Noland's 

own way of insuring "equivalency" or "homogeneity" of the surface. It rnilitated 

against the privïleging of any one part or any one aspect of the canvas. It was 

another way, Noland's way of entirely subjugating surface to metaphoxicity. Yet, if a 

procedure which pnorized a fictional utopics of pleasure, we know from the theory 

of autobiography, that it must also exkt as a tension with a life lived. A metaphoric 

use of surface is always founded and built upon a constellation of metonymic 



associations that can circumscriIbe even a timeless theory of expression founded on 

sexuaüty to a very dated set of notions about what it takes to be cool. 

If Noland's introduction to the problems of expression were made up of an 

intriate network of connections and associations that early on included jazz and the 

sweet saence of boxin& by 1958 the expressive complex was priorizing a project for 

sexual revolutioa The theory of the orgasm did not simply replace the previous 

associations. Instead, the metaphor of the orgasm reworked, complemented, and 

deepened those other ways that Noland was thinking and dreaming about surface. 

It is sigdicant in this respect that the tension between [square]ness and not being 

[square] remained the controlling metaphor before and after Noland's shift in 1958. 

That is, if [squarelness as the crucial tension against whiçh coolness was defined in 

the hip dialect of the 1950s jazz aficionado offered up a kind of aitical though naive 

poshuing with regard to middle class conformity, Reich's understandhg of 

character structure as a static, [square], and fabricated armor that blocked pleasure on 

a mass scale, provided the basis of a dialeclical critique. 

The radical semal conclusions that Reich would draw from the structure of 

concentric stratification which was Freud's wager for the best pictorial expression of 

character structure served Noland in a two-fold manner. Because it mapped out the 

subject in terms of a polarity that fully accommodated the lingo of the jazznick, the 

notion of character as a structure of concentric stratification (which was redy about 

king [square]) distilleci out the paradox of representation in terms of a tension 

between form and content. Fundioning sirnultaneously in terms of what Fred 

Orton calls "surface matter" and "subject matter", the structure of "concentric 

stratification" permitteci the content of the former to be staged or dramatized in 

terms of the form of the latter.68 That is the [square]ness of form as a structure of 

"concenhic stratication" simultaneously functioned in terms of d-overness that 

was charged with content. The dego&d nature of a b a c t e r  structure - a socially 



contingent personification of the subject, a social figure, a public face - actually 

enabled through ils very negation as surface-matter, an encapdation of symbolic 

process. 

Dnving a [square] cat wild and not simply represenüng a wild cat through a 

recouse to the gesture or sign was the logical outcome of Noland's movement away 

£corn abstract expressionism. It was irnplicit to a complexiEication of his own 

understanding of expression; part of a concem for the phonic aspect of painting, a 

concem b r  the matenal or physical aspect of painting. The important point to 

acknowledge in al l  this however, is that the figure of Reich represented more than 

simply a topical or timely issue. Rather, Reich's theory of sexuality functioned as 

the crucial building block to the whole of Noland's mature work. For Noland's 

"breakthrough" to creativity at the time of his shift in 1958 was intimately c o ~ e c t e d  

to a new conception of self; a deeper, more self-reflexive awareness of self offered up 

by Reich's sex oriented version of character analysis. Which is to Say, that if the shift 

in Noland's practice operated within certain established art histoncal boundaries, it 

was as much a function of insight gained into the allegoricd nature of ones 

character or personality, that fundamental disunity within the self which Reich 

located at the core of the "suppression of genital sexuality".69 

Take the example of Noland's 1959 painting Wilhelm Reich (1959) (Figure 

22). The title is signifiant. It is the only Target painting with a speci€ic reference. 

The dedication to Reich, in the winter of 1958159, was presumably on the occasion of 

his death in prison. Reich had been jailed for not discontinuhg the sale of his 

patented Orgone Box which he claimed could cure everythmg from sexual 

irnpotency to cancer. That Noland would title one painting of a rnuch larger series 

69 'The person afflicted with the emotional plague Limps chaacterologicaiIy. The emotional plague 
is a chronic biopathy of the organim It made an inroad into human society with the 6rçt mass 
suppression of genital sexuality ... I t  is an endemic iiiness ... An essential and basic characteristic of the 
emotional plague reaction is that action and the motive of the action never coinade. The real motive is 
concealed and a sham motive is gïven as the reason fot the action. In the reaction of the natural and 
healthy individual, motive, action, and goal fonn an organic unity." Reich, Characfer Analysis, pp. 
504-507. 



of paintings, Wilhelm Reich, is more than simply coincidence. It was earlier that 

sarne year that Noland had finally begun Reichian therapy, after a long period of 

acquaintance.70 While James Agee notes that Noland began Reichian therapy in 

1950 for a period of nine years,71 on the occasion of my interview with Noland he 

assured me that though he had been aware and interesteci in Reich this early on, he 

only began Reichian therapy in 1958.72 At any rate Noland had iïrst learned of the 

work of Reich through his £riend Robin Bond who had kught at the A. S. Niel 

School, an alternative education school at Summerhill. Noland met Bond, the 

director of art studies at the Institute of Contemporary Art, while student teaching 

there in 1949. 

Looking at the painting with the Lifteen or so other Targets from the same 

years in mind, Wilhelm Reich strikes one as an anomaly. Zn cornparison to the 

typical layout of the Targets, not only is the concentric or successive structure of 

rings absent, but the insistence on circularity itself is downplayed. Nevertheles, 

what is interesting is that the moment captured seems to be a moment of becoming. 

The frame and indeed the squared off configuration or figure within the frame is 

tuming into a &de. For if the shape of the outer primeter of the block seems as yet 

unaffected by the centrifuga1 force of the central circle, the Uiside of the block is 

already in the process of swirling or screwing into a c i d a .  form. Moreover, il the 

squared perimeter seems captured at a moment before king centrihged out, its tilt 

does not bode weU for the static forces of [square]ness. Wilhelm Reich is a painting 

in the process of becoming; it is a painting that marks a transformation from king 

[square] to becoming not [square]; a painting in the process of becoming a Target or a 

Circie painting. It seems to stage a kind of fictional beginning or originary moment. 

For it is as iE Wilhelm Reich was intentionally painted to represent the first of the 

70~teiner interview, June, 1995, p. 2(b); for Agee see The Circle Paintings, p. 18; on Noland meeting 
Bond see Kenworth Moffet, Kenneflr Noland,p. 95. 
' l ~ ~ e e ,  p. 18. 
72This later date would roughiy concur with the recollectiorts of Marcella Louis Brenner, who has 
referred in interview with me to Noland's weekend viçits to a Reichian c h i c  in Philadelphia some 
tirne in the later 1950s. Steiner interview with Marceiia Louis Brenner, May, 1993. 
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series, a kind of missing link between an early painting like Globe (1956) (Figure 9) 

and what 1 have argued is one of the first Target paintings, Beginning (1959) 

(Figure 5). 

It is an important painting because the polanty between [squarelness and not 

king [square], that we have isolated as the key compositional device, is here clearly 

and vividly mapped onto deteminations of sbsis and dynamic movement. That 

is, stasis as a hction of [squarelness is in opposition to the cïrculating movement of 

not king [square]. Combating stasis through beconilng was at the core of the idea of 

sexual revolution. It was as Reich formulateci it "a capacïty to surrender to the flow 

of biological energy, hee of any inhibitions; a capacity to discharge completely the 

dammed up sexual excitation through involuntary, pleasurable convulsions of the 

body."73 As a negation of the conforniity and compulsory sexual morality of the 

surrounding dture, Reich's conception of orgiastic potency and the self-regdating 

sex-economy, was the only way of stemming the neurotic character forrning 

pressures of the surrounding culture. Because character structure was formed of a 

"pattern of successive resistance's", that was in itself contingent on the structural 

tensions enacted in the interpersonal relation, character was an inalterable limit and 

precondition of social life. Contrary to the Freudian project, character structure 

could not simply be dispensed with during the course of an analysis. Repression 

was incurable. It was however manageable if the "successive pattern of resistance's" 

repetition mobilized as character, were combated by providing repetition with the 

primary outlet in sexual somatic gratification it sought in the fïrst place. 

Repe tition was no t boring, tedious, stale, mundane, boring, mechanical, 

lifeless, midde dass, prosaic, or conservative, it was on the contrary, quite a 

provocative, excîting, and even revolutionary notion. Repetition was the only way 

to access a symbolic realm of wholeness 

"under the condition of neurotic sexual 

or oneness otherwise lost to those living 

repression".74 "Under the condition of 

73~eich, The Funchon of the Orgasm, p. 102. 
'*~eich, The Sexual Reoolutio~t, p. 5. 



neurotic sexud repression" "comple te and repeated genital gratScatid1 was the 

only way of prevenüng [squarelness, stasis, sickness, neuroses, or perversion. For 

Noland, repetition was not sirnply about sermal obsession, sexual compulsion, an 

obsessive compulsiveness about sa, a repetition compulsion founded in sexual 

repression, anal retentiveness, or even a neurotic obsession with anality. Rather it 

was an indices of sexual potency, mature genitalxty, and the "self-regulating" 

possibilities of the sex-economy. For Noland, the &de painter, the revolutionary 

semal thinker, boxing's king of the ring, the non [square] jazz listening Orgone Box 

sitting swinger, this meant a whole lot of fucking around. 





Figure 2 Kenneth Noland. That, 1958-59. Acrylic on canvas. 84 x û4 inches. 
William C. Agee, Kenneth Noland: The Circle Paintings 1956-1963. 
Houston: The Museum of Fine Arts, 1993, p. 70. 



Figure 3 Kenneth Noland. Virginia Site. 1959. Aaylic on canvas, Kenworth 
Moffett, Kenneth Noland. New York: Hamy N. Abrams, Inc, 1977, 
frontispeice. 
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Figure 4 Kenneth Noland. Su ns hi ne. 1961. Oil on canvas, û4 x 84 inches. 
Kenworth Moffett, Kennefh Noland. New York: Harry N. Abrams, hc, 
1977, p. 53. 



Figure 5 Kenneth Noland. Beginning. 1958. Magna on canvas, 90 x 95 718 inches. 
Hirshhorn Museum and Snilpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Figure 6 Kenneth Noland. Untitled. c.1956. Oil on canvas, 18 x 18 inches. 
Kenworth Moffett, Kenneth Noland.. New York: Hamy N. Abrams, Inc., 
1977, p. 26. 



Figue 7 Kenneth Noland. Untitled. c.1957. Oil on canvas, 16 x 14" inches. 
Kenworth Moffett, Kenneth Noland.. New York: Hamy N. Abrams, Inc, 
1977, p. 26. 



Figure 8 Kenneth Noland. Untitled. 1957. Oil on canvas, 60 x 54 inches. Kenworth 
Moffett, Kenneth Noland. New York: Harry N. Abram, hc., 1977, p. 26. 



Figure 9 Kenneth Noland. Globe. 1956. Oil on Canvas. 60 x 60 inches. 
Kenworth Moffett, Kenneth Nola nd.. New York: Harry N. Abrams, hc., 
1977. p. 48. 



Figure 10 Kenneth Noland. Circle. 195859. William C.Agee, Kenneth Noland: The 
Circle Paintings, 1956-1963. Acrylic on canvas, 96 x 96 inches. The 
Museum of Fine Arts Houston, Houston, 1993, p. 65. 



Figure 11 Kenneth Noland. Luster. 1958. Acrylic on canvas, 59 x 59 indies. Karen 
W i h ,  Kenneth Noland. New York: Rizzoli, 1990, pl. 1. 
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Figure 12 Kenneth Noland. Heu t. 1958. Acrylic on canvas, 63 x 65 indies. Collection 
Lannan Foudation, Los Angeles. 



Figure 13 Kenneth Noland. Split. 1959. Acrylic on canvas, 94 x 95 114 inches. 
National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Figure 14 Kenneth Noiand To ndo. 195û-59. Oil on canvas, 50 x 50 inches. Kenworth 
Moffett, Kenneth Noland.. New York: Harry N. Abrarns, Inc., 1977, p.55. 
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Figure 15 Nicolas Poussin. The Arcadiun Shepherds. 1650. Louvre, Paris. 



Figure 16 Kenneth Noland. Blue Veil, 1963, Acrylic on canvas, 72 x72 inches. 
Kenworth Moffet, Kenneth Noland, New York Hamy N. Abrams, Inc., 
1977, p. 130. 



Figure 17 Kenneth Noland. Tide, 1958. Aaylic on canvas, 67 x 63 inches. William C. 
Agee, Kenneth Noland: The Circle Paintings 1956-1963. Houston: 
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 1993, p. 59. 
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Figure 18 Kenneth Noland. Fete, 1959. Acryiic on cmvas, 72 x 72 inches. William C. 
Agee, Kenneth Noland: The Circle Paintings 1956-1963. Houston: 
Museum of Fine Am, Houston, 1993, p. 74. 
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Figure 19 Kenneth Noland. Sp read, 1958. Oil on canvas, 117 x 117 indies. William 
C. Agee, Kenneth Noland: The Circle Paintings 19564963. Houston: 
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 1993, p. 63. 
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Figure 20 Kenneth Noland, Un titled, 195û-59. A q l i c  on canvas, 84 x €34 inches. 
William C.  Agee, Kenneth Noland: The Circle Paintings 2956-1963. 
Houston: Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 1993, p. 73. 
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Figure 21 Kenneth Noland. MaSc Box, 1959. Acrylic on canvas, 96 x 96 inches. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Arts, New York. 



Figure 22 K e ~ e t h  Noland. Wilhelm Reich, 1959. Acrylic on canvas, 69.5 x 70 
inches. William C.  Agee, Kenneth Noland: The Circle Paintings 1956-1963. 
Houston: Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 1993, p. 32. 
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